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SUMMARY
Speech coding at 64 and 32 Kb/s is well developed and standardized. The next bit 
rate of interest is at 16 Kb/s. Although, standardization has yet to be made, speech cod­
ing at 16 Kb/s is fairly well developed. The existing coders can produce good quality 
speech at rates as low as about 9.6 Kb/s. At prœœnt the major research area is at 8 to 4.8 
Kb/s.
This work deals first of all with enhancing the quality and^complexity of some of 
the most promising coders at 16 to 9.6 Kb/s as well as proposing new alternative coders. 
For this purpose coders operating at 16 Kb/s and 12 to 9.6 Kb/s have been grouped 
together and optimized for their corresponding bit rates. The second part of the work 
deals with the possibilities of coding the spœch signals at lower rates than 9.6 Kb/s. 
Therefore, coders which produce good quality speech at bit rates 8 to 4.8 Kb/s have been 
designed and simulated.
As well as designing coders to operate at rates below 32 Kb/s. it is very important 
to test them. Coders operating at 32 Kb/s and above contain only quantization noise and 
usually have large signal to noise ratios (SNR). For this rea^n  their SNR's may be used 
for comparison of the coders. However, for the coders operating at 16 Kb/s and below 
this is not so and hence subjective testing is necessary for true comparison of the coders. 
The final part of this work deals with the subjective testing of 6 coders, three at 16 Kb/s 
and the other three at 9.6 Kb/s.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
When human beings converse, they do so via sound waves. These sound waves can­
not travel more than 100 to 200 meters without disturbing others and loosing privacy. 
Also, over larger distances, the human voice transmitted in free space becomes inadequate 
and acoustical amplification of the speech would generally be unacceptable in our modern 
society. Even if shouting was acceptable, practical limitations would not allow it. i.e. 
when everybody talks loudly nobody understands anything. As a result, to communi­
cate over long distances we must resort to electrical techniques, with the use of acousto- 
electrical and elœtro-acoustical transducers. Before transmission speech is coded into an 
analogue or digital format. In the past analogue representation of speech has been widely 
used. Although, digital coding of speech was proposed more than three decades ago. its 
realization and the exploitation for the benefit of society has taken place within the last 5 
to 10 years. Since then there has been a great emphasis on producing completely digital 
speech networks. There are a number of reasons for digital coding of speech signals.
Transmission of speech over long distances requires repeaters and amplifiers. In 
analogue transmission, noise cannot be eliminated when amplification is employed. 
Therefore, long distances mean greater noise accumulation. Digital coding achieves 
transmission of information over long distances without degradation of speech quality. 
This occurs because digital signals are regenerated, i.e. retimed and reshaped at the 
repeaters. The transmission quality therefore, is almost independent of distance and net­
work topology in an all digital environment.
In comparison with the frequency division multiplexing (FDM) technique in analo­
gue transmission systems, where complex filters are required, the multiplexing function 
in digital systems is and can be achieved with economic digital circuitry. Furthermore, 
switching of digital information is easily performed with digital building blocks leading 
to all-electronic exchanges which obviate the problems of analogue cross-talk and 
mechanical switching.
Interconnection of various transmiæion media and switching equipment is realize! 
by relatively cheap interface equipment with little or no signal impairment. Also by
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multiplexing digital signals (TDM), the channel capacity in an existing media may be 
increased.
Using a uniform digital format digital signals can be transmitted over the same 
communication system. Consequently, speech signals can be handled together with other 
signals such as video, computer data, facsimile etc.
Nowadays complex signal processing can easily be achieved by digital computers. 
Digital signals can easily be encrypted to provide secrecy in secure communication chan­
nels such as the military. The power requirements for digital systems transmission is 
much less than analogue systems and also in digital systems transmission reliability is 
much higher. These factors have extra importance in satellite and computer controlled 
communications.
Digital transmission is more robust to noise in the transmission path. Using forward 
error correction (FEC) [l]. digital systems can extract the information even in the pres­
ence of noise which is higher than the signal level. Adaptive digital processing methods 
based on the signal statistics [2] can also be applied to recover signals in severe condi­
tions. These cannot be achieved in real time without the use of large scale integration 
techniques (LSI). LSI employed in the realization of digital circuits can result in cheap 
and very compact equipment. As a final application, digitization of speech offers the pos­
sibility of voice communication with computers.
Although, digitization of speech is necessary for speech recognition processing as 
well as for trai^mission. we are here only interested in the coding of spœch signals for 
transmission purpose. Digitization of spœch for tramimi^ion over a communication 
channel has one very significant disadvantage. Digital speech transmission requires very 
much larger transmission bandwidth, in order to maintain the quality of a 4 KHz 
analogue speech channel. Unless the bandwidth of the digital speech transmission is 
reduce  whilst maintaining its analogue equivalent quality, the advantages of digital 
speech coding, listed above will not be fully exploited and may be very costly. Spectral 
efficiency is extremely important in many radio communication systems, e.g. mobile 
satellite and cellular systems. However, for digital transmission r^ucing  the bandwidth 
could mean the reduction of the number of bits to be used to code the speech samples, 
and hence, a reduction in speech quality. High digital spœch quality can be ob ta in^  at 
64 Kb/s and 32 Kb/s by PCM [3] and ADPCM [4][5] respectively, but the required 
transmission bandwidth is still too much greater to be practical for use in satellite cellu­
lar communication systems. It is therefore, very important to reduce the bit rate of
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coded speech down to 16 Kb/s and below if digital speech is to be introduced economi­
cally to the communication systems. There are two other important parameters that 
should be taken into consideration for digital speech coding. These are the coding delay 
and the cost. The major factors: high quality, reduced bit rate, small delay and low cost 
are all in opposition to each other. For high quality and low bit rates may be
achieved with long coding delays and high cost. During the course of this research work 
we have investigated various methods of reducing the speech bit rate whilst maintaining 
high quality, low delay and cost. The research work was split into three major areas, 
speech coding at 16 Kb/s. 12 to 9.6 Kb/s and 8 to 4.8 Kb/s. which are discussed in 
chapters 6. 7 and 8 respectively. In chapter 2 we briefly discuss various speech coding 
schemes and applications. In chapter 3. 4. and 5 basic principles of the most promising 
low bit rate speech coding algorithms are discussed. Finally, in chapter 9 we present the 
results of a small subjective test, and to conclude in chapter 10 we discuss the major 
conclusions obtained from the work and suggest possible future are£^.
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CHAPTER 2
DIGITAL SPEECH CODING AND ITS APPLICATIONS
2.1 Introduction
Here, we briefly discuss digital coding of speech signals and its applications.
2.2 D igital Coding Of Speech
Digital coding of speech signals can be broadly classifled into three categories, 
namely: Analysis -  synthesis (vocoder) coding, waveform coding and hybrid coding as 
shown in Figure 2.1. The concepts used in the flrst two methods are very different, and 
the third method is a mixture of the flrst two coding systems.
In the vocoding systems, only the theoretical model of the speech production 
mechanism is considered and its parameters are derived from the actual speech signal and 
coded for transmission. At the receiver these model parameters are decoded and used to 
control a speech synthesizer which corresponds to the model assumed in the analyser. 
Provided that the perceptually signiflcant parameters of the speech are extracted and 
transmitted, the synthesized signal perceived by the human ear approximately resembles 
the original speech signal. Therefore, during the analysis procedure the speech is reduced 
to its essential features and all of the redundancies are removed. Consequently, a great 
saving in transmission bandwidth is achieved. However, when compared with the 
waveform coding methods, analysis -  synthesis processing operations are complex, result­
ing in expensive equipment.
In waveform coding systems, an attempt is made to preserve the waveform of the 
original speech signal. In such a coding system the speech waveform is sampled and each 
sample is coded and transmitted. At the receiver the speech signal is reproduced from the 
decoded samples. The way in which the input samples are coded at the transmitter may 
depend upon the previous samples or parameters dérivai from the previous samplœ. so 
that advantage of the speech waveform characteristics can be taken. Waveform coding 
systems tend to be much simpler and therefore inexpensive compared to the vocoder type 
systems. Because of this, they are of considerable interœt and importance and their
applications may vary from mobile radio to commercial line systems.
Hybrid coding of speech, as the name suggests^ combines the principles of both 
vocoders and waveform coders. Using suitable modelling, redundancies in speech are 
removed leaving a small energy residual signal to be coded by a waveform coder. There­
fore. the difference between a pure waveform coder and a hybrid coder is that in the 
hybrid coder, the energy in the signal to be coded is minimized before quantization, 
hence, the quantization error which is proportional to the energy in the input signal is 
reduced. On the other hand the difference between a vocoder and a hybrid coder is that in 
a hybrid coder the excitation signal is transmitted to the decoder, however, in a vocoder a 
theoretical excitation source is used. Therefore, hybrid coders try  to bridge the gap 
betwœn high quality waveform coders and synthetic quality vocoders.
Speech Coding
Waveform Hybrid Vocoding
Coding Coding
PCM APC CV
APCM SBC FV
DPCM ATC LPC
ADPCM RELP
ADPCM
VELP
TDHS
MPLPC
CELP
Figure 2.1: A broad classiflcations of spœch coders.
Hybrid coders may use various speœh s^œific principles to rWuœ the speech resi­
dual energy before quantization. Therefore, hybrid coders can be further classifled 
according to modelling principles as shown in Figure 2.2.
Hybrid Coding
Modelling of short Pre-processing and R^idual Definition of
term amplitude waveform coding excited excitation
spectrum using TDHS-ADPCM vocoders sequence using
vocoding techniques TDHS-ATC RELP anlysis by synthesis
VDATC TDHS-SBC VELP MPLPC
HC TDHS-APC CELP
Figure 2.2: Principles classification of hybrid coders.
The coders listed under the headings of waveform coding, hybrid coding and vocod­
ing in Figure 2.1 operate at various bit rates. However, assuming an average range of 
operation for each class, we can represent their quality against bit rate performance as 
shown in Figure 2.3.
SPEECH
QUALITY
EXCELLENT
GOCO
NEXT GENERATION 
CODERS
,  WAVEFORM COOERS
~7 : '
FAIR
/
■ h
VOCODERS
POOR
IX 8 16
I nr RATE ( k b i t s / s e d
32 6 4
Figure 2.3: Speech quality versus bit rate for different types
of coders.
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Similar plots to those in Figure 2.3 may be drawn to represent the complexity of 
waveform coders and vocoders. However, it is extremely difficult to represent the com­
plexities of hybrid coders on a single scale, because the relative complexity of the coders 
(e.g. RELP and CELP) are very different. However, one can say that hybrid coders are the 
most complex of all. Some hybrid coders such as CELP cannot be implemented without 
some simplifications.
From Figure 2.3 it can be seen that no matter what the bit rate isrthe quality of 
recovered speech for vocoding techniques cannot reach good’ or excellent' quality. They 
have poor’ to fair’ quality. Waveform coders on the other hand have ’excellent’ quality 
at bit rates of 32 Kb/s and above. However, their speech quality deteriorates rapidly 
below about 24 Kb/s. Therefore, hybrid coders have their best operation range from 4 
Kb/s to 16 Kb/s. In the following three chapters we explain the principles of the most 
promising hybrid coding techniques under the headings of frequency domain speech cod­
ing, time domain speech coding and vœtor quantization.
2 3  Applications Of D igital Speech Coding
Digital speech coding is rapidly becoming an attractive and viable technology for 
communications and man-machine interaction. This technology is being encouraged by 
advances in several fields. New algorithms are being dev elo i^  for efficiently coded 
speech signals in digital form at reduced bit rates by taking advantage of the properties 
of speech production and perception. Simultaneously, device technology is evolving to a 
point where substantial amounts of real-time digital signal p ro o fin g  and digital data 
handling can be perform ^ within single integrated circuits. Finally, new systems con­
cepts in digital communications, computing, and switching are evolving which offer more 
flexible opportunities for storage and transfer of digital information.
There are various applications of digital speech coding which require system specific 
parameters and complexity requirements. These may be listed as follows:
Delay
Complexity
Quality
Compatibility with the existing systems
Performance in specific channel conditions
*“  8 "
Data handling 
Delay
Delay is very important in real-time telephone systems. The importance of delay 
becomes more pointed for satellite applications where already large delays exist because 
of the long distance propagation. However, in some non-real-time applications and com­
puter to computer message transmission and in some one way store and forward systems 
delay may not be so important.
Delay in digital coding schemes is introduced due to two reasons. One is that if the 
algorithm is complex, delay is necessary for the computation of the major complexity 
blocks. The other reason for delay is the theoretical algorithmic delay which is necessary 
for speech spœiâc parameter calculations.
Complexity
The complexity and hence the cost of speech coding systems is extremely important 
if it to be widely used. For this purpose the cost of the terminal equipment should be 
kept as low as possible.
Quality
Most important of all is the quality of the received or r e v e re d  speech. Under all 
circumstances the quality of recover^ s p ^ h  should be kept at a level which will be 
acceptable by customers. The major speech quality degradations are introduced during 
the digital coding process of the analogue speech signals. Therefore, the chosen speech 
coding algorithm should maintain the quality of speech at an acceptable level.
Com patibility W ith Existing System s
Any new digital speech coding system should be easily integrated into the existing 
network without causingtextra delay, reduced performance or additional œst.
Performance Under Specific Channel Conditions
The quality of the recovered speech may be affected by the various channel condi­
tions. This is e^jecially important in various satellite applications. Therefore. iq)rech cod­
ing techniques should either be robust under channel errors or allow some of the channel
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capacity to be used for forward error detection and correction.
Data Handling
Some applications may require the transmission of data using the speech channel. 
Therefore, for certain applications speech coding systems should handle data as well as 
speech.
23.1 Satellite Applications
The choice of the speech coding technique is one of the most important technologies 
for the development of low carrier to noise (C/N) ratio digital radio satellite communica­
tion systems for land, maritime and aeronautical mobile communications and also for 
thin-route communications. A comprehensive study quantifying the subjective perfor­
mance of various encoding technique in a telephone network environment was reported 
in reference [l]. Also as intensive study on various candidate speech coding techniques 
was conducted to choose the most suitable coding tœhniques for use in satellite commun­
ications [2].
In low C/N digital satellite communication systems, spewh coding at a low bit rate 
up to 16 Kb/s is attractive to economically meet the growing demand for telephone ser­
vice and also to effectively provide ISDN service by speech and data integration.
The international maritime satellite organization (INMARSAT) has a concrete plan 
to introduce a new digital maritime satellite communication system in which the tele­
phone channel is digitized at 16 Kb/s instead of the companded FM currently in use. The 
16 Kb/s digital channel provide increased availability maritime channel capacity, sav­
ings of limitW satellite power, and also provides capability to offer a wide variety of 
new services. Adaptive predictive coding with maximum likelihood quantization (APC- 
MLQ) [3] has been chosen for use in the INMARSAT system. The APC has a new adap­
tive quantizer in which the step sizes are controlled to minimize the power of the 
difference between an input signal and the reconstructed signal. Performance indicates 
that the APC-MLQ is one of the most suitable low rate speech coding techniques for the 
low C/N satellite communication systems at 16 Kb/s [3][4].
INMAI^AT plans to introduce a new digital maritime satellite communication sys­
tem called the standard-B system' adopting 16 Kb/s spm;h coding. In low C/N satellite 
communication systems including thin-route systems, companded FM has generally been
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used for public telephone services. In the smooth transition from the existing analogue
system to the new digital system, the main performance requirements for the 16 Kb/s 
speech coding are [4].
a) Subjective speech quality comparable to or better than that of companded FM in the
existing analogue system.
b) Robustness to bit errors in a range of 10“  ^and 10“  ^error rates.
c) Transparency of voice-band data up to 2400 bits/sec.
d) Immunity to ambient noise.
A recent speech coding activity has been the common European mobile telephony 
standardization. Amongst the major coding candidates there were sub-band coders, 
one multi-pulse LPC and a regular pulse excited LPC which were submitted by Norway. U K 
Sweden. Italy. France and Germany respectively. Although, final test results have not 
been published regular pulse excited LPC combined with the pitch filter used in the 
French multi-pulse LPC (RPE-LTP) has been selected. RPE-LTP is a new approach to 
multi-pulse coding [5] which produce high quality speech at around 13 Kb/s. allowing 
some capacity for FEC in a 16 Kb/s channel. RPE-LTP is a base-band type coder which 
uses a weighting filter and grid selector to approximate the decimated sequence to the 
optimized multi-pulse so^uence.
23 .2  Public Switch Telephone Network (RSTN)
For the PSTN applications the transmission power (bandwidth) is not as critical as 
it is in the satellite applications. However, still great savings can be made if the reduced 
bit rate speech coding techniques are used. The standard channel is designed for 64 Kb/s 
(PCM) but if the bit rate is reduced by a factor of 2 or more then 2 or more sub- 
channels could be multiplexed in to the standard 64 Kb/s. By digitizing PSTN the fol­
lowing advantages can be gained.
(i) Digital speech signals can be regenerated at stations along the transmission path, 
hence transmission can be achievW over long distances with immunity to cross talk 
and random noire.
(ii) Easy signalling, multiplexing, switching and improved end to end quality.
(iii) Flexible processing, echo cancellation, equalization and filtering and other procereing 
such as encryption.
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At present there are two standardized digital speech coding algorithms. First one is 
the Pulse Code Modulation (PCM). A or /x law. which was standardized in 1972. The 
second is the Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation (ADPCM). which was stand­
ardized in 1985 to operate at 32 Kb/s for speech and voice-band data.
Since the standardization of ADPCM at 32 Kb/s in 1985, there have been many high 
quality lower bit rate speech coding algorithms developed (SBC. APC. ATC. RELP). 
However, officially none of these high quality lower bit rates has been standardized. 
Amongst these high quality low bit rate speech coders two have been adopted by 
INMARSAT and GSM (APC-MLQ and RPE-LTP at 16 Kb/s respectively).
Although, there is no other standard algorithm for commercial use. there is a mili­
tary standard. LPC-10 has been used by the military at 2.4 Kb/s which is a vocoder and 
produces synthetic quality speech.
2.4 R eference
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CHAPTERS
FREQUENCY DOMAIN SPEECH CODING
3.1 Basic System Concepts.
The basic concept in frequency domain coding is to divide the speech spectrum into 
frequency bands or components using either a filter bank or a block transform analysis. 
After encoding and decoding, these frequency components are used to resynthesize a 
replica of the input waveform by either filter bank summation or inverse transform 
means. A primary assumption in frequency domain coding is that the signal to be coded 
is slowly time varying which can be locally modelled with a short-time spectrum. Also, 
for most applications involving real-time constraints, only a short time segment of input 
signal is available at any given time instant. Within the context of the above explana­
tions. a block of speech can be represented by a filter bank or block transformation as 
follows.
(i) In the filter bank interpretation (a is fixed at w = Wo and is viewed as the 
output of a linear time invariant filter with impulse response h in  ) excited by the modu­
lated signal x i n )  e ,
= h(fi ) * [x(n ) c (3.1)
Here h i n )  determines the bandwidth of the analysis around the centre frequency of 
the signal x (n ) and is referred to as the analysis filter [l][2][3][4].
(ii) In the block Fourier transform interpretation the time index n  is fixed at n  = / i q  and 
X» (e^**) is viewed as the normal Fourier transform of the windowed sequence
h in o ^ m )  x (m ).
jj(e-^  " ) = F[h in Q—m ) x (m )] (3.2)
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where F [] denotes the Fourier transform. Here, h in Q—m )  determines the time width of 
the analysis around the time instant n = n o  and is referred to as the analysis window 
[1][2][3][4].
Portnoff [5] shows that the synthesis equation for the filter bank or the block 
transformations are as follows. For the filter bank synthesis.
-ir
which can be interpreted as the integral (or incremental sum) of short time spectral com­
ponents Xn («■^ “ "^  ) modulated back to their centre frequencies Wg.
For the block transformation synthesis, synthesis equation takes the form.
which can be interpreted as summing the inverse Fourier transformed blocks correspond­
ing to the time signals h ir —n )x in  ).
Although, the theory shown above may appear too complex to be implemented in 
real time, recent advances in digital technology make economic implementation possible. 
The two well known speech coding techniques which belong to the class of frequency 
domain coders are Sub-Band coding (SBC) [6][7][8]. and Adaptive Transform coding 
(ATC) [9][10][11]. The basic principles in both schemes are the division of the input 
speech sp^trum  into a number of frequency bands which are then separately encoded. 
Separate encoding offers two advantages. Firstly, the quantization noise can be contained 
within bands, and prevented from creating out-of-band harmonic distortion. Secondly, 
the number of bits allocated for coding of each band can be optimized to obtain the best 
overall performance.
In SBC a filter bank is employed to split the input speech signal typically into 4 to 
16 broad frequency bands (wide band analysis). In ATC on the other hand a block 
transformation method with a typical transform size of 128 to 256 is used to provide 
much finer frequency resolution (narrow band analysis). In the following sections thœe 
two main frequency domain coding techniques will be d iscus^l in greater details.
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3.2 Sub-Band Coding
Sub-band coding is a waveform coding method which uses the wide band short time 
analysis^synthesis. The speech spectrum is partitioned into a number of bands and each 
band is low-pass translated to zero frequency. The resulting signals in each band are then 
sampled at the Nyquist rate, encoded, multiplexed and transmitted. At the receiver, the 
sub-bands are de-multiplexed. decoded and translated back to their original positions. 
The resulting sub-band signals are then summed together to give an approximation of the 
original speech signal.
The partitioning of the sprech spectrum into bands and the coding of the signals 
related to these bands has a number of advantages when compared to single fu ll band 
coding methods. In particular, by encoding the sub-bands, the short-time formant struc­
ture of the speech spectrum can be exploited. In this way the number of quantization 
levels can vary independently from one band to another as well as the characteristics of 
the quantizers. Also the quantization noire in a given band is confined to that band and 
there is no spill over into the adjacent frequency ranges. In addition, when employing a 
fixed or an adaptive bit allocation scheme to operate as part of the coding strategy, the 
Sf^ctrum of the noise found in the reconstructed signal can also be shaped in a perceptu­
ally advantages way.
In practice the sub-band signals are produced in a slightly different way than that 
discussed above in terms of the short time Fourier transform. In order to produce real 
sub-band signals as opposed to the complex signals (using Fourier transforms), the 
speech s j^ tru m  can be split into a desired number of bands using several techniques. 
There are four techniques which have been used. There are Integer Band Sampling (E ^). 
Tree structure Quadrature Mirror Filters (TQMF). Discrete Cosine Transform (DOT), 
and Parallel Filter Banks (PFB).
3.2.1 Band Splitting
3.2.1.1 I n t ^ r  Band S^unplii^ (IBS).
Crochiere. one of the pioneers of sub-band coding, propored an IBS technique for 
I^rforming the low-pass to band-pass translations which eliminates the nred for modu­
lators and is therefore easily realired in hardware [7]. This is illu s tra te  in Figure 3.1. 
The sprech band is partitionW into b sub-bands by band-pass filters BPi  to B P f  The 
output of each filter in the transmitter is re-samplW at a rate of 2/,- . where f t  is the
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bandwidth of the sub-band. These decimated signals are then digitally encoded and 
multiplexed for t r a n s m is s io n .  At the receiver, the decoded sub-band signals are up- 
sampled to their original sampling rates b y  in s e r t in g  zero valued s a m p le s .  These signals 
are then filtered by another set of band-pass filters, id e n t ic a l  to those at the transmitter. 
Finally, the outputs of these filters are summed to give a reconstructed replica of the ori­
ginal input signal.
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3f. -21 . 2f; 3f;
R E C O N ST R U C T E D  SIGNAL
Figure 3.1: Integer band sampling for SBC band splitting.
As shown in Figure 3.1. the IBS method impo%s certain constraints on the choice of 
sub-bands. Sub-bands are required to have a frequency range between n q and nq+i/g , 
w h e r e i s a n  integer to avoid aliasing in the sampling process.
3JL1.2 Tree Structure Quadrature Mirror Filt«r (TQMF)
Although the integer band sampling method has p ro d u c t encouraging results, very 
long filters (175-200 taps) are necessary to provide the sharp cut-off characteristics
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required in order to reduce aliasing or inter-band leakage arising from the sampling pro­
cess. A more elegant design [12][13], allows for almost perfect cancellation of this alias­
ing effect by utilising a set of low and high-pass filters which possess quadrature rela­
tionship. Consider the design of a 2 (equal) band sub-band coder, which uses a low-pass 
and a high-pass filters to split the signal, as shown in Figure 3.2.
X ( n )
1:2
2:1
2:1
1:2
Decoder
Encoder Decoder
Enc Oder
High 
Pass 
F i1ter
Low 
Pass 
F iIter
High 
Pass 
F i1ter
Low 
Pass 
F i1ter
(b)
L UPPERLOWER
BANDBAND
D
E
e f s /4 fs /2
FREQUENCY
Figure 3.2: A 2 band sub-band coder, (a) coder structure, (b) 
spectral description of sub-bands.
The down sampling process in both upper and lower bands introduce aliasing terms 
in each of the sub-band signals. In the Iowa: band, the signal frequency above / , / 4  is 
folded down into the range 0 to / ,  IA and appears as aliasing in this signal as shown by 
the shadW area in Figure 3.2b. Similarly, for the upper band any signal energy below
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/ , / 4  is folded upward into its Nyquist band f  J A  to / , / 2  . The amount of aliasing of 
energy or inter-band leakage is directly dependent on the degree to which the filters 
h i(n ) and h 2(n ) approximate ideal low-pass and high-pass filters respectively.
In the re-construction process, the sub-band sampling rates are increased by insert­
ing zeros between each sub-band sample. This introduces a periodic repetition of the sig­
nal spectra in the sub-bands. For example, in the lower band the signal energy from 0 to 
/ j / 4  is symmetrically folded around / , / 4  into the range of the upper band. This 
unwanted signal energy or image is filtered out by the low-pass filter h i(n )  at the 
receiver. The filtering operation effectively interpolates the zero valued samples that 
have been inserted between the sub-band signals. In the same way the image from the 
upper band is reflected to the lower sub-band and filtered out by the filter —h-^n ).
Because of the quadrature relationship of the sub-band signals in the QMF. the 
remaining components of the images can be exactly cancelled by the aliasing terms intro­
duced in the analysis (in the absence of transmission errors and quantization noise). In 
practice, this cancellation is obtained down to the level of quantization noise of the 
coders.
To obtain this cancellation property in the QMF, the filters / i i( /i)  and h-^n  ) must 
be symmetrical filter designs.
hiin ')  = h 2(.n ) = 0 for n < 0  and n '^T  (3.5)
where T  is the number of taps in the filters. The symmetrical property implies that,
A i(m) == /%i(T-l--,i) (3.6)
and
A2 (/&)= - A 2 ( T - l - a )  fora  = 0.1......( T /2 ) - l  (3.7)
The QMF further require that the filters satisfy the condition.
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(3 .8 )
which shows the mirror image relationship of the filters. The filters must also satisfy the 
condition.
(3 .9 )
where and denote the Fourier transforms of h i( / i)  and &2(n )  respec­
tively. Figure 3.3 shows the frequency response for a 32 tap filter design obtained by 
Johnston (32D design). [12].
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Figure 3.3: F r e q u e n c y  R e sp o n se  o f  a  3 2 - t a p  Q u a d r a tu r e  M ir r o r  
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For band splitting into more than two bands, the basic QMF can be repeated in a 
tree structure. Figure 3.4 shows the use of QMF in an 8 band sub-band coder.
x ( n ) x ( n )
-  D?
Figure 3.4: Tree structure QMF in an 8 ^ u a l  band SBC.
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Sub-band coders with nonuniform bands may also be obtained using the QMF 
approach subject to some limitations. This is done by truncating certain sections of the 
tree as shown in Figure 3.5. for a 5 band sub-band coder.
x(n)
r  HI
Figure 3.5: 5 band sub-band coder with non-uniform spacing of bands.
The use of symmetrical FIR filters in the TQMF introduces a delay in the system 
equal to (T —1)/2 samples at each stage, ie. / ,  -8  KHz, T = 32  . delay -(32-1) /  2-15.5 
sam ple and delay in time -  15.5 /  8000 % 2 milliseconds. However, because the sam­
pling rate of the sub-bands is halved at each stage, the actual amount of delay (rrferrai 
to the original sampling rate) increases up the tree. Considering the delay at both 
analysis and synthesis stages, the total delay introduced by the tree structured b band 
TQMF is (T—1X6—1) samples, assuming the use of uniform filters at each stage.
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3.2.13 A Transform  Approach fo r  band splitting
A recent attempt to split the speech spectrum into sub-bands has been made by 
F.S.Yeoh and C.S.Xydeas [14][15]. The generalized structure of the transform approach 
to sub-band coding is shown in Figure 3.6.
Wn(l)
M„(b) M„(b)
Figure 3.6: Sub-band coder structure using the DCT transform approach.
Here a block transformation is used to perform the band splitting into a number of 
equally or uno^ually spaced bands. The time signals corresponding to th«% bands can be 
coded in the same way in SBC with TQMF, using fiiW or adaptive bit allocation with 
forward or backward adaptive quantization. This technique allows for more flexible 
design approach to frequency domain coding, as a whole range of trade-offs between per­
formance, delay and complexity is possible, to suit specific applications. More
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iiojXDrtajithf ttw:<iela}riLncl<x)ca;dk:][ity of tlie trarudx)rm airpioach (in teriiu:()f syrnal i%nD- 
cessing operations) is substantially reduced compared to sub-band coders employing filter 
banks with long impulse responses.
The sequence of input samples xn  is segmented into blocks Xn of N  samples. Each 
block Xn is transformed via an N  point Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) to yield a 
block Yn of N  transform coe&cients. Yn is then divided into contiguous blocks
W/i(l),Vyh (2).... W /i(6) eadi (xwntairûiig J\r/6 sainiples (equal taaruis) w/heax; 6 is iJie
nmrdber of frecpaerwcy Ibaruds. lïach <)f tlusse smaller bloclcs T#}i(i ) is sefMirateljf inirerse 
trarudx)rine(l i/wi zui J\f/6 ]point hiVTsnse IDCTI' to give the sidb-tNmd signals 
Zfi(l).Zn(2).....Zn(6). At the receiver the reverse process is performed, the decoded 
sub-band signals Zn. (i ) are forward transformed with an N  lb point DCT to give the 
signals Win (& ). They are then combined in the correct order to form Y n . A final N  point 
inverse DCT on Yn yields the recovered signal xn .
The value of b determines the spectral resolution (number of bands) of the system, 
which can vary from the fine resolution provided by the ATC to the one band case of 
waveform coding schemes. Specifically, three cases arise.
(i) 6 = #
ie. the number of frequency bands is equal to the transform block size. The transform 
coefficients Yn are coded individually, and the system becomes an adaptive transform 
coder (ATC). (see section 3.3).
(ii) 6 = 1
ie. no splitting of the signal is performed and the full band signal is directly coded. 
(ü i) l< 6 < 6 ^
A range of different degrees of spectral resolution can be achieved, with 6 defining the 
fineness of resolution.
Non-uniform splitting of bands can be realised simply by dividing the transform 
coefficients Yn into unequal parts before carrying out the second stage transformation.
3.2.1.4 Parallel F ilter Bank (PFB)
Very recently, there has been a growing interest into use of parallel filter banks. If 
the aliasing cancellation properties of the tree QMF filters are achieved in a parallel filter 
bank process, with short impulse responses, the system will be less complex and the 
delay will be sutetantially reduced comparW to the tree QMF.
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Two approaches to PFB implementation have been made. The first approach uses 
band-pass FIR filters of about 64 coefficients each. [16][17]. The number of band-pass
filters are equal to the number of bands in the coder, and the same band-pass filters are 
used at both the encoder and decoder. Consider the example of a 14 band SBC with 64 
coefficients filter responses given by hg ( t  ), t = 1.2....14 and t  = 0.1....63 . and sub-band 
signals represented by X i . The last two bands are ignored by setting the responses of 
h isik ) and h if,{k ) equal to zero. The SBC values Xj (m ) i = 1.2....16 are computed in the 
following way.
63
Xf (m ) = 2  a  )X&. (16n + 0  -  l ) - t  ) (3.10)
fc=0
The final output signal X/ (n )  is the result of interleaving the sub-band values. Xf (m ). 
through the use of a clockwise commutator to produce the desired signal which is the 
filtered and decimated sub-band signals. See Figure 3.7 and 3.8 for analysis and synthesis 
implementation of 16 band SBC and Appendix A for the coefficients of 16 parallel filters.
At the decoder, through the use of an anticlockwise commutator the sub-band sig­
nals, Xri i = 1.2....16 are distributed to their corresponding band-pass filters. The output 
signal Sout is then computed as follows.
16 63
x;«,(n ) = 1 6 ^  Z /»f(it:)X r!(m -tX -l)^ -^  (3.11)
i =  lit = 0
The second approach uses PFB with a two point FFT. where the number of filters 
equal to half the bands and has about 80 coefficients. [16]. Consider an example of a 16 
band SBC using 8 parallel filters of 80 coefficients in each and two point FFT. see Appen­
dix B for the filter coefficients . The sub-band signals X „ (n ) and X (n ) are com­
puted in the following way.
X ),(a) = 1:4 (m) + y]g(15-m ) (3.12)
% i5-m ('i)= l :4 ( m ) - y 3 ( 1 5 - m )  (3.13)
X x^Ti ) = X i5 = 0 for qH n
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Figure 3.7: Parallel filter bank implementation of band splitting in a 16 band SBC.
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Figure 3.8: Parallel filter bank implementation of reconstruction in a 16 band SBC.
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where.
39
= Z ^ m ( 2 i ) X 0 - 2 i )  (3.14)
1 =  0
39
r a ( 1 5 - m )  = ^ A ^ ( 2 i + l ) X ( ; - 2 i - l )  (3.15)
i =  0
m = 0.1 7
At the d«x)der the output signals F(y+2Z) and F (/+ 2 Z + 1 ) are computed in the 
following way.
where.
y ( /+ 2 f )  = 16 £  ( - I ) ” £ft™ (16i+21)r„(i) (3.16)
m =  0 i =  0
r ( /+ 2 1  + l )  = 16 £  (-1 )'” £A „(16i+ 21 + l ) r i 5_ „ ( i)  (3.17)
m =  0 i =  0
X  i4(n —i ) = % isCn —i ) = 0 for all n
y«,(*)=  (3.18)
y  15-m (O  = %m (ft - (  ) + Xl5-m (% ) (319)
Z = 0,1......7
All of the above approaches for band splitting makes use of frequency domain 
aliasing cancellation. Similar results may be obtained by considering the Time Domain
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Aliasing Cancellation (TDAC). [18].
3.2.2 Encoding The Sub-Band Signals
After dividing the speech spectrum into desired sub-bands, waveform coding tech­
niques can be introduced to encode the sub-band signals. The most commonly used 
waveform coding technique in sub-band coders is Adaptive Pulse Code Modulation 
(APCM). If the number of bands are few so that the samples in each sub-band still show 
some correlation, a differential type waveform coder can also be used. Depending upon 
the requirements for delay, performance and complexity, the waveform coders within 
each sub-band may have one of the two adaptation techniques. These are backward adap­
tation and forward adaptation. In backward adaptation the quantizer step size is updated 
for every sample with respect to the previous output codeword from the binary encoder.
Step (n ) = [Sfep (n — 1)]“ M ( /  (a — 1)) (3.20)
where a is a parameter which achieves a smooth adaptation and in practice is just under 
unity (0.98). / ( a  —1) is the previous codeword and M is a multiplier function which 
itself is a function of the previous codeword. For simple adaptation, typical values for M 
may be, if / ( a  — 1) is the outermost level of the quantizer then M = 2, else M  = 0.77 for 
a quantizer which has more than one bit. The reason for the restriction to more than one 
bit is that the backward adaptation cannot be performed with two levels (one bit) quan­
tizer, because there is only one decision level, ie, the signal is positive or negative. 
N.S.Jayant suggests multiplier functions up to 5 bit quantizers in reference [19].
If fixed bit allocation is used backward adaptive quantizers do not require any side 
information to be transmitted to the receiver, and in the case of variable bit allocation 
the side information required is the number of bits used to code each sub-band signal.
In forward adaptation, the word forward is used to imply that the step sizes of the 
quantizers are evalua te  from the input signal, before it is passed forward to the quan­
tizers, [20][2l][22][23]. In order to calculate the step sizes of the quantize:^, blocks of 
speech samples are stored in buffers, and after the computation of the step sizes, these 
sub-band signals are quantized using these step sizes. Steps are also transmitted to the 
receiver as side information. One important point to dœide is the size of the blocks of 
samples. For differential coders.
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Step = f  (3.21)
^  r  = 2
and for APCM.
Step = /  [-^ Z  (^r (3.22)
r =  l
where /  is a parameter which is a function of the number of bits available in the quan­
tizer and the bit error rate. [25]. B is the block size. Xr and Xr-\ are the and the 
(r — ly* samples in each block. The above equations show that the step size is dependent 
on the standard deviation of the samples in the block B . Hence if B is small, because the 
step which will be calculated from B  samples will then be us«d to encode those samples, 
the average quantization error l^comfâ! smaller. However, because the step is transmitted 
to the receiver, this will increase the side information. If B is too long then the average 
quantization error may be larger, and more importantly the delay may not be tolerable. 
In forward adaptive systems the side information need^  is the step s i^ i  (variances) of 
each sub-band block for Wth fixed and variable bit allocation.
3.2.2.1 Bit Allocation
One advantage of sub-band coders noted previously, is the exploitation of the non­
flat spectral density of speech signals which allows unequal quantization to be applied to 
the frequency bands. The allocation of bits for coding each sub-band may be fixed or 
adaptive.
3.2.2.1.1 Fixed Bit Allocation
In early designs, the number of bits assigned for coding each sub-band signal was 
determined from long-term signal statistics, and was fixed for a given coder. Crochiere. 
[7], used the backward adaptive Jayant quantizer (AQJ). [19], for his schemes, while 
Esteban. [8], employed block quantization with forward transmission of step sizes 
(AQF). [21]. For a fairly large number of bands, the constraint on available quantizer 
bits does not in general allow the assignment of 2 bits to code the high frequency bands, 
a condition which is necessary for the backward adaptation of the AQJ.
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3.2.2.1.2 Adaptive Bit Allocation
As speech is a non-stationary signal, fixing the number of bits (from long-term con­
sideration) for coding each sub-band will necessarily be sub-optimal in the short term. 
Better results can be obtained by allowing the number of bits assigned to each frequency 
band to vary according to local signal statistics. Adaptive or dynamic techniques of bit 
allocation attempt to distribute available bits more efficiently by assigning bits to the 
sub-bands according to their energy composition over a short segment of typically 10 to 
30 milliseconds of speech. In this way efficient coding is maintained and no bits are 
wasted. Naturally, adaptive bit allocation requires the transmission of side information 
periodically so that the receiver is kept informed of the update in the allocation patterns. 
The optimum assignment of bits is based on a minimum mean squared error criterion and 
is given by the well known equation, [9],
c r  2
= d  + % log2 ( - ^ )  i = 1 . 2 , . . (3.23)
where erf is the variance, and Ri is the optimum number of bits for the sub-band, b 
is the number of bands in the sub-band coder, or the number of bands considered in the 
allocation process, since certain frequency bands l^yond the signal cut-off frequency may 
be omitted, d is a corrœtion term that reflects the performance of practical quantizers, 
and D* denote the noise power given by.
D — (3.24)
^ i=l
where is the noise power incurred in quantizing the sub-band. The bit assignment 
obtained must satisfy the constraint of available bits. R .
R = Z R i  (3.25)
i = l
It is easy to obtain the result that all bands must have the same distortion. The 
optimum bit assignment is then.
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= ^ + % logz [— ------ ] (3.26)
./ = !
where R is the average bit rate given by.
•S = - r Z ^ i  (3.27)
The Ri s calculated from equation (3.24) cannot take on negative or fractional valuœ in 
practice since they represent the number of quantizer bits to be used. Hence, rounding to 
the nearest positive integer or zero is necœ ^ry within the limits of total bit rate.
The bit allocation equation can be modified slightly to provide SKjme control of the 
output noise shape which might be desirable from a perceptual point of view. However, 
the relatively small number of fra^uency bands in sub-band coders does not allow much 
room for manoeuvre in this respect. Such frequency domain noise shaping is more 
appropriate in the context of adaptive transform coding (ATC). (sœ action 3.3).
The second bit allocation technique [24], is simpler than that above. This again 
compares the energies of the sub-bands and allocate bits accordingly. The principles of 
this second t^hnique is quite simple and is as follows.
(i) Find the band with the largest energy,
(ii) Divide this energy by a factor and allocate one bit tu that band,
(iii) Check if all the bits are allocated, if yes stop, else repeat the process.
The dividing factor is chosen by listening tests to achieve the best subjective qual­
ity. This factor is found in practice to be around 2.
3 3  Adaptive Transform  Coding (ATC)
The adaptive transform coder (ATC), [9][10], is a more complex frequency analysis 
technique which involve; block transformations of windowW segments of the input 
spm:h. Each ^ m e n t  is represented by a set of transform coefficients which are 
separately quantized and transmitted. At the receiver, the quantized coefficients are 
inveræ transform ^ to produce a replica of the original ægment. Adjacent segments are 
then joined together to form the synthesized spœch.
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3.3.1 The Block Transformation
Block transformation techniques have widely been used in image coding systems 
with much success and have also been applied to speech coding. The class of transforms 
of interest for speech processing are the orthogonal time to frequency transformations.
It can be shown, [9], that the gain of a transform coding scheme (using an N point 
transform) over PCM can be given as.
rr^
  (3.28)
J = i
where cr^ represents the variance of the signal and a f  are the variances of the N  
transform coefficients. This gain is in fact the ratio of the arithmetic and geometric means 
of the variances of the transform coefficients, since the signal variance for unity 
transform is ^ u a l  to the average of the variances of the transform coefficients.
0-2 = 1/N  Z  (3.29)
J = i
Zelinsky and Noll [9], obtain the value of for various unitary transforms, using 
a stationary tenth order Markov process whose first ten autocorrelation coefficients were 
^ u a l  to the first ten long-term autocorrelation coefficients of spea:h. Figure 3.9 shows 
the results obtained using various block sizes of the Karhunen-Loeve. discrete cosine, 
discrete Fourier, discrete slant, and the Walsh-Hadamard transforms.
Note that the DCT has a performance very close to the optimum signal dependent 
Karhunen-Loeve transform (KLT) and significantly superior to the others. Indeed, the 
DCT has been found to be ideally suited for coding of speech as well as picture signals. 
Apart from its signal independence, and its approximation to the KLT. its even sym­
metry helps to minimize end effects encountered in block coding methods.
The DCT of an JV point sequence is formally defined as. [28][29],
Xc a  ) = Z  * U  )C a  ) cos (3.30)
a =0
where.
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d k )  = 1 for k = 0
c ( ^ ) = 2 ^  for t  = 1.2....JV —1
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Figure 3.9: Performance comparison of various transforms (DST and WHT 
are discrete slant and Walsh-Hadamard transforms respectively).
The inverse DCT is definal as.
: (n ) = U N  ”z X c  (* )C (<fc ) cos (3.31)
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Fast algorithms have been derived for implementing the DCT with great computa- 
tional efRciency. comparable to the FFT, [29].
33.2 Quantization Of The Transform  Coefficients
The quantization of the transform coefficients is usually made by means of uniform 
quantizers which are characterized by a step size A (t ) and by a number of levels 2*^ *^ . 
The choice of the step size and the number of bits ) for a given transform coefficient 
is of fundamental importance in ATC. Bit allocation will be discussed in the following 
section (3.3.3).
As observed by Zelinsky and Noll. [9], the probability density function of the (gain 
normalized) transform coefficients are approximately Gaussian distributed. [23]. There­
fore. the choice of optimum (uniform) step size L { k  ), considering the mean squared error 
criterion, can be determined from the variance estimate &Kk ) according to the theory of 
Max. [25]. For a given number of bits b (Jc ). the optimum step size is therefore.
L i k ^  = aQ>(Jcy)&{k) (3.32)
where, «(6 ( t  )) is a constant of proportionality, which is a function of the number of 
bits, and can be found in the tables of Max (see factor /  for SBC in equation (3.20)).
From the point of view of subjective quality, however, it is not clear that a mean
squared error criterion is the most appropriate choice for determining the step size.
Therefore, in practice it is desirable to include an additional factor Q. denoted as the 
quantizer loading factor. Thus.
L i k  ) = Q a i h i k  ))<j(Jc ) (3.33)
where Q = l  implies a loading that is optimum in the mean squared (uniform step size) 
sense. By adjusting Q . a trade-off can be made between effects of overload and granular 
types of distortion in the transform coder.
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33.3 Bit Allocation
For minimum mean squared error distortion, the number of bits assigned for coding 
the N  transform coefficients is determined by the same bit allocation equations used for 
sub-band coding, ie. equations (3.21) to (3.25). with 6 (the number of sub-bands) 
replaced by N  (the number of transform coefficients). Unlike the SBC however, fixed bit 
allocation is not applicable to ATC. This is because the latter operates by adapting to the 
fine resolution short-term frequency characteristics of speech which may vary drastically 
from block to block. Consequently, a bit assignment pattern based on long term statistics 
would be severely sub-optimal, as has been demonstrated by Zelinsky and Noll, [9]. 
Further, as was observed previously with regard to SBC, fixed bit allocation requires the 
assignments of at least one bit to each frequency component to prevent loss of 
bandwidth in the synthesized speech. This would result in substantial wastage of bits for 
the transform coder which has typically 128-256 transform coefficients.
33.4 Noise Shaping
As in time domain waveform coding techniques, the noise spectrum of frequency 
domain coders may also be shaped appropriately to improve the perceptual quality of the 
decoded speech. [26]. The bit assignment rule seen above produces an output noise with 
flat spectral characteristics, which is known to be perceptually sub-optimal. This flat 
noise spectrum however, could be controlled to some extent by performing the bit assign­
ment based on a different criterion. The modified bit assignment. [26]. is given by.
Ri = d + % log2 [  ^  -.- ] (3.34)
t = 0,1....JV —1
where W| represents a positive weighting. By changing the weighting function Wj. the 
shape of the output noise spectrum can be varied, from the flat minimum distortion case 
to a shape which follows the input signal spectral envelope. For any particular transmis­
sion bit rate, the perceptual optimum value of Wi can be determined by means of listen­
ing tests.
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33.5 Adaptation Strategy
The adaptive bit assignment used in ATC schemes seeks to exploit the non-flatness 
o f  the speech signal density, by distributing bits unevenly across the spectrum. The 
actual step sizes to be used in the quantizer however, needs to be estimated, since the 
expected spectral levels of the transform coefficients are not known a priori. Thus, some 
side information which reflects the dynamic properties of speech must be transmitted. 
This adaptation information is used at both transmitter and receiver to determine the bit 
assignment pattern and the quantizer step sizes for the block and is therefore of critical 
importance. Two basic adaptation techniques will now be considered.
33.5.1 Zelinsky and Noll's scheme
The best known adaptive transform coder for speech applications is probably the 
proposal of Zelinsky and Noll shown in block diagram form in Figure 3.10, [9].
A block of N  input speech samples is first normalized by its estimated standard 
deviation and then transformed into a set of frequency domain coefficients via an N  
point DCT. A coarse description of the cosine basis spectrum is extracted and transmitted 
to the receiver as side information. This (quantized) coarse spectral estimate is used at 
both transmitter and receiver to calculate the optimum assignment of bits and the quan­
tizer step sizes for coding the coefficients. The spectral estimate consists of a small 
number of samples computed by averaging the DCT spectral magnitudes. These samples 
are then geometrically interpolated to yield the expected spectral levels at all frequencies 
used for determining the quantizer parameters. Excellent synthesized speech quality was 
reported using this method at 16 Kb/s.
As the bit rate is reduced however, it becomes increasingly difficult to accurately 
encode the fine structure (pitch details) of the DCT spectrum, and this gives rise to a bur- 
Hy distortion in the recovered speech. At the same time, the shortage of bits results in 
wide gaps in the spectrum, as a substantial proportion of coefficients are not transmitted. 
This leads to significant loss of bandwidth and the so called low-pass effect.
A number of remedial measures have been proposed to combat this quality 
deterioration at low bit rates. These include uneven spacing of the side information spec­
tral estimates (to give more emphasis to perceptually important frequency regions). [9], 
ensuring that a minimum proportion of transform coefficients are transmitted and substi­
tuting non-transmitted coefficients with an amount of noise (to reduce the low-pass
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effects), and more ef&cient quantization of the side information by exploiting various 
redundancies present. However, these attempts have not succeeded in adequately correct­
ing for the inaccuracy of preservation of the short time spectrum, which is the predom­
inant cause of the performance degradation.
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Figure 3.10: A block diagram of Adaptive Transform Coder (Zelinsky and
N olls).
3 3 .5 .2  Vocoder D riven  Scheme
A later proposal for low bit rate ATC schemes utilises a more complex 
speech specific  adaptation algorithm ba^d  on the traditional model of s p ^ h  produc­
tion to predict the DCT spectral levels. The prediction involves two components as illus­
trated in Figure 3.11. The first is associated with the spectral envelope and the second
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with the harmonic (fine) structure of the spectrum. This so called vocoder driven ATC, 
(VDATC). [10], is able to provide a more realistic allocation of available bits according to 
the fine structure of the spectrum and thus, avoid the quality degradation encountered at 
low bit rates. A block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 3.12.
The estimate of the short-term DCT spectrum is obtained as follows: The original 
DCT spectrum is first squared and inverse transformed with an inverse DFT to yield a 
psuedo autocorrelation function (ACF), rather similar to the normal ACF. The first p 4-1 
values of this function are usæd to define a correlation matrix in the usual normal equa­
tion formulation sense (see chapter 4). The solution of these equations yields a Linear 
Prediction (LP) filter of order p , [27], whose inverse spectrum provides the estimate of 
the formant structure of the IXTT spectrum, (Figure 3.11a). The spectral fine structure is 
obtained from a pitch model, derived from the maximum value of the psuWo-ACF above 
the range p + 1 . The corr^ponding pitch gain G is the ratio of the psuedo-ACF at this 
maximum value, over its value at the origin. With these two parameters, a pitch pattern 
can be generated, (Figure 3.11b). The two spectral components are multiplied and nor­
malized to yield the final spœtral estimate used in the bit assignment and step size adap­
tation proceæ, (Figure 3.11c).
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Figure 3.11: Spectral prediction used in vocoder driven transform coder, (a) envelope, (b) 
fine structure, (c) estimated spectrum.
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CHAPTER4
TIME DOMAIN SPEECH CODING
4.1 Basic System. Concepts.
For low bit rate speech coding (16 Kb/s and below) in the time domain, more 
Speech specific are required than a simple PCM or a DPCM. [l][2], . Fre­
quency domain coders make use of the non-flat spectral characteristics of speech to 
reduce the bit rate whilst maintaining reasonable complexity and good quality. Time 
domain coders on the other hand, take advantage of the sample to sample correlation as 
well as periodic similarities present in the time domain speech waveform. The use of 
these two speech characteristics in coding is called Linear Prediction (LP). and Pitch 
Prediction (PP). Almost all low bit rate time domain speech coders make use of these 
two prediction analysis techniques to reduce the signal energy before quantization. The 
only difference between the various low bit rate time domain speech coders is the way in 
which they treat the remaining signal which is called the residual. In the following two 
sections Linear Prediction and Pitch Prediction will be discussed.
4.1.1 Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) Of S p e^h
In LPC analysis, the combined spectral contributions of the glottal flow, the vocal 
tract and the radiation of the lips are represented by an all-pole time varying linear 
filter. The transfer function of this synthesis filter has the form. [3][4][5].
fc=l
Although, the above filter does not represent nasal sounds (it has no zeros) if the 
order of p  is large enough it bwomes a good approximation for almost all the speech 
sounds. The major advantage of this model is that G and a* can be estimated in a very 
straight forward and computationally efficiait manner by solving a set of linear equa- 
tions. (G is usually assumed to be unity). The pr^liction coefficients a* are calculated to
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minimize the mean squared prediction error.
R = 1  n = l  k = l
CA2)
En is then minimized by setting Q-
d^k — 0
There are three well known ways of minimizing En and hence calculating the % 
parameters. These are the autocorrelation. [5]. the covariance. [5][6]. and the lattice 
methods. [6][7]. Here, the most common of them, the autocorrelation method will be 
explained. Setting QEn = 0 with k  = 1.2.....p produces p equations with p  unknowns 
which can be written in matrix form as.
•R„(i)
R ^ C 2 )
R n ( p )
a»(o)
a » ( i)
a * ( i) R n ( p - i : > “ 1
R n ( p - 2 ) «2
■ R À O ) “ P
0L3)
The above correlation matrix is symmetrical and all the elements along a given 
diagonal are equal. One of the most efficient way of solving equation (4.3) is the well 
known Durbin s rœursive procedure. [5]. which is as follows.
RniOi) (4.4)
i-1
Ki = W  -  ( ( - / ) ] /.g ;." -"
J=1
0L5)
(4.6)
(4.7)
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(4.8)
Equations (4.5) to (4.8) are solved recursively for i=  l,2,....p and then prediction 
coefficients are obtained as.
aj = (4.9)
4.1.2 Pitch Predictive Coding Of Speech
It was noted earlier that a typical voiced speech waveform is characterized by its 
periodic structure. The period of this structure is called the pitch period. Accurate esti­
mation of pitch period is essential for a good pitch prediction filter. There are several 
pitch period estimation algorithms discussed in the literature, the most common ones of 
which are the average magnitude difference function (AMDF) and the autocorrelation 
function (ACF). [8][9][lO][ll][l2]. AMDF looks for the minimum value shift and the 
ACF looks for the maximum value shift, which suggest that they are essentially very 
similar. In practice the pitch period h im ation  method is chosen in order to meet the 
requirements of a specific coder such as delay, complexity and most importantly its per­
formance under specific channel conditions. After estimating the pitch period of speech, a 
similar procedure to LPC analysis is used to determine the pitch filter coefficients. Typi­
cal orders of the pitch filters studied in the literature are one and three. [13].
A single tap (coefficient) pitch filter consists of two parameters. One is the pitch 
period which determines the delay in the filter and the other is the filter coefficient. The 
transfer function of a single tap pitch filter can be written as.
( /( z ) OLIO)
where /3 is the filter coefficient and p  is the pitch period. |3 is determined by minimizing 
the mean squared prediction error.
J ^ e K n ) -  22 [^ ( ^ ) — (n —p)]^ (4.11)
» = 1  n = l
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Solving g — 0 gives.
jS
S in  —p )S in  )
S {n —p )S (n —p ) CL12)
This can be written as.
Rn(p)
Rn(0) (4.13)
A better prediction can be obtained by increasing the coefficients of the pitch filter. 
The second most common pitch filter (for low,bit rates) has 3 P's and has the following 
transfer function.
S ( z )  _  ________________ 1________________
U ( z )  1 -  + jSjz”'’ + (4.14)
Here the mean squared error is written as.
£n= ^  )= ^ [ S ( n ) —[fiiSCn—p+l)+f i2‘SCn—p)+fi3SCn—p — l)]]^ (4.15)
n = l  » = 1
Solving 0 ^ - = O  for fi = .fi2 .jSg, produces the following autocorrelation matrix
quation.
I « ( p - P l \V1 V2  V3\
V2  V4  V5 182
i?(p + 1 ) V3 V5  V6
(4.16)
where.
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y i =
n = 1
V2= £ [ S ( n - p  + l ) 5 ( n - p ) ]
n =  1
V 3= [5(n —p  +1)5 (ji —p — 1)]
a  =  1
y  4= f  [ 5 ( n - f ) F
R = 1
y  5= ~ p  )5 (ft —p —1)]
n =  1
V6= 22 [5 (a —p —1)F
B =  1
Ri p  — 1}= 21 +1)]
B =  1
R i p ) =  ' Z , [S in )S( n—py]
B = 1
Æ ( p f  1)= [5 (a )5  (ft —p — 1)]
B =  1
In the remainder of this chapter some low bit rate time domain speech coders will 
be discussed.
4.2 Adaptive Predictive Coding (APC)
Predictive coding is an efficient method of converting spœch into digital form. 
[13][14]. The basic idea behind predictive coding is illustrated in Figure 4.1. The coding 
efficiency is achieved by removing the redundant structure from the signal before quanti­
zation. The predictor P  forms the estimate for the current sample of the input speech 
based on the past samples. The difference between the current value of speech and its 
predictive value is quan tize  and sent to the receiver. The receiver constructs the next 
sample of speech by adding the received signal to the predicted estimate of the present 
value.
The properties of speroh signal vary from one sound to another. It is therefore, 
necessary for efficient coding that both the predictor and the quantizer in Figure 4.1 be 
adaptive. The predictor P  includes two separate prWictors. These are the linear
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prediction (which predicts the envelope) and the pitch prediction (which predicts the fine 
structure) as seen in section 4.1.
The APC coder of Figure 4.1 provides an improvement in the signal to noise ratio 
(SNR) over a PCM coder using the same quantizer. The improvement is realized because 
the power of the quantizer input signal is much smaller than that of the original speech 
signal. The maximum possible gain in the SNR is generally assumed to be equal to the 
prediction gain defined as the ratio of the power in the original speech to the power in the 
prediction residual. Figure 4.2 shows the waveforms of a block of speech and its residu­
als after LPC and Pitch inverse filtering.
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Figure 4.1: A block diagram of adaptive predictive coding (APC)
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A typical APC system transmits 2.5 to 3 Kb/s side information. Therefore, for 16 
Kb/s overall transmission, less than 8 KHz sampling frequency is used to take care of the 
side information and to allocate 2 bits/sample for residual quantization. With only 2 
bits/sample for 16 Kb/s overall transmission or 1 bit/sample for 8 Kb/s overall 
transmission, it is di&cult to avoid both peak clipping of the prediction residual and the 
granular distortion due to a finite number of levels in the quantizer, and hence large
rounding-off errors. 3000
(a)
Cb)
(c)
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-4000
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-2000
Figure 4.2: Typical waveforms of (a) original, (b) LPC residual and 
(c) pitch residual of speœh.
The solution to the clipping problem in APC is studied in four sections. The first 
solution is to u% a thr% tap pitch predictor. [14]. to make sure that all of the pitch
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pulses are removed before quantization. The second solution is to use a quantizer with 
locally adaptive step size, [15]. Information regarding the local change in step size is 
transmitted. This solution redistributes clipping noise as granular noise. These two solu­
tions to the clipping problem maintain a constant number of bits per sample. The next 
two solutions use a variable number of bits per sample. Itakura in 1978, [16], proposed a 
pitch adaptive quantizer in which the number of bits are increased with large residual 
pitch pulses. Information regarding the positions of these large amplitude regions must be 
transmitted. Finally, the last solution to the clipping problem which is called entropy 
coding uses a uniform quantizer with an indefinite number of levels, [17][18]. However, 
to maintain a fixed overall transmission rate a variable length coding can be used. In 
entropy coding frequently occurring values are coded with a large number of bits in such 
a way that the overall bit rate is fixed, [19].
Assuming that clipping errors have been minimized the granular noise will continue 
to be perceived as background hissing noise. The noise usually has a flat spectral envelope 
that can mask the speech spectrum at high frequencies. The perception of granular noise 
can be minimized by proper shaping of the noise spectrum, [14][17]. High quality speech 
can be obtained at 16 Kb/s with noise shaping. However, the speech quality deteriorates 
rapidly below 16 Kb/s.
4 3  Base-Band Coding
Although APC has produced very good results at 16 Kb/s, the speech quality begins 
to deteriorate rapidly below 16 Kb/s. The reason for the reduction in quality is the 
increased amount of residual quantization noise. One solution to this problem is to use a 
base-band coder (BBC). BBC ala) known as voice excited or residual excited coders, 
[20][21], were originally proposed as a compromise between pitch excited coders (such as 
LPC, channel and homomorphic vocoders) and waveform coders.
The basic principles of a BBC as shown in Figure 4.3 is to transmit a portion of the 
residual signal (known as the base-band) and to create the rest of the residual signal at 
the receiver before passing it through the synthesis filter. The trade-off here is between 
the noise generated by quantization of the base-band and the noise in troduce by the 
high frequency regeneration (HFR). For a given bit rate a larger baæ-band leads to 
increased quantization noi%, but d e c re a ^  HFR noise. An optimal trade-off may be 
found for any given bit rate.
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HFR is one of the most important sections of a typical BBC. It is very important to 
avoid spectral aliasing. [22], during HFR. which can cause roughness in the output speech. 
There are three major ways of introducing HFR in BBC.
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Figure 4.3: A block diagram of a typical ba%-band coder.
The first one is a non-linear distortion %heme called rectification which has the fol­
lowing form.
y ( r )  = )] /  2 (4.17)
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where y is a constant in the range 0 < y  ^ 1 . %(r) is the received base-band signal and 
) is the high frequency signal created.
The most recent HFR technique, which is in common use, is called spectral duplica­
tion. The idea behind spectral duplication HFR, [23], derives from the pitch excited coder. 
Spectral duplication can either be in the time domain or in the frequency domain. One 
important constraint for the time domain implementation is that base-band with arbi­
trary width makes the implementation very complex. Implementation is greatly 
simplified if the signal bandwidth W is an integer multiple of the base-band width B : ie. 
W /B  = L  is an integer. Figure 4.4 shows the results for 2  = 3. Figure 4.4a, 4.4b and 
4.4c show the original, spectral folding and spectral translation spectrums respectively.
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Figure 4.4: Spectral demonstration of high frequency regeneration in 
base-band coders, (a) original spectrum, (b) spectral folding and (c)
spectral translation.
To perform spectral folding one simply inserts 2 —1 zeros between samples of the 
received base-band. This process is the same as upsampling which requires no computa­
tions.
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Spectral duplication in the frequency domain is achieved by frequency transforming 
the residual using FFT or DCT. The transformed base-band values are then simply 
duplicated at higher frequencies. Note that, one now has a fair amount of freedom in per­
forming the spectral duplication because of its simplicity. In particular the signal 
bandwidth need not be an integer multiple of the base-band width.
4A  M ulti-Pulse Excited Linear Predictive Coder (MPLPC)
Multi-pulse excited linear predictive coders have been proposed to operate from 10 
Kb/s down to 7 Kb/s or less. [24][25]. MPLPC may be classihed as vocoders with the 
usual pitch excitation replaced by an optimum excitation. Figure 4.5 shows the block 
diagram of a LPC speech synthesizer with its multi-pulse excitation signal.
VOOOOER MOOEL
EXCITATION
SYNTHETIC
SPEECH
MULTI-PULSE MODEL
VOCAL-TRACT
MODEL
Figure 4.5: A typical LPC spm;h sy n th esis  with its traditional 
pulse-noise and multi-pulse excitations.
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It is quite similar to the traditional LPC synthesizer except for the absence of the pulse 
and white noise generator and the voiced/unvoiced switch. The excitation for the all­
pole filter is generated by an excitation generator that produces a sequence of pulses 
located at times ( 1 / 2  A    with amplitudes a i , « 2 ...... « /i.......   respectively.
The locations and amplitudes of the excitation pulses are determined using an 
analysis by synthesis procedure as shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: A block diagram of the analysis by s^ th e sis  loop in a 
multi-pulse coder, (a) encoder, (b) decoder.
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The LPC synthesizer produces samples of synthetic speech in response to the 
excitation v„. The synthetic speech samples are compared with the corresponding samples 
of the original speech signal to produce an error signal. This error signal is then modified 
to take account of how the human perception treats the error. [14]. This noise shaping is 
similar to that used in APC. The weighted error is then squared and averaged over a 
short time interval of 5 to 10 msec in duration to produce the mean squared weighted 
error €. The locations and amplitudes of the pulses are chosen to minimize this error €.
The amplitude of each pulse is calculated as follows. [25].
N
È ^ n f n
ock = — -------  (4.18)
It — 1
where is the cross-correlation of the combined filter impulse response ( / „ )  in the
analysis by synthesis loop excited by a unit pulse, with . which is the residual signal 
obtained by subtracting the filter memory carried over from the previous block, from the 
original input speech. is the energy in the synthesized speech produced by a single 
unit pulse.
Total mean sq u are  error, which is minimized by an optimum . is written as.
IL^nfn?
E t =  E    (4.19)
n =  l
The optimum pulse location is determined by computing the error for different 
values of the index k  from 1 to iY and by finding the minimum of . Alternatively, the 
best pulse location can be determined by finding the maximum of the second term on the 
right hand side in equation (4.19). The locations and amplitudes of the pulses are 
obtained sequentially one pulse at a time. After each pulse has bem determined, a new 
error is computed by subtracting the contribution of the previous pulses and comparing 
the remaining signal with the contribution of the current pu l^ . The process of locating 
new pulsœi is continued until the number of p u li^  reaches the maximum value that can
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be coded at the specific bit rate. The pulse amplitudes are jointly optimized at each stage 
by solving a set of linear equations as described in [24]. At each stage only the pulse
locations are assumed to be optimal and the amplitudes are updated enabling the pulse 
amplitudes to be as accurate as possible.
The complexity of MPLPC is very high and increases with the increase in the 
number of pulses. However, some compact real-time implementations have recently been 
reported in the literature. [33].
4.5 Code Excited Linear Prediction (CELP)
It was mentioned earlier that the performance of adaptive predictive coders for 
speech signals using instantaneous quantizers deteriorates rapidly at bit rates below 16 
Kb/s and gets worse below 10 Kb/s. The speech quality of the predictive coders was 
improved at low bit rates by using non-instantaneous stochastic quantizers which 
minimize a subjective error criterion based on properties of human auditory perception, 
[26][27][28][29]. Tree search procedures perform very well at 1 bit/sample and the speech 
quality is maintained even at 0.5 bit/sample. A 0.5 bit/sample tree coder has 4 branches 
at every node and 4 white Gaussian random numbers on each branch, [26]. The tree 
search procedures are sub-optimal and the performance of tree coders deteriorates 
significantly when the signal is coded at only 0.25 bits/sample. Such low bit rates for the 
residual signal is necessary to bring the total bit rate for coding the speech signal down 
to 4.8 Kb/s: a rate that offers the possibility of economic digital speech transmission for 
many radio systems. Fehn and Noll [30] discussed merits of tree coding, trellis coding 
and code-book coding. Code-book coding is of particular interest at very low bit rates.
In code-book coding, the set of possible sequence for a block of innovation signal is 
stored in a code-book. For a given spm:h %gment the optimum innovation ^ u e n c e  is 
selected to optimize a fidelity criterion by exhaustive search of the code-book and an 
index specifying the optimum sequence is transmitted to the receiver. Exhaustive search 
for an index is the same as the search for optimizing pulse amplitudes in MPLPC. 
Although CELP is the most promising low bit rate speech coding technique, it is 
extremely complex.
Consider the coding of a short block of speech signal 5 msœ in duration with 0.25 
bit/sample. Each such blocks consists of 40 speech sample: at a sampling frequency of 8  
KHz. A bit rate of 0.25 bit/sample corresponds to 10 bits for every 40 samples which 
means 1024 possible sequences. The procedure for selecting the optimum sequence is
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shown in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: A block diagram demonstrating the selection of the optimum 
excitation sequence in CELP.
Each member of the code-book provide 40 samples of innovation signal. Each sam­
ple of the innovation signal is scaled by an amplitude factor that is constant for the 5  
msec block and is reset to a new value once every 5 msec. The scaled samples are then 
filtered sequentially through two rœursive filters, one for introducing the voice periodi­
city and the other for the spectral envelope. The regenerate spm:h samples at the out­
put of the second filter are com pare with the corresponding samples of the original 
speech signal to produce an error signal. Before comparison, as in MPLTC memory of the 
filters C arrie over from previous blocks, is taken away from the original speech to pro­
duce the reference signal for comparison. The error signal representing the objective error 
is further processe through a weighting filter to attenuate those frequencies of which 
the error is perceptually less important and to amplify those frequencies where the error 
is perceptually more important. The weighting filter is the same as tho% used in APC 
and MPLPC and can be written in z transform notation as fo llow .
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where % "s are the LPC coefficients and a  is the factor which controls the spectrum. The 
weighted mean squared error is determined by squaring and averaging the error samples 
at the output of the weighting filter for 5 msec block. The optimum innovation sequence 
is selected as the one with minimum mean squared error. As mentioned earlier, prior to 
filtering each sample of the innovation sequence is scaled by an amplitude that is con­
stant for the 5 msec block. This scale factor is calculated using ajuation (4.18). and the 
error is minimized using equation (4.19). In equation (4.18) a* has one value for all 
pulses and in aquation (4.18) and (4.19) / „  is the output response due to the unit vari­
ance innovation sequence, fn  is the output energy due to unit variance innovation 
sequence.
Code-books for CELP are usually constructed from white Gaussian numbers. The 
code-books can also be constructed from the residual signal of the speech by normalizing 
it to unit variance. Each sample v„ of the innovation sequence in a Gaussian code-book 
can be expressed as a Fourier series of N  cosine functions, [27],
v„ = 2  Cfc cos (7T^„/iV + Ofc ) (4.21)
k=0
a = 0.1 JV —1.
where C& and are independent random variables. «ï»* is uniformly distributed 
betwœn 0 and 2w. and C* is Rayleigh distributed with probability density function.
P iC t ')  = C t e x p i . - C ^ n )  C t > 0  (4.22)
4.6 Harmonic Scaling Of Speech
Harmonic scaling is not a speech coding algorithm in its own right because it 
involve no quantization. However, it is a useful technique which rWuces the sampling 
rate of the input speech and hence the total bit rate if it is combined with another coder
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such as SBC or ATC.
Sampling rate reduction is based on reducing (for compression) or increasing (for 
expansion) the interharmonic spectral gaps of the pitch by a factor of up to three using 
frequency shifting of the pitch harmonics. However, the actual scaling operations are per­
formed in the time domain by means of time domain harmonics scaling (TDHS), [3l][32].
Figure 4.8 shows the compression and expansion process of the TDHS. The combi­
nation of a waveform coder with TDHS can be viewed as an approach for exploiting the 
pitch of voiced speech signals in a different way than s^ n  in previous time domain cod­
ing algorithms. At the encoder a block of speech is compressed with respect to its pitch 
period.
Sc(yt) = [vy(n)sr(a)] + [(l-W (n ))^ (a + p )] a = 1.2....,p. (4.23)
where Sc (n ) is the compressed signal, p is the pitch period and S (n ) is the input speech 
samples. W(n.) is the weighting function with a window length determined by the 
compression and expansion factor. For a factor of 2.
(4.24)
The meaning of ajuation (4.23) is that two contiguous blocks of speech are 
weighted with a triangular window function W in') and then summed together to 
compress two blocks of data into one (block length is p ).
At the receiver the opposite weighting occurs. In order to produce continuous and 
end-effect frœ  data, at the rœeiver two blocks of speech are producW for each input 
block using the window function over three blocks with an overlapping block in the 
middle.
S (n ) = K l-W (n ))S e(n )] + [W (n)Se(n+i>)] (4.25)
W (n )=  ( ÿ  n = 1 .2 ......2p. (4.26)
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In TDHS any integer compression factor may be used. This will depend mainly on 
delay and quality requirement, because higher compression and expansion factors will 
require larger window sizes, this means larger delay. Also higher compression/expansion 
factors introduce larger errors into the recovered speech. The usual 
compression/expansion factor is 2. Using this compression/expansion factor TDHS-SBC 
and TDHS-ATC speech at 9.6 Kb/s has been reported with good quality [32].
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Figure 4.8: Illustration of (a) TDHS compression and (b) TDIS expaMion.
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CHAPTERS
VECTOR QUANTIZATION OF SPEECH SIGNALS
5.1 Basic System Concepts.
The conversion of an analog (continuous-time, continuous-amplitude) source into a 
digital (discrete-time, discrete-amplitude) source consists of sampling and quantization 
process. Sampling converts a continuous-time signal into a discrete-time signal by 
measuring the signal value at regular intervals of time. Quantization converts a 
continuous-amplitude signal into a set of discrete-amplitude signal that is different from 
the continuous-amplitude signal by the quantization error or noise. When each of a set of 
discrete values is quantized separately the process is known as scalar quantization. When 
the set of discrete values is quantized jointly as a single vector, the process is known as 
vector quantization (VQ). also known as block quantization or pattern matching quanti­
zation.
Assume x  = [xi. X2- i s  an iV dimensional vector whose components 
Xjt. are real valued, continuous-amplitude random variables (the superscript
r  denotes transpose). In vector quantization, the vector x  is mapped onto another real­
valued. discrete-amplitude. N  dimensional vœtor y . x is quantized as y  and y  is the 
quantized value of x .
y  = ç ( x )  (5.1)
where q (.) is the quantization operator. Typically, y  takes on one of finite set of values 
y  = yi. where yg = [ygi.ygg. -.y w F . The set y is referred to as the recon­
struction code-book, or simply the code-book, L  is the size of the œde-book. and yg are 
the s e t  o f  code vectors. The v e c t o r s  yg are also known in the pattern recognition litera­
ture as the reference pittem s or templates. The s iz e  of the code-book is also called the 
number of levels. In order to d^ign such a code-book. N  dimensional space of the ran­
dom v e c to r  is p a r t i t io n e d  into L  r i io n s  or cells Q .  and a vector yg is a i^ c i-
ated with each cell Cg . The quanti%r then assigns the code vector yg if x is in Cg.
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q { x ) Ji if % €Cf (5.2)
The code-book design process is also known as training or populating the code-book. 
Figure 5.1 shows an eiample of the partitioning of two dimensional space ( ^  = 2 ) for the 
purpose of vector quantization. The region enclosed by the bold lines is the cell Q  . Any 
input vector z  that lies in the cell is quantized as . The position of the code vectors 
corresponding to the other cells are shown by dots. The total number of code vectors in 
the example of Figure 5.1 is X = 18.
CELL
Figure 5.1: The partitioning of two dimensional space into 18 regions 
for voîtor quantization.
For A f= l. vector quantization reduces to scalar quantization. Scalar quantization 
has the special property that whilst cells may have different sizes (step sizes) they all
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have the same shape. In the vector quantization cells in two dimensions actually have 
different shapes. This freedom of having various cell shapes in multi-dimensional space 
gives vector quantization an advantage over scalar quantization.
When X is quantized as y a quantization error results and a distortion measure 
d (x ,y )  can be defined between x  and y . d (x  .y) is also known as a dissimilarity meas­
ure or distance measure. As the vectors y (i ) are transmitted at different times i one can 
define an overall average distortion.
1 M
D = -TT Ê  ^ G ) y (* ) ] (5.3)^  i = 0
where M  is the number of vectors in the data base. For transmission p u rp o ^ . each vec­
tor yi is encoded into a codeword of binary digits Q  of length Bi bits. The transmission 
rate T  is given by.
T  = B Fc hits I  second (5.4)
where.
1 KB = ^  X (n ) hits hector (5.5)
is the average codeword length, B ( n )  is the number of bits used to code the vector x ( n )  
at time n  and Fc is the number of codewords tran sm itt^  per second. The average 
number of bits per dimension (sample) is.
iJ = “  hUs I sample (5.6)
When designing a data compression system, one tries to design a quantizer in which 
the distortion betwœn the original and the quanti^d  vectors is minimized for a given 
transmission rate. Therefore, when designing a quantizer it is important to dwide which
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type of distortion measure is likely to minimize the subjective distortion.
5.1.1 D istortion Measures
A distortion measure should be subjectively relevant, so that differences in distor­
tion values can be used as indicating similar differences in speech quality. However, a few 
decibels of decrease in the distortion may be quite perceptable by the ear in one case but 
not in another. Whilst objective distortion measures are necessary and useful tools in the 
design of speech coding systems, decision on direction for improving coder performance 
should always be made using subjective quality testing.
a) Mean Squared Error.
The most common distortion measure is the mean square error (MSB) defined as.
d i x . y ) =  j ^ i x - y Y i x - y )  = J ^ ix i^ - y k ^  (5.7)
The popularity of the MSB is due to its simplicity and computability.
b) W eighted Mean Squared Error.
In the mean squared error method, it is assumed that the distortion contributed by 
quantizing the different parameters is weighted equally. In general unequal weights 
can be introduced to render certain contributions to the distortion more important than 
others. A general weighted mean squared error is then defined by.
i x . y )  = (x —y Y  W(%—y ) (5.8)
where W is a positive weighting matrix.
c) The Itakura-Saito D istortion (LTC distortion measure).
In LPC (see chapter 4 sœtion 4.1), the predictor œ ^ c ie n ts  are obtained as a 
result of minimizing the energy of the prediction residual [l].
4 kjR(i--*:) = JCOk) CAf (:>/))
* = i
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where £ ( i  ). O ^i are the short term autocorrelation coefficients of the speech signal 
ovTMT a shigle frsuiu;. I)irect qiiantizatiori of ttwaa; ]parariw;lk5n ; 4Zk of an aüHrjaole filter (%in 
leaui to iruüüibilÜ/r of the lifter. In oixier to reduce thejpossibilh/r of instad%UJtyr(X)cuuTiry;, 
these coefficients are transformed to another set of parameters known as the reflection 
coefficient [2] or the partial correlation (PARCOR) coefficients. For a stable
filter the reflection coefficients have the property IXjt K l .  . Therefore, for
quantization purposes the reflection coefficients are usually transformed to another set of 
coefficients that exhibits lower spectral sensitivity as JT approaches 1 . which are called 
log area ratios (LAR) [3][4][5].
LARk = LogiQ  ------------------------------------------------- (5.10)1 — JLt
The quantization properties of JT* and LAR^ have been studied using mean squared error 
distortion [6][7][8].
An alternative distortion measure used in quantizing predictor coefficients was pro­
posed by Itakura and Saito [9][lO]. which derives from maximum likelihood principles. 
[11][39].
d (x ,y ) = i x - y T  (x - y  ) (5 .1 1 )
X and y are the current predictor coefficients and code-book entries respectively, and R^ 
are the autocorrelation values from which x is calculated.
d) Perceptually Determined Distortion Measures.
For high bit rates and hence small distortions, reasonable distortion measures 
including those mentioned above perform well with similar performances. Furthermore, 
they correlate well with subjective judgements of speech quality. However, as the bit 
rate decrea^s and distortion increases simple distortion measures may not be related to 
the subjective quality of speech. Since vector quantization is expected to be used at low 
bit rates, it becomes more important to develop and use distortion measures that are 
better correlated with human auditory behaviour. A number of perceptually based dis­
tortion measures have been developed and used, [12][13][14][15][16][17][18]. If high
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speech quality at a given bit rate is the most important consideration in a coder design, 
then a distortion measure that correlates well with human perception should be used.
5.1.2 Code-Book Design
When designing an L  level code-book. N  dimensional space is partitioned into L  
cells Cf. l ^ i ^ L  and each cell C, is assigned a vector y,-. The quantizer chooses the 
code vector y^  if x is in C j. A quantizer is said to be an optimal quantizer if the distor­
tion in (5.3) is minimized over all L  levels. There are two necessary conditions for 
optimality. The first condition is that the optimal quantizer is realized by using a 
minimum distortion or nearest neighbour selection rule. That is. the quantizer chooses 
the code vector that results in the minimum distortion with respect to x . The second 
necessary condition for optimality is that each code vector y,- is chosen to minimize the 
average distortion in cell Q . This vector y,- is called the centroid of the cell Q  . Compu­
tation of the centroid of a particular cell depends on the definition of the distortion 
measure. For either the mean squared error or the weighted mean squared error, distor­
tion in each cell is minimized by.
yi = (5.12)
X € C |
That is. yi is simply the sample mean of all the training vectors Mi contained in 
cell Ci . For Itakura-Saito distortion yg is computed by first averaging the normalized 
autocorrelation corresponding to the sample vectors.
where Ck ) are normalized autocorrelation values, such that Rx (0) = 1. The vector yj 
is then computed by solving (5.9) with Ry^Ck ) as the autocorrelation coefficients.
One of the most popular methods for code-book design is an iterative clustering 
algorithm known as the K-means algorithm [19][20][21][22][23][24]. The algorithm 
divides the set of training vectora x (n ) into L  clustens Cg in such a way that the two 
necessary conditions for optimality are satisfied.
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K-means Algorithm
Below, m is the iteration index and Cj(m ) is the cluster at iteration m with 
yi im ) its centroid.
(i) Initialization: Set m = 0 . choose by an adequate method a set of initial code vectors 
yf(0 ) . K M Z  .
(ii) Classification: Classify the set of training vectors into the clusters
Ci by the nearest neighbour rule,
x€Ci(m ) i f f  d [x ,y ,(m )] <  d[x.y^(m )] for aU j ^ i .
(iii) Code vector updating: m -+m + 1  . Update the code vector of every cluster by com­
puting the centroid of training vectors in each cell.
(iv) Termination test: If the decrease in the overall distortion at iteration m relative to 
m — 1 is below a certain threshold, stop: otherwise goto step (ii).
Any other reasonable termination test may be used for step (iv).
The above algorithm converges to a local optimum [20][24]. Furthermore any such 
solution is in general not unique [25][26]. Global optimality may be achieved approxi­
mately by initializing the code vectors to different values and repeating the above algo­
rithm for several sets of initializations and then choosing the code-book that results in 
the minimum overall distortion.
5.1.3 Computational And Storage Costs
Vector quantization is performed by computing the distortion between x (n ) and 
each code vector in the code-book and choosing the code vector with the m inimum dis­
tortion as the quantized value of x (n ). This type of quantization is called fu ll search. 
For an L  level quantizer, the number of distortion computations needed to quantize a 
single input vector is L  . For the mean squarW error computation N  multiply-adds for 
each level of the quanti^r gives a total computation of N L  .
If each code vector is encoded into B  = S N  bits for transmission then,
C = (5.14)
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where N  is the number of elements in each vector and R is the number of bits per ele- 
ment. Thus computation costs grows exponentially with the number of elements in each
vector and number of bits per element.
Assuming that one storage location per vector dimension is needed, storage cost M  
is given by,
M = (5.15)
Like computational cost, storage cost is exponential in the number of dimensions 
and the number of bits per dimension. It is also important to consider the cost associated 
with the design of the code-book in the first place. In the K-means algorithm, most of 
the computations result from the classification step. For an L  level quantizer M  training 
vectors, and I  iterations, the computation cost for training is,
Cr = = VV2 ^ 'M /  (5.16)
The storage cost, including the storage cost needed to store all the training vectors
is,
M r = J\^ (Z + M ) (5.17)
5.2 Code-Book Des^;ii And Search
Vector quantization can offer substantial performance over scalar quantization at 
very low bit rates. However, these advantages are obtained at considerable computational 
and storage costs. A number of fast search algorithms have been proposed in the pattern 
recognition literature [27][28][29], and more recently in vector quantization [30][31], 
which are deigned to reduce the computations in a full search.
5.2.1 Binary Search
With the K-means algorithm, a full search of the L  code vectors is required to 
quantize each input vector. Binary search [32][33], known in the pattern recognition
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literature as hierarchical clustering [2 0 ][2 2 ] is a method for partitioning space in such a 
way that the search for the minimum distortion code vector is proportional to Log2L  
rather than L  .
Vl
i n
uz
V,
-y.
Figure 5.2: Tree splitting of space into 8  cells.
N  dimensional space is first divided into two regions (using K-means algorithm 
with k  = 2 ). then each of the two regions is divided further into two sub-regions, and so 
on. until the space is divided into L  regions or cells. Here L  is restricted to be a power of
2 ,2  = 2^. where B is an integer number of bits. Each region is associated with a centroid. 
Figure 5.2 shows the division of space into X = 8  cells. At the first binary division v 1 and 
V2 are calculated as the two region centroids. At the second binary division four cen­
troids are calculated as V3 to . The centroids of the regions after the third binary divi­
sion are the actual code vectors y,- . An input vector x  is quantized, searching the tree 
along a path that gives the minimum distortion at each node in the path. Again assuming
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N  multiply-adds for each distortion computation, computation cost will be.
C = (5.18)
which is linear with the number of bits.
The total storage cost on the other hand however, is approximately doubled.
M = 2W (X-2) (5.19)
CODEBOOKCODEBOOK
q ( x )  = X + è
Figure 5.3: A block diagram of a two stage cascaded vector 
quantization.
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5.2.2 Cascaded Quantization
A two stage cascaded quantization is shown in Figure 5.3. The major advantage of 
binary search is the substantial decrease in computational cost relative to full search, 
with a relatively small decrease in performance. However, the storage of binary search 
relative to the full search is nearly doubled. Cascaded vector quantization is a method 
intended to reduce storage as well as computational costs [33][34][35]. Cascaded vector 
quantization consists of a sequence of vector quantization stages, each operating on the 
error signal of the previous stage. The input vector x  is first quantized using a -S i bit X i 
level vector quantizer and the resulting error signal is then used in the input to a i?2  bit 
X2 level second vector quantizer. The sum of the two quantized vectors is the quantized 
value of the input vector x  .
The computation and storage costs for two stage c a r d e d  vector quantization 
(assuming K-means for each stage) are respectively,
C = W (Xi+X 2) (5.20)
Af = ^ (X i+ X z) (5.21)
5.2.3 Random Code-Books
Whilst it is important to reduce the costs associated with the vector quantization 
process, there are times that reducing the costs in the training process is of interest. One 
simple method to design a code-book with essentially no computational training cost is to 
choose the code vœtors at random from a given set of training data. The r^ulting  code­
book is called a random code-book. It may appear that a random code-book would not 
perform well for quantization purposes. However, as the length of the code-book gets 
longer and the vector dimensions get bigger the performance of a random code-book 
tends to the performance of the optimal code-book. Stochastic coders use random Gaus­
sian code-books. The differenœ betwœn a random code-book and random Gaussian 
code-book is that a random Gaussian code-book contains randomly chosen vectors which 
themselves contain random numbers. This makes random Gaussian code-books random 
code-books. However, random code-books are not always Gaussian, and do not always 
contain random numbers.
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5.2.4 Training Testing And Code-Book Robustness
An important aspect of the design of any code-book is the training procedure used 
to populate the code-book. The training process is simply optimizing a code-book for a 
given training data by calculating the centroids of the cells. Because the K-means is not 
guaranteed to result in a code-book that is globally optimum, it is often suggested that 
one repeats the algorithm with a number of different initial sets of code vectors 
[21][22][23][36][37].
After a code-book is designed with a given set of training data, it is important to 
test the performance of the code-book on independent data that was not used in the 
training. Testing only on the training data always presents an overly optimistic view of 
how the code-book will perform on operational data.
Code-book robustness refers to the resistance of a code-book to degraded perfor­
mance when tested on data whose distribution is different from that of the training data. 
Under operational conditions, one cannot usually predict all of the situations under 
which a quantizer will be used, and so the distribution of the operational data will in 
general be different from that of the training data [38]. There are two major types of 
variations that effect the dœign and operational performance of a code-book. These are 
input signal variability and digital transmission channel errors.
For speech, signal variability can be classified further into speaker variability and 
environmental variability. Speaker variability is that due to changes in each speaker's 
voice, and may for example be changes due to health conditions. Environmental variabili- 
t i ^  refer to the level and type of background noise that surrounds the speaker. For a 
given bit rate, a speaker independent code-book cannot possibly perform as well as a 
speaker dependent code-book. One possibility for maximizing performance of a v«;tor 
quantizer system is to design a speaker independent code-book initially and then as the 
system is ured to have it adapt to the speech of new speakers [16]. Such a system would 
also have the extra advantage of automatically adapting to the acoustic environment of 
the speaker.
Transmi^ion channel errors introduce a different type of problem to system 
robustness. Channel errora translate directly into distortion in the output. Higher error 
rate means greater distortion. In general vwtor quantization systems tend to be less 
robust to random channel errors than scalar quantizers. Consider the example of a 10-bit 
v ^ lo r quantizer and 1 0  one-bit scalar quantizers, and assume a channel error rate of 1%. 
In the scalar quantirer 1 bit in error causes one value in one dimmsion to be wrong.
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whilst in the vector quantizer the same 1 bit in error causes a whole 1 0  bit vector to be
wrong, which would on average result in larger distortions.
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CHAPTER6
16 KB/S CODERS
6.1 Introduction
There are three well known candidates for 16 Kb/s speech coding. These are Sub- 
Band Q)ding (SBC) [10], Adaptive Transform Coding (ATC) [11] and Adaptive Predic­
tive Coding (APC) [12]. In the following sections, design procWures and simulation 
results for SBC and ATC is discussed.
6.2 16 Kb/s Sub-Band Coder
A sub-band coder can be divided into three equally important components. These 
are band splitting, quantization, bit allocation and noise shaping. During the design pro­
cedure these three components were simulated separately.
6.2.1 Band Splitting
In chapter 3 four major band splitting techniques were listed. Before simulating 
them, they were compared in terms of complexity, delay and flexibility. Results of this 
compariæn are shown in Table 6.1. In the Table top to bottom listing is done to 
represent best to worre in each column. Abbreviations IBS. TQM. PFB and TA represent 
integer band sampling, trœ  structure QMF. parallel filter bank and transform approach 
respectively. During the comparison an 8 equal band SBC application was considérai. 
For other band combinations, the listing order in Table 6.1 may be slightly different. 
This is becaure the filter lengths rajuired in PFB. TQM. and IBS will be different. How­
ever. the r^ u lts  shown in Table 6.1 will be valid for most sub-band axier applications. 
From Table 6.1 it is clearly sæen that integer band Sampling scores the lowest. This is 
becau^ of its requirement for long filter reqx)nses. hence complexity, and its integer 
band rœtriction. From Table 6.1 it is aW  clear that the transform approach was the 
most complex and the tree structure QMF has large delay. Therefore, it appears that the 
parallel filter bank solution offers the best œmpromire. PFB. TA and TQM methods were 
further comparW simply by using them to build an 8 equal bands sub-band coder with
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no quantization. Figure 6.1 shows the waveforms of the original input block of speech 
and the end-to-end error signal waveforms due to splitting alone by PFB. TQM and TA 
respectively. TA had a 128 point DCT. TQM had 32 tap filters at every stage of splitting 
and PFB used 48 tap filters.
Delay Complexity Flexibility
PFB TQM PFB
TA PFB TA
TQM IBS TQM
IBS TA IBS
Table 6.1 Comparison of band splitting methods in SBC.
Performance of the two filter bank implementations were similar whilst the performance 
of the TA was very much higher. Typical signal to noise ratios were 31 dB, 35 dB and 
more than 100 dB for the TQM. PFB and TA respectively. Although, the filter bank 
implementations and the transform approach have a huge objective performance 
difference, listening tests had shown them to be subjectively a^ual. This is because the 
human auditory system cannot detect distortion levels lower than SNR’s of about 27 dB. 
If an ideal band splitting procedure was used the expected signal to noise ratio of a sub­
band coder due to quantization would be 1 ^  than 25 dB. Therefore, any of the three 
band splitting techniques tested can be used in a sub-band coder without limiting its 
final performance. As a result the parallel filter bank implementation is the best way of 
splitting the speech into bands. However, as for the simulation purposes because of its 
easy implementation tree structure QMF will be used in all of the following simulation 
tests. The same number of taps (32) will be used for the low and high-pass filters at 
every stage of the tree for the 2. 4 and 8 band SBC's. For the 16 band ca^ . the first three 
stages will have 32 taps and the last stage will have 16 taps. The filter coefficients are 
obtained from Johnston’s 32 tap (E) and 16 tap (C) designs [1]. Thœ« are shown in 
Table 6.2a and 6.2b respectively.
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Figure 6.1; Typical waveforms of (a) original speech and the error 
caused by (b) TQM approach, (c) PFB approach, (Error of TA is
extremely small).
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Lower-Image Filter-CoejBT Higher-Image
hl(0) 0.005123 hl(31)
h l( l) -0.011276 hl(30)
hl(2) -0.000962 hl(29)
hl(3) 0.015681 hl(28)
hl(4) -0.002612 hl(27)
hl(5) -0.021038 hl(26)
hl(6) 0.007380 hl(25)
hl(7) 0.028123 hl(24)
hl(8) -0.014569 hl(23)
hl(9) -0.038306 hl(22)
hl(lO) 0.026624 hl(21)
h l( l l ) 0.055707 hl(20)
h l(l2 ) -0.051383 hl(l9 )
hl(13) -0.097684 hl(18)
h l(l4 ) 0.138764 hl(17)
hl(15) 0.459646 hl(16)
(a)
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Lower-Image Filter-Coeff Higher-Image
hl(0) 0.006525 h l(l5 )
h l( l) -0.020488 hl(14)
hl(2) 0.001991 hl(13)
hl(3) 0.046477 hl(12)
hl(4) -0.026276 h l( l l )
hl(5) -0.099296 hl(lO)
hl(6) 0.117867 hl(9)
hl(7) 0.472112 hl(8)
(b)
Table 6.2: Coefficients for (a) 32 and (b) 16 tap FIR Quadrature
Mirror Filters.
6.2.2 Encoding The Sub-bands
When the number of sub-bands is sufficiently large, certain bands in the high fre­
quency end of the spectrum may not need to be transmitted at all. since they correspond 
to information beyond the bandwidth of the input signal. The input data used in the 
simulation is band limited to 3300 Hz and sampled at 8000 Hz. so the frequency band 
between 3300 Hz and 4000 Hz theoretically doœ not contain any spœch information. 
Hence, for the so callW 8 and 16 band sub-band coders effectively only 7 and 13/14 
bands, respectively, are actually transmitted. This is useful in conserving quantizer bits. 
Figure 6.2 shows the decimated sub-band signals of the 8 band SBC obtained from a typ­
ical segment of voiced speech. Notice the characteristic concentration of signal energy in 
the lower frequency bands and also, the lack of correlation in the signals after decima­
tion. The signal correlation in the sub-bands decreases as the number of bands is 
increased, since the corresponding spœtra becomes progressively flatter as the width of 
the frequency bands gradually narrows. Table 6.3 shows the avera^ first shift auto­
correlation coefficients obtainW from the sub-band signals for the 2. 4 and 8 band coders.
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Figure 6.2: Typical decimated sub-band signal waveforms.
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It can be seen that, apart from the first band of the two-band SBC. little correlation 
can be expected in the sub-band signals. Correlation values for the same frequency 
bands also vary widely among different input data. Therefore, the use of differential 
techniques to encode the sub-band waveforms do not offer any advantage, and conse­
quently. in the simulations all encoding is performed using APCM.
- a (l) a(2) a(3) a(4) a(5) a(6) a(7) a(8)
2-Band 0.802 -0.078 - - - - —
4-Band 0.620 -0.428 0.121 0.291 - - —
8-Band 0.203 -0.311 0.410 -0.168 -0.284 -0.21 0.051 -0.016
MALE
— a(l) a(2) a(3) a(4) a(5) a(6) a(7) a(8)
2-Band 0.731 -0.381 — - - - —
4-Band 0.382 -0.413 0.412 -0.081 - - -
8-Band -0.291 -0.262 0.327 -0.262 -0.036 0.259 -0.302 0.076
FEMALE
Table 6.3: One shift correlation coefficients for Sub-Band signals of 
2. 4, and 8 band SBC’s.
6.2.2.1 Quantization
The sub-band signals are normally coded using APCM-AQF (forward adaptive 
ATCM). particularly when the number of bands is large. The step s i^ s  em ploy^ in the 
q u a n t iz a t io n  are determ ine from the signal variance of each band, which are transmitted 
as side information. The proportion of available bits assigned for the side information 
depends on the frequency of update of the quantizer step sizes. Table 6.4 shows the seg­
mental signal to noise ratio (SegSNR) results obtained for the 2. 4, 8 and 16 band sub­
band coders simulated, where the quantrœr step sizes (using Max’s quantization f ig u r e s
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in reference [2]) and bit allocation patterns are updated after 256. 128. 64 and 32 input 
samples. Allowance has been made for the side information required for transmission of 
sub-band variances (5 bits each per block), so the results apply for a total transmission 
rate of 16 Kb/s.
Block-Size 256 128 64 32
— Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female
2-Band 15.7 15.4 16.1 15.7 16.3 15.7 16.4 15.9
4-Band 19.0 18.9 18.1 17.7 19.7 17.9 15.8 14.5
8-Band 20.6 19.7 20.7 19.2 19.4 17.5 - —
16-Band 20.9 19.7 19.9 18.3 15.3 14.7 - -
Table 6.4: Segmental SNR (dB) performance for sub-band coder employing 
adaptive bit allocation and APCM-AQF for 16 Kb/s.
It can be seen that the SNR generally increases with the number of sub-bands and 
reaches its peak when the number of bands is 16. SNR also falls as the blocksizæ for 
updating the quantizer is reduced, since proportionately less bits are available for signal 
coding, due to the resulting increase in the side information. A quantizer update block 
size of 128 samples (16 msec) appears to be a good compromise in terms of performance 
and delay.
6.2.3 Bit Allocation And Noise Sh&pii^
Both fixed and adaptive methods of assiging bits to code the sub-band signals were 
investigated. Adaptive bit allocation is performed using the two methods dûæussed in 
chapter 3. First adaptive bit allocation is perfomed using the formula.
A  = ^ + -flog20'f -  log2cr/ (6.1)
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As Ri can only take on integer values, each value as derived from (6.1) must be rounded 
to the nearest positive whole number or zero. Following this, further adjustments must 
be made to ensure that the integer bit assignment satisfies the constraint on available 
bits. The full bit allocation procedure as implemented in the simulation involves the fol­
lowing steps:
(i) The variances €rf of each sub-band signal over an appropriate time segment (typi­
cally 8 to 32 msec) are first calculated.
(ii) Sub-bands which are beyond the input signal's frequency range (such as 8 for the 
8-bands and 14.15,16 for the 16-bands) are effectively prevented from being 
assigned bits by excluding them from the bit assignment procedure.
(iii) These values of ( r f  are then used in the bit assignment equation of (6.1) to obtain 
the Ri s. The average bit rate R  used in the equation must be modified to account 
for channel capacity occupied by the side information.
(iv) The Ri s are then rounded up or down to the nearest integer value to give the bit 
alignm ent map.
(v) Further adjustments are necessary to ensure that the constraint on available bits is 
satisfied and that no band receive more than the maximum allowable number of 
bits. If more bits than available have been allocated then the excess bits are taken 
away from bands which least deserve them. i.e. for which the integer rounding pro- 
cess adds the greatest amount. For example, a band with an initial Ri of 3.6. 
rounded to 4 is deemed to 1% less deserving than one with an initial Ri of 4.8 
rounded up to 5. Similarly, when the number of bits allocated is fewer than avail­
able. the extra bits are given to bands which most deserve them. i.e. the bands from 
which the integer rounding process takes away the greatœt amount.
The second bit allocation procedure is far simpler than that discussed above. The reason 
for this is that it does not require the loga calculations and by its nature does not need to 
be chœked against the integer rounding errors. It involves the following steps.
(i) The energiœ crj of each sub-band signal over an appropriate time segment (typi­
cally 8 to 32 msec) are first calculated.
(ii) The band with the largœt o"g is allocated 1 bit and its o-f is divided by 2.
(iii) Chœk if all bits are allocated, stop else go to (i).
Adaptive bit allocation is generally used with forward adaptive quantization of the 
sub-bands, where the sub-band signal variances are transmittW to the rœ iver. The
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quantized versions of these variances are used at both transmitter and receiver to com­
pute the bit allocation pattern and the quantizer step sizes. This ensures that the parame­
ters used at both ends are identical. Consequently, the bit allocation algorithm uses & i. 
instead of (r ^ . in practice. The fixed bit allocation map may be obtained by using the 
same procedure and averaging the bits assigned to each frequency band over the long 
term. However, to prevent loss of bandwidth in the synthesized speech, at least one bit 
must be assigned to each frequency band, even though some of the high frequency bands 
contain insignificant information most of the time. Because of this inefficient utilisation 
of available bits, and the inability to properly track the short term signal spectral varia­
tions. the performance of sub-band coders employing fixed bit allocation is necessarily 
inferior to the much reduced complexity. A typical bit pattern for an 8 band SBC operat­
ing at 16 Kb/s is 33331111 for an input signal band limited from 0 to 4000 Hz. Variable 
bit allocation was found to be far superior to fixed bit allocation, and hence, in the fol­
lowing simulation results variable bit allocation was used.
6.2.4 Simulations
During the optimization process of a 16 Kb/s sub-band coder, three major areas 
were considered. These are adaptation of the quantizers for quantization of the sub-band 
signals, determination of the optimum number of sub-bands, and quantization of the side 
information with minimum numWr of bits.
6.2.4.1 Block Forward Adaptive (AQF) and Backward Adaptive Q uantization (AQB)
In order to compare the performance of AQF and AQB two similar 8 band sub-band 
coders were simulated. One had a AQF and the other AQB quantizers. These two coders 
were then testW and compared using the same conditions and parameters.
6.2.4.1.1 Sub-Band Coder W ith  AQF 
Coder specifications are as follows:
Number of bands : 8 (7 actually u ^ l ) .
Quantizer update rate : 256 samples (every 32 msec).
Maximum bits per band : 6.
Side information : 5 bits per band (1093.76 b/s).
Sub-band signal rate : 15000 bits/sec.
Total bit rate
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: 16093.75 bits/sec.
la  order to avoid 93.75 bits/sec excess capacity 3 samples per block (every 32 msec) from
one of the low energy band (1 bit allocated) were not transmitted.
Quantizer Bits 6 5 4 3 2 1
Quantizer Step 0.100 0.172 0.350 0.660 1.000 1.050
Table 6.5: APCM-AQF quantizer step s i^ s  for various bits.
Band Bandwidth (KHz) SNR(dB)
1 0-0.5 23.23
2 0.5-1.0 24.93
3 1.0-1.5 9.64
4 1.5-2.0 10.43
5 2.0-2.5 4.87
6 2.5-3.0 3.34
7 3.0-3.5 0.25
Total Segmental SNR -  20.7 dB.
Table 6.6: SNR performance of a 7 band SBC-AQF.
During the simulations band energies were not quantized. Band energies were used to 
normalize the sub-band signals before quantization. Only one quantizer was used to 
quantize the sub-band signals of each band (since they have the same distribution). The 
step sizes of this quantizer with respect to the number of bits allocated to each band 
were simulated. 6,5, and 4 bit quantizer step sizes were simulated using the samples in 
the fiist and the second sub-bands, 3.2. and 1 bit quantizer step sizes were simulated 
using the data in the last five bands. Results are shown in Table 6.5. By employing the 
coder with the logarithmic variable bit allocation technique a complete coder was then 
tested. Each band's signal to quantization noi% ratio, as well as the total (reconstructed)
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signal to noise ratio, was calculated as shown in Table 6.6.
Informal listening tests were also conducted. These tests showed that the processed 
speech was almost exactly the same as the original quality.
6.2.4.1.2 Sub-Band Coder W ith AQB
The same data with the same specifications was processed using SBC-AQB at the 
total bit rate of 16093.75 bits/sec. The coder was also employed with a variable bit allo­
cation algorithm. Therefore, to adapt the one bit AQB, results in [15] were used based on 
the following assumption. Firstly, it was assumed that the speech waveform in each 
band had approximately the same shape with different amounts of energy. When vari­
able bit allocation is used, because the bit allocation process is based on the energies of 
each band, the second assumption was to assume that the number of bits in each band 
represents the energy content of each band. It works as follows.
(i) Choose a band which has large energy (low frequency band. eg. first and the second 
bands in 8 and 16 band SBC rœpectively).
(ii) When only one bit per sample in a block is assigned to a certain band, use it to 
transmit the sign of each sample in that block.
(iii) Find a number of scaling factors which will be dependent on the number of bits 
assigned to the reference band and get the amplitude of the one bit assigned band 
samples by scaling down the reference band samples and use their transmitted sign 
bits.
Optimum scale factors given in [15] are ta b u la te  in Table 6.7.
Figure 6.3 illustrates how the method of scaling the one-bit AQB output to a refer­
ence band compares with the original unquantized signal. The example is for the sixth 
band of an 8 band SBC when the reference (first) band is assigned 6 bits. Notice that the 
signal envelope for the one bit band has bœn reasonably well preservW. N.S.Jayant 
gives AQB multiplier functions up to 5 bit quantizers in reference [3]. However, as it was 
decided to use variable bit allocation and allow maximum bits per band of up to 6. mul­
tiplier values for the 6 bit quantizer from [15] were used. These multiplier values are 
listed in Table 6.8. In the Table going from left to right and top to bottom repre%nts 
multiplier values for quantizer levels going from 1" to 32"^.
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Figure 6.3: One bit adaptive AQB quantized 6th band signal of an 8 band SBC when 
reference band has 6 bits, (a) original, (b) quantized.
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Bits in Ref .Band 7 6 5 4 3 2
One Bit Scales 0.015 0.03 0.06 0^2 0.29 0.58
Table 6.7: Scale factors for one-bit AQB quantizer.
0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95
045 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95
1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60 1.70 1.80
1.90 2.00 2.10 2.20 2.40 2.60 2.80 3.00
Table 6.8: Multiplier values for 6 bit AQB quantizer.
The complete SBC-AQF coder employed with the scale factors listed in Table 6.7 and 
multiplier values given in reference [3] and Table 6.8 was then tested both objectively 
and subjectively. Individual sub-bands together with the overall signal to quantization 
noise ratios are tabulated in Table 6.9.
The test data used was 2 seconds long low pitch male sentence, "an apple a day keeps the 
doctor away". The reason for choosing a mainly voicW low pitch male test data was to 
ensure the short time firct order sample to sample correlation was maiimizW. This 
would make it possible to measure the maximum performance of a SM]-AQB. Although. 
SBC-AQB coder produced highly intelligible speech, its quality compared to SBC-AQF 
was inferior. Quantization noke was clearly audible. Processed speech also had large 
amount of high frequency aliasing noise. Objective results ta b u la te  in Table 6.6 and 6.9 
show that, there is at least 3 dB difference between SBC-AQF and SBC-AQB. Informal 
subjective tests however, even showed a larger difference between the two adaptation 
techniques. This is because AQB systems are based on the correlation in the signal and as 
it was shown earlier the correlation in sub-band signals is almost non-existent. On the 
other hand the AQF system does not relay on any correlation at all. but on the distribu­
tion of the signal (Gaussian approximated).
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Band Bandwidth (KHz) SNR (dB)
1 0-0.5 17^5
2 0.5-1.0 2L95
3 1.0-1.5 7.73
4 1.5-2.0 8.09
5 2.0-2.5 3.43
6 2.5-3.0 L20
7 3.0-3.5 0.31
Total Segmental SNR -  17.123 dB
Table 6.9: SNR performance of a 7 band SBC-AQB.
6.2.4.2 Optimum Number Of Bands
A sub-band coder can have a wide range of numbers of bands such as 2, 4, 8. 16. 
and even 32. As it was decided earlier to use AQF quantization and hence variable bit 
allocation, it is desirable to have as many bands as possible, in order to distribute the 
available bits in the best possible way. However, as it was also discussed earlier, in an 
AQF-variable bit allocated coder band energies are sent as side information, more bands 
will mean more side information. In order to find the optimum number of bands a sub­
band coder should have, 2, 4, 8, and 16 bands sub-band coders were simulated using the 
same data and specifications listed:
Test Data: "Hello operator operator" and *Yes what can I do for you". Male and
Female speech respwtively with about 1.5 seconds idle ægment in between.
Quantizer update: AQF at every 256 samples (every 32 msecs).
Side information: Allowance made for 5 bits per band per 32 mg^cs.
All four coders were compared as shown in Table 6.10.
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Bands 2 4 8 16 32
B.width (KHz) 0-4 0-4 0-3.5 0-3.25 0-3.375
Bits-per-sample 2 1.75 2JA2 ZT53 1.74
Side-Infor. (bps) 312.5 625 1093.75 2031.25 4218.75
Bit-Rate (bps) 16321.5 14625 16093.75 16031.25 15968.75
Max bit-per-band 3 4 6 6 -
SNR(dB) 12.74 13.82 15.45 16.27 -
Table 6.10: Comparison of Sub-Band coders with rœpect to the number
of bands in the coder.
As can be seen from Table 6.10, the best performance sub-band coder has 16 bands (only 
13 used). This was expected because the 16 band coder had the largest average 
bits/sample ratio, and since it had more bands than the 2, 4, and 8 band coders, it made 
use of the variable bit allocation much more efficiently than the others. However, if the 
number of bands is doubled to 32, the side information will occupy 25% of the overall 
capacity leaving only 1.74 bits/sample on average, to quantize the actual speech signals. 
This will produce degradation in the processed spœch.
The other important result observed was that both 8 and 16 band coders had 
reduced SNR values (5 to 6 dB) to the 8 band coder tested in section 6.2.I.I. The first 
reason for this is the characteristics of the two test sentences. "An apple a day keeps the 
doctor away", contains higher low frequency formants and small high frequency for­
mants. "Hello operator operator yes what can I do for you", on the other hand, has a 
much more even spectrum. Sæ Figure 6.4 for spectral œmparison of the two test sen­
tences. When variable bit allocation was applied to both of these sentences it was 
ol%erved that the bit p ittem  in the Imnds for every block showed different variations. 
As expœted. due to its ^jectral shape, in "Apple a day ....". low frequency bands were 
allocated bits which varied from 3 to 6 and high frequency bands were allocated with 
only 1 or at maximum 2 bits. In "Hello operator....", variations of bits betwren low and 
high frequency bands was not so large and this was due to its flatter spectrum. The sum
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Figure 6.4: Spectral comparison of (a) "an apple (b) "hello test sentences.
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of the quantization levels in sub-bands per block for data which has flatter spectra 
will be less than of data containing higher formant variations.
Consider the example of a 16 band coder (13 bands used) which has 2 bits per sample 
per allocated band. The total quantization levels per block will be (2.2). 13 = 52 levels. 
However, if it was such that 3 bands with 5 bits. 1 band with 2 bits, and 9 bands with 1 
bit. the total quantization levels per block would then be (2.2.2.2.2).3 + (2.2). 1 + (2).9 = 
118 levels.
The second reason is that "Hello operator ....". contained 40% non-speech signal which 
again for the reason discussed above, decreased the signal to quantization noise ratio.
Subjective comparison of the coders by informal listening tests showed that as the 
number of bands in the coder was increased from 2 to 16. quality of the processed speech 
was also increased. Although, the 8 band coder had about 5.5 dB less SNR that the one 
tested in section 6.2.1.1. subjectively, the qualities of both were very similar. The 16 
band coder had even better quality than either of the two 8 band coders. In 4 and 2 band 
coders quantization noise was very much noticed.
6.2.43 Quantization Of Side Inform ation
In a sub-band coder, if AQF is used the only side information ro^uired is the band 
energies. However, if AQB is used no side information is needed. In our designs our objec­
tive was to maximize the quality and keep the complexity and delay within rœonable 
limits. Therefore, it was decided to use a SBC-AQF system which requires the transmis­
sion of band energies as side information. In all of the previous tests 5 bits per band side 
information was a llocate  but the actual band energies were not quantized. During the 
observation of the dynamic range of the band energiœ it was noticed that some bands 
had larger dynamic range variations than others. Therefore. 13 separate uniform 5 bit 
PCM quantizers were designed to quantize 13 band energies (in the previous section it 
was decided that the 13 band SBC was the best SBC). During the design of these quantiz­
ers. data from each band was used for each corresponding quantizer. An initial step size 
was chosai for each quantize and this step size was either increased or d^reased as long 
as the overall SNR was increased. Finally, when SNR startW to d^rease the previous, 
SNR maximizW step size was chosen to be the optimum for each quantizer.
Using these quantizers a 13 band SBC was then tested. Subjectively, while the test 
data was active, the quality of the processed spœch was very much like the original.
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However. during silence periods the processed speech contained very anoying back ground 
noise. Although, the SNR performance of the coder was very similar to those tested 
without quantizing the band energies, this idle noise was at an unacceptable level. The 
reason for the idle back ground noise was that, when the uniform PCM (5 bit) quantizers 
were designed, they had step sizes determined by maximizing the average SNR in each 
band. In order to cover the instants which most contributed to overall SNR (active sec­
tions) step sizes were optimized to be very much larger than was needed for the idle sec­
tions. During quantization of the idle band energies, very large positive error (sometimes 
larger than the band energies themselves) was introduced. As the quantized band energies 
determine the APCM quantizer step sizes to quantize the sub-band signals, these large 
errors were then introduced into the sub-band signals. This was heard as idle back 
ground noise at the decoder.
In order to avoid noise due to inefficient side information quantization, non-uniform 
PCM quantizers were tested and used. These quantizers had initial step s i ^  (first levels 
of the quantizers) which were chosen to be approximately equal or twice the minimum  
energy level in each band. Remaining quantizer levels were calculated by the expression:
ZeveZ (% )—ZeveZ (% — 1) = Af [ZeveZ (% — 1)—ZeveZ (% —2)] (6.2)
For each band, initial step size together with the suitable multiplier factor M  was calcu­
lated as shown in Table 6.11.
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Band Initial-Step M Quantizer-Bits
1 16.8 1.069 5
2 22.4 1.047 5
3 5.6 1.035 5
4 16.8 1.043 5
5 8.4 1.105 5
6 8.4 1.035 5
7 8.4 1.038 5
8 8.4 1.092 5
9 8.4 1.302 5
10 16.8 1.296 4
11 5.6 1.310 4
12 16.8 1.318 4
13 22.4 1.362 4
Table 6.11: Non-uniform PCM characteristics for 13 band energies.
Bits 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
Step 0.035 0.074 0.145 0.275 0.540 0.960 1.246
Table 6.12: APCM step s i ^  for a 13 band for various bits.
Before testing the coder APCM step sizes for the 13 band SBC with respect to the number 
of bits were simulated and found to be as shown in Table 6.12.
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Band Bandwidth (Hz) Step Bits Performance (dB)
1 0-250 0.315 5 37.5
2 250-500 0.220 5 30.0
3 500-750 0.175 5 28.2
4 750-1000 0.120 5 27.7
5 1000-1250 0.295 4 19.0
6 1250-1500 0.260 4 20.3
7 1500-1750 0.165 4 21.5
8 1750-2000 0.210 4 19.0
9 2000-2250 0.245 4 20.3
10 2250-2500 0.165 4 22.1
11 2500-2750 0.450 3 17.0
12 2750-3000 0.360 3 18.5
13 3000-3250 0.475 3 15.2
Table 6.13: Uniform PCM quantizer step sizes for block normalized 13
band SBC.
The subjective quality of the coder was much more noisæ free. However, it was 
noticed that the quality was talker and sentence dependent. Initial step sizœ and M  
values were very sensitive to talkers energy levels variations in each band. When the 
training data was large enough to get optimum initial step sizes and M  values, it was 
noticed that 5 bits per band was not adequate for some low frequency bands. We nœded 
to have some kind of control over the energy variations from talker to talker. This was 
achieved by block normalizing the data before splitting. This of course needed extra side 
information. However, it was observed as shown in Table 6.13 that some bands (high 
frequency) did not need the total 5 bits. Therefore, the savings made were used to quan­
tize the block energy. A seven bit non-uniform quantizer with an initial step size of 22
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and M  value of 1.009 produced 44.1 dB overall SNR. Uniform PCM quantizers for band 
energies were then designed knowing that the sum of the band energies per block would 
be unity. Step sizes of these quantizers together with the number of bits and their aver­
age SNR's are listed in Table 6.13.
Band SNR (dB)
1 14.36
2 21.00
3 20.17
4 15.71
5 13.97
6 13.71
7 13.22
8 12.41
9 14.79
10 12.89
11 13.77
12 11.59
13 13.12
Total Segmental SNR -  20.26 dB.
Table 6.14: SNR performance of a fully quantize! 13 band 16 Kb/s SBC.
The obj^tive performance of the coder was as good as when unquantiz»d band energies 
were used. Band SNR's and the overall ^gm ental SNR are tabulated in Table 6.14. 
Overall quality of the processed speech was very similar to the original even when
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compared using highly sensitive ear-phone.
The final designed 13 band SBC had the listed specifications.
AQF update : Every 192 samples (every 24 msecs).
Side Information : 60 bits/block (2500 bits/sec).
Max bit per band : 5.
Bit allocation : Divide O' by 2 and allocate one bit.
Allocated bits/block : 27.
Sub-Band bit rate : 13500 bits/sec.
Total bit rate : 16000 bits/sec.
6.2.5 F u rther Considerations On Bit Allocation And Quantization.
In this section we discuss some issues related to the bit allocation and quantization 
procedures for sub-band signals.
6.2.5.1 Forward And Backward A daptation Variations
Forward adaptive quantization of the sub-band signals, although undoubtedly 
efficient, become progressively less attractive as the number of bands employed 
increases. This is because the side information requirements also become increasingly 
non-trivial and coding accuracy can be seriously affected. A furher disadvantage associ­
ated with all forward adaptive schemes is of course delay.
Fixed bit allocation, if usW together with backward adaptive quantization offers a 
distinct advantage in terms of available bits for coding the sub-band signals (as no side 
information is rojuired). and a reduction in coder delay. Unfortunately however, as dis- 
cussed previously, the inability to track the short-term frequency variations in the input 
signal imposes a severe limit to performance, especially with a large number of bands. 
Also in such cases, a significant proportion of available bits are tied up by the high 
frquency bands (to prevent loss of bandwidth) leading to a reduction in overall coding 
efficiency.
Backward adaptive bit allocation with backward quantization, which offeis the 
prom is of dynamic assignment of bits without the nœd for side information is an 
attractive proposition. The bit allocation can be made to vary according to the relative 
energy composition of previously decodW sub-band samples. Unfortunately, although
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theoretically possible, most conceivable forms of backward bit allocation adaptation 
would be extremely sensitive to transmission errors. Once the bit allocation pattern in 
the receiver is not matched to that at the transmitter, the system collapses unless some 
form of recovery is encorporated (which inevitably means more complexity and loss of 
performance).
Another possible combination is to employ forward adaptive bit allocation with 
backward quantization. In this case, the adaptive bit allocation process is performed at 
the transmitter and the bit allocation map is communicated to the receiver. This method 
would retain the advantage of optimum bit allocation, with reduced side information and 
lower receiver complexity (as the bit allocation procedure need not be repeated at 
receiver). The reduction in side information arises because, unlike signal variances which 
must be fairly accurately quantized, the information concering the bit allocation pattern 
can only take on a very limited range of integer values, and thus can be transmitted with 
a smaller number of bits.
Figure 6.5 shows an example, the histogram for the number of bits assigned to each 
sub-band for an 8 band SBC. with the bit allocation updated every 256 samples (32 
msec). It can be seen that generally, the bit information for the lower sub-bands of the 
signal can be coded with 2 bits (4 possible values) whilst the same information related to 
higher part of the spectrum r^u ires  no more than 1 bit. This provides a saving of 3 to 4 
bits for each band, compared to the case where the average energy of each band is coded 
with 5 bit accuracy. The saving is substantial when the spectral resolution is high, as in 
the 32 band case, where the increased side information can seriously impair coding 
efficiency. This method of transmitting the bit allocation map may be considered as a 
simple form of vector quantization (see chapter 5). where the code-book contains a set of 
all bit allocation patterns of practical interest, and a codeword is transmitted once per 
block of samples to indicate which pattern is to be used.
A potential problem exists with the use of instantaneous backward adaptive quan­
tizers (AQB) with adaptive bit allocation. The adaptation algorithm of AQB requires a 
minimum of 2 bits to allow the step size to adopt to the magnitude variations of the 
quantizer input but the high frequency bands are often only assigned one bit. One
method to overcome this difficulty uses the 1-|- bit quantizer, where the sign information
is tran sm itt^  with one bit every sampling instant, while the magnitude is encoded with 
an additional bit every k  sam ple. Another method of adapting 1 bit AQB was discussed 
in section 6.2.4.1.2 where an approximation for the magnitude of the 1 bit AQB output is
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Figure 6.5: Probability histogram of bit allocation to various bands in an 8 band SBC.
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obtained from a suitably scaled versions of the output of one of the lower bands. The 
actual ratios for scaling depend on the energy in the reference band (which would be 
indicated by the number of bits assigned to it) and can be optimized from long-term 
statistics. Using this technique, the important zero crossing (sign) information is 
preserved for these high frequency bands and the magnitude follow a scaled down ver­
sion of the signal envelope of the lower bands.
Hybrid methods of quantization may also be used, where some bands (especially 
the 1-bit high frequency bands) are coded with AQF. while the lower bands use AQB. 
the particular design chosen would obviously depend on the enviomment and applica­
tion.
6.2.5.2 Parallel Bit Allocation
Typically about half the delay incurred by the SBC is due to the use of forward 
adaptive bit allocation and quantization, since the adaptation is based on the outputs of 
the filter bank. While this delay may be avoided by employing fixed bit allocation with 
AQB. the resultant degradation in performance is unfortunately far from acceptable.
This delay may be reduced by attempting the bit allocation for the sub-band signals dur­
ing the necessary time delay incurred in the filter bank. For an 8 or 16 band SBC. the 
delay due to the tree structure QMF analysis bank is typically about 15 to 30 msec 
(depends on the filter length), which is a suitably long time for bit allocation and quan­
tizer adaptation.
This parallel bit allocation can be carried out by performing a spoitral anlysis on the 
input signal segment, while it is propagating through the analysis filter bank. One way to 
do this is by using the discrete Fourier tansform (DFT). The short-time Fourier spectrum 
of the input speech segment provides an estimate of the energy distribution in the vari­
ous frequency bands. The accuracy of estimation might not be sufficiently high to permit 
the use of AQF (with transmission of step si:%s) although, the relative energy composi­
tion of the various bands should be adaiuate to provide a bit allocation pattern (for use 
with AQB) which refiwts the dynamic spectral variations of the input signal.
63  16 Kb/s T ransform  Coder
Like the sub-band coder seen in section 6.2 a transform coder design can be divided 
into three sections. These are again the band splitting, quantization, bit allocation and
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noise shaping. Band splitting is usually performed by discrete cosine tansform (DCT) 
which makes it possible to have much more finer frequency bands than a typical 16 band 
SBC. Bit allocation and noise shaping used for the SBC in section 6.2 is directly applicable 
to a transform coder. The only difference is that in an SBC band energies are used to allo­
cate bits and in a tansform coder the average of certain groups of frequency coefB-cients 
are used. Ideally, frequency coefBcients should be used separafiy in the bit allocation pro­
cess. However, as seen in SBC, increase in side information does not permit this. The 
vocoder driven transform coder [13], however, makes it more possible by finding an esti­
mate of each coefBcient and using it in the bit allocation process. The efficiency of this 
scheme, of course, depends on the accuracy of the estimation of the coefficients. Quantiza­
tion of frequency coefficints is usually done by APCM-AQF, which is again the same as 
for SBC.
63.1 Sim ulations
As we are concerned with evaluating the performance of speech coders operating at 
16 Kb/s, both Zelinsky and Noll’s [11], and the complicated vocoder driven adaptive 
strategy [13] were simulated on the computer. We then designed and simulated a new 
transform coder which we called pitch driven transform coder.
63.1.1 Zelinsky And Noll's Approach
A 128-point DCT was used to perform the block transformation. The basis spec­
trum  was estimated using 16 uniformly spaced support values, each obtained by averag­
ing over 8 neighbouring transform coefficients. For example, the first support value, 
obtained from the average variance of the first 8 coefficients was positione&at location 4. 
the next at location 12, then 20 and so on until location 124. Average energy of these 16 
support valuœ was quantized using the 7 bit non-uniform quantizer of SBC with initial 
step size of 22 and the M  value of 1.009. QuantizW average energy was then usW to 
divide each support value. These support values were then quantized using 3 bits for 
each. Base 2 logarithmic values were taken of these support values before quantization 
to ensure a more uniform amplitude distribution. The bit allocation procedure using this 
spectral estimate was performed in the same way as for the sub-band coder. The number 
of bits assigned to each frequency component were rounded to the nearœt integer. Excess 
bits were taken from the least dererving coefficients and extra bits were given to the most 
deserving cares in the same manner as before. With 7 bits usW for coding the block
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standard deviation and 42 bits for the 14 support values (14 because the last two 
represent the theoretically non-existent coefficients, ie. beyond the cut-off frequency of
3.3 KHz), a total of 207 bits per block of 128 samples were available for distributing 
among the transform coefficients.
Using the SBC’s AQF step sizes given in Table 6.12. and limiting the maximum bit 
per coefficient to 5. the coder was simulated and its objective and subjective performance 
was evaluated. In the simulation mixture of male and female speech with some silences 
were used. Signal to noise ratio of the 14 spectral regions as well as the overall SNR can 
be seen in Table 6.15. Regional SNRs and the total segmental SNR were about 2.5 dB less 
than the 13 band SBC. This was not surprising, since the side information update rate of 
ATC was twice that of SBC. Also ATC transmits 7000 coefficients whereas SBC on the 
other hand u s^  13 bands and transmitts 6500 sam ple per second. This relatively lower 
SNR performance of the ATC however, was not noticable in the informal subjective 
listening comparison.
Subjective quality of the recovered speech was extremely good for the male speech, 
where distortion was barely perceptible. For the female speech however, a slight buzz 
could be heard in the back ground, due possible to edge effrets related to the use of block 
transforms.
Signal to noire ratio of ATC can be improved by reducing the side information. This can 
be done simply by updating the side information every 256 rather 128 samples. The edge 
effects seen in female speech can be reduced by the use of larger size transform, eg, 256- 
point. However during the voiced segments this causes large quantization errors. A 256- 
point DCT produce clear pitch harmonics and makes it difficult to quantize without con­
sidering the pitch measurement. The other reason for the back ground noire during the 
female speech when using 128-point DCT is that female speech usually contains more 
pitch p u l ^  in a given block of 128 samples than the male speech, making it more possi­
ble to have clearly d é f in i pitch harmonics in the spectrum. This of course reduces the 
quantization efficiency (quantizers were designed for a random Gaussian approximated 
signal). Figure 6.6 shows the 128-point DCT transformed male and female speech, where 
female pitch harmonics are clearly sren.
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Figure 6.6: Spectral comparison of typical (a) male, (b) female speech when transformed 
using 128-point DCT.
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Region Bandwidth (Hz) SNR (dB)
1 0-250 13.60
2 250-500 20.40
3 500-750 20.51
4 750-1000 16.40
5 1000-1250 16.10
6 1250-1500 14.91
7 1500-1750 14.80
8 1750-2000 13.34
9 2000-2250 15.72
10 2250-2500 15.54
11 2500-2750 14.36
12 2750-3000 13.83
13 3000-3250 14.44
14 3250-3500 10.50
Total segmental SNR = 18.68 dB.
Table 6.15: SNR performance of ATC with Zelinsky and Noll's
adaptation.
63.1.2 Vocoder DriTen Approach
The vocoder driven transform coder differs from Zelinsky and Noll's approach in 
two ways. Firstly, bit allocation is performed by the use of an estimated spectrum, mak­
ing it possible to allocate bits per coefficient bases rather than per group of coefficients 
bas# as in Zelinsky and Noll's. Sax)ndly, the complete spectrum is normalized using this 
estimated spectrum, rather than the average support valuœ. Therefore, the estimated 
spectrum should closely resemble the original spectrum, if any improvement is to be
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achieved over Zelinsky and Noll's approach.
A 256-point DCT was used to perform the block transformation. In the time 
domain. 12 LPC coefficients together with the pitch period and sigle tap pitch gain was 
calculated. Using 256-point DFT. impulse response of the LPC filter was transformed to
obtain an estimate of the spectral envelope. Pitch period and gain were used to create the 
estimate pitch harmonics which were then multiplied with the estimated envelope to 
obtain the final spectrum. Estimated and original spectru were normalized to unit 
variance before dividing for quantization. A total of 50 bits were used to code the 12 
LPC parameters which were 6.6.5,5.4.4.4.4.3.3.3.3 for coefficient 1 to 12 respectively. The 
single tap pitch gain and the pitch period were coded with 3 and 7 bits respectively. Also 
the same 7 bit non-uniform quantizer used for coding the block energy in SBC and Zelin­
sky and Noll's was used to code the block energy which was used to normalize the spec­
trum before dividing it by the unit variance estimated spectrum. The bit allocation for 
the speech parameters produced 2094 bits/sec side information leaving 445 bits to be dis­
tributed for coding the coefficients per every 256 samples.
Segmental SNR was observed to be about 1 dB higher at 19.55 dB than for the Zelinsky 
and Noll approach. Subjective quality of both male and female sentences were close to 
the original quality. Back ground noise seen in the Zelinsky and Noll system during 
female speech, was reduced to a level which was hardly noticable. During male speech no 
difference between the Zelinsky and Noll's and vocoder driven approach was noticed.
Although, the vocoder driven transform coder may in general be prefeÆd to the 
Zelinsky and Noll's approach, its complexity is more than twice that of the Zelinsky and 
Noll's. It requires, the LPC. pitch and pitch gain calculations as extra information. In 
order to create the estimated spectrum it uses a 256-point DFT and hence is forced to 
double the size of the block transform to 256-point DCT. Its final disadvantage is that if 
the modelling of the estimated sp^trum  fails, the coder fails to produce good rœults. For 
example, if the pitch period is incorrectly measured, then the bit allocation process fails 
to allocate bits to pitch harmonics in the spectrum. Also when estimated and original 
spectrums are divided the resulting residual is no longer unit variance which causes large 
quantization errors. In order to minimize th ^ e  unnecessary quantization errors the 
resulting residual signal should be normalized to unit variance before quantization. This 
of œunœ means more complexity and extra side information (2 to 3 bits per 256 mm- 
ples).
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63 .1 3  Pitch Driven Transform Coder (PDTC)
The presence of leakage between frequency bands can affect the performance of a 
frequency domain coder in two ways. Firstly if a particular frequency band is low in 
energy compared to other bands, the energy leaked from the other bands can represent a 
significant portion of the energy in that band. This leakage can interfere with the ability 
of the coder to take full advantage of the true spectrum of the signal in that band. 
Secondly, after encoding of the bands, the leakage, or aliasing, from one band to another 
is not entirely cancelled in the synthesis. Therefore, interband leakage in the analysis 
stage of a frequency domain coder can lead to undesirable effects of frequency domain 
aliasing in the synthesis. The effects of frequency domain aliasing generally becomes 
more pronounced as the dynamic range of the spectrum of the signal being analysed 
becomes larger. One way of controlling this aliasing is by increasing the size of the 
analysis window (Transform size in ATC and filter impulse rœponiæ for SBC). Another 
method of controlling frequency domain aliasing is by reducing the dynamic range of the 
spectrum by pre-emphasis or spectral flattening prior to the analysis/synthesis. In this 
way the leakage from large energy bands to low energy bands is reduced.
It has been reported in the literature [4] that pre-emphasizing the speech before block 
transformation helps to reduce the block edge effects and hence the slight back ground 
noise seen in female speech. However, these coders still require 256-point DFT for the 
calculation of the estimated envelope and hence require 256-point DCT for block 
transformation of speech. Therefore, although the speech quality may be improved with 
the use of pre-emphasis, coder complexity is still too high to be acceptable.
Here, we describe a new transform coder called pitch drive*\;ransform coder (PDTC) 
which is a simplified version of the vocoder driven approach. A block diagram of PDTC 
is shown in Figure 6.7. As in vocoder driven approach 12 LPC parameters are calculated 
every 256 samples and quantized using 50 bits. However, rather than using them in an 
DFT transformation to get the formant structure, here LK% parameters are used to 
inverse filter (pre-emphasize) the s p ^ h .  to remove formants and flatten the sp^trum . 
The remaining LPC residual is then block transformed using a 256-point DCT. This 
creates a flat spectrum with well defined pitch harmonics if the segment is voiced speech. 
It is important to preserve pitch harmonics (excitation pulses) in speœh if high quality is 
desired. Therefore, using the pitch period and single tap pitch gain an estimate of the 
residual spectrum is obtained. Using this spectral estimate pitch harmonics are removed 
by dividing into the residual spectrum. In order to maximize the signal to quantization
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Figure 6.7: A block diagram of PDTC (a) encoder, (b) decoder.
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noise ratio of the residual spectrum estimated coefficients are used to allocate bits, allo­
cating more bits to the pitch harmonics than the coefficients in between the harmonics. 
During the bit allocation the maximum and the minimum bits per coefficient are limited 
to 4 and 1 respectively. Bits are distributed using the divide by 2 and allocate one bit 
procedure.
A 5 bit non-uniform quantizer with the initial step size of 19 and M  value of 1.071 was 
used to quantize the energy in the LPC residual. In addition to the 5 bits, an extra 2 bits 
were allocated to a uniform quantizer to quantize the divided residual spectrum block 
energy. This was done to make sure that the divided spectrum always had unit energy 
before quantization. This of course also reduces the errors introduced by division when 
there were pitch errors (if there is a pitch harmonic mismatch between the original and 
the estimated spectrums. then when dividing into one another the resulting residual may 
not be unit variance, causing clipping). Total side information per 256 sam ple was 67 
bits leaving 445 bits to quantize the 256 residual coefficients. Overall segmental SNR 
obtained was lower than both vocoder driven and Zelinsky and Noll's approaches at 
17.85 dB. However, subjœtively it was at least as good as the vocoder driven approach. 
Back ground noise and the block edge effects were completely eliminated. Memory of the 
LPC synthesis filter being carried over from one block to the next helped to interpolate 
the blocks and smooth out the block edge effects. Also simple pitch driven bit allocation 
and quantization made it possible to quantize the LPC residual as well as the vocoder 
driven approach. However, the pitch driven coder did not require DFT computation, thus, 
reducing the computation by a large amount (approximately by a factor of 2). Also the 
simple divide by 2 and allocate 1 bit. bit allocation procedure replacW the complex loga­
rithmic bit allocation procedure, resulting m a moderate complexity high quality 16 Kb/s 
transform coder.
6 A  Discussions
The efficiency of frequency domain speech coding has been amply demonstrated by 
the sub-band and transform coders describe! above. Much of the superiority of such 
frquency domain coders over their time domain counterparts, lies in the effective exploi­
tation of the non-flat spectral density of spœch and the use of different encoding accu­
racy for different frequency regions. This flexibility ensures that the usefulnœs of every 
available bit is maximized.
_ I —
Variations to the basic sructure of the coders described, have been proposed by 
several researchers, but most of these involve very minor modifications. In sub-band 
coding, much of the more research effort have concentrated on simplifying the bit alloca- 
tion process [5] and reducing side information by exploiting spatial redundancies in the 
signal energy [6]. Pitch prediction has also been incorporated in some systems [7][8], 
although the justification for this substantial additional complexity is dubious.
More recently, an attempt to bridge the gap between wide-band and narrow-band 
frequency domain coders came in the form of a 32 band sub-band coder [9]. which uses 
vector quantization techniques for adapting the bit allocation and quantizer step sizes in 
order to minimize side information requirement. This highly complex scheme was 
reported to provide comparable quality with ATC schemes at the same bit rate. Obvi­
ously. the advantages of these powerful techniques over time domain methods have not 
been achieved without cost. Until the recent use of parallel filter banks in sub-band 
coders [14], the use of FIR tree structure QMF filter banks with their inherent delay had 
been a limiting factor in sub-band coders. This delay and the computational complexity 
of the analysis/synthesis filter bank processes increased propotionately with the number 
of bands.
The delay in the transform coder depends on the size of transform used which is 
usually sufficiently large to provide adequate frequency resolution. While this delay may 
generally be less than that of sub-band coder with AQF. the complexity of transform 
coders is much higher, since the encoding and bit allocation processes are effectively per­
formed for a considerably larger number of frequency bands. Also the computation of 
block transformations usually requires more computation than a parallel filter bank. 
This complexity issue renders the otherwise powerful transform coder unattractive for 
many applications. A reduction in block tansformation size may be a possible means of 
coder simplification. Unfortunately, the advantages of coding in the frequency domain 
also tends to be eroded when the transform size is decreased, and the resultant perfor­
mance degradation far outweighs the reduction in complexity.
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CHAPTER7
12 KB/S TO 9.6 KB/S CODERS
7.1 Introduction
Digital coding of speech at around 16 Kb/s is now well developed. The next bit rate 
of interest is at around 9.6 Kb/s. In chapter 6 we have shown that in order to reduce the 
bit rate from 32 Kb/s down to around 16 Kb/s something more than a simple waveform 
coder (APCM. ADPCM) is needed. Coders seen in chapter 6 combined the speech model­
ling process with a suitable waveform coder to enhance digital speech quality at 16 Kb/s. 
Similar procedure will be followed in developing algorithms to operate at even lower bit 
rates.
In order to reduce the bit rate down to about 9.6 Kb/s. reduction in both side infor­
mation capacity and the actual speech signal (residual) capacity will have to be made. 
Although, reducing the side information will help in reducing the overall bit rate, typical 
reductions in side information are of the order of 1.5 Kb/s. Thus, in going down from 16 
Kb/s to 9.6 Kb/s the capacity for coding the actual speech signals need to be reduced by 
about 5 Kb/s. This of course cannot be accomplished without reducing the quality of 
digital speech unless speech quality is improved by additional means to those used in 16 
Kb/s coders. There are two major techniques that can reduce the bit rate from 16 Kb/s 
down to 9.6 Kb/s whilst maintaining high quality. These are baseband coding (BBC) 
and vector quantization (VQ). see chapters 4 and 5 respectively. In this chapter we will 
first explain how a typical SBC and ATC can be improved to operate at 9.6 Kb/s. We will 
then discuss various schemes of producing improved quality codera in the region of 12 to
9.6 Kb/s. In the draign of 9.6 Kb/s coders, as well as producing high quality it is impor­
tant to keep the delay and the complexity as low as possible. Therefore, whilst compar­
ing the coder qualities additional comments will be made concerning their expected delay 
and complexity factors.
7.2 Sub-Band Coder
In order to demonstrate the effect of reducing the bit rate on the spm;h quality, an 
original sub-band coder which was deigned to operate at 16 Kb/s was simulated at 9.6
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Kb/s. Two simple capacity adjustments were made to fit the overall transmission into
9.6 Kb/s. These are shown in Table 7.1.
Coder 16 Kbps SBC 9.6 Kbps SBC
AQF Update (msec) 24 32
Side info (bps) 2500 1844
Max bit.per.band 5 4
Sub-band info (bps) 13500 8000
Total rate (bps) 16000 9844
Table 7.1: 16 and 9.8 Kb/s SBC specifications.
It can be seen from Table 7.1 that most of the reduction in bringing down the total 
bit rate from 16 to 9.6 Kb/s was made by reducing the sub-band information, ie. 13500 
b/s to 8000 b/s. a reduction of 5.5 Kb/s. Reduction in the side information was only 656 
b/s.
The SBC as outlined above was simulated. Due to shortage of bits to be allocated to 
the sub-bands, during the bit allocation procedure it was noticed that for most of the 
time (during active data) at least 4 of the 13 bands had ^ ro  bits allocated to them. The 
eEect of this was clearly seen when the coder was tested by informal listening t^ ts . 
Processed speech was significantly band limited at about 2.5 KHz (during the bit alloca­
tion process high frequency, low energy bands were usually a llocate  zero bits). This 
band limitation effect alæ  introduced aliasing in the high frequency bands which was 
very annoying. In order to reduce the effect of band limitation and hence mask the alias­
ing noise, adaptive Gaussian noise generator was included in the decoder. The Gaussian 
noise generator was used in order to fill up the empty ^ m e n ts  in each band according to 
their original energy contents. Although, æme bands may be a llocate  2ero bits, their 
energy contents are known at the d^x)der for the bit allocation process. The amount of 
noise power was determined by subj^tive listening tests using the expression.
- 1 1 8 -
= /  o-f (7.1)
where Ni is the noise power (standard deviation) of the segment of a zero bit allo­
cated band. /  is the scale factor which was determined by listening tests and cTj is the 
standard deviation of the i ^  segment.
Band SNR (dB)
1 8.1
2 13.4
3 12.3
4 12.8
5 9.9
6 10.0
7 8.3
8 8.1
9 9.1
10 9.5
11 9.1
12 6.9
13 8.9
Total segmental SNR -  13.74 dB.
Table 7.2: SNR performance of a 9.8 Kb/s SM .^
\v*u; fernowl ez]%Briaieatall)r1X)l)e iui the regpoiiof
0.5 to 0.7. Using a  value of 0.6 for /  . the signal to noise ratio in each band together with 
the segmental SNR of the overall coder was computed. The results are tabulated in Table 
7.2.
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Although adaptive noise substitution into the empty segments helped in reducing 
the band limitation effects and masked the aliasing noise, the quality of the speech was 
not as good as that of 16 Kb/s SBC. Quantization noise and some back ground noise was 
clearly audible. The performance of the coder was noticeably worse for female speech.
As there is no additional processing required to that for the 16 Kb/s coder the com­
plexity is comparable to the 16 Kb/s case. In fact, because the bit allocation is performed 
less frequently (every 32 msec). 9.8 Kb/s SBC is less complex. However, the delay of the 
coder is increased from 24 msec to 32 msec.
7.2.1 SBC W ith Vector Quantized Side Information
It has been shown that 5.5 Kb/s reduction in the transmission of the sub-band sig­
nals is the major cause of speech quality degradation when going down from 16 Kb/s to 
around 9.6 Kb/s. The cut in the side information can only he accomplished in two ways: 
either by reducing the AQF quantizers update rate or by reducing the number of bands in 
the coder. As we discussed in chapter 3 and 6 the lesser number of bands in the coder the 
less the accuracy of spectral modelling and hence the reduction in the quality. Also in 
chapter 3 it was shown that the more often one updated the AQF quantizer the better it 
performed. These two factors demonstrate that the side information cannot be reduced 
by more than about 600 to 8(X) bits/sec. ie. a minimum up date rate of every 32 msec 
and minimum number of bands of at least 8. In order to reduce the side information and 
to allow more bits for sub-band signal coding whilst maintaining adequate number of 
bands in the coder and optimally updating the AQF quantizer, vector quantization (VQ) 
may be used to code the band energy vectors, see chapter 5.
7.2.1.1 Sim ulation Of The VQ Code-Books
As discussed in chapter 5 VQ is a form of block quantization where the single ele­
ments are grouped together and coded jointly as a single vector. The total bit rate needed 
for transmission is dependent on the rate of vectors, ie, quantizer update rate, and the 
number of bits per vector, ie. the aœuracy of quantization.
In order to simulate the performance of VQ on the side information, ie. band ener­
gies. band energies of an 8 band and 16 band coder (actually 7 and 14 bands r^pec- 
tively) were calculated every 256 samples and stored as a large block of training data. 
Using this data baæ 3 VQ's were designed for the 8 and 16 band SBC band energies.
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These were the binary tree search, optimized full search, and randomly chosen full 
search.
B inary Tree Search VQ
As discussed in chapter 5. binary tree search code-book design requires very heavy 
computation. In order to reduce the load on the computer at any one time, the complete 
code-book was designed in four separate blocks. Rather than starting with 2 initial vec­
tors and splitting them iteratively until a desirable distortion limit was met. we started 
with four vectors, each of which was treated as an initial vector for the four segments of 
the training data. Here four initial vectors were chosen in such a way that each 
represented almost equal number of training vectors. During the optimization of vectors 
at each node of the tree, a mean squared error distortion measure was assumed. There­
fore. the calculation of the centroids of the clusters were the averaged sum of each vector 
in the clusters.
C Q d =  for k =  (7.2)
In equation (7.2). k  r e p r in t s  the vector elements which are the band energiœ and è  
represents the number of v^ to rs  in each cluster.
An optimization procedure which involves calculating the centroids and then chosing 
new clusters can continue as long as specified. During tests we found that 4 or 5 itera­
tions were ad^uate. Iterations beyond 5 did not contribute much to the overall distor­
tion minimization. After optimization of each node vector, the vectors were then split 
into two. by using the following expressions.
T/c,Ck):= T/p(a:) -- 6* (7.3)
Typical 6* values are given in Table 7.3. Whilst splitting it is important to check that 
each branch has a direction towards the densely populated space. In order to achieve this
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condition, after splitting the vectors, those that have only one or two vectors in their 
clusters were further split by the €* factors given in Table 7.4. until their direction was 
found to be towards the densely populated space.
k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0.04 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.005 0.005
Table 7.3: Vector splitting factors for 7 band SBC band energies.
k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0.004 0.003 0.002 0.003 0.001 0.0005 0.0005
Table 7.4: Secondary vector splitting factors for 7 band SBC band 
energies (used when Table 7.3 is unsuccessful).
NB: values in Table 7.3 and 7.4 are the same as for the 14 band case. Each value is
used for the corresponding two bands energies in the 14 element v ^ to r. The results are 
shown in Figure 7.1.
During various simulation tests it was noticed that the presentation of results in 
Figure 7.1 should really have another dimension. This was the rate that the vectors were 
calculated. Results including the vector update variation are thus shown in Figure 7.2. 
Results in Figure 7.1 and 7.2 were calculated using the training data. However, as the 
number of training and independent t ^  data vecto r ba:ame large the performance of 
the code-books for both the training and independent data approached each other as 
shown in Figure 7.3.
Optiuiized Full Search VQ
In a binary tree search VQ. at every node, the input vector was compared with two
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Figure 7.1: MSE comparison of various size tree search code-books for (a) 14 band and 
(b) 7 band SBC energies (vector update rate every 256 samples).
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Figure 7.2: MSE comparison of various size tree search code-books with respect to vector 
update rate, (a) 256. (b) 128. (c) 64. (d) 32. (e) 16 samples.
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code-book vectors until the final stage was reached. In a full search VQ we started at the 
final stage and searched through all vectors to select the one with minimum mean 
squared error. Initial vectors of a full search code-book are chosen from the training data 
at random intervals. During the optimization process it was noticed that different initial 
code-books produced different overall distortions. It was also noticed that some vectors 
in the code-book did not contribute to the overall distortion minimization. This was due 
to the fact that when vectors were selected randomly from the training data some were 
chosen from the spaces which had only few vectors. Thus, it was necessary to ensure 
that the code-book chosen initially was as good as possible, and also to ensure that all of 
the code-book entries were useful. We found it very important to start with a larger 
code-book than the optimum size. The optimization process is as follows.
(i) Start with a larger code-book, about 1.5 times the optimum (maximum allowed by 
the overall bit rate constraint).
(ii) Quantize the training data.
(ni) Optimize the code-book by calculating the centroids of the clusters.
(iv) Is the size of the code-book optimum? if yes stop, else continue.
(v) Ignore some of the excess vectors by discarding the least used vectors and goto (ii).
At every stage the amount of vectors discarded can be varied and for the termination of 
the process any other condition may be used. ie. overall distortion rather than the size of 
the code-book.
As was expected, full search VQ produced better results than the tree search VQ. It 
was also found that the decrease in distortion for each element of the vectors was 
different. Distortion in the large energy points of the full searched and the tree searched 
vectors was very similar. However, full search performed better over the vector elements 
with small energy.
Random (non-optimized) Full Search VQ
In this case various randomly chosen code-books were comparW and the b%t per­
former was chosen as the non-optimized full search code-book. When the rœults were 
compared with optim ize full search and the tree search cas%s it was concluded that 
when the size of the code-book was large, then randomly chosen code-books perform as 
good as any other code-book, see Figure 7.4. Similar results were obtained for the 14 
band SBC.
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Figure 7.3. Performance difference of a code-book when tested using data from inside and 
outside training data.
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Figure 7.4: Performance comparison of (a) full search, (b) tree search and (c) randomly 
selected full search code-books.
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7.2.1.2 Sim ulation Of 8 And 16 Band SBCs W ith  Vector Quantized Side Inform a­
tion
Using 8 bit full search (optimized) code-books for both 8 and 16 band (only 7 and 
14 used respectively) SBC coders were simulated.
8 Band SBC
The specific parameters of the 8 band SBC are as follows.
Quantizer Update : every 256 samples (every 32 msec).
Side Information : [8000/256] x [8+6] = 437.5 bits/sec.
Max bit per band : 4.
Bits per analysis block : 9.
Sub-band info bits/sec : (9/7) x 7000 = 9000.
Total bit rate bits/sec: 9000 + 437.5 = 9438.
As can be seen from the above figures, reduction in the side information of about 
65% has been achieved by the use of VQ to quantize band energies. This yields an extra 
bit per block to be allocated to the sub-bands. Reduction in the side information can be 
more significant if the quantizer update rate is increased.
An 8 band SBC with vector quantized side information with only 7 bands transmitted 
was simulated. Speech quality at 9.438 Kb/s with 7 bands was much better than that 
seen earlier in section 7.3 with a bit rate of 9.84 Kb/s and 13 bands. The reason is that 
the 9.84 Kb/s, 13 band coder had 1.193 bits/sample for its sub-band signal whereas the 
7 band coder had 1.286 bits/sample allocated for this purpose. Although, the test data 
was filtered at 3.3 KHz, allowing the transmission of a 7 band, 3.5 KHz signal as opposed 
to 3.25 KHz in the 13 band case, produced a wider band signal which sounded more 
pleasant. The overall segmental signal to noise ratio was also higher by 1.26 dB. Higher 
segmental signal to no i^  ratio can be obtainW by transmitting only 6 bands. However, 
this does not improve the subjective quality. SBC with 6 bands sounds band limited and 
looses its sharpnæs.
16 Band SBC
Using the same specifications as for the 8 band coder but transmitting 14 bands, 
another coder was simulated. Vector quantization of the band energi% was performed by 
an 8 bit, 14 element code-book. Although, it was expected that the 14 band coder would 
produce better quality coded spm:h than the 7 band coder, results actually contradicted
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this. Coded speech produced large quantization noise in the high frequency bands which 
was very annoying. When analysed, it was seen that high frequency band signals had 
large clipping errors. In some blocks, the clipping effect was so large that the block signal 
to noise ratio was negative. In other words clipping errors were larger than the signal 
itself. This was due to poor vector quantization of the 14 sub-band energies in one vec­
tor. The 8 bit code-book (full search) had a -11/-12 dB distortion performance which 
seemW to be adequate. However, when the code-book was searched, low frequency, high 
energy bands dominated the distortion minimization. Therefore, high frequency bands, or 
the bands which had small energy contents, had large errors which in turn caused errors 
in APCM step sizes, thus producing large clipping errors. In order to prevent this, 14 ele­
ment vectors were split into two 7 element vectors. In order to produce unit variance 
vectors each of two 7 element vectors were normalized by their energy sums. These 
energy sums were coded each with 5 bits. However, as the two vector elements were nor­
malized with different energy contents, bit allocation to the sub-bands had to be modified 
to take these energy variations into account. In every block, two stages of bit allocation 
were performed. Firstly, bits were allocated or shared between the two vectors by com­
paring their total energy: &i and & 2  and & 2  are quantized values of cti and 0 -2). 
Secondly, shared bits were then allocated amongst the vector elements. The 14 band 
coder was then tested again with these modifications. During coding, sub-band adaptive 
noise sutetitution to the empty %gments (zero bit allocated) was employed, with an /  
factor of 0.6.
Overall segmental SNR was about 0.59 dB higher than that for the 7 band coder. 
This was due to better spectral modelling via the 14 bands. Larger SNR could be achieved 
if the side information was kept as low as that for the 7 band coder. The 7 band coder 
had 437.5 bits/sec side information, but 14 band coder had 750 b i t s / ^  side information 
((8000/256)*(7+7+10)). However, as was discussW for the 7 band coder, higher SNR 
does not necessarily mean higher subj^tive quality. This was the case with th ^ e  coders. 
Although, the SNR difference betwœn the 7 band and the 14 band coders was only 0.59 
dB, subjective quality was considerably more improved than was reflected by 0.59 dB. 
The 14 band coded speech very clean and pleasant. Aliasing or high frequency distortion 
was hardly noticeable. Slight quantization noise was heard when using high quality 
listening equipment. Table 7.5 shows band signal to noise ratios as well as the overall 
SNR.
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Band SNR (dB)
1 9.4
2 16.4
3 15.8
4 13.1
5 10.0
6 10.0
7 8.3
8 8.5
9 10.3
10 9.7
11 9.5
12 7.9
13 9.1
14 6.2
Total segmental SNR = 15.59 dB
Table 7.5: SNR performance of 14 band SBC with vector quantized side
information.
Complexity And Delay
Theoretical delays for both the 7 band and the 14 band coders were 32 m s^. How­
ever. as the rœults show in Figure 7.2, the quantizer may be updated every 16 msec with 
no significant degradation in the performance of VQ on the side information. This will 
double the side information (which is fairly small), causing minor degradations in the 
sub-bands. The quan ti^r update rate also determ ine the number of timœ the code- 
books are searched, requiring 7 multiply-add operations per level of the œde-book. For
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the 14 band coder, two 7 bit code-books were searched requiring 14 multiply-add opera­
tions per level of the code-book. Assuming 7 bit full search code-books for 7 and 14 
band coders 896 and 1792 multiply-add operations are required respectively per quan­
tizer update. The rest of the coders complexity is equivalent to 7 and 14 band coders 
with no VQ.
Better performance in quantizing the side information of the 14 band coder may be 
achieved by using two 7 bit cascaded 14 element code-books. However, this will require 
twice the computation of two 7 element. 7 bit code-books.
7.2.2 Fully Vector Quantized SBC
The idea of fully vector quantization of a sub-band coder was first proposed by 
A.Gersho and others in 1984 [l]. The reported coder operated at 16 Kb/s with 8 bands. 
Although, promising to report on a similar 16 band coder, no paper has currently been 
published to date. The 8 band coder employed similar vector quantization on the side 
information as was discussed in section 7.2.1. Scalar quantizers (APCM) were replaced 
by various size code-books in the sub-bands. Bit allocation procedure determined the size 
of the code-books to be used in each sub-band. Therefore, each band produced one or 
more vectors per block depending upon the block length, independent of other bands. 
This we call serial vœtor quantization, meaning that each band is quantized separately in 
series. Here, in the following section we discuss the prospects of the serial VQ for lower 
bit rates than 16 Kb/s and report on a different VQ for SBC which we name ’parallel 
VQ’.
7.2.2.1 Serial V ^ to r  Quantization
In serial VQ each band is normalized with its band energy. N o rm a l!^  sub-band 
signals are then split into a number of vectors.
nv = b rd (7.4)
where nv and nl are the number o f  vectors in each band per block, and the number of 
elements in each vector rœpectively. N  i s  the analysis block length and b is the number 
of bands, in i can be different in each band). For simplicity we will assume that nl is the 
same for all bands. Most of the SBC coder output is usually occupied by the t r a n s m is s io n  
of the sub-band signals, therefore, when deciding on n l , hence nv and the length of the
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code-books overall bit rate should be considered. Also important is the ratio of - — . If
h nl
b nl — N  . then each band has only one unit variance vectors per analysis block. How­
ever, \i N  > b rd then each band will have more than one non-unit variance vector, 
which means further bits are necessary to normalize each vector to unit variance.
An 8 band (only 7 used) SBC with vector quantized side information and serial 
vector quantized sub-band signals was simulated with the following parameters.
Number of bands : 7.
Analysis length : 32 msec (256 samples).
rd : 8.
nv : 4.
Length of code-books : 64. 128. 256. 512, 1024, 2048.
Vector energy : 3 bits.
Side information : 2625 + 438 = 3063 bits/sec.
Bits allocated per block : 52.
(for 9.6 Kb/s overall transmission, there are 9600 - 3063 = 6537 bits/sec to code the 
sub-band signals, ie, 0.9338 bits/sample. Because each vector has 8 sam ple and there are 
7 bands total bits per block is 8 x 7 x 0.9338 = 52 ).
During the bit allocation, because minimum code-book size was 6 bits, each band 
was allocated with 6 bits and the remaining 10 bits were distributed via the usual 
method of bit allocation. The subjective quality of coded speœh was poor compared to 
that with no VQ, or VQ on the side information only. High quality sq ^ :h  could only be 
produced at around 12 Kb/s, ie, when 1.276 bits per sample was used, 71 as opposed to 
52 bits per block. This demonstrates that if high quality is to be achieved, high energy 
bands should be quantized with 11 bit code-books and the low energy bands should be 
quanti^d with 9 or 10 bit code-books.
Code-books were æarched to find the vector which minimized the mean squared error.
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Er = L I X C O - V ' C O f  (7.5)
i = l
where X (O  is the input vector and V (t ) is the code-book sequence.
Since aZ is 8 then the sign combination needed is 2® = 256. Therefore, during 
quantization 256 levels are needed to provide the right sign combination for each vector. 
A 10 bit code-book provides 4 amplitude variations with the correct sign bits. This was 
one of the reasons that large code-books are needed to produce high quality speech. The 
second reason for the poor quality of SBC with serial VQ is that the number of bands 
was 8 and hence each band had a bandwidth larger than the pitch frequency. When the 
pitch frequency is smaller than the sub-band bandwidth each band shows pitch structure 
as shown in Figure 7.5. This means that code-books for sub-bands should be designed 
carefully to take this pitch structure into account. (In the simulation random Gaussian 
code-books were used). However, as the range of pitch frequency varies from about 50 to 
400 Hz it is extremely difficult to design small code-books to produce high quality, 
unless the coder is designed for a restricted range of talkers.
Assuming that the code-books are searched without introducing any delay. SBC 
with serial VQ has 32 msec delay. As in SBC with VQ on the side information, delay can 
be halved by halving the analysis block length from 256 to 128 samples. However, as 
was discussed earlier, this will double the side information VQ complexity. It will also 
double the side information and may cause minor degradations in speech quality.
Major complexity of the coder is introduced by vector quantizers for the sub-band sig­
nals. Code-books with 10 and 11 bits (full search) require 8192 and 16384 multiply-add 
operations respectively for each input vector. Since the size of input vector is 8. then the 
above figure are needed per millisecond. The complexity of these vector quantizers may 
be reduced by using cascaded quantizers or by splitting the 8 element vector into smaller 
vectors and allocating smaller code-books. However, all of these require either more side 
information, or introduce degradations into the overall subjœtive quality of the coder. 
Each band should ideally use different code-books which are optimized using that bands 
signal. Also during coding, various bands will be coded with different code-book sizes. 
Therefore, under channel errons the decoder may loose synchronisation with the encoder 
(if bit allocation is performed wrongly).
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Figure 7.5: Waveform of decimated sub-band signal which still have the pitch structure.
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1.2.2.2 Parallel Vector Quantization
Here, we explain a new vector quantization scheme for sub-band coders which we 
call parallel vector quantization. Parallel vector quantization eliminates the disadvan-
tages of serial vector quantization. It also allows automatic bit allocation without the 
danger of lost synchronisation between the encoder and the decoder. Parallel VQ does 
not require specially designed (trained) code-books for each band.
As the name indicates in parallel VQ all bands are simultaneously vector quantized in 
parallel using a single fixed code-book.
% t ( : ) = 6 ! ( t )  (7.6)
i — 1,2,...,6. k  — 1,2,...,-^o.
where X^(i) is the element of the vector, and 6g(t ) represents samples taken 
from each band in sequence. As with serial VQ, in parallel VQ each band signal is nor­
malized by its band energy. However when the vector is made up of samples across the 
bands, it may not be unit variance and hence it should be normalized to enable unit vari­
ance code-book comparison. During the search of the code-book, mean squared error 
between the sub-band vectors and the code-book entries is minimized using equation
(7.5). Using equation (7.5) as stated produces quantized outputs with equal bits in each 
band. In order to provide bit allocation and hence enable noise shaping we have modified 
equation (7.5) as follows.
^  (7.7)
i = l
In equation (7.7). b is the number of bands, which is also the number of elements in 
each vector. cr(i ) is the enerçy in the band and p is the noise shaping factor chosen 
by subjective listening tests, which lies within 0 < p  < 1. Figure 7.6 shows the effect of 
various p  values on the quantization noise spa:trum. Parallel vector quan tize  S )^  was 
simulated with the parameters given in Table 7.6.
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Figure 7.6: Noise shaping in speech, (a) maximum noise shaping (p=0). (b) 50% noise 
shaping (p»0.5) and (c) no noise shaping (p=l).
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Bands 8 16
Analysis block (msec) 32 32
Bands Used 7 14
Vector gain (bits) 3 3
Side information (bps) 3000+438 1500+750
Code-book size (bits) 8.10 8.10
Bit rate (bps) 11438,13438 6250.7250
Table 7.6: Parallel VQ-SBC parameters.
Results of signal to noise ratios are tabulated in Table 7.7.
Bands 7 14
8-bit SNR (dB) 10.07 5.048
10-bit SNR (dB) 12.261 6.782
Table 7.7: SNR performance of 8 and 16 band parallel vector quantised
SBCs.
Subjwtive quality of a 13.438 Kb/s, 8 band coder was very similar to the original, 
however when the bit rate was rWucW to below 11.438 Kb/s quantization noise could be 
heard. The 16 band coder's quality using 8 or 10 bit code-books was worse than the 8 
band using 6 bit code-books. This was confirmed by the SNR results in Table 7.7. The 
16 band coder had SNRs of approximately half that of the 8 band coder.
Parallel vector quanti^d  SBC can operate in the region of 10 to 11 Kb/s and pro­
duce good quality, which is a little less than the serial vector quantizW SM^. Delay of 
the parallel VQ-SBC is similar to the serial VQ-SBC. However, the complexity can be 
reduced. The code-book search can be limited to certain elements in order to chose a
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number of possible candidate vectors and then apply full search to only those candidate 
vectors. For an 8 band and hence 8 element vector, the search may be limited to the first 
three elements which reduces the candidate vectors to about 32 or 64 and then these can 
be searched for overall minimized distortion. The search can also be made adaptive. For 
an 8 element vector, rather than assuming that the first 3 elements are the most impor­
tant. band energy comparison can be applied to pick the three most important elements.
In parallel VQ-SBC bit allocation is also eliminated making the coder simpler and more 
robust under channel errors. The proposed coder also eliminates the need for trained 
code-books. because during tests it was found that random Gaussian code-books per­
formed just as well as code-books populated by training vectors. This of course means 
that the coder performance will also be robust for all speakers. One of the most impor­
tant advantages of the parallel over serial vector quantized SBC which has not been men­
tioned so far is the capability of the parallel VQ-SBC to operate in a variable transmis­
sion rate environment. Decreasing and increasing the areas searched in the sub-band 
code-book will adjust the overall transmission rate with no other modifications. This is 
possible because there is only one code-book for all bands and this code-book d o ^  not 
require training.
7.2.23 Parallel VQ-SBC W ith O oss Correlation Error M inim ization
In both serial and parallel VQ as seen so far. there is an implicit assumption, that 
the size of the code-book is assumed to be large enough to cover all possible signal 
sequences. Therefore, the expected noise power has always been aæumed to be less than 
the signal power. Before searching the code-book, every input sequence is normalized and 
at the decoder the chosen unit variance s^uence is multiplied by the original energy in 
order to scale it.
y ( ; ) =  o - (^ ( t ) )V ( f )  (7.8)
r ( i  ) is the decoded vector < r(^(t )) is the energy in the input vector S d  ) and V(t ) is 
the best match of X (t ) in the code-book, chosen by minimizing Er in equation (7.5). and 
«luation (7.7) for serial and parallel VQ respectively. Even if the assumption made 
above is not valid according to equation (7.8) we still transmit. That is to say. if there is 
not a good match for X (i ) in the code-book then.
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d [X ( n .  y  (ü ]  >  d [% (t ). 0] (7.9)
or.
d [ (T (^ (n ) x ( i) .o - ( f  ( i ) ) y ( t ) ]  > d [o -(^ (n )x (n .(r ,^  y (n ]  (7.10)
where d (X (i ). 0) represents the distance between X (t ) and the zero element vector and 
a  opt is the optimum scale factor.
Equations (7.9) and (7.10) show that if the assumption made above is not truly 
valid then we may transmit an excess amount of noise. In order to find cr opt in which a 
minimum amount of noise power can be transmitted together with the signal, the 
expected noise power should be calculated [2][3].
0-4, = M AX  [£,-£■„ . 0] (7.11)
Equation (7.11) guaranties positive or zero signal to quantization noise ratio at all times, 
where and E^ are signal and noise power respectively. Equation (7.11) also shows 
that provided that there is no quantization noise then <Topt < < r(^ (i)) . The best way of 
calculating is to find the cross correlation of the input vector and the code-book 
entries.
V = Z X ^ ( O V ( i )  (7.12)
i =  1
If normalization is not used, equation (7.12) can be written as.
£ X ( i ) V ( i )
<iott = ^ ------------ (7.13)
Z M i )
i =  l
Equations (7.12) and (7.13) can be applied to %rial vector quantizW SBC. but for paral­
lel VQ-SBC they n e ^  further modifications. In serial VQ each vector is made up of sam­
p le  in each band which are then divided by the band energy and then the vector energy.
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However in parallel VQ each element of the vector is divided by its corresponding band 
energy, and then the vector energy is used for normalization. Therefore, equation (7.13) 
takes the form.
f  (r (i)X (i)o -(t)V (i)
\pt -  Ï-----------------------  (7.14)
Z[o-(OV(£)P
i = 1
where cr(i ) is the band energy of the t'* band or the element of the vector. In equa­
tion (7.14) c r ( 0 X ( 0  is the original band signal 5 ( 0 .  which means no normalization is 
required, and is written as.
^5(Oo"(OV(0
o-op. = ^ -------------------  (7.15)
i = l
Equation (7.5) should also be modified to take account of (Jopt.
Er = T . [ S d )  -  o-optcrd}VdW  (7.16)
i= 1
As (Tgp, will be different for each vector in the code-book, the search can be simplified if 
O’opt for the vector which is minimized can alone be calculated. In order to do this E^ 
should be calculated for each vector, but Er cannot be calculate  without cTq^  . There­
fore. in order to calculate minimum Er with rœpect to a"opt we set.
-  0 (7.17)
do-cp,
and obtain.
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^  - ^ 4 ---------------------
1=1
(7.18)
The sequence which maximizes the second term in equation (7.18) is chosen because it 
maximizes the correlation between the original and the quantized sequences. (Topt for that 
sequence is then calculated using equation (7.15).
Distortion Simple-Matching (dB) Cross-Correlation (dB)
Band 8-bit 10-bit 8-bit 10-bit
1 10.97 13.32 16.14 19.12
2 11.39 13.42 18.71 20.53
3 7.88 9.91 10.56 13.38
4 6.69 9.19 8.48 11.32
5 4.70 6.88 5.51 7.62
6 2.32 5.08 1.93 4.00
7 2.09 3.85 0.98 2.60
Overall SegSNR 10.07 12.26 14.00 17.42
Table 7.8: SNR performance of 7 band SBC using simple matching and 
cross correlated error minimization.
By replacing the simple error minimization with the cross correlation error minimi­
zation discussed above 7 and 14 band SBCs were simulated (parallel VQ). SNR perfor­
mances of 7 and 14 band SBC using cross correlation error minimization and simple 
matching (using equations (7.18) and (7.15) respectively) are tabulated in Table 7.8 and 
Table 7.9 respectively.
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Band Simple-Matching (dB) Cross-Correlation (dB)
1 5.98 9.13
2 7.84 15.96
3 7.96 18.32
4 7.09 9.58
5 5.11 5.89
6 5.08. 7.23
7 5.24 7.27
8 2.83 3.15
9 1.61 1.26
10 2.60 3.11
11 1.26 0.58
12 -1.20 -2.25
13 -0.03 -1.29
14 -0.13 -0.13
Overall SegSNR 6.78 10.79
Table 7.9: SNR performance of 14 band SBC using simple matching and 
croæ correlated error minimization, using a 10 bit code-book.
In the usual simple matching process, vector energies were quantized using 3 bits. 
However, in the cross correlation process, scale factors, which we denoted here as a  opt. 
needs an extra bit to achieve the same accuracy. The reason for this is that as it can be 
seen from aquation (7.15), (Topt can be negative as well as positive. Therefore an extra bit 
is necessary for the sign bit. which means for the 7 band and 14 band SBQs cross corre­
lated error minimization results in 1000 bits/sæc and 500 bits/sec more transmission
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capacity respectively.
Results presented in Table 7.8 and 7.9 show that cross correlated error minimiza­
tion outperforms the simple matching technique. Good quality speech can thus be 
obtained at bit rates as low as 9.6 Kb/s. Results in Table 7.8 and 7.9 also show that low 
frequency high energy bands are extremely well quantized but that the high frequency 
low energy bands have larger quantization noise than the simple matching process. 
Although, the subjective quality of processed speech could be considered good, when 
tested using a sensitive ear-piece. high frequency distortions could be heard. In order to 
reduce these distortions in the high frequency bands noise shaping was used by modify­
ing equation (7.18) (only the second term is considered).
M IN  Er =  M A X  —  g---------------------------- (7.19)
£ [ o-'’(£)V(£)P
i = l
In equation (7.19), p is the noise shaping factor and found to be best around 0.75. 
Although the overall SegSNR’s of both 7 and 14 band coders were about 0.5 dB less than 
for the case with p = l .  (flat noise spectrum), using p = 0.75 and a 7 band coder high 
quality speech was produced at around 11 Kb/s. Increasing the number of bands from 7 
to 14 also introduced quantization noise but high quality speœh can be produced at bit 
rates around 9.6 Kb/s.
The delay of SBC with cross correlated error minimization is exactly the same as 
SBC with simple matching and serial vector quantization. Although equation (7.19) 
looks relatively complex for computation, it can be simplified to have the same complex­
ity as the simple matching. If top and bottom of quation  (7.19) is divided by and 
V (i ) is norm alize to unit variance only 6 multiply-adds will be required for each level 
of the code-book. AW  during the searching of the code-book, calculations can be first 
r^ r ic te d  to a smaller number of elements, e.g. 3. to minimize the candidate VTOtors for 
full search.
7 3  Transform Coder
In chapter 6 optimization methods for transform coders were discussW in order to 
produce high quality digital spm:h at around 16 Kb/s. In this section we explain how
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these transform coders can be further refined to produce good quality speech at even 
lower bit rates. During optimization procedures the results obtained for SBC will be used 
where applicable.
All three types of transform coders (Zelinsky and Noll's. Vocoder driven and Pitch 
driven) which were optimized for 16 Kb/s were tested at 9.6 Kb/s by reducing the capa­
city allocated to code the residual signal. Results obtained were in the region of fair to 
poor. Band limitation, aliasing effects and DCT block edge effects were the three major 
reasons for quality degradation. It was seen that DCT block edge effects and aliasing 
occur when there is quantization noise, which in turn depends on the number of bits 
allocated to code the residual transform coefficients. Therefore, it is necessary to improve 
signal to quantization noise ratio, if good quality digital speech is to be produced at 
around 9.6 Kb/s. This can be done in two ways, as with SBC. First, more bits can be 
allocated to code the rœidual coefficients and hence improve SNR of residual coefficients 
and secondly, improve the quantization by replacing the scalar quantizers with VQ.
73.1 Zelinsky and Noll’s approach
In order to be able to allocate more bits for coding the residual coefficients side 
information can be reduced by using VQ to code the regional average energy of transform 
coefficients. If the number of (ajual) bands in an SBC is the same as the number of 
(^ u a l)  regions in the transform coder, and provided that their analysis block lengths are 
equal, then SBC band energy code-books can be used to vector quantize the regional aver­
age energy of the transform coefficients.
Using the 14 band SBC side information code-books Zelinsky and Noll's approach was 
simulated with the following parameters.
Analysis window : 256 samples.
DCT transform size : 128.
Max bit per coefficient : 4.
Side information : [8000/256] x [10+14] « 750 bits/sec.
Residual information : 9000 b i t s /^ .
Total information : 9750 bits/sec.
Each analysis block was split into two groups of 128 samples and frequency 
transformed using 128 point DCT. Each group of 128 transform coefficients were then 
split into 16 groups of 8 coefficients. Mean values of 16 groups of 8 coefficients in each
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block were then calculated and finally the average values of corresponding 16 means in 
each block were computed. Using the two 7 bits energy code-books for the 14 band SBC. 
side information was vector quantized and used to adqpt APCM step sizes and allocate 
bits. As in SBC. when decoding, zero bit allocated segments were filled with Gaussian 
noise. The amount of noise was adjusted by 0.6cr. where cr was the coefficients average in 
the zero bit allocated segment. The signal to noise ratios of 14 regions, and the overall 
segmental SNR are tabulated in Table 7.10.
Results in Table 7.5 and 7.10 show that SBC with VQ on the side information and 
with the same parameters has larger band SNRs as well as overall SNR than the 
transform coder. The obvious cause of reduction in SNR is the high pitch test data. The 
high pitch speech produces clear pitch harmonics even if the DCT size is 128. It was 
stated in chapter 6 that when the pitch harmonics are well defined. APCM quantizers in 
each band (region) of the spectrum produce large clipping errors.
Although, the overall performance of ATC with VQ on the side information was 
much better than ATC with no VQ. band limitation, aliasing and transform block edge 
effects could still be heard during high pitch talkers (female). Clipping errors can be 
reduced by using smaller size DCTs. but as the transform block edge effects are propor­
tional with the decrease in the transform size, this will introduce more noise. Quality of 
the coded speech for low pitch talkers (male) was very similar to the 16 Kb/s quality. 
Delay in the ATC depends on the IX7T size used. It can be 16 or 32 msec, because the 
most likely DCT sizes that one can use are 128 or 256 point. The complexity of the coder 
also depends on the size of IXTT usW. Complexity of ATC with VQ on the side informa­
tion is very similar to an SBC with VQ on the side information. The only difference 
between them is the complexity of filter bank and DCT implementations.
- 1 4 4 -
Frequency Region SNR (dB)
1 731
2 1439
3 1439
4 1U91
5 9.34
6 8.87
7 8.18
8 7.02
9 <710
10 9.34
11 8.51
12 6.92
13 8.14
14 <715
Overall SegSNR 13U&
Table 7.10: SNR performance of 9.7 Kb/s Zelinsky and Noll's approach 
with vector quantized side information.
73.1.1 Fully Vector Quantized ATC
We have shown above that ATC with VQ on the side information cannot maintain 
good quality acroæ a range of talkers at around 9.6 Kb/s. Although, rWucing the side 
information and hence increasing the residual coefficients coding capacity improves the 
quality of ATC with no VQ. more improvement in quality is required. Following similar 
procedure as for SBC. residual coefficients were vector q u an ti^ l. Unlike SK). in ATC.
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coefficients can be split in any order with equal ease. However, for the sake of simplicity 
all splitting was performed equally. In order to eliminate the need for bit allocation, 
parallel VQ with cross correlated error minimization as in SBC was used. However, rear­
rangement of the coefficients was necessary before applying VQ. This rearrangement is 
shown in Figure 7.7. Each vector was constructed using the expression.
(i ) = C (0.6 ) i = 0.1...3 - 1 .  t  = 1.2....:^ (7.20)o
Where C (t ) are the transform coefficients, h is the number of split regions and k  is the 
number of coefficients in each region and N  is the DCT transform size.
In order to k%p the side information to a minimum, band (region) energies were 
updated every 256 sam ple. Therefore, each analysis block was split into two groups of 
128 and transformed using 128 point DCT. Only the first 108 coefficients of each of the 
two groups of 128 coefficients were taken and split into 12 bands where each band con­
tained 18 coefficients. Average values of these coefficients were calculated and split into 
two groups of 6. Each group average was then calculated and coded with 5 bits and then 
used to norm ali^ the group elements for vector quantization. Using 7 bit code-books. 
two 6 element energy vectors were vector quantized. Equations (7.19) and (7.15) were 
then used to vector quantize 12 element residual coefficient vectors using a 10 bit code­
book. After rearranging the coded coefficients and HKTT transforming them coded speech 
was recovered and compared with ATC using VQ on the side information. The overall bit 
rate of the coder was 8437.5 bits/sec for residual coefficients and 750 bits/sec for side 
information adding up to 9.186 Kb/s. The segmental signal to noise ratio of the coder 
was 13.5 dB, which was a little higher than the one with VQ on the side information 
only. However, subjective quality improvement was much higher. The band limitation 
effect was completely eliminated and block edge effects were r^lucW. However, slight 
aliasing effects of high pitch talkers could still be heard when tested with a highly sensi­
tive ear-phone. Extra delay and complexity of fully vector quantized ATC is exactly the 
same as that of fully vector quantized SBC.
73.2  Vocoder Driven ATC
As was expected, the vocoder driven coder with the following parameters produced 
good results at around 9.6 Kb/s.
1 4 6 -
TRANSFORM
C O E F F I C I E N T S
REARRANGED C O E F F I C I E N T S
UECTOR-NV E C T O R -2V E C T O R -1
Figure 7.7: Rearrangement of frequency coefficients for parallel vector quantization.
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Analysis block : 256 samples (32 msec).
DCT size : 256-point.
I,P(:()rdl€T : ICL
Single tap pitch.
Side information : 10 bits for pitch and pitch gain. 44 bits (5.5.5.5.4.4.4.4.4.4) for
10 LPC coefficients. 6 bits for gain, for every 256 samples, thus. 1875 bits/sec.
Residual bits/block : 247. Total bit rate : 7718.75 + 1875 = 9594 bits/sec.
The quality of the coded speech was more or less steady across various high and 
low pitch talkers. Also there was no band limitation effect. This was due to better 
modelling of the discrete spectra via the use of the pitch model. However, coded speech 
showed quantization errors and occasional clicks. Quantization noise was obvious, 
because of the shortage of bits to code the spectra efficiently. Occasional clicks were due 
to mismatches between the original and estimated spectrums.
The delay of the coder was 32 msec when sampled at 8 KHz. but the complexity of 
the coder was very high. For every 256 samples, at the encoder 256 point DCT. 256 point 
DFT and at the decoder 256 point IDCT and 256 point DFT is rajuired. Unless some 
simplifications are made this coder is not practical. The increased complexity compared 
with ATC (Zelinsky and Noll's) is not worth the quality improvement.
7.3.2.1 Fully Vector Q uantize Vocoder Driven ATC
In order to reduce side information and hence allocate more bits to code the spectral 
coefficients and also to replace the scalar quanti^rs with the vœtor quantizers, vocoder 
driven ATC was fully vector quantized. Using the arrangement shown in Figure 7.7 with 
parallel vector quantization, the long and complex bit allocation process was eliminated.
73.2.1.1 Vector Quantization Of LPC Parameters
Similar procedures as for SBC band energies can be followed to design code-books 
for LPC parameters. It was mentioned in chapter 5 that it is not a good idea to quantize 
the LPC p a r a m e te r s  directly because of their sensitivity to quantization errors. Therefore, 
they a r e  usually transformed into another domain before quantization. One of the most 
common transformations is called log area ratios (LAR) and given by equation (5.10) in 
chapter 5 [4][5].
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It is also possible to quantize the autocorrelation coefficients before calculating the 
LPC parameters. In our simulation we have used the gain normalized version of the 
Itakura-Saito distortion measure [5][9], which is given by the expression.
where ) are the autocorrelation values of the current block of speech from which 
LPC parameters are calculated. is the energy in the residual after inverse filtering 
with the original LPC parameters and ) are the autocorrelation sequences of LPC 
parameters stored in the code-book, x  and y  represent the optimal LPC parameters and 
code-book entries respectively.
As in SBC band energies, for the full search code-book, process is started with an 
initial randomly chosen code-book. The size of the initial code-book chosen was 1540 
vectors. The size of the code-book was gradually reduced by ignoring the least used vec­
tors in steps of 50’s and IDs. At each reduction step the remaining code-book entries 
were optimized twice by calculating the centroids of the autocorrelation vectors of the 
clusters, and then computing the LPC parameters for each cluster using the centroid 
autocorrelation valuœ. When the size of the code-book was reduced to 1024 vectors, at 
each further reduction step, the code-book was optimized 4 timœ. The performance of 
the various length code-books were then checked by measuring the block segmental 
energy in the residual signal. Results obtained are tabulated in Table 7.11 (for 10 LPC 
param eter in each vector). Scalar quantization was performW by using LAR's transfor­
mation.
Also during tests of the use of vector quantized LPC parameters in coders, similar 
results to those given in Table 7.11 were obtained by subjective listening tests. It was 
concluded that a 10 bit full search code-book was the best compromise in terms of per­
formance and complexity. Therefore, using a 10 bit code-book to vector quantize the 10 
L rc  parameters of the voœder driven transform coder the side information was rWucW 
by (44-10).8000/256 -  1062.5 bits/sec. Thk allowW 34 more bits per 256 samples to be 
u i ^  to code the spectral ^efficients, which im prove the quality of the codW spewh and 
the SNR was increased by about 1.2 dB.
-  1 4 9 -
VQBits Scalar Bits
11 30
10 26
9 23
8 16
Table 7.11: Comparison of scalar and vector quantization of LPC 
parameters in term of their equivalent number of bits for coding.
73.2.1.2 Vector Quantization Of Spectral Coefficients
V ^to r quantization of the spectral coefficients was performed in the same way as in 
the ATC of Zelinsky and Noll's. The estimated spectrum was normalized and then rear­
ranged together with the original spectrum using quation  (7.20), for parallel vector 
quantization. During rearrangement the first 216 coefficients were considered and were 
split into 18 groups of 12. Each group of 12 was then quantized with a 10 bit Gaussian 
code-book. Equation (7.18) was used to search the code-book and 7.15 was used to calcu­
late each vector scale value. In equations (7.15) and (7.18) energy vector ( (r(t ) ) was 
replaced by the rearranged estimated spectral coefficients vœtor. In order to reduce the 
code-book searching complexity, in the firat stage of search only a few elements of each 
vector which coincide with the maximum elements of the estimated vectors were con­
sidérai. Therefore, the procedure and the complexity of vaitor quantization of spectral 
coefficients of vocoder driven ATC was exactly the same as that of the ATC of Zelinsky 
and Noll's. In order to reduce the dynamic range of 18 scale factors they were normal­
ized by their average energy which was coded with 6 bits. Each scale factor was then 
coded with 5 bits, one for the sign and 4 bits for the magnitude. Overall parameters of 
vector quan tize  vocoder driven ATC was as follows.
Analysis length : 256 samples.
Order of LPC : 10.
Side information : 7 bits for pitch and 4 bits for pitch gain, 10 bits for LPC parame­
ters, 6 bits for average energy, and 5 bits for each vector scale value, 
(ll+10+6+(l8x5)) 8000/256 -  3657 bits/sec.
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Residual information : 18x10 x 8000/256 = 5625 bits/sec.
Overall bit rate : 3657 + 5625 = 9282 bits/sec.
Vector quantizer parameters can be varied to operate at various rates from 8 Kb/s 
to 12 Kb/s. Speech produced at around 9.6 Kb/s was considered to be very good quality. 
No aliasing or band limitation could be heard even with highly sensitive ear-phones. 
Provided that the first round search of the code-book did not reduce the size of the 
code-book below 128 vectors, no quantization noise could be heard. However, occasional 
block edge effects of the DCT could be heard.
Delay of the coder was 32 msec when sampled at 8 KHz. assuming no computation 
time. However this delay will increase because of extra delay for computation. Fully vec­
tor quantized vocoder driven ATC is more complex than the already very complex 
vocoder driven ATC with no VQ. U n l^  some form of simplifications are made, real time 
implementation will be very costly. Some possible simplifications may include tree search 
code-books for coding the LPC parameters and possible elimination of DFT's. We have 
shown in chapter 6 how vocoder driven ATC can be simplified and yet still maintain 
high quality. This we called pitch driven transform coder. In the following section we 
will show how the pitch driven transform coder can further be improved to produce 
high quality speech at around 9.6 Kb/s as well as keeping the complexity relatively low.
73.3 Hybrid Transform  Coder
In rcK^ ent years frequency domain speech coding has been shown to be efficient at bit 
ra t^  of as low as 16 Kb/s. Vocoder driven ATC as seen earlier has bœn proposed for 
lower bit rates than 16 Kb/s. Although, vocoder driven ATC can produce high quality 
speech at around 9.6 Kb/s. its very high complexity is a big disadvantage. The two main 
types of distortion sœn in low bit rate transform coders are band limitation and occa­
sional clicks with some aliasing. These are simply the result of poor representation of the 
residual signal. These distortions are eliminated in the Hybrid Transform Coder (ETC) 
[6] using three improvements, e.g. reducW side information, improved quantization and 
use of high frequency regeneration (HFR).
A block diagram of the HTC is shown in Figure 7.8. First, speech is analysed to 
measure the pitch period and to calculate 10 linear prWiction coefficients. The LPC 
parameters are vector quantized using the same 10 bit full search code-book as was used 
in the VDATC. Spm;h is then filtered through the LPC inverse filter. The remaining
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Figure 7.8: A block diagram of HTC (a) encoder, (b) decoder.
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residual signal is then fr^uency  transform ^ by a 256 point DCT. In order to remove 
the pitch harmonics of the r^ d u a l  spectrum, the original coefficients are divided by their 
estimated values. Coefficients in the lower frequency part of the spectrum (0-1.5 KHz) 
are then quantized and transmitted. Quantized coefficients are also cross correlated with 
the high frequency coefficients to find the best matching points for high frequency regen­
eration. With this information at the decoder a full band residual spectrum is obtained 
by shifting the received coefficients to the calcu late  fro^uency points. Full band 
coefficients are then in v e rt discrete cosine transformed and filtered through the LTC 
synth^is filter to recover the output spm;h.
In the proposed coder most of the side information is due to the transmission of the LPC 
parameters. To reduce this by around a factor of 4. a 10 bit full search code-book is used 
to vœtor quantize the LPC parameters. The distortion measure and also the procedure for 
designing the code-book is exactly the same as that given in VDATC.
73.3.1 Quantization Of Residual Coefficients
In order to eliminate band limitation effects due to the shortage of bits to code the 
complete 4 KHz band, it was d^ided to transmit a portion of the spectrum and to use 
high frequency regeneration to obtain the remainder. Although, this does eliminate the 
band limitation effects, it introduces high frequency distortion which increases with 
decrease in the transmitted bandwidth. Therefore, it is necessary to transmit the largest 
possible bandwidth in order to keep high frequency distortion low. In order to transmit 
the largest possible bandwidth without noticeable clicks or quantization noise, two 
quantization algorithms were investigated. These were scalar block quantization with 
dynamic bit allocation and vector quantization.
Scalar Block Quantization
Prior to quantization an ^ im a te  of the spectrum is used to both remove the pitch 
harmonics and to allocate bits. To create a frequency domain estimate (pitch pattern) of 
the residual coefficients, the model given below was used:
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where Cp (w ) represents the magnitude of the ^ im a tW  frw^uency coefficients, p is the 
pitch period and G is the pitch gain. During simulations it was found that computing G 
for every block was not necessary. In fact it cau^d problems for extreme values of G .
This was due to the estimatW levels between the pitch harmonics being very small or
very large, thus, causing the quantized signal to have large clipping errors. After several 
experiments it was found that a constant pitch gain of 0.65 produced the best results, see 
Figure 7.9 for typical waveforms of original and œtimated residual coefficients. In order 
to maximize the signal to quantization noise ratio and hence, transmit the largest possible 
bandwidth for a given bit rate, bits were allocated according to the variations in the 
coefficient amplitudes. Using the estimated coefficients, bits were allocated in two steps.
(i) Find the largest amplitude, allocate one bit to it and divide by 2.
(ii) Check if all bits are allocated, stop else go back to (i).
In order to avoid cases in which all bits are allocated to the pitch harmonics and no 
bits to the coefficients in between the harmonics, it was found necessary to limit the 
maximum and minimum bits per coefficient to 4 and 2. respectively. This produced 13.87 
dB signal to quantization noise ratio as against 12.30 dB for the fixed bit allocated case 
(measured using voiced and unvoiced data), thus enabling transmission of the 1.56 KHz 
baseband. Here. 281 bits were used to code the first 100 of 256 coefficients (1.56 KHz). 
Although, the SNR difference between the fixed and variable bit allocated cases was only 
1.57 dB. the subjective difference was much more pronounced.
Vector Quantization
In addition to vector quantizing the LPC parameters, vector quantization was also 
used to quantize the residual coefficients. It was assumed that the residual coefficients 
after removal of the pitch harmonics, had Gaussian distribution. Therefore, random 
Gaussian code-books were used for vector quantization. During the quantization process 
7 and 8 bit code-books. with vector dimensions of 4 and 5 were tried. Using the mean 
squared error minimization two types of search procedures, and optimum scale calcula­
tions were tested.
(D Direct E rror M inim ization (DEM)
The block diagram of the DEM is shown in Figure 7.10. The first 100 coefficients of 
the residual were normalized and divided by the created pitch pattern. They were then
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Figure 7.9: Spectral comparison of LPC residual coefficients (a) original, (b) estimated.
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grouped into 4’s and 5 s and again normalized. Using random Gaussian code-books mean 
squared error between the input and the code-book vectors were calculated as in equation 
(7.5). In the decoder vectors which minimized the error were then scaled up by the 
energy in each corresponding input vector to recover the quantized residual coefficients, 
which were then multiplied by the created pitch pattern and finally scaled up by the 
block energy.
(ii) Synthesized E rro r M inim ization (SEM)
Block diagrams of synthesized error minimization and code-book search are shown 
in Figure 7.11a and 7.11b. In SEM. vectors in a unit variance Gaussian code-book were 
multiplied by the created pitch pattern and then scaled up by a scale factor. Original 
input vectors including their pitch harmonics were then compared with the synthesized 
vectors. In the decoder, code-book vectors which minimized the error were multiplied by 
the pitch patterns and then scaled up by the optimum scale factor to recover the quan­
tized residual coefficients. Here the error was minimized using equation (7.18) and the 
optimum scale factors were calculated using equation (7.15) where <r(t )’s were replaced 
by the created pitch patterns.
Bits Vector dimension DEM (dB) SEM(dB)
8 5 9.09 12.23
8 4 11.99 15.54
7 4 10.23 13.73
Table 7.12: VQ performance of residual quantization in HTC.
The performance of the two types of error minimization with respect to the size of 
the code-books and vector dimensions are given in Table 7.12.
Results tabulated in Table 7.11 show that SEM which uses cross correlation error minim­
ization has about 3.5 dB better performance than DEM, which was confirmed by subjec­
tive quality comparison. This was also shown to be the case for the sub-band coder in 
section 7.2.2. There are three major reasons for this.
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The first reason concerns the différence between the optimum scale (gain) calculation for 
each vector. For DEM. d«x)ded vectors are scaled by the energy in the original vector, 
which means even if the noise power is larger than the signal power, transmission still 
takes place. However, in the SEM case, scale calculation takes into account the expected 
noise power.
The sm>nd reaæn is that in the error is amplified by the pitch filter (in SBC. ATC 
and VDATC errors are amplified by band energies, coefficient support values and the 
estimated spwtral coefficients respectively). However, for SEM this is not the case since 
the error is m inim i^d after the pitch filter response.
Finally, in SEM the scale factor can take either negative or positive sign, which means 
that the size of the code-book is virtually doubled with no extra storage and computa­
tion for the læarch. In DEM the ^a le  is always positive.
73.3.2 High Frequency Regeneration
The principles of the HFR schemes used are explained in section 4.3 [7]. At the 
encoder, quantized coefficients were cross correlated with the unquantized coefficients in 
the 1.5 to 3.0 KHz region. In the cross correlation process three shifts on either side of 
the 1.5 KHz point were calculated. The location of the maximum in magnitude and its 
sign bit were transmitted. At the decoder this information was used to shift the received 
coefficients to optimum locations. The region from 3.0 to 4.0 KHz was simply filled by 
translating the coefficients from 0.5 to 1.5 KHz.
7 3 .3 3  Discussion
The goal of producing a good quality transform coder at around 9.6 Kb/s has been 
achieved by reducing side information, improving quantization and using high frequency 
regeneration. Side information was reduced by vector quantizing the LPC parameters and 
also by eliminating the need for variable pitch gain. However, extra side information was 
needed for high frequency regeneration. Therefore, the total side information is as fol­
lows.
Analysis block : 256 samples.
10 LPC parameters : 10 bits.
Pitch : 7 bits.
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HFR shift and sign : 4 bits.
Block energy : 5 bits (5 bits were used to code the average of the vector scale fac­
tors).
Total side information : (10+7+4+5) 8000/256 -  812.5 bits/sec
In order to improve quantization of the base-band coefficients, scalar block quanti­
zation with dynamic bit allocation and vector quantization were used. For scalar block 
quantization. 100 coefficients were normalWd by their block energy which was codW 
with 5 bits and then quan tize  with 281 bits producing 8782 b its /s^  and thus an overall 
bit rate of 8782+812.5 -  9594 bits/sec. For the vector quantization each block of 100 
coefficients was split into 20 groui® of 5. Then each vector was coded with 8 bits and its 
scale factor with 4 bits. Before coding the scale factors, they were normalized by their 
magnitude average which was coded with 5 bits. This produced a base-band residual of 
7500 bits/sec and an overall bit rate of 7500+812.5 = 8313 bits/sec. Of course other vec­
tor quantization combinations with different sizes of code-books and different vector 
dimensions are available for varfous bit rates. The efficient quantization was also due to 
transmission of the base-band only.
The use of high frequency regeneration usually introduces tonal distortions in 
base-band type coders. This is because of broken pitch harmonics in folded sections of 
the spectrum. However, in the proposed HTC. high frequency regeneration is performed 
in the frequency domain which makes it possible to locate the pitch harmonics at the 
correct frequency points. This eliminates the tonal distortion.
Using either scalar block quantization with dynamic bit allocation or vo:tor quanti­
zation. good quality speech can be produced at around 9.6 Kb/s. with relatively low 
complexity. The major complexity of the HTC lies in the DCT and inverse DCT. The LPC 
code-book search is also complex but this can be simplified. When using scalar block 
quantization with dynamic bit allocation, pitch adaptive quantizers may be used to 
replace the bit allocation process. For vector quantization, the search may be simplified in 
two stages as explained in SBC and ATC. For high frequency regeneration, points of shift 
may be calculated directly from the measured pitch period. This will eliminate the need 
for cross correlation calculation.
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l A  L in ear P rw iictlT e Coding Of Speroh W ith  V Q  and F r« iu en cy Dom ain Nois» 
Shaping
In chapter 6 section 63.1.3 we have shown how a VDATC can be simplified and 
still maintain high quality speech, which we callW the pitch driven transform coder 
(PDTC). In PDTC LMZ inverse and synthesis filters were implemented in the time 
domain but residual quantization was performed in the frequency domain. Because there 
were sufficient bits to code the residual signal, there was no need to consider any noise 
shaping. In order for the PDTC to operate at around 9.6 Kb/s (1 bit per sample coding 
approximately), it is necessary to vector quan ti^  the residual coefficients. Let us assume 
that a 10 bit code-book is employed and also 4 bits are used to code the gain of each vec­
tor. then the minimum dimension of each vector should be at least 14. which is quite 
high.
Using the following parameters PDTC was vector quantized: 256 residual coefficients 
were split into 16 vectors with 16 consecutive coefficients in each. Created pitch pattern 
was also split in the same way. Using equations (7.18) and (7.15) residual coefficient vec­
tors were vector quantized with a 10 bit random Gaussian code-book. The rœults were 
not very good. The recovered speech had low frequency roughness and clearly audible 
quantization noise. Annoying high frequency distortion was also heard. The r^ u lts  were 
even worse when the simpler search using equation (7.5) was used.
Consider the model for vector quantization of the LPC residual shown in Figure 
7.12. In Figure 7.12 it is assumed that V(t ) is optimized to take care of the pitch pulses 
in 5 (i ) and that vectors S ( 0  and V(t ) are unit variance. The difference between S (i ) 
and V(f ) is fed through the synthesis filter. If V (i )= S (t ). then d ii )= 0. which means 
there is no quantization error. However, when d i i ) ^ 0  there is always quantization 
error present.
In PDTC. mean squared error was minimized in such a way that d i i )  was minim­
ized. Since S (i ) and V (i ) have flat spectra, d (i ) also has a flat spectrum, d (i ) on the 
other hand has a spectrum shaped by the LPC synthesis filter. In practice we are more 
interested in d (t ) than d ii ). However, when d ( i ) is very small it may be assumed to be 
equivalent to d ii ). This is one of the most important reasons behind PDTC performing 
well at 16 Kb/s and not so well at 9.6 Kb/s. At 16 Kb/s d (i ) is approximately equal to 
d ii ). which means
f  [(^(^ =  f  [^(: ) -  V(: )P (7.23)
i = 1 i = 1
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where /if (s ) is the impulse response of the LPC synthesis filter. However, at 9.6 Kb/s 
because of large quantization noise (i ). which also makes equation (7.23) false.
Therefore, the speech quality of PDTC at 9.6 Kb/s may be improved if an appropriate 
noi^  shaping is introduced during the searching of the code-book.
In PDTC residual coefficients were quantized in the frequency domain, one reason 
being to allocate most of the bits to the high energy pitch harmonics. Pitch harmonics 
were also removal in the frequency domain before quantization. However in the case of 
vector quantization of the residual coefficients each vector is quantized using the same 
code-book with the same number of levels, which makes the frequency domain bit allo­
cation redundant. Hence the pitch harmonics can be removed in the time domain. There­
fore, the resulting coder was named linear predictive coding with VQ and frequency 
domain noise shaping.
7.4.1 Coder D escription
The block diagram of Linear predictive coding with VQ and frequency domain noise 
shaping (LPC-VQ-FNS) is shown in Figure 7.13. A block of speech is inverse filtered 
using LPC and pitch filters and then frequency transformed using DCT. In parallel with 
the inverse filtering an estimate of the speech envelope was obtained either by filter bank 
or FFT computations. Both the residual coefficients and the estimated envelope coefficients 
were then rearranged as discussed in section 7.3.1.1 and shown in Figure 7.7. Whilst 
searching for the optimum vector, error vectors produced by each sequence in the code­
book were weighted by their corresponding estimated envelope vectors and then the 
minimum weighted error sequence was selected as the optimum. The resulting decoder is 
fairly simple. Received vectors were scaled up by their scale factors, inverse DCT 
transformed and then fed through the pitch and LPC synthesis filters to recover the out­
put speech.
7.4.1.1 Noise Shaping
In order to shape the quantization noise after the LPC synthesis filter (which intro­
duces the envelope to the residual signal), information concerning the spectral shape of 
the original speech should be known. Noise can be shaped in time domain [8][3] using the 
LPC coefficients. However, this will involve excess amount of computations because of 
the convolution processes during the code-book search [9]. In order to eliminate large 
computations it is sensible to apply noise shaping in the frequency domain where there is
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no convolution. There are two ways of estimating the spectral envelope of the speech in 
the analysis block. One is the sub-band coder approach, where a filter bank is used to 
split the speœh signal into a number of bands. Energy in each band yields the average 
point on the spectrum for the frequency range equal to the width of each band. The 
accuracy of this method depends on the number of bands used in the estimation process.
The other method of estimating spectral envelope is the transform coder approach, where 
the impulse response of the LPC inverse filter is Fourier transformed to obtain a very 
close estimate. Here the accuracy depends on the size of the FFT. but sizes as low as 128 
point are adequate for the noise shaping purposes.
The accuracy of the envelope estimate required aW  depends on the dimension of the resi­
dual vectors. Large residual vector dimensions means that each element of the vector 
represents a finer frwjuency range requiring a finer spectral estimate for efficient noise 
shaping. For vector dimensions 16 and 32. 8 and 16 band SBC respectively were ade­
quate.
7.4.1.2 Vector Quantization Of Residual Signal
Two of the most important aspects of a vector quantizer are.
(i) the distortion measure to be used and.
(ii) the finding of the optimum code-book to match the data using the distortion meas­
ure.
The distortion measure used herein is the weighted mean squared error, which is simple 
and straightforward. Equations (7.18) and (7.15) are directly applicable. The code-book 
used is however not as simple as the distortion measure. In HTC we have used Gaussian 
random code-books because the data contained in each vector was assumed to be Gaus­
sian. The DCT transformed LPC residual could not be coded using Gaussian code-books 
if the pitch harmonics are not removed, and the vector dimensions are not very small. 
Larger dimension vectors would have pitch patterns formed within them. This of course 
would need specifically trained code-books to account for the patterns. The same will 
apply to the case in question. Therefore, it is important to make the residual as close as 
possible to a Gaussian random process before quantization, if Gaussian code-books are to 
be used. The only way one can randomize the residual signal in the time domain is to use 
the LPC and pitch inverse filters in sequence. Correlation in speech cannot be absolutely 
removed, otherwise we would not need to transmit any residual signal. However, if the
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parameters of LPC and pitch filters are updated often enough the remaining residual 
tends to be very close to a Gaussian random process [2]. The transmission capacity 
required to transmit the LPC and pitch filter parameters sets a limit to the update rate of 
these parameters.
7.4.2 S im ulations
In the first part of the simulations various LPC and pitch update rates were tested 
to compare the performance of random Gaussian (RG). trained Gaussian (TG) and 
trained (T) full search code-books. The random Gaussian code-book was constructed 
from random Gaussian numbers regardless of the numbers. The trained Gaussian code­
book was also constructed from random Gaussian numbers but it was trained to make 
sure that all chosen vectois were useful. Trained code-book was constructed and trained 
using the residual signal itself. Three update rates of the LPC and pitch parameters were 
used. (10 LPC and a single tap pitch), every 256. 128 and 64 samples. The results are 
shown in Table 7.13.
Parameters update (samples) 256 (dB) 128 (dB) 64 (dB)
RG 8.0 8.6 9.0
TG 8.3 8.7 9.1
T 9.0 9.1 9.2
Table 7.13: Performance of various code-books using weighted mean
squared error measure.
The results in Table 7.13 were obtained using 10 bit code-books. 256 point DCT 
and vector dimensions of 32. Similar relative performances were obtained for 9. 8. and 7 
bit code-books. The results in Table 7.13 confirm that the argument made in the previous 
section 7.3.4.1.2 that when the speech residual contains redundancies it is better to use 
trained code-books. However, the performance of the random Gaussian code-book is as 
good as any other code-books if redundancies in speech as far as possible removed. 
Redundancies can be removed simply by increasing the update rate of model parameters.
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This of coun% requires increasing side information. In order to find the best update rate 
for LPC and pitch parameters, in terms of code-book performances, tests were carried 
out. Firstly, pitch parameters update rate was kept constant at every 256 samples and 10 
LPC parameters were updated at various rates. The results are shown in Table 7.14.
LIHZ! update (samples) 256 (dB) 128 (dB) 64 (dB)
RG 8.0 8.2 8.2
TG 8.3 8.3 8.3
T 9.0 9.1 9.1
Table 7.14: Code-book performances with respect to LPC parameters 
update rate (pitch update every 256 samples).
Secondly, the pitch update rate was kept constant at every 64 sam ple and the 
results are tabulated in Table 7.15.
LPC update (samples) 256 (dB) 128 (dB) 64 (dB)
RG 8.8 8.9 9.0
TG 8.9 9.1 9.1
T 9.0 9.2 9.2
Table 7.15: Code-book performances with respect to LPC parameters 
update rate (pitch update every 64 samples).
Finally, to confirm the combined results of Table 7.14 and 7.15. the LPC parame­
ters were kept updated at every 128 samples and the pitch parameters update rate was 
varied. Results are shown in Table 7.16.
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Pitch update (samples) 256 (dB) 128 (dB) 64 (dB)
RG 8.2 8.6 8.9
TG 8.3 8.7 9.1
T 9.0 9.1 9.2
Table 7.16: Code-book performances with r^pect to pitch parameters 
update rate (LPC update every 128 samples).
Table 7.16 shows that pitch parameters update rate is more important than the LPC 
parameters update rate. There is not much to gain by transmitting the LPC parameters 
more often than about every 128 to 200 samples. However, the performance of the 
code-books (Gaussian) increases with the increase in the pitch parameters update rate. In 
fact if the LPC parameters are calculated every 128 to 200 samples and the pitch param­
eters are updated every 64 samples, the performance of the random Gaussian code-book 
becomes equivalent to that of the other code-books.
A 16 band SBC filter bank was used to obtain the weighting patterns W ii ). During 
the search, equation (7.13) was used to calculate the optimum scale and equation (7.16) 
was modified and used to calculate the weighted mean squared error. In equation (7.13) 
because the code-book sequences used were unit variance, only the top part (cross corre­
lation) was calculated as.
.opt
N
(7.24)
where X (i ) are the DCT transformed LPC and pitch residual and V i i )  are the code­
book sequences. Equation (7.16) was modified to.
N
(7.25)
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to include the noise shaping vector W (i). Each element of 16 element vectors was 
weighted by the corresponding band energy.
Typical fixed parameters of the complete coder that was tested were as follows:
Analysis block length : 256 or 128 samples.
10 LPC parameters : 17 + 3 bits
Pitch parameters : 7 + 4 bits
Pitch update : every 64 sam ple
Power (gain) : 6 bits
10 LPC parameters were quantized using 2 cascaded 9 and 8 bit code-books. The 
first code-book employed the mean squared error distortion measure to code the LAR 
parameters. The difference, error vectors were then normalized and coded again using an 
8 bit code-book by employing mean squared error distortion. Here, stability checks were 
made to ensure the r^ulting  filter was always positive by making sure that its K  param­
eters were always in the unit circle. Pitch period was coded with 7 bits covering the 
range from 20 to 147 samples. Pitch gain was coded with 4 bits uniform quantization 
ranging from 0.03125 to 0.96875 in steps of 0.0625. The top limit of the pitch gain was 
kept to a value never more than 1.0 to ensure stable pitch synthesis filter. Pitch gains up 
to 1.8. even 2.0. were observed during simulations which were achieving better pitch 
prediction. However, due to the quantization errors the pitch synthesis filter was occa­
sionally becoming unstable.
Residual coefficients were rearranged in 16 groups of 16 coefficients each, and coded 
with a 9 bit random Gaussian code-book. Scale factors were coded with 4 bits, one for 
the sign bit and 3 for the magnitude. Before coding each scale factor, the average value 
of all 16 was found and coded with 6 bits, and then used as a normalizing factor. The 
overall bit rate of the coder can be varied by changing the vector dimensions or model 
parameters update rate. For bit rates around 9.6 Kb/s. the LPC update rate was every 
128 samples, power was calculated every 256 samples and pitch parameters transmitted 
every 64 samples, giving a total side information of.
( 6 + 40 + 44 ) 8000/256 -  2812.5 bits/sec.
Using 9 bits for the vectors and 4 bits for their scale factors, for each of the residual vec­
tors. the total residual signal was.
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( 9 + 4 ) 8000/16 -  6500 bits/sec.
making a total bit rate of 6500 + 2812.5 = 9312.5 bits/sec.
Subjective performance of the processed speech was very good. There was no low 
frequency roughness and the high frequency distortion heard in PDTC was very much 
reduced. When a low pass filter with a 3.3 KHz cut off was used at the output of the 
coder high frequency distortion was reduced even further. Objective performance of the 
coder in %gmental SNR was found to be 14.3 dB.
7.4.3 DiscusKsion
Here we have shown how a linear predictive coder can be vector quantized using 
frequency domain noise shaping to produce good quality speech at around 9.6 Kb/s. Good 
quality has been achieved by optimizing the pitch filter in the time domain more fre­
quently. (every 64 samples) to improve the gain of inverse filtering and by using adap­
tive noise shaping. Th^e are the only two differences Wtween the Lrc-VQ-FNS and 
PDTC. Here, the bit allocation p ro c ^  was eliminated which made the system more 
robust to channel errors.
Complexity of LPC-VQ-FNS is approximately the same as that of the PDTC. 
Although, bit allocation was eliminated and the code-book search was simplified with 
equation (7.24). extra computations are needed to calculate the noise shaping vectors 
(spectral envelope). In PDTC. coding of the residual vector was performed by 10 bits, 
and in LPC-VQ-FNS the complexity was halved by using 9 bits.
The delay of LR]-VQ-FNS can be reduced to 16 msec by reducing the size of the 
analysis frame. This will increase the transmission capacity by 6 bits per 256 samples, 
which can easily be accommodated in the 9.6 Kb/s overall transmission capacity. This 
means that the size of DCT used should be 128 points or less, halving the DCT complex­
ity as well. In PDTC this cannot be accomplished because well defined pitch harmonics 
are needed for pitch inverse filtering and bit allocation in the frequency domain.
Three more improvements can be added to LPC-VQ-FNS to improve the quality or 
to reduce the total bit rate below 9.6 Kb/s. These are more efficient implementation of 
the pitch filter, consideration of the gain of the LPC synthesis filter and the memory of 
the pitch and LPC synthesis filters during the code-book search. These three considera­
tions will be explained in more details in chapter 8. and here we will only explain them 
briefly. In Figure 7.13 during inverse filtering, the LPC filter is followed by the pitch
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filter and vice versa when reconstructing. This system set up does not take into account 
the effect of the quantization noise. The predicted signal at the encoder is not the same as 
the predicted signal at the decoder unless there is no quantization error. Therefore, the 
gain achieved by inverse filtering does not necessarily correspond to the gain of the syn­
thesizer. because prediction in synthesis is disturbed by the quantization noise. The 
second consideration is that when coding the residual vectors, only the shape of the LPC 
filter response is considered in selecting the best sequence. However there are two more 
important factors which are the memory of the synthesis filters and the gain of the LPC 
synthesis filter. If the above considerations are implemented then it will be possible to 
minimize the error between the original input speech and the recovered output speech.
IJS L inear Predictive Base-Band Coding And High Frequency Regeneration Of 
Speech
Base-band coding and high frequency regeneration of speech is known as voice 
excited linear prediction (VELP) or residual excited linear prediction (RELP). Base-band 
coding is used where there are not enough bits to code the full band residual adequately. 
In section 7.3.3 we have shown how the idea of base-band coding and high frequency 
regeneration can be used to improve the quality of a transform coder at around 9.6 Kb/s. 
RELP is the time domain implementation of HTC with few differences. Therefore a RELP 
coder was simulated for comparison purposes with the other 9.6 Kb/s algorithms. In 
simulations the RELP coder given in reference [lO] was used.
7.5.1 Coder Description
A block diagram of the coder under investigation is shown in Figure 7.14. Speech is 
stored in blocks and analysed to obtain the LPC parameters and inverse filtered using 
these parameters. The LPC residual is then low-pass filtered to obtain the base-band sig­
nal which is then decimated and quantized. At the receiver, the dœimated base-band sig­
nal is upsampled by inserting zeros in between the samples (spectral folding) and then 
passed through the LPC synthesis filter to recover the output speech.
In a RELP coder the quality of the digital speech produced for a given bit rate 
depends on two processing stages, quantization of the base-band and high frequency 
regeneration. As in HTC, the width of the base-band. hence quantization performance of 
base-band for a given bit rate, and the performance of the high frequency regeneration 
are all dependent on each other. They all effect the overall spœch quality produced by
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the coder.
7.5.1.1 Q uantization O f The Base-Band
After LPC inverse filtering the remaining residual signal is low-pass filtered (usu­
ally at 1 KHz) and down sampled to produce the signal input to the quantizer. Here, log­
arithmic. Max or uniform quantizers can be used to code the base-band signal. In simula­
tions we have used uniform quantizers with block adaptive step sizes. Results of the 
quantizer performance with respect to the number of bits in the quantizer are tabulated 
in Table 7.16.
Bits Step-size SNR (dB)
1 1.266 3.455
2 0.974 8.503
3 0.546 13.298
4 0.2871 17.294
Table 7.17: Quantization performance of 1 KHz base-band using uniform
quantizers.
7.5.1.2 H% h F r« iu e iicy  Regeneration (H FR )
We have shown how pitch adaptive HFR can be performW in the HTC. The same 
twhnique can be implemented in the time domain and u ^  in RELP. However, this will 
involve too much unnecessary computation. Here the simplest of all HFR techniques was 
uæd. Simply by inserting zeros after the received samples and passing them through the 
LPC synthesis filter produces the high frequencies by folding the base-band spectrum 
(see section 4.3). One problem with this method of HFR is that the pitch harmonic; in 
the folded regions may be displaced, which causes tonal distortion in the recovered 
speech. One obvious cure for this problem is to make sure that the pitch harmonics are 
producW in the correct locations. This of course requires the calculation of the pitch 
period in the first place.
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7.5.13 Pitch FUtering
In a RELP coder pitch filtering can be used to both improve the base-band quantiza­
tion performance by reducing the dynamic range of the base-band signal and reduce the 
HFR distortion by locating the pitch harmonics in the correct positions. The pitch filter 
can either be used inside the base-band after the signal is decimated or outside the base­
band before low-pass filtering. When used in the base-band. the pitch filter may help to 
improve base-band quantization but have no effect on the control of the HFR noise. 
Therefore it is better to use it outside the base-band, as shown in Figure 7.15.
When the pitch filter is used l^fore low-pass filtering, the remaining signal has a 
bandwidth of 4 KHz (half the sampling frojuency). When recovering the signal, the 
base-band signal is passed through the pitch synthesis filter before going through the 
LPC synthesis filter. This produces a better excitation r^ idual with its pitch pulses 
located in the corrwt locations. In addition to locating the pitch pulses in the correct 
locations, its memory response replaces the zero valued samples before going through the 
LPC synthesis filter. This produces much more natural and smooth recovered spœch.
During pitch synthœis filtering the full band excitation residual is ob ta in^  with 
only 1/4 of the information entering the filter (assuming a decimation factor of 4). 
Therefore the pitch synthœis filter is always in danger of bœoming unstable. In order to 
make sure that the pitch synthesis filter is always stable, the pitch filter gain (coefficient) 
should always be kept at a value less than one.
7 3 .2  Discussions
Without extensive simulations it was tried to investigate the performance of a 
base-band RELP coder. We have shown that the quality of the coder can be improved by 
a pitch filter. For high frequency regeneration sp«:tral folding was used. This is the sim­
p le t  HFR technique, but its quality depends on the talker. For a high pitchW talker its 
quality is worse, bœ au^ of broken pitch harmonic in the folded regions.
ITie overall quality of RELP using 3 bits/sample quantization of a 1 KHz baæ-band 
and pitch filtering before decimation was good. In fact for male talkers the quality is 
very similar to the original, but for female talkers tonal, as well as aliasing noi%. is 
heard. In the simulations the following parameters were used:
10 LPC updatW every 160 samples codW with 40 bits.
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Figiure 7.15: A block diagram of RELP with pitch prediction (a) encoder, (b) decoder.
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Single tap pitch updated every 160 samples coded with 11 bits.
I KHz base-band quantized using 3 bits/sample.
Block energy of the base-band updated every 160 samples coded with 6 bits
Overall bit rate = (3 x 2000) + (40 + 6 + 11)8000/160 = 8850 bits/sec.
The RELP coder with above parameters was the simplest discussed in this chapter. 
Its quality can be improved by increasing its complexity. 10 LPC parameters may be vec­
tor quantized to save bits and increase the base-band width. When the saved bits were 
allocated for base-band (1 KHz) quantization no significant improvement was achieved. 
This means that 3 bits/sample quantization of the base-band signal is adequate. Improve­
ments in quality may also be achieved by increasing the rate of update of the pitch filter 
parameters.
Delay in the coder is equal to the analysis block size which is 160 samples (20 
msec) in this case. It is flexible but is not expected to be less than 16 msœ.
7.6 Discussions
Various ways of reducing the bit rate down to the 12 to 9.6 Kb/s region have been 
discussed. Simulation results have confirmed that frequency domain speech coding l^low 
16 Kb/s may still be superior to its time domain counterparts. A sub-band coder and 
transform coder have been simulated in various forms which has demonstrated the 
potential of these coders at even lower bit r a t^  than 9.6 Kb/s. We have shown how VQ 
can be applW  to code the SBC band energies or the LPC parameters to reduce the side 
information of a typical medium bit rate coder. Vector quantization was also used to 
code the residual signal. However, va:tor quantization of the residual has not been very 
successful simply because of œmplexity constraints. Large dimensions are required to 
rWuce the bit rate of residual transmission which in turn requ ire  large code-books and 
hence high complexity. In the context of VQ of the residual we have shown that the 
cross correlation error minimization [9], although more compleoc. outperforms the simple 
matching process. When applied in the frequency domain no convolution is required 
which simplifies the search considerably.
Another conclusion drawn is that a coder such as requires the inclusion of 
pitch modelling if the bit rate is to be further r^uced . Thk was confirm ^ by transform 
codeia which included pitch modelling. Most promising of the coders discussed in this 
chapter are in fact the transform œders with pitch modelling. Linear prWictive coding
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with vector quantization and frequency domain noise shaping has the potential to operate
at bit rates around 4.8 Kb/s. Base-band coders also have the potential to operate at lower
bit rates than 9.6 Kb/s. In the following chapter these two coders, together with some
others will be optimized and modified to operate at lower bit rates than 9.6 Kb/s.
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CHAPTERS
8 KB/S TO 4.8 KB/S CODERS
8.1 Introduction
There are several algorithms which can be used to code speech at rates of 8 to 4.8 
Kb/s [l]. Although, they are given different names, the principle on which they are based 
are very similar. They all estimate and remove the correlation in the speech signal and 
then quantize and transmit the remaining (residual) signal. At the receiver, the removed 
correlation is introduced into the rw^eived residual with the help of model parameters, 
which are also transmitted by the encoder.
Estimation of speech parameters both in the time and frequency domain are well 
developed and currently in use. Therefore, to improve the coded speech quality, most of 
the recent r^earch work has been concentrated on finding the best possible estimate of 
the residual signal. It may be possible to divide thœe coders into two groups in terms of 
the way in which they operate on the residual signal, i.e. the analysis and synthesis sys­
tems and the analysis by synthesis systems.
Analysis and synthesis systems include sub-band coders (SBC), adaptive transform 
coders (ATC), base-band coders (BBC), etc. These obtain the residual by an anlysis pro­
cedure and then directly quantize and transmit this residual. During the quantization 
process the error betwœn the residual and its quantized value is minimized. Hence, the 
quality of the synthesized speech is very much dependent on the accuracy of quantiza­
tion of the residual signal. These coders, as seen in chapter 7. are capable of producing 
good quality speech at bit rates as low as 8 Kb/s with moderate complexity. Their qual­
ity deteriorates rapidly at bit rates below 8 Kb/s.
Analysis by synthesis systems on the other hand aim to replace the residual signal 
by a sequence of pulses which minimize the error between the original and the syn­
thesized speech. Analysis by synthesis systems include multi-pulse excited linear predic­
tive coders (MPLPC) and code excited linear prediction (CELP). both of which are capa­
ble of producing good quality digital spm:h in the region of 8 to 6 Kb/s. These coders 
aim to overcome the limitations of vocoders by replacing the existing excitation source by 
a saiuence of pulses which are optimized either one by one for MPLPC or as a block for
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CELP [2]. Both MPLPC and CELP type coders are very complex, because during the 
optimization of the excitation sequence long and exhaustive search is required. The most 
promising anlysis by synthesis coder for low bit r a t^  around 4.8 Kb/s is CELP. In this 
chapter we will discuss various ways of producing high quality speech in the 8 to 4.8 
Kb/s region,
8.2 Code Excited L in ear P rediction (CELP)
In chapter 4 we have briefly summarized the basic principles of a typical CELP 
coder. First 40 samples of the memory réponse of the recursive synthesis filter is sub­
tracted from the original speech to produce a reference signal. Each sequence of 10 bit 
(1024 sequences) code-book is then scaled up by an optimum scale factor and filtered 
through the synthesis filter with its memory set to %ro. The scale factors are calculated 
using equation (4.18). First 40 output samples of the synthesis filter are then compared 
with the reference 40 samples to produce an eri^r signal. The error signal is further pro­
cessed by an appropriate weighting filter, to produce subjectively meaningful error meas­
urement. The sequence which produces the minimum weighted mean squared error is 
then selected (using equation (4.19)) and its code-book index is transmitted to the 
receiver which has an identical code-book. The optimum scale factors together with the 
parameters of the synthesis filter are also transmitted to reconstruct the same signal at 
the decoder.
The synthesis filter consists of two separate filters. The first is the pitch filter which 
introduces the fine structure to the code-book sequences and the second is the LPC filter 
which produces the spectral envelope. In order to operate at various bit rates between 8 
and 4.8 Kb/s the rate at which the model parameters are updated together with the vec­
tor dimensions are modified accordingly. In the original proposed CELP [10], three tap 
pitch filter parameters were u p d a te  every 5 msec which means 200 times a second. 
Under these circumstances it is impossible to fit the total information rate into a 4.8 
Kb/s transmission rate, even if a single tap pitch filter is used (which requires less bits to 
transmit). Assuming 5 bits are required to code the optimum scale factor, which is 
transmitted 200 times a second, and a 10 bit code-book the information rate, without the 
short term prWictor (LPC) parameters w ill be [5+10+11].200 -  5200 bits/sec. (11 bits 
being us«d to code the single tap pitch filter parameters). Here, we will show possible 
combinations of parameters to maximize the quality for 8 and 4.8 Kb/s.
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8.2.1 8000 bits/sec CELP
Prior to quantization of the short and long term predictor (filter) parameters, initial 
tests were conducted to ascertain number of LPC coefficients which would be a comprom­
ise between quality and extra information rate. The results are shown in Table 8.1.
LPC order SNR(dB)
6 0
8 0.90
10 1.23
12 1.36
Table 8.1: Performance of various LPC orders relative to 6 order.
These results in Table 8.1 show that an LPC order of 10 is a good choice.
8.2.1.1 Q uantization O f S hort And Long Term  P redictor Param eters
In section 5.1.1 and 7.3.2.1.1 we have briefly discussed the ways of quantizing the 
LPC parameters. LPC parameters can be scalar or vector quantized. Although, vector 
quantization requires less information rate, for a given performance it is more complex. 
Therefore, it was decided to scalar quantize the LPC parameters in the form of log area 
ratios (LAR). see equation (5.10). A total of 40 bits were allocated to the 10 LARs as 
shown in Table 8.2.
LAR 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Bit 6 5 5 4 4 4 3 3 3 3
Table 8.2: Bit allocation to 10 LARs.
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In order to produce high quality digital speech it was decided to use a 3 tap pitch 
filter as explained in section 4.1.2. Coding of the filter parameters was performed as sug­
gested in [3]. As with the LPC parameters. 3/3 values were first transformed as follows, 
to reduce the dynamic range of the coefficients, and hence, quantization noise.
^ 1 “  ^ l + ^ 2 + ^ 3  
^3“  ^1+^3
The bit assignment and the ranges of the transformed parameters b 1. h 2 . b 2 are shown in 
Table 8.3.
Parameter Minimum Maximum Bits
Pitch 2 0 147 7
bi —1 .0 1 .0 4
6 2 - 1 .0 1 .0 4
6 3 - 1 .0 1 .0 4
Table 8.3: Bit allocation to three tab pitch filter parameters.
The optimum a:ale factor for each block also needs quantization. Tests were carried 
out to find the number of bits r^juired to quantize this factor without causing degrada­
tion in the overall speech quality. It was found that 6  bits were required to code its sign 
and magnitude without causing any noticeable degradation. The difference in using 6  bits 
or 5 bits was not very significant, which means that if required 1 bit saving per ^:ale fac­
tor may be achieved.
8.2.1.2 Code-Book Generation
In the original design of CELP [2][10]. the code-book for excitation so^uences was 
populated with white Gaussian random numbers. Although, other alternative ways are 
now available [4]. in our tests we have uu%d white Gaussian random numbers to populate 
the excitation code-book. The reas»n for using white Gaussian random numbers to
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represent the excitation sequences is that the residual signal of speech after LPC and 
pitch inverse filtering is assumed to be white Gaussian. In section 7.4.2 we have investi­
gated the performance of code-books and found that provided the LPC parameters were 
updated about every 20 msec and pitch filter parameters about every 8 msec. Gaussian 
code-books performed as well as any other in representing the residual signal. In order to 
check the performance of Gaussian code-books with respect to their sizes, tests were car­
ried out. In these tests LPC parameters were updated every 20 msec and pitch filter 
parameters every 5 msec with a 40 sample excitation vector dimension. Relative perfor­
mances of various code-book sizes are tabulated in Table 8.4.
Bit SNR(dB)
7 0
8 0.66
9 1.39
10 1.94
11 2.53
12 3.21
Table 8.4: Performance of Gaussian code-books relative to 7 bits.
Results in Table 8.4 show that a linear increase in the size of the code-book p ro d u c t a 
steady increase in the overall SNR. For every bit increase in the si% of the code-book, 
about 0.65 dB incr^use in the performance of the code-book was observed.
8.2.13 Sim ulations
A standard CELP at 8 Kb/s was simulated with the specific parameters given in 
Table 8.5.
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Parameter Number Update (msec) Bits Bit-Rate
LPC 10 22.5 40 1777.8
Pitch 3-Tap 5.625 19 3377.8
Vector 1 5.625 10 1777.8
Scale 1 5.625 6 1066.7
Table 8.5: Parameters and bit rate allocation of CELP at 8 Kb/s.
Processed digital speech quality at 8 Kb/s was very good and could be considered 
transparent. During simulations male and female spœch was mixed together and passed 
through the coder. Although, there was not any significant quality differences between 
male and female test sentences, when tested using highly sensitive ear-phone it was 
noticed that male speech contained just a little more roughness than the female speech. 
However, the speech quality of both male and female speech was very close to the origi­
nal. Small differences between male and female speech was also confirmed by the objec­
tive segmental SNR calculations as tabulated in Table 8.6. In order to see how the coder 
would perform in idle sections. i.e. when there was no speech signal, segments of Gaus­
sian signal with very small energy were inserted in between the sentences. It was found 
that idle sections did not disturb the performance of the speech quality produced by the 
coder.
Segmental SNR (dB)
Male Female Overall
11.47 12.51 11.96
Table 8.6: Segmental SNR performance of CELP at 8 Kb/s.
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Input Output Input Output
0-0.1250< 0.09375 0.6250-0.5625 0.59375
0.1875-0.1250 0.15625 0.6875-0.6250 0.65625
0.2500-0.1875 0.21875 0.7500-0.6875 0.71875
0.3125-0.2500 0.28125 0.8125-0.7500 0.78125
0.3750-0.3125 0.34375 0.8750-0.8125 0.84375
0.4375-0.3750 0.40625 1.0000-0.8750 0.95000
03000-0.4375 0.46875 1 .2 0 0 0 -1 .0 0 0 0 1.15000
0.5625-0.5000 0.53125 > 1 .2 1.3000
Table 8.7: Single tap pitch gain quantizer levels (4 bits)
Pitch Tap Code-Book (bits) Segmental SNR (dB)
- - male female overall
1 8 8.24 9.72 9.11
1 9 8.9 10.31 9.76
1 1() 938 10.90 10.37
3 8 10.58 1 1 .2 1 11.03
3 9 11.04 11.83 1133
Table 8 .8 : General S^SNR performance of CELP.
In order to further evaluate the performance of CH-P at amund 8  Kb/s, its perfor­
mance was t%tW with respect to the order of the pitch filter and the size of the code­
book usæd in the coder. Results are tabulated in Table 8 .8 . When the single tap pitch 
filter was usW the gain of the filter was quantize! using 4 bits. Quantizer step sizes are 
given in Table 8.7.
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8 .2 .2  4800 bits/sec CELP
We have shown in the previous section that the quality of a standard CELP is com­
parable to the original speech. However, it can only reduce the bit rate down to around 7 
Kb/s. The reason for this is that the update rate of the model parameters (LPC and 
pitch) has to be frequent enough to improve quality, and consequently requires the 
transmission of much side information. In the previous section and also in section 7.4.2 
we have shown that the update rate of pitch filter parameters is more important than the 
rate at which the LPC parameters are transmitted. In view of these results adjustment 
should be made to the overall bit rate of CELP in order to bring the total bit rate down 
to 4.8 Kb/s without causing much degradation to the speech quality.
During the adjustment of the dimensions of CELP to operate at 4.8 Kb/s it was 
aœumed that the minimum rate at which the LPC parameters should be transmitted was 
every 256 samples (32 msec), which is the maximum time width that the spea:h was 
assumed to be stationary. Using 10 LPC parameters with 40 bits every 256 samples 
requires 1250 bits/sec, leaving 3550 bits/sec to transmit both pitch and excitation vector 
parameters. Aæuming that the excitation vector rate is equal to the pitch parameter rate 
and also assuming 19 bits for pitch filter parameters, a 10 bit code-book and 5 bits for 
the optimum scale value, simple calculation shows that the minimum v ^ to r dimension 
should be 77 samples long. A CELP coder was tested with the above assumed dimen­
sions. The processed speech was found to be very much worse than the original quality. 
It had excess amounts of quantization noise making the speech rough. Another important 
rœ ult observW was that the signal level (energy in the processed sp^ch) was consider­
ably lower than the 8  Kb/s CELP output which was very close to the original signal 
energy. The reason for this is the optimum scale calculation using equation (4.18). As the 
vector size tends to a larger value the average value of the term / „  tends to a small 
value which makes the optimum scale value small. Hence, the output signal level drops 
below the original. This was expect^ because as the dimension of the excitation vœtor 
increases the correlation between its output réponse / „  and the reference signal 
tends to reduce. Poor performance was aW  the rœaüt of lœs accurate pitch pr^iction. In 
order to a s s ^ th e  effa:t of the pitch prWiction and excitation vector dimension on the 
speech quality s^jmrately, the available 3550 bits/sec were distributed amongst the pitch 
filter parameters and the excitation vector parameters as follows. The rate at which pitch 
parameters were updated was set to every 128 sam ple and gradually reduced to every 
64 samples. Vector dimension on the other hand had an initial size of 50 sam ple which
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was gradually increased to 100 samples. Results showed that the increase in the size of 
the vector dimension caused more distortion than the gain achieved by better pitch pred­
iction. This again was not unexpected because poor quantization also reduces the 
efficiency of prediction in the synthesis filter.
8.2.2.1 Sim ulations
After initial simulations a 4.8 Kb/s CELP coder was finally simulated with the 
parameters given in Table 8.9. In order to save bits update rate of LPC. pitch and excita­
tion vector parameters were reduced. To further save bits the optimum scale value was 
coded with 5 bits and the pitch parameters 6 2  and 6 3  were allocated 3 bits each.
Parameter Number Update (msec) Bits Bit-rate
LPC 1 0 31.25 40 1280
Pitch 3-Tap 15.625 17 1088
Vector 1 6.25 1 0 1600
Scale 1 635 5 800
Table 8.9: Parameters and bit rate allocation of CELP at 4.8 Kb/s.
The coded spœch quality was not as good as the original spewh. In fact quantiza­
tion noise could still be perceived, even when noise shaping was used. Reducing the bits 
for the optimum scale was also one reason for slight roughne^. Although, process^ 
speech had no clicks and other annoying noise the overall speech quality may not be 
acceptable for telephone systems. Objœtive performance of the proœss»d speech, which 
does perhaps not mean much, also confirmed the reduced quality in reducing from 8 
Kb/s to 4.8 Kb/s. These are ta b u la te  in Table 8.10.
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Segmental SNR (dB)
Male Female Overall
7.2 8.0 7.6
Table 8.10: Segmental SNR performance of CELP at 4.8 Kb/s
Replacing the three tap pitch filter with a single tap filter and hence using a greater 
update rate did not improve the quality of the processed speech. This was because large 
quantization errors reduced the accuracy of a single tap pitch filter more than the accu­
racy of a three tap pitch filter. One possible method of improving the quality of pro­
cessed speech may be achieved by minimizing the error between the predicted value of 
the pitch synthesis filter. Although, a pitch inverse filter is not used in CELP, the param­
eters of the pitch filter are calculated by minimizing the mean squared error between the 
LPC residual and its pitch predicted value.
S.2.2.2 E ffic ien t P itch  F ilte r Im plem entation
Consider the example in Figure 8.1. In Figure 8.1, if the quantizer is considered such 
that there is no quantization error, (c  ^= 0) then.
r ( t )  =  r ( i ) (8.1)
and.
f ( 0 = (8.2)
However, the quantizer in CELP is far from being perfect and e, is not zero. Therefore,
f ( 0 =  [ r ' ( l )  +  c J  +  P ( i ) (8 .3 )
and.
P ( 0 =  FCi) + ep (8 .4 )
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Q U A N T IZ E
Figure 8.1: A block diagram of independent inverse and synthesis filtering.
r  Ci3 r  * + e q
Q U A N T IZ E r  Ci3
P t i l P t i l
Figure 8.2: A block diagram of combined inverse and synthesis filtering.
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where is the error between the predicted value of pitch filter at the inverse and syn­
thesis filter caused by the error in the previous block of output samples. Therefore,
r ( i  ) — r ( 0  = gg + e- (8.5)
e, depends on the quantizer and signal characteristics which we will assume to be fixed. 
Cp on the oth«r hand is a function of previous Bp +e, (depending on pitch period). If 
can be s«t to zero then the difference between r  (i ) and f ( t  ) will only be e , . This can 
only be achieved if P ( t )  and P(ji ) are made equal. Consider another example in Figure 
8.2.
The configuration shown in Figure 8.2 eliminates Cp by using the same predicted 
signal in invers» filtering as in the synthesis filter. One problem with this configuration is 
that the pitch coefficients cannot be optimally calculated. If the coefficients are calculated 
using the unquantized LPC residual, r  (i ). P (t ) will have errors because P iO  is deter­
mined by the quantized values of the LPC residual. If both r  (i ) and r  (i ) are used to 
calculate the coefficients we are faced with another problem, that if the window size N  is 
greater than the pitch period, we will need the quantized values of r  (i ) for p < i ^ N  (p 
is the pitch period). There are two solutions to this problem. One is to limit the max­
imum window size N  to minimum expected pitch period p . However, assuming that the 
minimum pitch period is 20 samples, then the update of pitch filter parameters may be 
much more frequent than is necessary. The other solution is to limit the minimum pitch 
period to window size N . This solution looks attractive as long as JV is not too large to 
reduce the pitch filter effect (40 to 80 samples). The second version of the regular pulse 
excited linear prediction, which has been adopted as the GSM 16 Kb/s speech algorithm 
for mobile applications, uses a similar pitch filter to enhance the accuracy of the excita­
tion pulses. In such systems (analysis and synthesis coders) decoding of the residual sig­
nal and the synthesis of the pitch filter is necessary to produce the r  (& )'s. However, in 
CELP (analysis by synthesis coders) no extra complexity is required.
For a single tap pitch filter; p = N , and for a three tap pitch filter; p = N  + l.  Using theAw Mm
above solution to pitch filter implementation the CELP coder was tested at both 8 and
4.8 Kb/s. Overall segmental SNR of both coders were increased by about 0.64 dB. How­
ever. when informal listening tests were conducted the improvement in quality was 
much more significant than the 0.64 dB reflected. Another and more important result was
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that when the coders were tested using only 8 bit code-books the improvement in seg­
mental SNR was 0.84 dB. higher than the 10 bit code-book. This showed that by elim­
inating Bp and improving pi1»h prediction reduced the difference between the original 
s p ^ h  and the synthesis filter memory. This of course means sm all» signal energy is 
required in the excitation sequence and hence reduces the quantization noise. This was 
confirmed by measuring the SNR between the original input speech and the synthesis 
filter memory r»ponæ . The results are tabulated in Table 8.11 and various corr»pond- 
ing waveforms are plotted in Figure 8.3.
Memory Prediction (dB)
8 Kbps 4.8 Kbps
Pitch Tap Old New Pitch Tap Old New
1 4.56 5.16 1 2.85 3.55
3 6.17 6.84 3 4.10 4.82
Table 8.11: Segmental prediction gain of CELP at 8 and 4.8 Kb/s.
Although, the new pitch filter configuration improves the prediction and hence the 
overall speech quality, quantization noise and roughness could still be heard at low bit 
rates. The main reason for this is the rate at which the pitch parameters were updated. 
The difference in prediction for 8 and 4.8 Kb/s is about 2 dB. Another way of further 
improving the performance of CELP at 4.8 Kb/s is to find a means of updating the pitch 
filter parameters more frequently. This can only be done if savings in coding the pitch 
filter parameters and possibly the other parameters are made. This can be achieved by 
vector quantization of both LPC parameters and the thrœ  tap pitch filter coefficients.
8 .2 .23  V ector Q uantization  O f Short And Long Term  F ilte r Param eters
We have made two attempts to vector quantize the LPC (short-term) parameters in 
sections 7.3.2.1.1 and 7.4.2. In the first attempt a 10 bit full search code-book with 
Itakura-Saito distortion measure was employed and in the second one, two cascaded full 
search code-books, one with 9 and the other 8 bits were used. In cascaded quantization
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Figure 8.3: Typical waveforms of speech signals in CELP, (a) original, (b) 8 Kb/s CELP. 
(c) 4.8 Kb/s CELP. (d) filter memory response in 8 Kb/s CELP and (e) filter memory 
response in 4.8 Kb/s CELP.
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the first code-book was trained using LAR s and the second code-book was populated 
with the error signal of the first stage. Both code-books employed the simple mean 
squared error measure. Results showed that if relatively good performance is the goal of 
vector quantization of LPC parameters as well as bit saving, the size and complexity of 
the code-books will be huge. In order to clarify this we briefly explain the function of 
the Itakura-Saito distortion measure. Itakura-Saito distance between two LPC v«:tors is 
given by.
d l A A > ) -  - 1  (8-6)
where A  and Ai are the original and code-book LPC vectors and is the autocorrela­
tion matrix from which the original parameters A  are calculated. In equation (8.6) terms 
[Ai ][J?  ^][A; F  and [A ][A F  correspond to the LPC r^idual energy filtered by the 
code-book vector parameters and the original vector parameters respectively. Therefore, 
unless [Ai ]=  [A ] the ratio [Ai Y  /  [A ][i?^ ][A F  will always have a value greater
than unity. When the two earlier attempts are applied to coding of the LPC parameters 
of CELP. results showed that although fewer bits were used, more distortion could be 
heard. This was because, when the spectral parameters have large quantization errors 
they also affect the chosen excitation vector and hence cause more errors. There are 
several other new vector quantization techniques reported in the literature [4][5][6]. Their 
reported performances are good. However, here we will scalar quantize the LPC parame­
ters and try  to vector quantize the 3 tap pitch filter coefficients as a 3 dimensional vector.
The i^rformance advantage of a three tap pitch filter over a single tap pitch filter is 
obvious. At low bit rates, therefore, it is almost essential to have a three tap pitch filter 
if good quality digital speech is to be achieved. However there are two major problems 
with the three tap pitch filter. Firstly, it requires more bits (about 4 bits for each 
transformed coefficient. for transmission and hence increases the bit rate of the
coder. Secondly, as was reported earlier [7][8] it sometimes becomes unstable in the syn­
thesis filtering. In order to maintain stability some correction terms have been inserted 
into its matrix solution [7][8]. The coding capacity required by three tap pitch filter can 
be reduced by using vector quantization to code the three pitch filter coefficients as one 
vector. Vector quantization has an additional advantage over the scalar quantization of 
filter coefficients. By eliminating the unstable filter parameters from the code-book the
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stability of the synthesis filter is guaranteed. The sufficient condition for stability is that 
the sum of the absolute values of the 3 pitch filter coefficients should always be less than 
unity [9],
Various size code-books have been sim u la te  and co m p art with the scalar quanti­
zation performance. During performance comparison the prediction gain for both scalar 
and vector quantization were computW as.
Gpr = 10 Log 10 —^  
i = l
(8.7)
where %(&) is the LPC residual signal and y CO is the pitch inverse filtered x  (t ). Dur­
ing scalar quantization transformed pitch coefficients biJ>2J>3 were quantized using 4 bits 
each (see section 8.2.1.1). Results are tabulated in Table 8.12. Results of SNR’s are given 
relative to the scalar quantization.
VQ (bits) Relative SNR (dB)
4 -L9
5 -0.8
6 -0.3
7 —0.1
Table 8.12: Prediction performance of VQ of 3 tap pitch filter 
relative to 12 bits scalar quantization.
Results in Table 8.12 show that 6 or 7 bit code-books have very similar performance to 
the scalar quantization case, with 6 and 5 bit savings respectively.
Using 6 bits to code the three pitch filter coefficients of CELP at 4.8 Kb/s two final 
tests were conducted. In the first test the excitation vector size was assumed to be the 
block size of pitch update and in the second test, the pitch update block was twice that
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of excitation vector s i^ . Rm ilts of both tests are tabulated in Table 8.13.
SqpnenklSmmCdB)
Tests Male Female Overall
1 7.5 8.3 7.8
2 7.7 8.5 8.0
Table 8.13: Segmental SNR performance of CELP with vector 
quantized pitch parameters at 4.8 Kb/s.
Simulated parameters of CELP in both tests are given in Table 8.14.
Tests First-Test Second-Test
Parameter Bits Update (msec) Bit-Rate Update (msec) Bit-Rate
LPC 40 32 1250 26.5 150&4
Pitch 13 8 1625 13J5 981J
Gain 5 8 625 6.625 754.7
Vector 10 8 1250 6.625 150&5
Table 8.14: Simulation parameters of CELP in two test cases at 
4.8 Kb/s with vector quantized pitch coefficients.
The segmental SNR increases in Table 8.13 show that the digital speech quality is 
increased by vector quantizing the pitch parameters and hence updating them more often. 
Although, there were some differences in SNR of the two test cases the overall speech 
quality of both was very close. Because the pitch parameters were updated more often 
compared with the scalar quantized case, pitch prediction was improved and hence 
quantization noise was reduced. Subjective listening tests showed that the quality of
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OBLP with v«;tor q u a n ti^ i pitch parameters was significantly better. Less quantization 
noise was audible.
8.2.3 Complexity Consideration Of CELP
So far. we have discussed the ways that the quality of CELP at low bit rates can be 
improvW. Although. CELP seems to be the most promising coding technique for digital 
speech transmission at around 4.8 Kb/s. its very high complexity is a big disadvantage. 
Standard CELP as proposed in [10] requires 500 MIPS which makes it impossible to be 
implemented using current DSP chips. About 98% of CELP complexity is required during 
the code-book search. During the code-book search, the output response of each excitation 
^ u e n c e  filtered through the recursive synthesis filter is calculated and then cross corre­
lated with the reference signal to find the best matching excitation sequence. During 
filtering, convolution operations are required which are the main cause of high complex­
ity. In the literature two types of simplification procedures have been suggested. One 
type of simplification assumes random Gaussian code-books and tries to simplify the 
convolution computations. The other simplification strategy tries to design structured 
code-books so that the search of the code-books becomes much simpler. In [11]. Trancoso 
and Atal suggest 3 major simplification procedures for searching the Gaussian code- 
books. They suggest, singular-value decomposition, autocorrelation approach and fre­
quency domain search, all of which are aimed at reducing the computation required by 
the filter convolution processes. In [12]. Davidson and Gersho. and in [13][14]. Adoul and 
others suggest structured code-book designs which may not be fully searched. Here, we 
will introduce two new simplification procedures in order to yield a real-time imple- 
mentable CELP coder.
8.2.3.1 LPC Residual Matched Code-Book Search
A block diagram of the LPC residual matched CELP coder is shown in Figure 8.4. In 
CELP the mean ^uared  error (weighted) is minimized between the original speech and 
the synthesized speech. Here as shown in Figure 8.4 we have tried to minimize the error 
between the LPC residual and the synthesized pitch residual. Rewriting equations (4.18) 
and (4.19).
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Figure 8.4: A block diagram of LPC residual matched CELP.
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% = Z  -  ~ i  ,  (8.9)
»=i 2 : /
» = i
In equations (8.8) and (8.9) ^  reprœents the LPC residual with the pitch filter memory 
subtracted from it (reference signal) and / „  is the response of the code-book sequences 
at the output of the pitch synthesis filter. Here output response of the pitch synthesis 
filter can be written in terms of the code-book sequence and the filter impulse response 
(truncated).
jf» == V» (f ) * ;%?(; ) (8.K))
Vn Ci ) is the sequence of the unit variance Gaussian code-book and iV (t ) is the pitch 
synthesis filter truncated impulse response. One important point to note here is that 
when the filter memory of the pitch synthesis filter is set to zero, PpCi) will have the 
first p values set to zero, where p  is the pitch period and repr^ents the delay in the 
filter. Therefore, computation o f / *  will involve only N —p  impulse response values of 
FfCi ). In cases when p ' ^ N . PpCO will have no effect on V* (t ). i.e. PpCi ) will contain 
zeros for N  values and F* Ci ) will be directly equal to / * .  Using the pitch filter dis­
cussed in section 8.2.2.2 we can limit minimum p to be equal to N  and hence eliminate 
all the convolutions required. Equations (8.8) and (8.9) then becomes.
«* = ^   (8.11)
ZV„^
n =  1
( Z * » v „ ) ^
E t =    (8 .12)
n = l
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N
If V* is a unit energy sequence then the terms 22 need not be calculated, which then
n. “  1
leads to.
Oik ~ 22 (8.13)
n — l
Ek = - ( 22 Vn y  (8.14)
n =  1 n =  1
Using the above solution the search of the code-book is reduced to about 2* multiply- 
add operations per sample, where b is the number of bits in the code-book.
By employing the above simplification for code-book searching. CELP at 8 and 4.8 
Kb/s was tested. The subjective quality of CELP at around 8 Kb/s was not affected 
significantly. Although, slight tonal distortion as in RELP was heard, the overall 
simplification is worth this small loss of quality. However, at 4.8 Kb/s. as there was 
increased amounts of quantization and prediction error, the distortion bearly heard at 8 
Kb/s CELP was clearly audible at 4.8 Kb/s. Distortion could be reduced by updating 
pitch parameters more often but it led to higher overall transmission rates.
S.2.3.2 M u ltip le  G ain E xcita tio n  V ector E rro r M in im iza tio n
In CELP each vector is associated with an optimum scale or gain factor. The two 
functions of this gain are that it first of all determines the sign of each sample in the 
excitation vector and takes into account the effect of the expected noise power in the syn­
thesis. Therefore, if the number of gain factors are equal to the number of elements in 
each vector, then the error in the synth^is will be zero, because each value of the excita­
tion ^ u e n c e  will be scaled to the optimum amplitude. This tells us that as the number 
of gain values are increase in a vœtor the i^rformance of the coder will increase for any 
given code-book size. Therefore, one solution for code-book search simplification may be 
to use multiple gain vectors and decrease the size of the code-book. Similar, conclusions 
and results were given in a recently published paper [15].
Here multiple gain errors can be written as.
*1
Ek = 22 + Z  [^n“ « 2 /n ] +  •••• (8.15)
re =  l  n = i V j + l
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where N i  and N 2 are the boundariœ of vector elements with which and a 2 are asso­
ciated. Optimum gain values s are calculated in the same way as before.
L
^   (8.16)
É
n = N ,
where Nj  and Ni are the boundaries of elements that « j will apply. A sequence which 
maximizes the total correlation is selected as the optimum.
Et =  M A X [  -----------+ —----1------------- + ....] (8.17)
L  Z
n =  l  rt=iV ^j+l
Although, the multiple gain solution looks attractive in terms of simplification and 
also increasing quality for a given code-book, it requires extra capacity to code these mul­
tiple gains. Tests were carried out with 2 and 3 gains. The 2 gain vector representation 
with 7 or 8 bit code-books resulted in the same performance as single gain with 10 bit 
code-book. The 3 gain vector representation further reduced the code-book size to 6 or 7 
bits. In [15] vœtor quantization of the gain factors have bœn used. However, we feel that 
more than 2 gain element vectors are difficult to vector quantize and to save bits, because 
the block length that they operate on becomes smaller as the number of gains increases, 
and consequently makes the dynamic range of elements in each vector greater. However, 
for further simplifications of CELP to those discussed in [11] the multiple gain approach 
may provide an alternative.
8.2.4 Discussions
Here, we have investigated the results of CELP operating at 8 and 4.8 Kb/s. At 
around 8 Kb/s transparent spe^h can be produced using standard CELP with an 
overall segmental SNR of about 12 dB. When the processed speech is compared with the 
original input using highly sensitive ear-phones no significant difference could be
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detected. At 4.8 Kb/s on the other hand, speech quality was rough. Processed speech had 
large quantization errors. This is also reflected by the segmental SNR of less than 8 dB. 
The two major causes of quality degradation in CELP at 4.8 Kb/s are the rate at which 
the pitch filter parameters are updated and the large dimensions of excitation vectors. 
When the pitch filter parameters are updated less frequently, which is necessary to 
reduce the bit rate, pitch prediction gain falls. Smaller prediction gain results in larger 
energy in the reference signal and consequently causes larger quantization errors. Large 
excitation vector dimensions also contribute to the overall quantization noise, causing 
low signal level and roughness in the output digital speech.
CELP at 4.8 Kb/s can be improved by using VQ to quantize both the short and long 
term filter parameters. The rate at which the LPC param eter are updated is about 4 to 6 
times less frequently than that of pitch filter parameters. Therefore, although any saving 
is useful at low bit rates, savings that can be made by vœtor quantization of the LPC 
parameters is not significant. For this reason in our simulations LPC parameters were 
scalar quantized. However, we have used VQ to quantize the 3 pitch coefficients of a 3 tap 
pitch filter. We have found that with 6. or maximum 7 bit code-books good performance 
of the pitch filter can be maintained. Saving of about 5 bits per pitch filter parameters 
update allowW us to to update the pitch parameters more often or to rwiuce the excita­
tion vector size which improved the overall segmental SNR by about 0.3 to 0.5 dB. In 
section 8.2.2.2 we have also given a better method of pitch filter modelling. Although, in 
CELP there is no inverse filtering, when modelling the pitch filter parameters inverse 
filtering is assumed. The improvement of about 0.5 to 0.6 dB was due to optimum pitch 
coefficients calculations. Using the new pitch filter configuration any prediction gain 
achieved is not affected by the quantization noise of the current block of samples, and 
hence the achieved prediction gain is dirw tly reflated at the output of the pitch syn­
thesis filter. If the new pitch filter is us«d in coders where there is inverse filtering a 
larger increase in performance would be exp^ted.
The overall performance of CELP can be further improved by vector quantization 
of LPC parameters and saving bits. but. it is not expected to yield toll quality at 4.8 
Kb/s. Toll quality can be achieved at bit rates as low as about 6 Kb/s. Major limitations 
to the quality of CELP below 6 Kb/s is the lower pitch filter parameters update and 
larger excitation vector dimensions.
The complexity of CELP is another problem that æems to require solution. We have 
m ention^ some results reported in the literature and aW  proposal two further
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simplifications methods. Standard CELP requires about 500 MIPS but single chip imple­
mented CELP with structured code-books have been reported in the literature. 
[13%14%121
In the first of the following two sub sections of this chapter we will discuss a 
transform coder based on the principles of CELP which require only about (6 is the 
number of bits in the code-book) instructions per sample. Assuming a 10 bit code-book 
and 8 KHz sampling frequency the overall complexity will be in the region of 10 to 12 
MIPS. Results obtained from the transform coder will then be directly compared with 
CIüLPa&tx)th 8 arwi 4.8 ICb/s.
In the final part of this chapter, a new base-band coder, which, again uses CELP princi­
ples to code the base-band signal will be discussed. Comparison will then be made with 
both the CELP and the transform coder at 8 and 4.8 Kb/s. in terms of quality and com­
plexity.
8 3  V ector Q uantized Transform  Coder
The transform approach to speech coding has been established for some time and 
has been shown to be very efficient in controlling the bit allocation and the shape of the 
noise spectrum [16][17]. In chapters 6 and 7. we have designed and simulated various 
transform coders which produce high quality digital speech in the 16 to 9.6 Kb/s region. 
Although, these coders can maintain good quality down to about 9.6 Kb/s. they perform 
poorly at the lower bit rates. In section 7.4 we have discussed the performance of a new 
transform coder where the linear prediction residual was vector quantized using weighted 
mean squared error distortion measure. This tœhnique was found to be capable of pro­
ducing high quality speech at bit rates as low as 9.6 Kb/s. At ratœ below 9.6 Kb/s. coder 
performance gradually deteriorate. In fact the speech quality produœd at around 7 
Kb/s was unacceptable for telephone quality. We have su g g ^ te  thrœ  more factors to be 
considéré in the coder to improve its quality. Theæ are efficient pitch filter implementa­
tion. consideration of the LPC filter gain and finally the effect of the synthesis filters 
memory. These are the reasons why CELP has perform e better than any other coder at 
bit rates around 8 Kb/s and below. In the following sections we discuss the ways that 
the above m ention^ improvements can be appliW to enhance the quality of a vœWr 
quantized tmnsform œder whilst kœping its complexity within the limits of current 
DSP capabilitiœ.
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8 3 .1  Œ der D escription
A block diagram of the new vector quantized transform coder (VQTC) [21], is 
shown in Figure 8.5. First speech is analysed to calculate 10 linear prediction parameters. 
Quantized values of these LPC coefficients are then used to inverse filter the block of 
speech. The LPC residual signal is then used to detect the pitch filter parameters, which 
are used to pitch inverse filter the LPC residual to remove the remaining long term corre­
lation. The remaining residual signal is frequency transformed using suitable size discrete 
cosine transform (DCT). The size of the DCT depends on the residual vector size which 
in turn depends on the specific bit rate for which the coder is designed. Using a suitable 
size FFT on the LPC filter impulse réponse, the envelope of the current block of speech 
is obtained. This is the transform approach of obtaining the speech envelope. Suitable 
filter bank can also be used to obtain a reasonable ^ im a te  of the speœh envelope which 
is called the sub-band approach. Each vector of the transformed residual signal is then 
coded by minimizing the envelope weighted distance from a unit variance Gaussian 
code-book. Memory response of the synthesis filters clocked with zero value input is then 
subtracted from the original signal to produce the difference (reference) signal to be 
matched, as for CELP [10]. The single vector that was earlier selected is then u ^  to pro­
duce the output synthesize signal, which is compared with the reference signal in order 
to calculate the optimum gain. The r^u ltan t dœoder is fairly simple. The chosen 
sequence is sca le  up by the optimum scale factor and f ilte re  through the synthesis 
filters to recover the output speech. In the encoder two code-books are s to re . One stores 
the time domain and the other the frequency domain representations of the residual 
s^uencœ. Therefore, when encWing. only one DCT per residual vector is com pute and 
the n e e  for IDCT is elim inate. In the decWer no transformation is req u ire  for the 
code-book search. Only the time domain representations of the sequences are s to re  
which make the dax>der extremely simple.
83.1 .1  Q uantization  A nd Im plem entation O f S hort A nd Long Term  F ilte rs
Quantization of 10 LPC parameters was perform e using 40 bits as was done in 
CELP. Quantization of the pitch filter parameters (single or three tap) was again per­
fo rm e  as in CELP.
Implementation of the pitch filter as d is c u s s e  in section 8.2.2.2 was app lie . Here 
unlike CELP. there are two advantages to be ga ine  from the new pitch filter. One is the 
optimal calculation of the pitch filter parameters which was the only gain achieve in
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CELP. The other is that in VQTC it is necessary to have a pitch inverse filter and the use 
of the same predicted value at both inverse and synthesis filtering ensures the prediction 
gain achieved at the inverse filtering is not affected by the quantization noise of the 
current residual vector. The quantization noise of the current residual vector can affect 
the prediction of the next vector of residual samples. However, when calculating the 
pitch filter parameters of the next vector residual samples the quantization noise of the 
current vector is known and hence the effect of quantization noise is minimized by 
adjusting the parameters accordingly.
83 .1 .2  V ector Q uantization  And N o i^  Shaping O f The Residual Vectors
In recently developed coders for use at 8 Kb/s and below (MPLPC and CELP) the 
r^idual signal is quantized in an anlysis by synthesis procedure which is extremely com­
plex [10]. The reason for the analysis by synthesis coding is to consider the effect of the 
LPC synthesis filter on the coded residual in terms of its filter gain, spectral shape and 
memory carried over from the previous block. This makes it possible to compare the ori­
ginal speech and the co d ^  speech rather than comparing the residual vectors with the 
code-book entriœ.
Here we have overcome these complexities by considering the spectral shape of the 
LPC filter whilst code-book searching and considering the memory and the gain of the 
synthesis filter whilst calculating the amplitude scale factor of the chosen vector. Errors 
are minimized between the rœidual vectors and code-book entries as.
where x (t ) and V (i ) are the unit variance transformed residual and code-book vectors 
respectively, and W(t ) is the noise shaping vector (spectral envelope). In equation (8.18) 
factor C is a measure of correlation between x ( i )  and V (t) without the effect of the 
weighting vector W (t ) and is given by.
C ==
i =  l
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As can be seen from equation (8.18) all convolution processes needed in the search of 
CELP are replaced by multiplications. After this very much simplified search, optimum 
amplitudes are calculated as follows: Firstly the memory of the synthesis filter is sub­
tracted from the original speech, as this cannot be changed. Then the chosen code-book 
sequence (time domain equivalent) is used to produce the output response, which is then 
compared with the memory subtracted original as.
^   (8.20)
Z P ^ ( i)
i =  1
where is the optimum amplitude «:ale, S ii  ) and F Ci ) are the reference vector and the 
output response vector produced by the selected unit variance ^ u e n c e .
8 3 .2  8 K b/s V ector Q uantized Transform  Coder
Like CELP. VQTC was simulated at 8 and 4.8 Kb/s. Before simulating the complete 
VQTC. tests were conducted to determine the noise shaping or the weighting vector. 
There are th r^  ways of forming a weighting vector. Using the original data and suitable 
size FFT. using the original speech data and suitable filter bank or applying FFT to the 
impulse response of the LPC inverse filter. The resolution of the weighting vector 
depends on the residual vector size and hence the overall bit rate of the coder. At 8 Kb/s 
expected vector size is about 32 samples. This size is expectW to be doubled at 4.8 Kb/s. 
Speech is assumed to be stationary up to about 32 msec (256 samples). Stationary in this 
case means that spœch spectral characteristics do not change significantly within 32 
msec. Therefore, calculating the speœh envelope for every 32 or 64 samples is not neces­
sary. In order to find the speech envelope using the original input data, an FFT or filter 
bank can be used. If an FFT is used the size of the FFT should be as large as the block 
length of the data, which is about 256 samples. Resulting spectml coefficients are then 
decimated by averaging the neighbouring values to obtain as many points on the spec­
trum  as the siz» of the excitation vectors to be us»d. This solution will be costly b«muse 
of the size of the FFT req u ire . Another solution is the filter bank implementation. As 
with the sub-band coder a filter bank may be used to split the signal into 16 or 32 bands, 
and each band energy will give a point on the spectrum. For use in cases where the
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residual vector dimensions are larger than the number of sub-bands, up-sampled weight­
ing vectors are used, i.e. each value of the weighting vector is used to weight the 
corresponding two or more elements of the residual vector. Finally, FFT can be applied 
to the truncated impulse response of the LPC inverse filter. The size of the FFT in this 
case needs not be equal to the data block, but is not expected to be less than 128 points. 
The complexity of this approach is much simpler than applying FFT directly to the 
speech data. Only the first 11 values of the impulse response of 10 tap LPC filter is non­
zero, the rest of the values are all zeros. Therefore, only an 11 by 128 matrix calculation 
is required. As the size of the residual vector increases, the accuracy of the envelope 
increases. The sub band approach also has moderate complexity but its accuracy is usu­
ally limited by the number of bands. For a 32 element residual vector, which is the 
expected vector size at 8 Kb/s, a 16 band sub-band approach produce reasonable noise 
shaping. However, at lower bit rates, where the vector size of the residual signal is 
expected to be of the order of 64 samples, a sub-band approach with only 16 bands is 
not as good as the FFT approach using the LPC filter impulse response. Therefore, in the 
following simulations the FFT approach using the LPC filter impulse response will be 
used.
83.2 .1  S im ulations
An 8 Kb/s VQTC was simulated with the specific parameters given in Table 8.15.
Parameter NumWr Update (msec) Bits Bit-rate
LPC 10 32 40 1250
Pitch 1-Tap 4 11 2750
V%tor 1 4 10 2500
Scale 1 4 6 1500
Table 8.15: Bit allocation of VQTC at 8 Kb/s.
The parameter spœifications given in Table 8.15 are only one possible combination, 
other combinations are possible. For example a three tap pitch filter may be used to
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replace the one tap and increase the update time from 4 msec to 8 msec. The size of the 
residual vector may also be modified. In this case it was chosen to be 32 samples long, 
because size 32 is large enough to yield an overall bit rate of 8 Kb/s and is an integer 
power of 2. The use of multiple gain however, has not been successful in this case. The 
reason for this was that the correlation factor used in equation (8.18) and given by equa­
tion (8.19) did not always carry the same sign, when calculated using the signal at the 
output of the synthesis filters. This meant that the correlation factors between the vec­
tors, whilst searching for the optimum sequence, did not always reflect the correlation 
betwœn the reference signal vector and the signal produced by the selected vector at the 
output of the synthesis filters. Results obtained with respect to various code-book sizes 
using the parameter specifications given in Table 8.15 are tabulated in Table 8.16. The 
coder was also simulated with the same parameters, but replacing the one tap pitch filter 
with a 3 tap pitch filter. These results are given in Table 8.17.
Bits Bit-Rate Male (dB) Female (dB) Overall (dB)
8 7500 938 936 936
9 7750 9.78 10.67 10.15
10 8000 10.25 10.73 10.45
Table 8.16: SegSNR performance of VQTC with single tap pitch
filter.
Informal subjective listening tests showed that using an 8 bit code-book, good qual­
ity speech can be obtained. However, occasional quantization nois« was heard when tested 
using highly sensitive ear-phones. The quality of speech for a 9 bit code-book was very 
close to the original quality. Finally, the quality at 8 Kb/s. where a 10 bit code-book was 
employed was as good as the original speech quality. These comparisons were made using 
a pair of very sensitive high quality ear-phones. In a real telephone environment the 
diflfemice between the 8 and the 10 bit code-books would not be notiœable. This was 
confirmed when the comparison was made using a p a ir  of less sensitive speakers. 
Although, th e s e  speakers were still much more s e n s it iv e  than a typical telephone hand 
s e t  there was no difference detectW in the su b ^ tiv e  quality of the 8. 9 or 10 bit code­
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books, all of which produced high quality.
Bits Bit-Rate Male (dB) Female (dB) Overall (dB)
8 9500 1033 10.58 10.45
9 9750 1146 11.26 11.13
10 10000 11.32 12XH 11.58
Table 8.17: SegSNR performance of VQTC with three tap pitch
filter.
It can be seen from Table 8.17 that when a three tap pitch filter was used the perfor­
mance of VQTC increases by about 1 dB at the expense of 2 Kb/s extra information rate. 
As expected from the segmental SNR performances of all three code-books (8, 9 and 10 
bits) the speech quality producW from 9.5 to 10 Kb/s was comparable to the original 
even when comparW using very sensitive ear-phones. However, as we were interested in 
the 8 to 4.8 Kb/s overall bit rate, the rate at which the pitch parameters were updated 
was reduced in order to bring down the overall bit rate to below 8 Kb/s. Results given in 
Table 8.18 are for the same coder as in Table 8.17, but with the pitch parameters update 
rate reduced by a factor of 2.
Bits Bit-Rate Male (dB) Female (dB) Overall (dB)
8 7125 10.12 10.35 10.32
9 7375 1&98 11.05 11.01
10 7625 10.20 11.98 11.46
Table 8.18: S ^ N R  performance of VQTC with three tap pitch 
filter updated every 64 samples.
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The results in Table 8.18 are not significantly different from those given in Table 8.17. 
The reason for this is that, although, the pitch filter parameters are updated every 64 
samples rather than every 32. it is not expected to have more than one pitch period in 
every 64 samples. This enables the pitch filter to maintain its efficient prediction. In sec­
tion 7.4.2 it was shown that when pitch filter parameters were updated every 64 sam­
ples. the remaining signal was very close to a Gaussian random signal, which shows the 
effectiveness of the pitch filter. Subjective quality of all three bit rates from 7125 
bits/sec to 7625 bits/sec where 8. 9 and 10 bit code-books were employai was compar­
able to the original speech quality. Results in Table 8.16 and 8.18 also show that better 
performance can be achieved if a three tap pitch filter is employed for a given bit rate. In 
all of the simulations three tap pitch filter parameters were codW with 19 bits as dis­
cussed in section 8.2.1.1.
8 3 .3  4.8 K b/s V ector Q uantized Transform  Coder
The basic principle of the VQTC is the same as that of CELP. Here we proposed 
VQTC because of its much easier implementation. Therefore, the quality performance of 
VQTC is expected to be equal to CELP performance. At 4.8 Kb/s the quality of CELP is 
not comparable with the original speech quality.
This means that the expected quality of VQTC also will not be comparable to the 
original quality at 4.8 Kb/s. Unless, of course, a very efficient method of quantizing the 
LPC and pitch parameters is found and hence the rate at which the residual vectors and 
the pitch parameters are updated is increasW. As the main aim of the VQTC is to reduce 
the complexity of CELP whilst maintaining its quality we found it useful to test the 
VQTC at 4.8 Kb/s in order to compare it with CELP at the same bit rate.
83.3 .1  S im ulations
A 4.8 Kb/s VQTC was s im u la te  with the ^>ecific parameters given in Table 8.19.
Parameters given in Table 8.19, again may be modified according to a spœific appli­
cation. The vector size cho%n here is 64 samples long which is an in t^ e r power of two. 
Results obtained with respect to various size code-books using the parameters given in 
Table 8.19 are tabulated in Table 8.20. The same coder was also simulated with a three 
tap pitch filter. These results are tabulate! in Table 8.21.
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Parameter Number Update (msec) Bits Bit-Rate
LPC 10 32 40 1250
Pitch 1-Tap 8 11 1375
Vector 1 8 10 1250
Scale 1 8 5 625
TTable 8.19»: Bit allocation of T/QTC at 4JS Kjb/s.
Bits Bit-Rate Male (dB) Female (dB) Overall (dB)
10 4500 5.84 6.5 6.14
11 4625 6.06 7.02 6.47
12 4750 6.91 7.44 7.15
Table 8.20: SesfH\mt],erfoTinaiioe<)f VQTC with a shigleiky, pitch
filter.
Bits Bit-Rate Male (dB) Female (dB) Overall (dB)
10 5500 7.01 7.40 735
11 5625 7.16 7.68 7.38
12 5750 7.65 8.04 7.81
Table 8.21: SegSNR performance of VQTC with a three tap pitch
filter.
The subjective quality of VQTC using 10. 11 and 12 bit code-books as listed in 
Table 8.20. contained noticeable quantization noise. None of these bit rates were
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acceptable. However, the coder with 4750 bits/sec transmission rate which used 12 bits 
was very close to being acceptable. Overall, the performance of VQTC was comparable to 
CELP with similar bit rates.
Using a three tap pitch filter again improves the coder performance by about 1 dB at the 
expense of 1 Kb/s extra information rate. The performance of the coder at 5.5 Kb/s was 
better than any of the 4.5 to 4.75 Kb/s single tap pitch filter VQTC’s. This was of course 
expected because of the relative overall transmission rates of the coders. When a 12 bit 
code-book was used (with a three tap pitch filter) the coder had an acceptable quality at
5.5 Kb/s. This was about the lowest bit rate that could be achieved by CELP with 
acceptable quality. Reducing the pitch filter parameters update rate by a factor of 2 how­
ever. in this case showed significant degradation in quality. Reduction in either the pitch 
filter parameters rate or the residual vector rate was necessary to bring the total bit rate 
down to 4.8 Kb/s. Reducing the vector rate (increasing the vector size) introduces more 
degradation than the degradation caused by reducing the pitch filter parameters update 
rate. This was also observed in the case of CELP. Therefore it was preferred to reduce the 
pitch filter parameters update rate. When the pitch filter parameters was reduced from 
every 32 samples to every 64 in 8 Kb/s VQTC. reduction in pitch filter performance and 
hence in overall quality was not significant. However, reducing the pitch filter parameters 
update rate to every 128 sam ple, clearly causes more degradation. This is because the 
data size over which the pitch filter parameters are optimized is large and more impor­
tantly a data size of 128 samples long is likely to have more than one pitch period which 
reduce the effectiveness of the filter.
The pitch filter coefficients (three tap) can be vector quantized as was done in CELP 
to reduce the pitch information and hence increase the update rate. The coder was tested 
using the same code-book as was used in CELP. Results showed similar improvements to 
CELP. Although, the quality of VQTC at 4.8 Kb/s may be acceptable for some applica­
tions it is necessary to improve its quality further by adaptive post filtering as applied in 
similar coders [15][18], which will make it attractive for a wider range of applications.
83 .4  Comparison Of VQTC W ith CELP
Here, we discuss the advantages and disadvantage of VQTC and CELP. in terms of 
complexity and quality. In this dia:ussion we do not include delay, because delay is flexi­
ble in both VQTC and CELP, and is expected to be comparable.
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83.4.1 Complexity
The complexity of both CELP and VQTC can be divided into two areas. One is the 
computations required to search the code-book or vector quantization of the residual sig­
nal. and the other is the computations required to obtain the residual and to synthesize 
the speech after vector quantization of residual.
Obtaining the residual and synthesizing the speech in both CELP and VQTC requires the 
same amount of computation. VQTC requires one subtraction per sample more computa­
tion for pitch inverse filtering. No extra multiplication is required for pitch inverse filter­
ing because the predicted value at both inverse and synthesis filter is the same, as dis­
cussed in section S.2.2.2. Before searching the code-book, in VQTC. residual vectors are 
frequency transformed using DCT. The size of DCT is equal to the residual vector size: 
i.e. 32 and 64 for 8 and 4.8 Kb/s VQTC respectively. The computations required for 64 
point EKTT is 4 times that required for the 32 point DCT. This means that the EKTT com­
plexity increases when the vector size is increased, i.e. when the bit rate is reduced. For 8 
Kb/s the frequency transformation requires 32 multiply-adds per sample and for 4.8 
Kb/s this increase to 64 multiply-adds for each sample. In general this is N  multiply- 
adds per sample. N  being the DCT size. In VQTC. it is necessary to compute the weight­
ing vectors. Assuming a 128 point FFT is used on the impulse response of the LPC 
inverse filter, a complex matrix of size 11 x 128 needs to be computed and then neigh­
bouring samples are averaged to obtain a number of points on the spectrum equal to the 
size of the rœidual vectors, (assuming 10 LPC parameters). After vector quantizing the 
frequency transformed residual vectors, synthesis is performed in the time domain 
which requires the inverse DCT transformation of the code-book æquences. However, 
this can be done off-line, and store the time domain «suivaient of the frequency domain 
code-book. This doœ not require any real time computation, but it requires extra 
memory to store the time domain code-book. Assuming that the noise shaping in CELP is 
performed whilst obtaining the reference signal and by modifying the LPC synthesis 
filter while searching the code-book [12], the remaining computations of CELP and VQTC 
(not including code-book search) are exactly the same.
So far we have di^ussœd the difference between CELP and VQTC before and after 
code-book search. In CELP code-book search requires more than 95% of the overall com­
putations. Therefore, the extra computations VQTC requires when œmpared with CELP. 
before and after code-book search, are not significant. In standard CELP code-book search 
is very complex. The reason for this is the computations required to compute the
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convolutions of the synthesis filter response and the code-book sequences. Atal's design 
[10] has an overall computation estimate of about 500 MIPS. At least 95% of this com­
plexity measure is used for code-book searching.
In VQTC, however, code-book search is simplified by an enormous amount and all of the 
convolutions required by the synthesis filters are eliminated. For each sequence in the 
code-book, equations (8.19) and (8.18) are computed and the sequence which minimizes 
equation (8.18) is selected. After selection of the optimum sequence, the optimum scale 
factor is calculated in exactly the same way as in CELP. Therefore, overall complexity 
difference between CELP and VQTC for a code-book search is that VQTC does not 
require synthesis filter convolutions. Searching the code-book in VQTC can be reduced to 
computing only one equation as follows.
= M A X  [Z z ( O V G )W (n P  (8.21)
i =  l
which can be interpreted as searching for maximum weighted correlation.
Equation (8.21) requires two multiply-adds per sample per sequence in the code-book. 
Assuming a 10 bit code-book the computations required for code-book search is about 16 
M ire. Further simplifications to code-book searching can be made if only a certain 
number of vector components are included in the search. For example, for a 64 sample 
vector only 32 of the most important elements may be considered (formant regions ele­
ments) which halves the complexity. The overall complexity of VQTC is about 28 to 30 
times less than the complexity of standard CELP.
8 3 .4 .2  Q u a lity
The quality of CELP and VQTC as dûæuss^ earlier was very similar at 8 and 4.8 
Kb/s. However, vector dimensions of CELP and VQTC were not the same. Therefore, this 
may not be the true comparison of the two code-book search techniques.
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Pitch-Tap Vector-Size Male (dB) Female (dB) Overall (dB)
1 32 10.25 1033 10.45
1 64 534 <x51 634
3 32 11.32 12.01 1L58
3 64 LOI L37 L15
Table 8.22: SegSNR performance of VQTC with 10 bit code-book and
10 LPC parameters.
In order to have a better comparison of the two coders the size of the vectors, update 
rates of the parameters and the number of bits in the code-book were kept at the same 
values. Signal to noise ratios of VQTC and CELP with one and three tap pitch filters are 
tabulated in Table 8.22 and 8.23 respectively.
Pitch-Tap Vector-Size Male (dB) Female (dB) Overall (dB)
1 32 10.94 12.29 11.46
1 64 6.21 7.19 6.60
3 32 12.76 13.48 13.01
3 64 7.45 8.38 7.82
Table 8.23: SegSNR performance of CELP with 10 bit code-book 
and 10 LPC parameters.
Although, there are some difference in the objective performance of CELP and 
VQTC. both have very similar subjetive quality. Using one and three tap pitch filters 
and 32 element re idual vectors both produced comparable quality to the original speech. 
However, when the vector size was increase to 64, both contain^ quantization noiso 
and had similar roughness in the procœsed spe«:h. In order to further evaluate the
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quality of CELP and VQTC. the correlation produced by each selected vector and the 
minimized error for both coders were investigated. As shown in Figure 8.6 and 8.7 both 
CELP and VQTC achieve similar correlation and hence error patterns. As the vector size 
gets smaller the correlation achieved by CELP increases more than that of VQTC. This is 
also reflected by the SNR performances given in Table 8.22 and 8.23. However, when the 
overall quality of CELP and VQTC was compared, they were found to be very similar. 
This makes the VQTC a better coder because of its much simpler implementation.
8.3.5 Disx^ussions
We have explained the principles of a new vector quantized transform coder, and 
compared it with CELP. VQTC has high quality, which is comparable to the original 
speech at around 8 Kb/s. Its quality gradually deteriorates as the bit rate reduces, and 
becomes unacceptable at around 5.5 Kb/s. Below 5.5 Kb/s the speech produced contains 
large quantization noise which causes roughness. Apart from this roughness no other 
noise such as clicks could be heard. The quality of VQTC followed the same deterioration 
pattern as CELP which also becomes unacceptable below about 5.5 Kb/s. This proved the 
efficiency of the new code-book search method. Because of the new simplified search of 
the code-book, the complexity of VQTC was about 28 to 30 times simpler, which made it 
a strong competitor to CELP. One set back with VQTC is that it require two code-books 
at the encoder. Although, current E^P chips seem to be providing more and more 
memory there may be problems in some applications requiring more storage for other 
tasks in the channel.
Here we have shown that the complexity of CELP can be raluced to a level which 
can be implemented by current DSP's without reducing the quality performance. How­
ever, both CELP and VQTC are still not capable of producing high quality speech at 4.8 
Kb/s. VQTC only reduces the complexity of CELP and makes no attempt to improve on 
the quality of spœch at 4.8 Kb/s. The major quality degrading factors in VQTC are 
exactly the same onœ; as in CELP. The most important of all is the large residual vœtor 
sizes which causes excess amounts of quantization noise and hence roughness. The second 
most important quality rWucing factor is the reducW pitch prWiction and hence the per­
formance of Gaussian code-books (see section 7.4.2). In the following sœtion we will dis­
cuss a new CELP base-band (CELP-BB) coder which further simplifies CELP and VQTC, 
and improves the speech quality below 6 Kb/s.
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Figure 8.6: Typical vector (a) correlation and (b) error patterns of CELP (solid) and 
VQTC (dotted) at 8 Kb/s.
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Figure 8.7: Typical vector (a) correlation and (b) error patterns of CELP (solid) and 
VQTC (dotted) at 4.8 Kb/s.
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8.4 CIXP Base-Band (CELP-BB) Coding Of Speech
In section 8.2 we have discussed one of the most promising low rate speech coders 
which is the code excited linear prediction (CELP). CELP seemed to be producing high 
quality speech at bit rates as low as 6 Kb/s. Below 6 Kb/s however, although, producing 
intelligible speech, the amount of quantization noise and roughness makes it unacceptable 
to be used in any telephone network. In order to offer the possibility of carrying digital 
speech over a single analogue voice channel it is necessary to bring the high quality 
speech coding rate down to about 4.8 Kb/s. The other disadvantage of CELP is its high 
complexity. Following the discussions on CELP, we proposed a new vector quantized 
transform coder (VQTC) which has similar performance to CELP and yet has a possible 
single chip implementable complexity. Other simplifications have bœn reported in the 
literature which make it possible to have single chip implementation [12][13]. From what 
we have achieved using VQTC, and from reported simplification procedure, it seems 
that the complexity problem of CELP can be solved and it is possible to have a single 
chip compact implementation. However, the quality improvement at around 4.8 Kb/s 
remains to be solved and this is the most important step now to be taken. Here we pro­
pose a new CELP base-band (CELP-BB) coding scheme for spœch in order to improve the 
speech quality at around 4.8 Kb/s. As the name suggests, CELP coding is applied to the 
base-band residual to reduce the bit rate of the base-band coder down to 4.8 Kb/s and 
below. The algorithm is very similar to replacing APC with RELP at bit rates below 16 
Kb/s. APC transmits the full-band residual signal whereas RELP transmits only a baæ- 
band and hence ra^uires less transmission capacity. A similar procedure can be followed 
to reduce the transmission capacity of CELP and hence improve the residual vector and 
pitch filter parameters update rates which are the two major caus^ of quality degrada­
tion at 4.8 Kb/s.
8.4.1 Base-Band Coding Of Speech
We have briefly described the basic principles of base-band coding in section 5.3. 
The LPC residual is first low-pass filtered and decimated by a factor given by the ratio of 
speech bandwidth over the base-band width, which has to be an integer for easy time 
domain implementation. A decimated base-band residual signal is then coded and 
transmitted. At the decoder, the received base-band signal is up-sampled by inserting 
zeros between the samples and then the up-sampled signal is filtered through the LPC 
synthesis filter. The LPC synthesis filter interpolates the zero valued samples to produce
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good quality output. There are two major causes for speech quality degradation in base­
band coding. These are the quantization of the base-band signal and the high frequency 
regeneration (HFR) noise. HFR noise depends on the ratio of decimation. Higher decima­
tion ratios cause higher HFR noise. Both the quantization noise and the HFR noise depend 
on the overall bit rate of the coder. In practice a compromise is made between the base­
band quantization noise and HFR noise by choosing a suitable base-band width. We have 
discussed in section 7.4.1.3 how pitch filtering can be used to improve both quantization 
and HFR noise. Although, the design discussed in section 7.5.1.3 produces good quality 
speech, HFR noise cannot be completely eliminated. For female and child speech, for 
example, where the pitch is at higher frequencies, folding the base-band spectrum to pro­
duce the higher frequencies, breaks the pitch harmonics and causes tonal and aliasing dis­
tortions. More information about RELP with pitch prediction can be found in [19].
Multi-pulse excited linear predictive coding (MPLPC) has some similarities with 
base-band coding. In MPLPC a number of pulsœ (number depends on the bit-rate) are 
optimized both in terms of locations and amplitude to minimize the overall error 
betwœn the original and synthetic speech. During synthesizing, zero valued samples 
(where there is no pulse) are interpolated by the LPC synthesis filter. Reported speech 
quality of MPLPC with only 25% of the excitation sam ple optimized (75% zero valued 
samples) is better than an ordinary base-band coder. MPLPC speech does not contain 
aliasing and tonal distortion, however, it is not transparent at only 25% pulse rate. The 
reason that MPLPC does not have tonal or aliasing distortion is due to its difference from 
the base-band coder (RELP). In the base-band coder, pulæ amplitudes and positions are 
assumed to be optimal. However, in MPLPC both pulse amplitudes and positions are 
optimized.
The regular pulse excited (RPE) approach to MPLPC combines the ideas of baæ- 
band coding and MPLPC coding [20]. This coder, combined with a pitch predictor, has 
been chosen for the GSM 16 Kb/s speech coding algorithm. In an RPE coder the low-pass 
filter is replacW by a filter which is called a weighting filter or smoother. DecimatW 
sequences are then compared in terms of their energy and the sequence which has the 
maximum «lergy is select^  for transmission. The position of the select^  sequence is 
a læ  transmitted. The combination of the weighting filter and selœtion of maximum 
energy %quence is equivalent to optimizing the MPLPC puls» amplitudes. In the usual 
base-band coder the first sequence is chosen. RPE elim inate the tonal distortion and the 
aliasing effect seen in female spm:h, and produces transparent speech at bit rates as low
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as 12 Kb/s. Below 12 Kb/s the coder allocates fewer bits to code the pulses which cause 
roughness in the recovered speech.
CELP-BB coding of speech is based on RPE and vector quantization, with a pitch 
filter operating on the decimated base-band signal.
8.4.2 CELP-BB Coder Description
A block diagram of CELP-BB [22] is shown in Figure 8.8. The input speech is 
inverse filtered to obtain the LPC residual which is then divided into sub-blocks. Each 
sub-block is filtered by the weighting filter separately. Filtered sub-blocks are split into a 
number of sequences equal to the decimation factor. These sequences are compared in 
terms of their energies, one with the highest energy is selected for transmission. The posi­
tion of the selected sequence in each sub-block is transmitted to the dœoder to place the 
pulses in the correct locations. Selected sequences are then stored in a buffer, side by side, 
to form a d^im ated continuous signal. In RPE. sequences are quantized using «^lar 
quantizers, and transmitted separately. Here vector quantization is applied to code the 
continuous decimated signal. The principles of the vector quantization is based on CELP 
which works as follows: The decimated signal is analysed to obtain its pitch period and 
pitch filter coefficients. The pitch synthesis filter is then clocked with zero value input to 
determine the memory response which is subtracted from the decimated signal, so as to 
form the reference signal. Gaussian code-book sequences are then searched one by one to 
match the reference signal. The index of the optimum sequence together with the scale 
factor is transmitted to the decoder. At the decoder, code-book sequences are scaled up 
by the optimum scale and passed through the pitch synthesis filter to obtain the continu­
ous decimated signal. The recovered signal is then sub-:%gmentW and shifted to the 
correct positions with zeros inserted in between the pulses to form the excitation 
sequence. The LPC synthesis filter is then excited to recovo* the output speech. A descrip­
tion of the coder up to the selection of the maximum energy ^ u e n c e  after weighting 
filtering is given in [20]. Therefore, we will only concentrate on the vector quantization 
of the selected sequences.
8.4.3 Vector Quantization Of The Decimated Signal
In order to have an integer number of pu ls^  in each sequence the LIC residual is 
divided into a number of sub-blocks each containing a number of sam ple which are an 
integer multiple of the decimation factor. W eight^ sub-blocks are split into a number of
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sequences equal to the decimation factor d  as.
W ( W + y )  (8.22)
i = 0.1,...,-^— 1 and j  = l,2....xf a
where S j i i )  is the sequence. W {i)  is the weighted sub-block and N  is the number of 
sam ple in each sub-block. The energies of each sequence are calculated as.
N
erf = (8.23)
i =  1
The sequence with maximum erf is selected for coding and transmi^ion. In a frame, all 
of the selected sequences are placed sequentially to form a continuous signal y (n ) which 
contains d times less samples than the original LPC rœidual signal x ( n ) .  This means 
that the upper and lower limits of the expected pitch period are reduced by a factor of d . 
The continuous decimated signal is then used as the input to an analysis by synthesis 
vector quantizer or CELP coder as shown in Figure 8.9. The input to the CELP coder in 
this case does not contain short-time correlation, it however, has a much stronger long­
time correlation. Therefore, in the CELP coder both the LPC synthesis filter and the noise 
shaping filter are excluded leaving only the pitch synthesis filter. An analysis by syn­
thesis procedure operating around the pitch synthesis filter v ^ to r  quantize the 
decimated signal y (n ). The dimension of the code-book sequences are set to be equal to 
the number of samples in each decimated sequence. This is not of course a restriction. 
The error is minimized using equation (8.9) and an optimum scale is calculated using 
equation (8.8) where and / „  are replaced by vectors formed from y ( n )  and the 
impulse response of the pitch synthesis filter convolved with unit variance code-book 
sequences respectively. The pitch filter implementation discussed in section S.2.2.2 can 
also be applied in this case and this reduces the complexity of the search. The output 
response of the pitch synthesis filter excited by the unit variance code-book sequences 
can be written as.
= y ( i ) *  F( t )  (8.24)
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where V(t ) is the code-book æquence and F ( 0  is the pitch synthesis impulse response. 
When the delay in the pitch synthesis filter is at least as large as the vector size then the 
truncated im pul^ réponse P(JL ) has a value of 1 at the first location and zeros every­
where else. This makes V ( 0 = V ( i ) *  F ( t )  and hence /»  = V(i) .  Therefore, aquations 
(8.9) and (8.8) can be written as equations (8.14) and (8.13) respectively where a simi­
lar procedure was a^Jlicable to LPC residual matching in CELP as dm;us%d in s^tion 
8.2.3.I.
The synthesized decimated signal y ( n )  is split into sequences which are put 
together to form y in  ). With the help of the corresponding position index j  associated 
with each sequence, received sequences are shifted to the correct positions with the neces­
sary zeros inserted in between the samples to form the final excitation signal at the 
decoder.
The LPC and pitch filter parameters are coded in the same way as discussed in rela­
tion to CELP. The overall bit rate of CELP-BB is simply determined by the vector size of 
the decimated signal and the pitch filter parameter update rate. By varying the vector 
dimensions it is possible to achieve a range of bit rates from 10 Kb/s down to 2.4 Kb/s. 
In order to compare CELP-BB with CELP and VQTC it was tested both at 8 and 4.8 
Kb/s.
8.4.4 8 Kb/s CELP-BB
Although. CELP-BB is a base-band coder, most of the transmission capacity is occu­
pied by the CELP coder which operates in the base-band. It is therefore necessary to 
adjust the parameters of CELP as was done in the previous sections to achieve a given 
overall bit rate. The flexibility of CELP-BB lies in its decimation factor which enables 
smaller residual vector dimensions and more frequent pitch filter parameter updates. 
Pulse position coding and LPC parameter coding are fixed for various bit rates from 8 to 
4.8 Kb/s.
An 8 Kb/s CELP-BB was simulated in order to achieve high quality speech by 
finding the optimum update rate for the residual vectors and pitch parameters.
8.4.4.1 Simulations
An 8 Kb/s CELP-BB was simulated with the parameters given in Table 8.24.
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Parameter Number Update (msec) Bits Bit-Rate
LPC 10 24.375 40 1641
Pitch 1-Tap 4.875 10 2051.3
Vwtor 1 4.875 8 1641
Scale 1 4.875 6 1231
Position 4 4.875 2 410
Table 8.24: Bit allocation of CELP-BB at 7 Kb/s.
A decimation factor of 3 was used. 4.875 msec corresponds to 39 samples when sampled 
at 8 KHz, which is a sub-block of the 195 sample long frame. There are 5 sub-blocks in 
each frame and 3 sequences in each sub-block. Each sequence has 13 samples. This means 
that the v«:tor size is 13 samples (decimated) long and the pitch parameters are updated 
every sequence, i.e. every 13 samples of the decimated signal.
SNR SegSNR (dB) Usual-SNR (dB)
Base-Band Quantization 13.06 12.20
Baæ-Band Prediction 8.40 7.66
Overall coder 8.47 7.88
Table 8.25: Performance of CELP-BB with single tap pitch filter.
CELP-BB at about 7 Kb/s was tested by calculating its objective SNR’s and con­
ducting informal listening tests. As CELP-BB is a base-band coder. SNR’s relating to both 
base-band quantization performance and the overall coder performance was calculated. 
We have also tested the coder with a three tap pitch filter. In Table 8.25 and 8.26 SNR 
performances of CELP-BB with one and three tap pitch filters are tabulated respectively. 
In the tab l^  base-band prediction refers to the segmental SNR of original base-band and
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the pitch filter memory response.
SNR SegSNR (dB) Usual-SNR (dB)
Base-Band Quantization 14.24 12.34
Ba%-Band PrWiction 9.77 8.07
Overall Coder 9.06 8.32
Table 8.26: Performance of CELP-BB with three tap pitch filter.
Using a three tap pitch filter requires 8 bits per sequence more information and 
hence the overall bit rate of the coder in Table 8.26 is about 9.6 Kb/s.
The subjective quality of CELP-BB using both one tap and three tap pitch filters 
was comparable to the original speech quality. In section 7.5 we have shown that 3 bits 
per sample quantization was the optimum number of bits/sample when scalar quantizers 
were uæd. The choice of 4 bits/sample did not improve the quality of the base-band 
coder. The performance of the 3 bit APCM quantizer was found to be around 13 dB. 
Here, using an 8 bit code-book and one tap pitch filter we have achieved a similar perfor­
mance. Introducing the regular pulse approach helps to eliminate high frequency distor­
tion and enables high quality speech. The success of the vector quantization using only 8 
bits comes from the very effective pitch synthesis filter implementation. It can be seen 
from Tables 8.25 and 8.26 that 8.40 dB and 9.77 dB prediction was achieved using one 
and three tap pitch filters respectively. Only the remaining 4.66 dB and 4.48 dB base­
band quantization performance was achieved by the vector quantizers for the one and 
three tap pitch filter cases. This also shows that the SNR increase of base-band quantiza­
tion using a three tap pitch filter over the base-band with one tap pitch filter was solely 
due to better prediction and is about 1.2 dB.
The overall coder SNR performance is in the region of 8.5 dB at 7 Kb/s. Although.
8.5 dB SegSNR is less than that of CELP at 7 Kb/s. it is comparable with VQTC at 7 
Kb/s. Also, as CELP-BB is only a base-band coder it would be expected to have lower 
SNR values than the full-band coders. Base-band coders are best compared using subjec­
tive listening tests. Therefore, we have also compared CELP. VQTC and CELP-BB all at 7
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Kb/s using processed speech sentences. Informal listening tests amongst the people in the 
speech lab showed that all three coders had very similar quality which was comparable 
to the original speech.
8,4,5 4,8 Kb/s CELP-BB
The prime objective of QELP-BB was to enhance speech quality below 6 Kb/s. since 
we have shown earlier that both CELP and VQTC can produce high quality speech at 
rates as low as 6 Kb/s. The overall bit rate of CELP-BB can be reduced down below 6 
Kb/s simply by choosing larger dimensions for the residual v^tors. Although, it will not 
reduce the bit rate very much, the update rate of the LPC parameters can be reduced by 
increasing the frame size to about 30 msec. By adjusting the parameters of CELP-BB 
along the above lin%; it was simulated at 4.8 Kb/s.
8,4.5.1 S im ulations
The overall parameters of CELP-BB at 4.8 Kb/s are tabulated in Table 8.27.
Parameter Number Update (msec) Bits Bit-Rate
LPC 10 30 40 1333.33
Pitch 1-Tap 7.5 10 1333.33
Vector 1 7.5 9 1200.00
Scale 1 7.5 5 666.67
Position 4 7.5 2 266.67
Table 8.27: Bit allocation of CELP-BB at 4.8 Kb/s.
Here, again a decimation factor of 3 was used. The frame size was increased to 30 
msec (240 samples) which contained 4 sub-blocks of 60 samples. Each sequence had 20 
samples which meant that the vector size was also 20 samples long and the pitch filter 
parameters were updated every 20 samples (decimated signal).
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Objective and subjective performance of CELP-BB at 4.8 Kb/s was evaluated in 
exactly the same way as was done for the 7 Kb/s CELP-BB. SNR performances using one 
and three tap pitch filters are tabulated in Tables 8.28 and 8.29 respectively.
SNR SegSNR (dB) Usual-SNR (dB)
B a^Band Quantization iL16 7.41
Base-Band Prediction 5.42 4.67
Overall Coder <xlO 5.78
Table 8.28: Performance of CELP-BB with a single tap pitch
filter.
SNR SegSNR (dB) Usual-SNR (dB)
Base-Band Quantization 8.47 7.16
Base-Band Prediction 5.63 4.38
Overall Coder 6.35 5.62
Table 8.29: Performance of CELP-BB with a three tap pitch
filter.
Here, again using a three tap pitch filter requires 8 bits per sequence more informa­
tion which is just over 1 Kb/s. It can be seen from Table 8.28 and 8.29 that the predic­
tion achieved by the one and three tap pitch filters is not significantly different. This is 
because the pitch filter is applied to the smoothed and decimated signal which increases 
the prediction of the single tap pitch filtering. The performance of the vector quantizer 
also showed reduction from 4 dB to just under 3 dB. This of course was because of the 
increased vector dimension. Overall segmental SNR of the complete coder was comparable 
to CELP and VQTC. This shows that the performance reduction of CELP-BB. as the bit 
rate is reduced, is much slower than both CELP and VQTC.
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The subjective quality of CELP-BB at 4.8 Kb/s was tested by informal listening 
tests. The results showed that CELP-BB maintains its high quality even at 4.8 Kb/s and 
of course outperforms both CELP and VQTC at bit rates below 6 Kb/s. CELP-BB at 4.8 
Kb/s was also compared with CELP-BB at 7 Kb/s. It was noticed that there were slight 
differences between the two bit rates. However, these differences did not affect the qual­
ity of the 4.8 Kb/s algorithm because the differences could not be described as quantiza­
tion or any other form of noise. One conclusion made was that the 7 Kb/s algorithm was 
more refined than the 4.8 Kb/s algorithm and although it had high quality it was not as 
clean and refined as the 7 Kb/s algorithm. No roughnœs or disturbing quantization noise 
was present in any of the processed speech. This of course was not the case for CELP and 
VQTC below 6 Kb/s.
CELP-BB was also simulated at 2.4 Kb/s to provide an alternative to the traditional 
LPC-10 vocoder. However, we will not discuss this here. It will be discussed later, 
because here the objective was to produce good quality speech at rates around 4.8 Kb/s.
8.4.6 Comparison Of CELP-BB W ith CELP And VQTC
As with the comparison of VQTC with CELP discussed earlier, comparison of 
CELP-BB with CELP and VQTC can be discussed in terms of complexity and quality.
8.4.6.1 Complexity
We have discussed some of the simplification methods of CELP and also compared 
VQTC with CELP. It seems that CELP cannot be implemented without some form of 
simplifications or structural designed code-books. VQTC on the other hand can be imple­
mented with one or at maximum two DSP 32 AT&T chips. The reason for VQTC being 
simpler than CELP was that the synthesis filter convolutions were eliminated from the 
code-book search. However, a few other extra computations were required. These were 
the computation of weighting vectors, and frequency transformation of the residual vec­
tors. It also required more memory to store both time and frequency domain representa­
tions of the random Gaussian code-book sequences. CELP-BB does not need any fre­
quency transformation or extra memory for storage. In fact, because of smaller vector 
dimensions, and hence using 8 or 9 bit code-books. it requires smaller storage. LPC 
inverse filtering of all three coders have equal complexity. After LPC inverse filtering. 
CELP-BB has a weighting filter which has an impulse response of 11 samples long (see 
Table 8.30). and has a grid selector where the energies of the sequences are compared.
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Synthesis of speech at the decoder requires similar amount of computations as required 
for CELP and VQTC. In VQTC and CELP, the pitch filter operates on the full-band LPC 
residual which has a range of up to 160 samples. In CELP-BB this is reduced to 55 which 
means reduced pitch filter complexity.
i W (i)
O&IO -0.016356
1 & 9 -0.045649
2 & 8 0.000000
3 & 7 <1250793
4 & 6 0.700790
5 1.000000
Table 8.30: Impulse réponse of 11 tap weighting filter.
The code-book search in CELP-BB requires no convolution. First the pitch filter memory 
is subtracted from the original base-band signal to form the reference signal. Then, each 
sequence in the code-book is used to compute the correlation with the reference signal 
and the sequence which maximizes the squared correlation is selected for transmission. 
The optimum scale factor is equal to the correlation which is automatically calculated 
and requires no extra computation. In VQTC. although the code-book search was 
simplified, for optimum scale calculation, it still required the convolution of the selected 
sequence with the synthesis filter. Therefore, the computation required for code-book 
search in CELP-BB needs 1 multiply-add per sample per sequence, which is 8000/d x 2* 
multiply-adds per second. Because of the decimation factor d the complexity of the 
code-book search in CELP-BB is further reduced. For 7 Kb/s and 4.8 Kb/s CELP-BB 
using 8 and 9 bit code-books respectively and a decimation factor of 3 the overall search 
computations are.
8000/3 X 2^  = 0.69 MIPS and
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8000/3 I  2 ^ -  1.4 MIPS.
Even if 10 bit code-books are used the code-book search computation will be below 3 
MIPS. Hence, the overall complexity of CELP-BB at 7 and 4.8 Kb/s is well within the 
capabilities of a single DSP 32 AT&T chip. CELP-BB is about 3 times simpler than VQTC 
which is 28 times simpler than standard CELP using 10 bit Gaussian code-books in all 
three.
SA.6.2 Q u a lity
As was mentioned earlier, at around 7 Kb/s all three coders (CELP. VQTC and 
CELP-BB) have quality comparable to the original speech quality. Reduction in quality of 
CELP and VQTC as the bit rate reduces is much more rapid than CELP-BB. At around 6 
Kb/s the CELP-BB quality starts to be significantly better. At 4.8 Kb/s CELP-BB still 
maintains its high quality whereas CELP and VQTC both have unacceptable quality 
below about 5.5 Kb/s.
The improved quality of CELP-BB has been achieved by smaller vector sizes and 
better pitch prediction. Various waveforms such as memory response, base-band signal 
and coded base-band etc for CELP-BB at 7 and 4.8 Kb/s are shown in Figure 8.10 and 
8.11 respectively. From Figures 8.10 and 8.11. it can be seen that the filter memory 
response matches the original base-band signal very well leaving only a small portion of 
the original base-band to be matched by the vector quantizer. This enables high quality 
even at 4.8 Kb/s.
8.4.7 Disx;ussions
We have proposed a new low bit rate coder which was denoted as CELP-BB. 
CELP-BB has been proposed for bit rates between 8 to 4.8 Kb/s but it can operate at 
lower bit rates than 4.8 Kb/s. CELP-BB at rates below 4.8 Kb/s will be discussed in the 
next section. CELP-BB has two major advantages and has no disadvantages when com­
pared with CELP and VQTC at 8 to 4.8 Kb/s. These are. its complexity and its
high quality performance below 6 Kb/s. As well as its simplicity its high quality at 4.8 
Kb/s is the most important factor which makes CELP-BB the best coder when compared 
with CELP and VQTC. Its high quality is due to the smaller base-band residual vectors 
and more frequent pitch filter parameter update rates which enable accurate quantization 
of the base-band signal. Also, the usual high frequency regeneration distortions seen in
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Figure 8.10: Typical speech waveforms in CELP-BB. (a) original (b) 7 Kb/s CELP-BB, (c) 
original base-band, (d) pitch filter memory response and (e) coded base-band.
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Figure 8.11: Typical speech waveforms in CELP-BB. (a) original (b) 4.8 Kb/s CELP-BB. 
(c) original base-band. (d) pitch filter memory response and (e) coded base-band.
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ordinary base-band coders have been eliminated by the use of a weighting filter combined 
with grid selection (selection of maximum energy sequence) as suggested in [20].
8.4.8 2.4 K b/s CELP-BB
Results presented in section 8.4.5.1 showed that there was still the possibility of 
reducing the bit rate of CELP-BB below 4.8 Kb/s. The most important bit rate of interest 
below 4.8 Kb/s is at 2.4 Kb/s. At 2.4 Kb/s the traditional LPC-10 vocoder has become 
standard. LPC-10 cannot produce natural quality speech and its performance is judged 
by the intelligibility of the received speech. Here, we have simulated a 2.4 Kb/s CELP-BB 
in order to provide an alternative or a replacement to LPC-10.
8A 8 .1  S im ulations
CELP-BB with the parameters given in Table 8.31 was simulated at an overall bit 
rate of 2.4 Kb/s.
Parameter Number Update (msec) Bits Bit-Rate
LPC 10 30 10 333.33
Pitch 3-Tap 15 13 866.67
Vector 1 15 10 666.67
Scale 1 15 5 333.33
Position 4 15 2 133.33
Table 8.31: Bit allocation of CELP-BB at 2.4 Kb/s.
The frame length was chosen to be the same as that of 4.8 Kb/s of 240 samples. 10 
LPC parameters were vector quantized with a 10 bit code-book using the Itakura-Saito 
distortion measure. A decimation factor of 4 was us«d to split the two sub-blocks of 120 
samples into 4 sequences of 30 samples. Selected sequences were put together to produce 
the œntinuous decimated signal for vector quantization. A three tap pitch filter was uæd 
in the analysis by synthœis loop to code the dechnatW vectors. Pitch parameter: were
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coded with 6 bits for the pitch period and 7 bit code-book for the 3 coefficients and were 
updated every sequence, i.e. 30 samples of decimated signal. Vectors of 30 samples long 
were coded with 10 bits and their scale values were coded with 5 bits. The SNR perfor­
mance of the coder can be seen in Table 8.32.
SNR SegSNR (dB) Usual-SNR (dB)
Base-Band Quantization 3.26 3.75
Base-Band Prediction 1.58 1.96
Overall Coder 2.94 2.89
Table 8.32: SNR performance of CELP-BB at 2.4 Kb/s with a three
tap pitch filter.
The coder was also tested with a single tap pitch filter which required 200 bits/sec 
less overall transmission rate. Rœults are tab u la te  in Table 8.33.
SNR SegSNR (dB) Usual-SNR (dB)
Baæ-Band Quantization 3.20 3.95
Base-Band Prediction 1.50 2.10
Overall Coder 2.74 2.87
Table 8.33: SNR performance of CELP-BB at 2.2 Kb/s with one
tap pitch filter.
From Tables 8.32 and 8.33 it can be seen that there is no significant difference in the 
performance of base-band quantization, base-band prediction and the overall coder per­
formance for the one and three tap pitch filtei^. The subjective quality of both codens 
was not very smooth. Although, there was no high frequency regeneration noise, as heard 
in ordinary base-band œders. speech quality was found to be slightly rougher than
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expected. This means that the grid selection (selection of maximum energy sequence) 
combined with the weighting filter can maintain its performance in eliminating the high 
frequency regeneration noise but causes slightly higher roughness. The roughness caused 
was due firstly to poor quantization of the base-band signal. The performance of the 
quantization was less than 1 bit/sample scalar quantization. The second reason for 
roughness in the recovered speech is more important than that caused by quantization. 
As the length of the sequences gets bigger the energies in the sequences tend to be equal 
or very close, and hence the function of the weighting filter cannot be exploits. The use 
of 2 bits per sequence to code the position of the selected sequence does not produce the 
desired advantage as it did in the 7 and 4.8 Kb/s CELP-BB’s.
Replacing the weighting filter with a low-pass filter and discarding the grid selec­
tion. i.e. implementing an ordinary base-band coder was tested with the parameters given 
in Table 8.34.
Parameter Number Update (msec) Bits Bit-Rate
LPC 10 25 10 400
Pitch 1-Tab 12.5 10 800
V ^tor 1 12.5 10 800
Scale 1 12.5 5 400
Table 8.34: Bit allocation of CELP-BB at 2.4 Kb/s with no 
grid selection.
As can be %en from Table 8.33 the thr% tap pitch filter is replacW by a one tap 
and the update rate of LPC parameters, pitch filter parameters and residual vector rate 
are increased. Increased update rate of the pitch parameters improved the prediction by
0.48 dB and also smaller vector sizes helped to improve the base-band quantization per­
formance by 0.84 dB. When a three tap pitch filter was used the improvement obtained 
in prediction and base-band quantization were 0.99 dB and 1.48 dB respectively.
Replacing the weighting filter by a low-pass filter caused slight high frequency 
regeneration noise, however, the overall speech quality was smoother. Overall speech
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quality was natural, intelligible and smooth. It did not contain any undesirable clicks or 
annoying energy level variation noise present in LPC-10. The scheme compares very well 
with LPC-10 and could form the basis for a replacement.
8.5 Discussions
In this chapter we have first explained one of the most promising low bit rate coder 
to date. CELP. and then proposed two alternatives. CELP produces good quality speech 
down to about 6 or 5.5 Kb/s. Below 5.5 Kb/s its speech quality suffers from quantization 
noise and roughness. The major causes of these are the reduced update rate of pitch filter 
parameters and the increased sizes of the excitation vectors. Va:tor quantizing the pitch 
coefficients (3-Tap) improved the speech quality slightly. It is necessary to vector quan­
tize the LPC parameters so as to reduce the side information further if good quality 
speech is to be produced at around 4.8 Kb/s.
CELP is very complex. In order to reduce its complexity we proposed the vector 
quantized transform coder (VQTC) which is an improved version of the linear predictive 
coding of speech with VQ and frequency domain noise shaping as discussed in section 
7.4. VQTC produced very similar quality to CELP with about 28 times less complexity. 
The quality of VQTC however, followed the same pattern as CELP and became unaccept­
able below about 5.5 Kb/s. Implementation of VQTC requires one or two DSP 32 AT&T 
chips.
In the final part of this chapter we have discussed another alternative to CELP 
which was c a ll^  CELP base-band coder (CELP-BB). This produced comparable q»eech 
quality to both CELP and VQTC above 6 Kb/s. At 6 Kb/s and below its quality was 
much better. Its quality at 4.8 Kb/s was very good. It was quantization noise frœ  and 
had no roughness or any other unpleasant noise. It producW good quality speech at bit 
rates as low as 3.5 Kb/s. Its performance at 2.4 Kb/s outperforms the traditional LPC-10 
because of its natural and smooth quality. However, we feel that its quality at 2.4 Kb/s 
can still be improved.
As well as its quality advantage over CELP and VQTC it aW  has complexity advantage. 
Using the new pitch filter implementation dis^usssed in æction 8.2.2.2. the coder was 
simplified. It is about 3 or 4 times 1 ^  complex than VQTC and can rasily be imple­
mented on one DSP 32 AT&T chip. If rojuired the coder can be further simplified by 
designing structured code-books. but this does not ^ m  to be necessary.
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CHAPTERS
SUBJECTIVE TESTING
9.1 In troduction
Subjective testing is very important when comparing speech coders. Speech coders 
such as PCM, APCM and ADPCM which operate in the region of 64 Kb/s to 32 Kb/s may 
be compared in terms of signal to noise ratio of the recovered speech. This is because.
(i) Noise in PCM. APCM. and ADPCM contains only quantization error. Hence, they 
all have similar typœ of distortion which enables the overall signal to noise ratio to 
reflect the subjective quality of the coders within the limits of small tolerance.
(ii) Coders operating in the 64 Kb/s to 32 Kb/s region have fairly high signal to noise 
ratios (above 25 dB) which makes it difficult to detect any error at all.
For the above two reasons. SNR comparison of coders operating in 64 - 32 Kb/s region 
may be assumed to be ajuivalent to their expected subjective quality.
For the codera operating below 32 Kb/s neither of the above two claims are true. 
Firstly the noise does not contain only quantization error and coders operating at around 
16 Kb/s can only produce about 20 dB signal to noise ratio. It is therefore, much more 
important to conduct subjective tests to compare the coders working at 16 Kb/s and 
below. Noise in these coders may vary from high frequency tonal noise (RELP). quanti­
zation noise (ATC). band limitation and aliasing noise (SBC and ATC). back ground 
noise, granular noise (APC). etc.
Subjective testing methods were developed long before low bit rate speech coders 
(below 16 Kb/s) were in demand. It is extremely important to mtisfy the conditions 
which are necessary for subjective testing and to conduct the test in a fair way for all 
the coders under test. Currently, there is not a subjective testing method which has been 
developed especially for the low bit rate coders. At the present moment major speech 
coding research companira and in stitu te  are trying to develops a better subjective test­
ing method or analysis for coders below 16 Kb/s. In the following section we briefly 
explain the existing subjective listening test methods.
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9.2 Listening Tests
Listening tests are concerned with assessing the effect of noise and various other 
distortions that cause difficulty in listening. Several methods have been used for subjec­
tive listening testing such as articulation tests, immediate appreciation tests, opinion scale 
tests, pair comparison tests, pair comparison ranking tests, Youden square rank ordering 
tests and quantal response threshold tests.
Articulation tests are performed by reading standardized sounds of speech material 
over the speech systems under test. The percentage of the material recognized correctly 
by a group of listeners is a measure of articulation that reflects the speech quality of the 
system under test [l][2]. Various articulation tests differ in the kind of speech material 
used, such as words or sentences etc.
Immediate appreciation trats have the same structure as articulation tests [l], where 
a number of sentences, unrelated in meaning are read, and the listener subject is required 
for each to indicate whether he understood the meaning of the sentence without reason­
able effort [3]. This kind of test differs from articulation tests in that it also considers 
the effort needed. Immediate appreciation tests suffer from poor sensitivity in the range 
of quality of existing telephone networks.
Opinion scale listening test methods are widely used. It is a description scale 
method consisting of a limited number of discrete asx^ending or decending ste|». which 
are usually assignai numerical values to quantify the measured criterion, such as the 
mean opinion scorra (M.O.S) that express the opinion distribution with one parameter. 
Randomised speech material is used in such tests.
In pair comparison listening tests, two trat conditions at a time are presented to the 
subjects who are asked to choose the one which best satisflra a predefined criterion. The 
test conditions could be impaired spm;h or noise. Pair comparWn trats can also be used 
for ranking a number of test conditions. In thm case the possible pairs of the test condi­
tions involved are presented to the subjects in order to indicate which of the pair of test 
conditions he prefers [4]. The order of presentation of the pairs should be randomized in 
order to avoid any undesirable bias.
Youden square rank order testing methods have been introduced for telecommuni­
cation applications, as a means of evaluating equivalent noiœ. This method is similar in 
basic principles to the pair comparison ranking method. The test conditions are presented 
in groups of thrœ  or more instead of pairs, as in the pair compariæn ranking method.
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Finally, in the quantal response threshold tests [2], the subject listens to one test 
condition at a time and in each case is required to give a quantal response. The test condi­
tions in this case is any parameter whose threshold is to be found.
In the following, subjective tests results of various 16 and 9.6 Kb/s coders will 1% 
discussed. In our testing the widely used mean opinion ^ore subjective testing method 
was used.
9 3  Subjective Testing And Results
The details of the test are given in [5]. Thirty subjects from the University, secre­
taries, lecturers and students were individually asked to give a score for each of the test 
sentences in a sound proof room. As the test material, two male and two female sen­
tences were used.
M ale
"They kept her running about"
"Jar was full of water", 
and.
Fem ale
"Are you going to be nice to me"
"You know my out going life".
After listening to each of the sentences which were presented in random order to 
each subject, they were asked to mark a point on a five point scale for each sentence. Each 
sentence was presented only once for each subjwt. They were asked to assume that the 
sentences were coming from a telephone system and to judge by considering sentence 
intelligibility, understandability. and the distortions that were bothering them. In order 
to make it easy for the subjects, the 5 point scale was also marked as BAD. POOR. FAIR. 
GOOD and EXCELLENT in ascending order.
It is important to kœp the subjects in the sound proof mom for as short a time as 
possible. After a long time of listening fatigue sets in and the results may become biased. 
The duration of tests depends on the test conditions, length of the test material and the 
number of coders. In order to keep the test time down only 6 coders with one condition 
(no errors) were tested. Thrœ of the coders were at 16 Kb/s and the other three were at
9.6 Kb/s. The 16 Kb/s coders were ATC (Zclisky and Noll's). SBC and PDTC as
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discussed in sections 6.3.1.1. 6.2.4 and 6.3.1.3 respectively, and the 9.6 Kb/s coders were 
ATC with vector quantized side information, SBC with vector quantized side informa- 
tion. and HTC as discussed in sections 7.3.1, 7.2.1.2 and 7.3.3 respectively.
Scores for each coder varied within certain levels. Variations were with respect to 
the coder, bit rate and test material, i.e, male or female. Results of variations for 16 and
9.6 Kb/s coders with respect to the test material are tabulated in Table 9.1 and 9.2 
respectively.
Data ATC SBC PDTC
Male 3-5 4-5 4-5
Female 3-5 3-5 3-5
Table 9.1: Maximum and minimum scores for the 16 Kb/s coders 
with respect to the test material.
Data ATOVQ SBC-VQ HTC
Male 3-5 3-5 3-5
Female 2-3 2-4 2-4
Table 9.2: Maximum and minimum scores for the 9.6 Kb/s coders 
with respect to the test material.
As can be seen from Table 9.1 and 9.2 results obtained for each coder did not vary 
much. This means that the subjects were consistent with their decisions and hence we 
can assume that the results were not biased in any way. Average values or the mean 
opinion scorra (MOS) for each of the coders as l i s t^  in Table 9.1 and 9.2 are given in 
Table 9.3 and 9.4.
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Data ATC SBC PDTC
Male 435 4.11 433
Female 3.97 4.31 4.00
Table 9.3: MOS’s of 16 Kb/s coders (scores out of 5) with 
respect to the test material.
Data ATC-VQ SBC-VQ HTC
Male 3.76 338 4.23
Female 2.72 3.21 3.14
Table 9.4: MOS's of 9.6 Kb/s coders (scores out of 5) with 
respect to the test material.
The average MOS's (average of male and female test material) representing the 
overall coder performance with respect to the transmission rate are tabulated in Table
9.5 and 9.6.
ATC SBC PDTC
4.160 4.210 4.165
Table 9.5: MOS's of the 16 Kb/s coders for mixed test material.
ATC-VQ SBC-VQ HTC
3.240 3.295 3.685
Table 9.6: MOS's of the 9.6 Kb/s coders for mixed test material.
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The rœults in Table 9.5 show that all three 16 Kb/s coders have similar MOS’s 
when mixed test data is used. Scores of Table 9.5 mean that all three coders have quali­
ties between GOOD and EXCELLENT. If one is asked to choose one coder out of the 
listed three it would be very difficult because they all appeared to have similar scores. 
Here, the results given in Table 9.3 may be used to compare the coders further. From 
Table 9.3 the performance of ATC across the male and female speakers m not robust. It 
has an EXCELLENT performance for male spe%h but FAIR to GOOD performance for 
the female speech. Similar variations were noticed in PDTC but not as much as with 
ATC. SBC on the other hand showW much more consistent results for male and female 
speech. Therefore, the best coder at 16 Kb/s was SBC. which was followed by PDTC and 
ATC. The reason that ATC and PDTC do not i^rform as well for female as they do for 
male is simply because of the pitch variations. In ATC although, a 128 point DCT is 
used female speech can still produce well defined pitch harmonics. This of course, as was 
discussed earlier in relation to transform coders, causes clipping and granular errors in 
quantization. Consequently, this results in aliasing noise as well. Aliasing noise is one of 
the most annoying distortions heard in frequency domain coders.
Well defined pitch harmonics die away as the pitch frequency decreases. This is more 
serious for female speech than male speech. This is the major cause for ATC and PDTC 
performing better for male, and not so well for female.
In the sub-band coder, the speech spectrum is split into 16 bands as opposed to 128 
and 256 for ATC and PDTC respectively. This doœ not allow the pitch harmonics to be 
well defined. Therefore, the signal in each band approximates to random Gaussian for 
which the ATCM quantizers are designed. As a results SBC has a much more robust per­
formance across the speakers.
In the 9.6 Kb/s coders HTC scored significantly higher MOS for mixed test data. 
ATC-VQ and SBC-VQ on the other hand were very close. When we look at Table 9.4 
however, we can see that SBC is again the most consistent or robust across mixed talkers. 
Female SBC-VQ scored slightly higher than female HTC. however, the difference was 
only 0.07. For the male speech on the other hand. HTC scored 0.85 higher than SBC-VQ. 
Although, for male speech ATC-VQ came closer to HTC its performance for female 
speech was FAIR and produced the lowest score for females. Therefore, the ordering of 
the coders by their overall performances, can be listed as HTC. SBC-VQ and ATC-VQ. 
The reason ATC-VQ came last is exactly the same for that of 16 Kb/s ATC.
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9.4 Discussions
We have briefly reviewed subjective testing methods and explained the results of 
listening tests applied to 6 coders, three at 16 Kb/s and the other three at 9.6 Kb/s. This 
was a very simple subjective test because it involved similar type coders (all frequency 
domain) under no error conditions. Therefore, the results obtained are only valid if the 
coders are used in applications where there is almost no errors in the transmission chan­
nel. For applications where the expected error rate can change and at times become 
severe, the results are not applicable and further tests are needed to evaluate the perfor­
mance of the coders. For example, in PDTC and HTC the pitch period will need to be 
protected because the principles of both coders depend on the correct reception of the 
pitch period.
Another important factor is that the distortion heard in all of the codera tested are 
very similar because they are all frequency domain coders. The distortions heard are 
aliasing, quantization noise and band limitation. If there were other coders in which the 
distortion may be different, the results given above might have bœn different. Subj^ts 
might have given higher or lower scores. These are some of the factors which should 1% 
considered for future, wider and more realistic subjective tests.
However, the results obtained confirmed the arguments made whilst designing the 
coders in chapters 6 and 7. The results give an indication of the coders general perfor­
mance. At both 16 and 9.6 Kb/s SBC seemed to be very robust across wide range of 
speakers. At 9.6 Kb/s HTC seemed to be the best coder. ATC on the other hand was not 
very successful because of its poor performance to female speech.
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CHAPTER 10
CONCLUSIONS A N D  FUTURE THOUGHTS
10.1 In troduction
Following the introduction, in chapter 2 we have briefly discussed digital speech 
coding as applied to major applications. As the aim of this research program was to 
investigate the ways of producing high quality speech in the region of 16 to 4.8 Kb/s, in 
chapter 3. 4 and 5 we have discussed the principle of the existing reduced bit rate speech 
coding algorithms. The objectives of the research program have bœn achieved in three 
steps. In the first we have simulated two 16 Kb/s coders and suggested ways of improv­
ing their quality as explained in chapter 6. Second part of the work was to reduce the bit 
rate one step further whilst maintaining low complexity and high quality. In chapter 7 
we discussed various coders which can achieve low to moderate complexity and yet 
maintain good quality in the 12 to 9.6 Kb/s region. Finally, in chapter 8 we explained 
how the bit rate can be reduced further to operate in the 8 to 4.8 Kb/s region with good 
quality and implementable complexity.
10.2 Conclusions
At 16 Kb/s we have concentrate on two frequency domain algorithms, namely the 
sub-band coder (SBC) and the adaptive transform coder (ATC). In S ^ .  both forward 
and backward adaptive quantization of the sub-band signals have been investigate. As 
the number of bands was increase, the correlation between the samples of the sub-band 
signals was r e u c e .  Therefore, forward adaptive quantization of the sub-band signals 
was p re fe rre  to backward adaptive quantization. The us« of variable bit allocation to 
the sub-bands en ab le  the coder to preærve the short term variations in speech better 
than the f ix e  bit allocation where the bits were f ix e  from long time observations. The 
other important variable in was the number of bands. Although, it was drairable to 
have as many bands as possible the req u ire  side information was increase with the 
increase in the number of bands (requirement for transmission of band energies for for­
ward adaptive quantization and variable bit allocation). Therefore, œmpromis» was 
made. 16 bands were found to be the best choice. Some of the bands which were beyond
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the signal bandwidth were not transmitted. A 13 band coder (input was filtered at 3.2 
KHz) with variable bit allocation and forward adaptive quantizers in each sub-band pro­
duced toll quality 16 Kb/s speech.
In ATC for 16 Kb/s the two well developed Zelinsky and Noll’s and the speech 
specific (vocoder driven) adaptation strategies have been investigated. Zelinsky and Noll’s 
approach seemed to be producing excellent 16 Kb/s digital speech for male talkers. How­
ever. the results were not as good for the female talkers. Female speech had its pitch 
harmonics well defined even when a 128 point DCT was used and hence caused larger 
quantization error. In the recovered speech this caused, back ground noise, aliasing noise 
and DCT transform block edge effects. Using a better adaptation method which included 
the pitch modelling together with the envelope modelling, i.e. speœh specific adaptation, 
toll quality was achieved at 16 Kb/s. Although, the speech specific transform coder was 
capable of producing toll quality 16 Kb/s digital speech, it was very complex. We pro­
posed an alternative to the very complex speech specific transform coder which we called 
the pitch driven transform coder (PDTC). PDTC eliminated the FFT’s needed in the 
speech specific transform coder and still produced toll quality. It can be said that both 
the sub-band coder and various transform coders are capable of producing toll quality 
digital speech at 16 Kb/s.
Cbdeis simulated at 16 Kb/s tend to break down at around 12 Kb/s. They start to 
have quantization noise, band limitation (due to variable bit allocation), and slight alias­
ing noise. The next bit rate of interest was at 9.6 Kb/s. In order to bridge the gap 
between 12 Kb/s and 9.6 Kb/s, in the second stage of the rraearch program we looked at 
various algorithms which would produce good quality speech in the 12 to 9.6 Kb/s 
region. These are discussed in chapter 7. In chapter 7 we firstly discussed the possible 
ways of reducing the bit rate of 16 Kb/s coders to operate in the 12 to 9.6 Kb/s region 
and then we proposed two new approaches to the transform coding which produced high 
quality speech at bit rates as low as 9.6 Kb/s.
One of the most obvious ways of improving the quality of 16 Kb/s coders (SBC and 
ATC) at lower bit ratra is to rWuce the side information using va:tor quantization for 
coding the band energies. In the vocoder driven ATC and PDTC similar coding can be 
applied to the LK) parameters. Using VQ to code the side information in SBC and various 
ATC them es improved the coder performance by about 1 Kb/s. This was expectW 
because the rWuction in the side information was about 1 Kb/s. V eto r quantization of 
the side information was not sufficient to achieve high quality at 9.6 Kb/s. however, it
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may be used in the 16 Kb/s coders to make room for error detection and correction. Vec­
tor quantization was also applied to code the reidual signal. In SBC we simulated paral­
lel and serial vector quantization. Parallel VQ was preferred to serial because it did not 
require trained code-books and the bit allocation was achieved by simple weighting 
whilst vector selection. Parallel VQ used only one code-book for all bands which may be 
a big advantage under channel errors. Vector quantized SBC produced high quality speech 
down to about 10 Kb/s. A similar procedure was applied to ATC, but the results 
obtained were not as good. Vector quantized vocoder driven ATC produced the best 
rrault. good quality teing achieved at 9.6 Kb/s. No significant improvement was achievW 
when PDTC was fully vœtor quantized. Back ground noise and aliasing noise were the 
two major distortions heard in PDTC below 12 Kb/s. Therefore, toll quality could not be 
achieved at 9.6 Kb/s using the 16 Kb/s coders combinW with VQ. Vocoder driven ATC 
seemed to be the best technique producing good quality at 9.6 but with increased com­
plexity. We p ro p o ^  a new hybrid transform coder (HTC) which was an enhanced ver­
sion of the PDTC. The major cause of degradation in PDTC was poor quantization of the 
residual signal. In HTC. 1.5 KHz base-band was quantized accurately, with the help of a 
created pitch pattern as used in PDTC. High frojuencies were effectively regenerated by 
comparing the base-band signal with the higher frequencies and transmitting side infor­
mation for the best matching points. High quality speech was achieved at around 9.6 
Kb/s. with low complexity. The other new coder which was proposed for 9.6 Kb/s 
speech coding was weighted vector quantization of the speech residual. This again was a 
follow-on from PDTC. In PDTC. pitch filter parameters were updated every 256 sam­
ples. This was necessary because a 256 point DCT was used to define the pitch harmonics 
in the frequency domain. In a block of 256 pitch period is not constant. Slight variation 
in the pitch period reduces the performance of bit allocation and also dora not remove 
the peaks in the spectrum very well. In the new coder, better pitch filtering was achieved 
in the time domain by calculating the parameters more frequently. Also noise shaping 
was introduced by means of envelope weighting whilst selecting the optimum vector 
from the code-book. High quality speech was achieved at 9.6 Kb/s with fairly low com­
plexity.
From the simulation results discussed in chapter 7. it is now fairly obvious that 
better spm;h modelling is required if the bit rate is to be rWucW below 12 Kb/s. Also 
important is efficient noi% shaping. The most important reaæn behind the SBC's 
degraded performance below about 10 Kb/s was that it had no pitch modelling. The
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importance of better modelling and noise shaping was demonstrated by the poor perfor­
mance of PDTC at lower bit rates. Weighted vector quantization of the residual signal 
with better pitch modelling in the time domain produced high quality speech at 9.6 Kb/s. 
The differences between the PDTC and weighted vector quantization of the residual sig­
nal are better pitch modelling and noise shaping.
Although, both the HTC and frequency domain weighted quantization of the resi- 
dual signal produced high quality speech at around 9.6 Kb/s. they cannot maintain their 
high quality below 8 Kb/s. They tended to break down at around 8 Kb/s. Sperah 
transmission at 8 Kb/s is very attractive because it is half of the 16 Kb/s transmission 
rate which is being standardized. Also important is the rate at 4.8 Kb/s. Therefore, the 
final part of the work was concentrated on algorithms capable of producing high quality 
speech in the region of 8 to 4.8 Kb/s. Simulation results relating to the 8 to 4.8 Kb/s 
region were discussed in chapter 8. Here we initially discussed the most promising coder 
of the last few years, the code excited linear prediction (CELP). Then we proposed two 
new alternative coders. CELP has produced toll quality speech at 8 Kb/s. However, as 
the bit rate was reduced quality was also reduced. At around 6 Kb/s CELP was shown to 
be critical. Below 6 Kb/s its quality was not very good and is not expected to be accept­
able for any application at 4.8 Kb/s in its original state. The two major causes of degra­
dation at 4.8 Kb/s were the insufficient update rate of the pitch filter parameters and the 
large dimensions of the excitation vectors, which caused roughness in the recovered 
speech. CELP is very complex and cannot be implement^ without some simplifications. 
For this purpose we proposed a new vector quantited transform œder (VQTC) which 
produced comparable speech quality to CELP but was about 28 to 30 times simpler. 
VQTC is a further developed version of frequency domain weighted vector quantization 
of the residual signal. In VQTC the gain and memory of the synthesis filters were con­
sidered making it possible to minimize the error between the original and the synthetic 
sprach rather than minimizing the e r r o r  between the residual vectora and the code-book 
entrira. Although. VQTC produced comparable quality to CELP with lower complexity, 
its quality was not acceptable at 4.8 Kb/s. Here again the main c a u ^  for degradations 
and poor quality below 6 Kb/s wrae reduced update rate of the pitch filter parameters 
and increa!^ residual vector dimensions.
The third coder d^u ssed  in chapter 8 was the new CELP base-band coder (CELP-BB). In 
CELP-BB a suitable baseband was coded and spectral folding was used to create the high 
frequencies. This allowed capacity for more frequent transmission of the pitch filter
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parameters and enabled smaller excitation vectors. CELP-BB produced high quality 
speech from 8 Kb/s to about 4 Kb/s. The complexity of CELP-BB is well within the 
capabilities of a single DSP 32 AT&T chip. CELP-BB produced intelligible, natural speech 
even at 2.4 Kb/s which showed its potential as a replacement for LPC-10.
As the final conclusion to the whole research work we can say that the sub-band 
coder at 16 Kb/s. Hybrid trasform coder and the weighted frequency domain vector 
quantization of the s^wrah residual at 9.6 Kb/s and finally. CELP-BB at 8 to 4.8 Kb/s are 
the most promising coders. They all produce high quality speech at their corresponding 
bit rates with relatively low complexities.
103 Future W ork
The work discussed in this thesis may be extended in the following areas:
(i) Although. SBC did not have pitch modelling it produced good quality sperah at 
around 10 Kb/s. Therefore, if an effective way of implementing pitch modelling in 
SBC can be found, it is almost certain that toll quality speech at 9.6 Kb/s will be 
achieved.
In CELP. toll quality speech at 8 Kb/s was achieved by minimizing the error 
betwran the original s p ^ h  and the reproduced speech rather than minimizing the 
error between the residual vectors and the code-book entries. Similar analysis by 
synthrais implementation may be achieved by sub-band coding with pitch predic­
tion. This may reduce the complexity of CELP. When implementing an SBC in an 
anlysis by synthesis coding, it may be important to control the delay, filter memory 
and filter response. These are best controlled by TDAC implementation [l].
(ii) The quality of CELP and VQTC may be improved at 4.8 Kb/s by improving pitch 
prediction and with better representation of the excitation vectors. Firstly by reduc­
ing other information in the coder and allocating it to improve the pitch filter 
parameters update rate and shortening the excitation vector sizes. Reducing other 
information may come in the form of vector quantization of both LPC and 3 tap 
pitch filter parameters or implementation of self excited CELP [8]. &)me work has 
already been reported [2][3][4][5][6][8].
Finally, the quality of CELP type coders may be improved by producing more pulse 
like LPC residuals when LPC inverse filtering. This will require better LPC 
analysis. More pulse like residuals will be modelled better by the pitch filter and
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hence the increased prediction gain may enable high quality speech at low bit rates. 
Using a multi-pulse coder high quality speech at low bit rates may be achieved even 
without using a pitch filter. Some early work has already been reported and looks 
encouraging [7].
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APPENDIX A
PARALLEL FILTER COEFFICIENTS FOR A 16 BAND SUB-BAND CODER.
C o e f f ic ie n t s
h  ( 0 ) h (6 3 ) -4 .0719498E -04
h"( 1) h \ 6 2 ) 1 .4163303E -04
h"( 2 ) h^(61) -3 .0097019E -04
h '(  3 ) h^ (60) 1.7704129E -04
h"( 4 ) h^ (59) -1 .4163303E -03
h"( 5) h \ 5 8 ) -1 .5579634E -03
h^( 6) h |( 5 7 ) -2 .5316905E -03
h^( 7 ) h^ (56) -2 .8857731E -03
8) h^ (55) -4 .9748602E -03
h"( 9 ) h^ (54) -6 .2141493E -03
h^(lO ) h^ (53) -7 .4357344E -03
h ^ ( l l ) h^ (52) -7 .8606335E -03
h^ (12) hj(51.) -8 .7635443E -03
h j (1 3 ) h^ (50) -9 .0822186E -03
h j (1 4 ) h^ (49) -8 .6396150E -03
h " (15) h^ (48) -7 .4357344E -03
h^ (16) h^ (47) -5 .6 8 3 0 2 5 3 E -0 3
h^ (17) h " (46) -3 .2929680E -03
h^ (18) h^ (45) 4 .4260322E -04
h ^ (19) h ^ (44) 5.0987895E -03
h^ (20) h ^ (43) 1 .0799519E -02
h^ (21) h ^ (42) 1 .7049076E -02
h j{2 2 ) h^ (41) 2 .4130728E -02
h, (2 3 ) h ^ (40) 3 .1495646E -02
h ^ (24) h j (3 9 ) 3 .8984492E -02
h j (2 5 ) h ^ (38) 4.6207778E -02
h j (2 6 ) h ^ (37) 5.3041570E -02
h‘ (2 7 ) h j (3 6 ) 5.9149496E -02
h j (2 8 ) h j (3 5 ) 6 .4301394E -02
h ^ (29) h ^ (34) 6 .8320237E -02
h j (3 0 ) h j (3 3 ) 7 .1099780E -02-
h j (3 1 ) h^ (32) 7 .2516114E -02
T ran sm it and r e c e iv e  b an d p ass f i l t e r
c o e f f i c i e n t s  f o r  b an d p ass f i l t e r  n o . 1;
ev en  sym m etry.
252
C o e f f ic ie n t s
0 ) 63) -7 .23 0 6 9 4 2 E -0 4
1) 62) -1 .6992131E -03
2) , h' 61) -2 .07 8 8 2 4 4 E -0 3
3 ) 60) -2 .4042057E -03
4) 59) -1 .4461388E -03
5) 58) -1 .8799804E -03
6) 57) -6 .8 6 9 1 5 9 4 E -0 4
h' 7) 56) -3 .61 5 3 4 7 1 E -0 4
8) 55) 1.5184457E -03
9) 54) 1.6088294E -03
10) ' ^2 53) 9 .7614370E -04h 11) 52) -1 .55 4 5 9 9 1 E -0 3
12) 51) -5 .2060997E -03
13) , h i 50) -9 .7433599E -03
h' 14) 49) -1 .55 8 2 1 4 5 E -0 2
15) ' ^2 48) -2 .1 0 5 9 3 9 6 E -0 216) ' ^2 47) -2 .5 8 6 7 8 0 7 E -0 217) ' ^2 46) -2 .76 0 3 1 7 4 E -0 218) ' ^2 45) -2 .6 2 8 3 5 7 1 E -0 2
h' 19) ' ^2 44) -2 .06 2 5 5 5 4 E -0 220) 43) -1 .0 9 7 2 5 7 8 E -0 2
21) ' ^2 42) 2 .6392033E -0322) 41) 1 .8944418E -02
23) 40) 3:6225777E -02
24) 3 9 ) 5 .2404452E -02
25) 3 8 ) 6 .5311246E -02
26) ' ^2 3 7 ) 7 .2993852E -02
h' 27) 3 6 ) 7 .4042305E -02
h' 28) 3 5 ) 6 .7733526E -02
h' 29) ' h" 34 ) 5 .4429047E -02
h' 30) ' h! 3 3 ) 3 .5231557E -02
^2 31) 3 2 )
1 .2219872E -02
T ran sm it and r e c e iv e  band^jass f i l t e r
c o e f f i c i e n t s  f o r  b an d p ass f i l t e r  n o . 2 ;
odd  sym m etry.
253 -
C o e f f ic ie n t s
0 ) 63) -9 .8303577E -04
1) 62) -1 .3762502E -03
2) 61) -1 .9660716E -05
3 ) 60) 3.3423217E -04
4) 59) 1.2582858E -03
5) 58) 1.9070895E -03
6) 57) 9 .2405366E -04
7) 56) 5.3083932E -04
8 ) 55) -1 .0026966E -03
9 ) 54) -1 .3762501E -04
10) ' ^3 53) 2 .0447145E -03
11) 52) 5.9375362E -03
12) ' ^3 51) 1.0439840E -0213) 50) 1.2504215E -02
14) 49) 1 .1619483E -02
15) 4 8 ) 5.0724647E -03
16) ' ^3 47) -5 .9571969E -0317) 46) -1 .9994948E -02
18) ' ^3 45) -3 .3049665E -0219) ' ^3 44) -3 .9989896E -0220) 43) -3 .7021130E -02
21) ' ^3 42) -2 .2118306E -0222) ' ^3 41) 2 .3592860E -0323) 40) 3 .1004949E -02
24) 39) 5 .5915076E -02
25) ' ^3 38) 6 .9382668E -0226) 37) 6.6138647E -02
27) ' ^3 36) 4.5435917E -0228) 35) 1.1462198E -02
29) 3 4 ) -2.7407039E -02
30) 33) -6 .1085846E -02
3 1 ) 32) -8 .0530293E -02
T ran sm it and r e c e iv e  bandpass f i l t e r
c o e f f i c i e n t s  f o r  b an d p ass f i l t e r  n o . 3 ;
ev en  sym m etry.
-254
C o e f f ic ie n t s
h 0 ) # h 63) 1.4798430E -03
h' 1) 62) 2.4339524E -03
h‘ 2) . h' 61) 1.8108606E -03
h'* 3 ) 60) 1.1682971E -03
h' 4) , h* 59) -1 .3435418E -03
h‘ 5) . h' 58) -2 .0250485E -03
h 6) , h* 57) -1 .1293539E -03
7) , li. 56) 1.7524458E -04
h‘ 8) ' h" 55) 1.9471620E -03
h" 9) , h* 54) 1 .5577296E -04
h‘ 10) ' K 53) -3 .7774942E -03
h‘ 11) 52) -7 .8275912E -03
h* 12) 51) -8 .8985302E -03
h* 13) ,  h' 50) -2 .6676119E -03
h 14) 49) 8.6648706E -03
h‘ 15) .  h' 48) 2.0386785E -02
16) ,  h* 47) 2.4767900E -02
17) ' K 46) 1.5479937E -02
h* 18) , 45) -5 .7830708E -03
h‘ 19) ,  h' 44) -3 .0804101E -02
20) ,  h' 43) -4 .6069853E -02
21) ,  h' 42) -4 .0500969E -02
h* 22) ,  h' 41) -1 .2792854E -02
h* 23) .  h' 40) 2.6831891E -02
24) ,  hf 39) 5.9466325E -02
h 25) 38 ) 6.7313388E -02
26) ,  iif 37) 4 .3246467E -02
h' 27) 36) -3 .9722105E -03
28) 3 5 ) -5.2982278E -02
K* 29) 34) -7 .9755753E -02
30) 33) -7 .0214659E -02
31) 32 ) -2 .7824944E -02
T ran sm it and r e c e iv e  b an d p ass f i l t e r
c o e f f i c i e n t s  f o r  b an d p ass f i l t e r  n o . 4 ;
odd sym m etry.
255
C o e f f ic ie n t s
h
0 ) ,  h 63) 1.5736382E -03
1) 62) 9 .2115405E -04
2 ) 61) -1 .3625404E -03
3 ) 60) -2 .5139828E -03
4) 59) -1 .4776846E -03
5) 58) -6 .5248413E -04
6) 57) 5.5653055E -04
7)  ^ h 56) 6.5248413E -04
8) 55) -1 .7271639E -04
9) 54) 2 .1685502E -03
10) 53) 5.5461149E -03
11) ' h! 52) 5.3158263E -03
12) 51) -8 .8277261E -04
13) 50) -1 .1629570E -02
14)  ^ h! 49) -1 .7329210E -02
15) ,  h i 48) -9 .1155870E -03
16) 47) 1.0900323E -02
17) 46) 2 .9707218E -02
18) ' h! 45) 2 .9227450E -02
19) 44) 2.8977972E -03
20) 43) -3 .3430215E -02
21)  ^ h! 42) -5 .0778616E -02
22) ' h' 41) -2 .9726408E -02
23) 40) 1.9785622E -02
24) 39) 6.1371889E -02
25) 3 8 ) 5.9875011E-02
26) 37 ) 1.1092230B -02
27) ' h' 36 ) -5 .0970525E -02
28) ' h' 35) -7 .8605145E -02
2 9) ' h! 3 4 ) -4 .8091918E -02
3 0 ) ' h! 3 3 ) 1.9881574E -02
31) 32) 7.4613474E -02
T ran sm it and r e c e iv e  bandpass f i l t e r
c o e f f i c i e n t s  f o r  bandpass f i l t e r  n o . 5;
e v en  sym m etry.
256
C o e f f ic ie n t s
( 0 ) . h (6 3 ) -1 .1043159E -03
( 1) , h ^ (62) -2 .2086317E -03
( 2) , h ^ (61) -2 .4094165E -04
( 3 ) , h ^ (60) 1.5861992E -03
( 4) , h ^ (59) 1.8773763E -03
( 5) , h ^ (58) 5.4211874E -04
( 6) , h ^ (57) -1 .3653360E -03
( 7 ) , h ^ (56) -6 .2243262E -04
( 8 ) , h ^ (55) 7 .8306039E -04
( 9 ) , h ^ (54) -1 .8271408E -03
(1 0 ) , h^ (53) -4 .8991470E -03
(1 1 ) , h ^ (52) -1 .2850221E -03
(1 2 ) , h ^ (51) 7 .9309959E -03
(1 3 ) , h ^ (50) 1.2187632E -02
(1 4 ) , h ^ (49) 1.3051006E -03
(1 5 ) , h ^ (48) -1 .7950153E -02
(1 6 ) , h ^ (47) -2 .1885533E -02
(1 7 ) , h ^ (46) 1.7669054E -03
(1 8 ) , h ^ (45) 3.1964924E -02
(1 9 ) , h ^ (44) 3.2085396E -02
(2 0 ) , h ^ (43) -7 .1077785E -03
(2 1 ) , h ^ (42) -4 .7967467E -02
(2 2 ) . h * (4 1 ) -4 .1180942E -02
(2 3 ) , h * (4 0 ) 1.5018696E -02
(2 4 ) , h ^ (39) 6.3367650E-Q2
(2 5 ) , h®(38) 4.6622209E -02
(2 6 ) . h ^ (37) -2 .4636284E -02
(2 7 ) , h ^ (36) -7 .5575367E -02
(2 8 ) , h ^ (35) -4 .7144249E -02
(2 9 ) , h * (3 4 ) 3 .4514893E -02
(3 0 ) ,  h ^ (33) 8.2241416E -02
(3 1 ) , h * (3 2 ) 4 .2726986E -02
T ran sm it and r e c e iv e  b an d p ass f i l t e r
c o e f f i c i e n t s  f o r  b an d p ass f i l t e r  n o . 6 ;
odd sym nm try.
257
C o e f f ic ie n t s
h 0 ) 63) -1 .2447799E -03
h: 1) , hi 62) 5.9275230E -04
h 2) 61) 2.2327004E -03
3 ) ' ^7 60) 1 .1064709E -034) ' ^7 59) -1 .4818808E -03h 5) 58) -1 .3435719E -03
6) ' ^7 57) 7 .9033640E -04h! 7) , h^ 56) 7 .5081957E -04
h! 8) ' hi 55) 2 .1734252E -04
h! 9) , h' 54) 2.7859358E -03
10) , h^ 53) 3 .2403793E -03
h! 11) ' hi 52) -4 .0899911E -03
h' 12) ' hi 51) -9 .8792054E -03
h! 13) ' hi 50) -3 .7540979E -04
h! 14) , h^ 49) 1.6043829E -02
hi 15) ' hi 48) 1.2368765E -02
hi 16) ' hi 4 7 ) -1 .5233735E -02
h^ 17) . h' 46) -2 .8669454E -02
h^ 18) , h^ 45) 1.3040551E -03
h^ 19) ' hi 44) 3 .9042618E -02
h^ 20) ' hi 43) 2 .3749609E -02
h^ 21) ' h i 42) -3 .3865914E -02
h^ 22) , h^ 41) -5 .0601289E -02
h^ 23) , h^ 40) 8.6937007E -03
hi 24) , h^ 3 9 ) 6.4511210E -02
h^ 25) ' h i 3 8 ) 2 .9756166E -02
h' 26) ' h^ 3 7 ) -5 .4217078E -02
h^ 27) , h^ 36) -6 .54 9 9 1 2 7 E -0 2
hi 28) , h^ 3 5 ) 1 .9264450E -02
h^ 29) ' h i 3 4 ) 8.0930449E -02
h; 30) , h i 3 3 ) 2.7681533E -02
31) ' h : 3 2 ) -6 .6 7 4 3 9 1 0 E -0 2
T ran sm it and r e c e iv e  b an d p ass f i l t e r
c o e f f i c i e n t s  f o r  ban<%)ass f i l t e r  n o . 7 ;
e v en  sym nm try.
258
C o e f f ic ie n t s
h 0 ) h (6 3 ) 1.5949077E -03
h; 1) h®(62) 1.1095010E -03
h* 2 ) h®(61) -2 .3230177E -03
K 3) h®(60) -1 .8549470E -03
h® 4) h®(59) 1.6295796E -03
h® 5) h®(58) 8.6679764E -04
h® 6) h®(57) -1 .8722829E -03
h® 7 ) h®(56) 6.9343812E -05
h® 8) h®(55) 1.1615088E -03
h® 9) h®(54) -3 .6232141E -03
h® 10) h®(53) -2 .6177289E -03
h® 11) h®(52) . 7 .6624914E -03
h® 12) h®(51) 5.6515206E -03
h® 13) h®(50) -1 .2412542E -02
h® 14) h®(49) -1 .1337713E -02
h® 15) h®(48) 1.6555835E -02
h® 16) h®(47) 1.9606963E -02
h® 17) h®(46) -1 .9208236E -02
h® 18) h®(45) -3 .0511277E -02
h® 19) h®(44) 1 .8861517E -02
h® 20) h®(43) 4 .3235868E -02
h® 21) h®(42) -1 .3903434E -02
h® 22) h * (4 1 ) -5 .5509720E -02
h® 23) h®(40) 4 .3513244E -03
h® 24) h®(39) 6 .5391213E -02
h® 25) h®(38) 9 .1880551E -03
h® 26) h®(37) -7 .0886709E -02
h® 27) h®(36) -2 .4946436E -02
h® 28) h®(35) 7 .1008064E -02
h® 29) h® (34) 4.0964857E -02
h® 3 0 ) h®(33) -6 .5 5 1 2 5 6 8 E -0 2
h: 31) h®(32) -5 .5058986E -02
T ran sm it and r e c e iv e  b an d p ass f i l t e r
c o e f f i c i e n t s  f o r  b an d p ass f i l t e r  n o . 8 ;
odd  sym m etry.
2 5 9 -
C o e f f ic ie n t s
0 ) 63) 1.5949077E -03
1) ' h: 62) -1 .1095010E -03
2) ' h® 61) -2 .3230177E -03
3) ' h: 60) 1.8549470E -03
4) ' h! 59) 1 .6295796E -03
5) ,  h® 58) -8 .6679764E -04
6) ' h® 57) -1 .8722829E -03
7) ' h: 56) -6 .9343812E -05
8) ' h: 55) 1 .1615088E -03
9) ' h: 54) 3.6232141E -03
10) ' h: 53) -2 .6177289E -03
11) ' h: 52) -7 .6624914E -03
12)  ^ h: 51) 5.6515206E -03
13) ' h: 50) 1.2412542E -02
14) ' h! 49) -1 .1337713E -02
15) 48) -1 .6555835E -02
16) ' h: 47) 1.9606963E -02
17) , h® 46) 1.9208236E -02
18) ' h! 45) -3 .0511277E -02
19) ' h: 44) -1 .8861517E -02
20) ' h: 43) 4 .3235868E -02
21)  ^ h! 42) 1.3903434E -02
22) ' h: 41) -5 .5509720E -02
23) ' h: 40) -4 .3513244E -03
24) ' K 3 9) 6.5391213E-Ô225) ' h! 3 8 ) -9 .1880551E -03
26) ' h! 3 7) -7 .0886709E -02
27) ,  h® 3 6 ) 2 .4946436E -02
28) , h® 3 5 ) 7 .1008064E -02
29) ,  h® 3 4 ) -4.0964857E -02
30) , h® 3 3 ) -6 .5512568E -02
31) 3 2 ) 5 .5058986E -02
T ran sm it and r e c e iv e  band^jass f i l t e r
c o e f f i c i e n t s  f o r  band^pass f i l t e r  n o . 9 ;
e v en  sym m etry.
260
C o e f f ic ie n t s
h 0)
h” 1)
h'" 2) h":
h“ 3 ) ' h ' l
h“ 4 )
5)
6) 'h  n
h'" 7) I
8) h ' î
h“ 9)
h’-® 10)
11) h :
h 12)
13)
h“ 14) X :
h 15)
h'® 16) ' h ' î
h^ ® 17)
K l 18)h^ ® 19)
h'® 20) h ' î
h“ 21) h"!
h'® 22) h ' î
h^ ® 23) h"?
h " 24)
h^ ® 25)
h " 27)
«
h'® 28)
«
h"!
h'® 29)
h"® 30 )
h " 3 1 )
«
10 ' 10
(63)
(62)
(61)
(60)
(59)
(58)
(57)
(56)
(55)
(54)
(53)
(52)
(51)
(50)
(4 9 )
(48)
(47)
(46)
(45)
(44)
(43)
(42)
(41)
(40)
(39)
(38)
(36)
(35)
(34)
(33)
(32)
-1 .2447799E -03
-5.9275230E -04
2.2327004E -03
-1 .1064709E -03
-1 .4818808E -03
1.3435719E -03
7.9033640E -04
-7.5081957E -04
2.1734252E -04
-2 .7859358E -03
3.2403793E -03
4.0899911E -03
-9 .8792054E -03
3.7540979E -04
1.6043829E -02
-1 .2368765E -02
-1 .5233735E -02
2.8669454E-02
1.3040551E-03
-3 .9042618E -02
2.3749609E -02
3 .3865914E -02
-5.0601289E -02
-8 .6937007E -03
6.4511210É -02
-2 .9756166E -02
6.5499127E -02
1.9264450E -02
-8 .0930449E -02
2 .7681533E -02
6.6743910E -02
T ran sm it and r e c e iv e  b an d p ass f i l t e r
c o e f f i c i e n t s  f o r  bandpass f i l t e r  no. 1 0 ;
odd sym m etry.
261
C o e f f ic ie n t s
h , 0) h , 63) -1 .1043159E -03
h“ 1) h l l 62) 2 .2086317E -03
2 ) h l l 61) -2 .4094165E -04
h l l 3 ) h l l 60) -1 .5861992E -03
h“ 4 ) h l l 59) 1.8873763E -03
h“ 5) h l l 58) -5 .4211874E -04
6) h l l 57) -1 .3653360E -03
h"" 7 ) h l l 56) 6.2243262E -04
8) h l l 55) 7 .8306039E -04
9 ) h l l 54) 1.8271408E -03
10) h l l 53) -4 .8991470E -03
11) h l l 52) 1.2850221E -03
h'" 12) h l l 51) 7 .9309959E -03
13) h l l 50) -1 .2187632E -02
h l l 14) h l l 49) 1.3051006E -03
h '! 15) h l l 48) 1.7950153E -02
hi" 16) h l l 47) -2 .1885533E -02
h l l 17) h l l 46) -1 .7669054E -03
h l l 18) h l l 45) 3 .1964924E -02
h l l 19) 44) -3 .2085396E -02
h l l 20) h l l 43) -7 .1077785E -03
h l l 21) h l l 42) 4 .7967467E -02
h l l 22) h l l 41 ) -4 .1180942E -02
h l l 23) h l l 40) -1 .5018696E -02
h l l 24) h l l 3 9 ) 6.3367650E -02
h l l 25 ) h l l 3 8 ) -4 .6622209E -02
h l l 2 6 ) h l l 3 7 ) -2.4636284E -02
h l l 27 ) h l l 3 6 ) 7.5575367E -02
h l l 28 ) h l l 3 5 ) -4 .7144249E -02
hi" 2 9 ) h l l 3 4 ) -3 .4514893E -02
h l l 3 0 ) h l l 3 3 ) 8.2241416E -02
h 3 1 ) h l l 3 2 ) -4 .2726986E -0211 11
T ran sm it and r e c e iv e  b a n d p ass f i l t e r
c o e f f i c i e n t s  f o r  b an d p ass f i l t e r  n o . 11;
e v en  sym m etry.
-2 6 2
C o e f f ic ie n t s
h , . 0 ) h , 63) 1.5736382E -03
h l l 1) h i! 62) -9 .2115405E -04
h l l 2 ) h i! 61) -1 .3625404E -03
h l l 3 ) h i! 60) 2.5139828E -03
4 ) h i! 59) -1 .4776846E -03
5) h i! 58) 6.5248413E -04
h " 6) h i! 57) 5.5653055E -04
h i! 7 ) h i! 56) -6 .5248413E -04
h i! 8 ) h i! 55) -1 .7271639E -04
h i! 9 ) h i! 54) -2 .1685502E -03
h l l 10) h i! 53) 5.5461149E -03
h i! 11) h i! 52) -5 .3158263E -03
h l l 12) h i! 51) -8 .8277261E -04
h l l 13) h i! 50) 1.1629570E -02
h l l 14) h i! 49 ) -1 .7329210E -02
h l l 15) h i! 48) 9.1155870E -03
h“ 16) h i! 47 ) 1.0900323E -02
h i! 17) h i! 46) -2 .9707218E -02
h i! 18) h i! 45) 2 .9227450E -02
h l l 19) h i! 44) -2 .8977972Ê -03
h i! 20) h i! 4 3 ) -3 .3430215E -02
h i! 21) h i! 42) 5.0778616E -02
h i! 22) h i! 41) -2 .9726408E -02
h i! 23) h i! 4 0 ) -1 .9785622E -02
h l l 24) h i! 39) 6.1371889E -02
h i! 25) h i! 38) -5.9875011E -02
h i! 26) h i ! 37) 1.1092230E -02
h i! 27) h i! 3 6 ) 5.0970525E-02
h i! 28) h i! 35) -7 .8605145E -02
h i! 29 ) h i! 3 4 ) 4 .8091918E -02
h i! 30) h i! 3 3 ) 1 .9881574E -02
3 1 ) h i! 32) -7 .4613474E -02
T ran sm it a n d  r e c e iv e  b an d p ass f i l t e r
c o e f f i c i e n t s  f o r  b an d p ass f i l t e r  n o . 12;
odd sym m etry.
263 -
C o e f f ic ie n t s
^13 0 ) 
1) 
2)
3)
4)
5)
6 )
7 )
8 ) 
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20) 
21) 
22)
23)
24)
25)
26)
27)
28)
29)
3 0 )
31)
h” (6 1 )  
“ '6 0 );
I
59)
58)
57)
56)
55)
54)
53)
52)
51)
50)
49)
48)
47)
46)
45)
44)
43)
42)
41)
40)
39 )
38 )
37 )
3 6 )
35)
3 4 )
3 3 )
3 2 )
2 .3488600E -03
-3 .6882926E -03
3.1253425E -03
-2 .1547393E -03
-9 .3177916E -04
2.1547393E -03
-1 .6112014E -03
3.6882926E -04
1.5917894E -03
-7 .7648263E -05
-3 .6300563E -03
7.5707058E -03
-8 .6771930E -03
2.4653324E -03
8.9101382E -03
-2 .0770911E -02
2.5332745E -02
-1 .6131427E -02
-5 .2218456E -03
3.0515768E -02
-4 .6181306E -02
4.0998284E -02
-1 .3510798E -02
-2 .6050992E -02
5.8857385E -02
-6 .6971630E -02
4.3172434E -02
3.8241770E -03
-5.2723169E -02
7.9511821E -02
-7.0038736E -02
2.7778666E -02
T ran sm it and r e c e iv e  b an d p ass f i l t e r
c o e f f i c i e n t s  f o r  bar%3pass f i l t e r  n o . 13 ;
ev en  sy m m tr y .
264
C o e f f ic ie n t s
h ^ 0 ) , h ^ 63) 1.0984605E -03
1 ) . h i! 62) -1 .2494989E -03
2 ) , h i! 61) 2 .2518442E -03
h i! 3 ) , h i! 60) -1 .8811137E -03
h i! 4 ) , h i! 59) 8.9249923E -04
h i! 5 ) , h i! 58) 9.1996073E -04
h^! 6 ) , h i! 57) -4 .4075730E -03
h^! 7 ) , h i! 56) 7.1399938E -03
h i! 8 ) , h i! 55) -9 .6801836E -03
9 ) , h i! 54) 8.9661842E -03
h i! 1 0 ) , h i! 53) -4 .9293418E -03^14 1 1 ) , h i! 52) -2 .1557289E -03
h i! 1 2 ) , h i! 51) 1.1465183E -02
h i! 1 3 ) , h i! 50) -1 .8920982E -02
h i! 1 4 ) , h i! 49) 2.2916634E -02
h i! 1 5 ) , h i! 48 ) -2 .0074368E -02
h i! 1 6 ) , h i! 47) 1.0270606E -02
h i! 1 7 ) , h i! 46 ) 4.8194956E -03
h i! 1 8 ) , h i! 45) -2 .1859365E -02
h i! 1 9 ) , h i! 44) 3 .4848660E -02
h i! 2 0 ) , h i! 4 3 ) -3 .9572041E -02
h i! 2 1 ) , h i! 42 ) 3.2555625E -02
h i! 2 2 ) , h i! 41 ) -1 .4678179E -02
h i! 2 3 ) , hi® 40) -9 .6801836E -03
h i! 2 4 ) , h i! 3 9 ) 3.3736471E -02
h i! 2 5 ) , hi® 3 8 ) -4 .9746532E -02
h i! 2 6 ) , hi® 3 7 ) 5 .2492686E -02
h i! 2 7 ) , hi® 3 6 ) -4 .0148735E -02
h i! 2 8 ) , h i! 3 5 ) 1 .5735447E -02
h i! 2 9 ) , h i! 3 4 ) 1.4032833E -02
30)^ h i! 3 3 ) -4 .0643040E -02
3 1 ) , ^1! 3 2 )
5.6241181E -02
T ran sm it and r e c e iv e  bandpass f i l t e r
c o e f f i c i e n t s  f o r  b an d p ass f i l t e r  no. 14;
odd  symmetry.
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APPENDEXB
PARALLEL FILTER œEFFICIENTS FOR A 16 BAND SUB-BAND CODER WITH TWO
POINT FFT.
F ilter  0 -> 7
H{ 0)
H< 1)
H< 2)
M( 3)
H< 4)
N( 5)
H( 6)
M( 7)
H< 8)
N( 9)
H(10)
H(11)
H(12)
N(13)
M(14)
H(15)
M(16)
H(17)
H(18)
H(19)
H(20)
H(21)
H(22)
H(23)
M(24)
H<25)
N(26)
H(27)
H(28)
N(29)
M(30)
H<31>
N(32)
N(33)
N(34)
H<35)
N(36)
H<37)
H(38)
11(39)
H(40)
H(41)
M(42)
N(43)
M(44)
H(45)
N(46)
M(47)
M(48)
0.25967E-03 
0.85146E 03 
0.1761% 02 
0.23779E-02 
0.26272E-02 
0.25471E-02
0.70329E-03 
0.10117E-02 
0.14390E-02 
0.19026E-02 
0.23414E02  
0.27667E-02 
0.30543E-02 
0.30542E-02 
0.27100E-02 
0.21326E-02 
0.13388E-02 
0.2822SE-03 
-0.10515E 02 
-0.25375E-02 
•0.40992E-02 
•0.57028E-02 
-0.72841E-02 
•0.8671IE-02 
•0.97192E02  
-0.10351E-01 
-0.10506E-01 
-0.10084E-01 
-0.89874E-02 
-0.71572E-02 
-0.45511E-02 
-0.11342E-02 
0.31042E-02 
0.81226E-02 
0.13832E-01 
0.20097E-01 
0.26747E-01 - 
0.33579E-01 -0.32237E-01 
0.40373E-01 -0.69049E01  
0.«690%-01 -0.628396-01
0.13090E-02 
0.15552E-02 
0.19118E-02 0.13769E-02 
0.23154E-02 0.73764E-03 
0.26435E-02 -0.43979E-03 
0.28630E-02 -0.19326E-02 
0.29244E-02 -0.32527E-02 
0.27535E-02 -0.37696E-02 
0.22397E-02 -0.29530E-02 
0.13595E-02 -0.80935E-03
0.10475E-02 -0.12221E-02 
0.14627E02 -0.12629E-02
0.20343E-02
0.44399E-02 -0.51899E-02 
0.52843E-02 -0.48842E-02 
0.40313E-02 
0.10605E-02 
0.23164E-02
0.22953E-02 -0.44162E-02 
0.22390E-02 -0.385556-02 
0.28322E-02 -0.27508E-03
0.44776E-02
0.74045E-02
0.11574E-01
0.16649E-01
0.21921E-01
0.26383E-01
0.53638E-02 
0.10986E-01
0.14012E-01 
0.12271E-01 
0.48041E-02 
0.75293E-02 
0.28842E-01 -0.21941E-01 -0.16725E-01 
0.28168E-01 -0.34175E-01 0.23389E-02 
0.23507E-01 -0.39S79E-01 
0.14503E-01 -0:346256-01 
0.143456-02 -0.183866-01 
0.146996-01 0.657266-02 
0.344246-01
0.96622E-03 -0.13118E-02 0.150486-02 -0.128066-02 
0.129516-02 -0.102016-02 0.521576-03 0.182696-03 
-0.872596-03 0.3829%-03 0.3002%-03 -0.174016-02 0.173126-02 
-0.293416-04 -0.139236-02 0.181696-02 -0.128716-02 0.631196-03 
0.118696-02 -0.230546-02 0.196296-02 0.155766-02 -0.189666-02 
0.2487%-02 -0.818536-03 -0.115926-03 0.242796-02 -0.193836-02 
0.331496-02 0.222816-02 -0.294186-02 -0.585436-03 0.138066-02 
0.309496-02 0.378916-02 -0.343716-02 -0.353176-02 0.345856-02 
0.152926-02 0.173206-02 -0.252096-03 -0.137776-02 0.229756-03 
-0.105256-02 -0.251016-02 0.396216-02 0.377506-02 -0.424206-02 
-0.367276-02 -0.500516-02 0.480866-02 0.376666-02 -0.229956-02 
-0.307696-02 0.106326-02 -0.257486-02 0.412916-02 
0.186976-02 -0.367706-02 -0.509536-02 0.452316-02 
-0.293686-02 0.523546-02 -0.502566-02 0.103656-02 -0.270616-02 
-0.276936-03 0.352826-02 -0.250666-02 0.508246-02 -0.611346-02 
0.211856-02 -0.180566-02 0.102716-02 -0.547986-03 0.365106-04
0.359876-02 -0.483566-02 0.641476-02 
0.517136-02 0.172536-02 0.375896-02 
0.451036-02 0.676306-02 -0.453346-02 
0.793756-02 -0.114066-02 -0.249076-02 -0-793946-02 
0.218496-02 -0.101066-01 -0.119106-01 0.648346-04 
0.127826-01 -0.126686-02 0.117196-01 
0.741866-03 0.173776-01 0.713456-02 
0.185766-01 0.121706-01 -0.142406-01
0.230896-01 -0.168036-01 -0.169316-01 
0.270906-03 -0.277636-01 0.145426-01 
0.310836-01 0.407126-02 0.287416-01 
0.393176-01 -0.117326-01
0.385306-02 -0.517796-02 
0.524686-02 -0.233416-02
0.662626-02 0.454846-02
0.738926-02
0.581846-02
0.136996-03
0.948406-02
0.195136-01
0.237846-01
0.267166-01
0.440986-01
0.529356-01
0.582776-01
0.627546-01
0.662316-01
0.686046-01
0.698076-01
0.698076-01
0.686046-01
0.662316-01
0.627546-01
0.582776-01
0.529356-01
0.4690%-01
0.403736-01
0.335796-01
-0.714886-01 
-0.733896-01 
-0.677436-01 
-0.547376-01 
-0.355786-01 -0.605136-01 
-0.123356-01 -0.^6666-01  
0.123356-01 -0.786666-01 
0.355786-01 -0.605136-01 
0.547376-01 
0.677436-01 
0.733896-01 
0.7148%-01 
0.628396-01 
0.490496-01 
0.322376-01
•0.204816-01 
0.57S1%-01 -0.555876-01 
0.686526-01 -0.676356-01 
0.634256-01 -0.470486-01 
0.418046-01 -0.764786-03 
0.8377%-02 0.497456-01
0.966256-02 
0.165936-01 
0.886186-02 
0.114976-01 
0.290146-01 
0.258896-01
0.158276-02 -0.341186-01 
0.356966-01 0.351756-02 
0.426146-01 -0.482636-01 0.463686-01 
0.183236-01 -0.235816^01 0.436786-01 
0.251936-01 -0.106696-01 
0.622276-01 -0.616046-01 
0.5587%-01 -0.490926-01 
0.560516-02 
0.539966-01 
0.778916-01 
0.4556%-01 
0.215066-01
0.205516-01
0.736496-01 -0.624S%-01 
0.485086-01 0.223626-01 
•0.288256-01 0.789566-01 - -0.31TO46-01 0.789436-01 
0.709016-01  -0.802076-01 0.251586-01 
0.282866-01 0.746756-01 -0.420476-01 -0.648876-01 
0.282866-01 0.746756-01 0.420476-01 -0.648876-01 
•0.709016-01 0.215066-01 0.802076-01 
-0.288256-01 -0.789566-01 -0.4556%-01 0.317846-01 
0.8377%-02 -0.497456-01 -0.778916-01 -0.485086-01 
0.418046-01 0.764776-03 -0.539966-01 -0.736496-01 
0.634256-01 0.470486-01 0.560516-02 -0.205516-01 
0.686526-01 0.676356-01 0.5587%-01 0.490926-01 
0.575186-01 0.555876-01 0.622276-01 0.616046-01 
0.344246-01 0.204816-01 0.251936-01 0.106696-01
0.208156-01 -0.414546:Q1 
0.3606%-01 0.521536-02 
0.488566-01 0.534396-01 
0.124826-01 0.489056-02 
0.6499%-01 -0.629776-01 
0.257436-01 -0.177476-01 
0.566396-01 0.686146-01
0.318956-01 
-0.69S1%-01 
•0.456186 01 
0.655796-01 
0.572926-01 
0.572926-01
0.25158E-01 -0.655796-01 
0.789436-01 0.456186-01 
0.223626-01 0.695186-01 
0.624506-01 -0.318956-01 
0.566396-01 -0.686146-01 
0.257436-01 0.177476-01 
0.649986-01 0.629776-01 
0.124826-01 -0.489056-02
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H(49) 0.26747E 01 0.14699E-01 0.657266-02 -0.183236 01 -0.235816 01 -0.436786-01 -0.488566-01 -0.534396 01
H(50) 0.20097E 01 -0.14345E-02 -0.183866-01 -0.426146 01 -0.482636-01 -0.463686-01 -0.360606-01 -0.521536-02
H(51) 0.13832E 01 -0.14503E 01 -0.346256-01 -0.440986-01 -0.356966-01 -0.351756-02 0.208156 01 0.414546-01
H(52) 0.81226E 02 -0.23507E-01 -0.395796-01 -0.267166-01 -0.158276-02 0.341186-01 0.393176 01 0.117326-01
H<53) 0.31042E 02 -0.28168E 01 -0.341756-01 -0.233896-02 0.258886-01 0.310836-01 0.407126 02 -0.287416-01
H(54) 0.11342E 02 -0.28842E-01 -0.219416 01 0.167256-01 0.290146 01 -0.270906-03 -0.277636 01 -0.145426-01
H(55) 0.45511E 02 -0.26383E-01 -0.752936-02 0.237846-01 0.114976 01 -0.230896-01 -0.168036-01 0.169316-01
M(56) -0.71572E-02 -0.21921E 01 0.480416-02 0.195136 01 -0.886186-02 -0.185766 01 0.121706 01 0.142406-01
H(57) 0.89874E 02 -0.16649E-01 0.122716 01 0.948406-02 -0.165936 01 0.741866-03 0.173776-01 -0.713456-02
H(58) 0.10084E 01 -0.11574E-01 0.140126 01 -0.136996-03 -0.966256-02 0.127826 01 -0.126686-02 -0.117196-01
H(59) 0.10506E-01 -0.74045E-02 0.109866-01 -0.581846 02 0.218496-02 0.101066 01 -0.119106 01 -0.648336 04
H(60) 0.10351E 01 -0.44776E-02 0.536386-02 -0.738926-02 0.793756-02 0.114066-02 -0.249076 02 0.793946-02
H(61) -0.97192E-02 -0.28322E-02 -0.275086-03 -0.662626-02 0.454846-02 -0.451036-02 0.676306-02 0.453346-02
H(62) -0.8671IE-02 -0.22390E-02 -0.385556-02 -0.524686-02 -0.233416-02 -0.517136-02 0.172536 02 -0.375896-02
H<63) -0.72841E-02 -0.22953E-02 -0.441626-02 -0.385306-02 -0.517796-02 -0.359876-02 -0.483566-02 -0.641476-02
H(64) -0.57028E-02 -0.25471E 02 -0.231646 02 -0.211856 02 -0.180566-02 -0.102716-02 -0.547986-03 -0.365106-04
H(65) -0.40992E-02 -0.26272E-02 0.106056-02 0.276936-03 0.352826-02 0.250666-02 0.508246-02 0.611346-02
H(66) -0.25375E-02 -0.23779E-02 0.403136-02 0.293686-02 0.523546-02 0.502566-02 0.103656 02 0.270616-02
H(67) -0.10515E-02 -0.17610E 02 0.528436-02 0.488426-02 0.186976-02 0.367706-02 -0.509536-02 -0.452316-02
HC68) 0.28225E-03 -0.85146E-03 0.443996-02 0.518996-02 -0.307696-02 -0.106326-02 -0.257486-02 -0.412916-02
H(69) 0.13388E-Ô2 0.25967E-03 0.203436-02 0.367276-02 -0.500516-02 -0.480866-02 0.376666-02 0.229956-02
H(70) 0.21326E-02 0.13595E-02 -0.809356-03 0.105256-02 -0.251016-02 -0.396216-02 0.377506-02 0.424206-02
H(71) 0.27100E-02 0.22397E-02 -0.295306-02 -0.152926-02 0.173206-02 0.252096-03 -0.137776-02 -0.229756-03
M(72) 0.30542E-02 0.275356-02 -0.376966-02 -0.309496-02 0.378916-02 0.343716-02 -0.353176 02 -0.345856-02
H<73) 0.30543E-02 0.292446-02 -0.325276-02 -0.331496-02 0.222816-02 0.294186-02 -0.585436-03 -0.138066-02
M(74) 0.27667E-02 0.286306-02 -0.193266-02 -0.248706-02 -0.818536-03 0.115926-03 0.242796-02 0.193836-02
H<75) 0.23414E-02 0.264356-02 -0.439796-03 -0.118696-02 -0.230546-02 -0.196296-02 0.155766 02 0.189666-02
H(76) 0.19026E-02 0.231546-02 0.737646-03 0.293416-04 -0.139236-02 -0.181696-02 -0.128716-02 -0.631196-03
H(77j 0.14390E-02 0.191186-02 0.137696-02 0.872596-03 0.382906-03 >-0.300206-03 '"0.174016 02 -0.173126-02
H(78) 0.10117P-02 0.155526-02 0.146276-02 0.126296-02 0.129516-02 0.102016-02 0.521576-03 -0.182896-03
H<79) 0.70329E-03 0.130906-02 0.104756-02 0.122216-02 0.966226-03 f.131186-02 0. 0486-02 r 128066-02
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Low Bit Rate Speech Coding
A. M. K o n d o z  & B. G. Evans
1. Introduction;
Algorithms for 9.6 to 4.8 kb/s speech coding
a ^ W W E l M
Department of Electronic & Electrical E ngineering,
University of Surrey, Guildford, Surrey, GÜ2 SXH
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Analysis and Synthesis Systems include sub-band coders, adaptive transform 
coders, baseband coders etc. These obtain the residual by an analysis procedure 
and then directly quantize and transmit this residual. During the quantization 
process the error between the residual and its quantized value is minimized. 
Hence the quality of the synthesized speech is very dependent on the accuracy of 
quantization of the residual signal. These coders can produce high quality 
speech at bit rates as low as 0 kbit/s with moderate complexity. Their quality 
deteriorates rapidly as the bit rate approaches 4.8 kbit/s.
Analysis by synthesis systems on the other hand aim to replace the residual 
signal by a sequence of pulses which minimize the error between the original and 
the synthetic speech. Analysis by synthesis systems, also known as stochastic 
coders include Multi-Pulse excited linear prediction (HP-tPC) and code excited 
linear prediction (CELP), which are capable of producing high quality speech at 
bit rates as low as 4.8 kbit/s. Although these coders are very attractive 
because of their high quality, they are very complex and cannot be implemented 
using current technology without considerable simplification.
In the following sections we briefly explain the basic principles of the most 
promising coders in the bit rate range 9.6 to 4.8 kbit/s. We then report on a 
new CELP coded baseband coder (CELP—BB) which can operate at rates below 4.8 
kbit/s.
2.1 Sub-band/Trans form Coders
The principles of sub-band and adaptive transform coders are based upon 
the non-flat spectral characteristics of speech and are referred to as 
frequency domain coders (1). The central feature of the frequency 
domain coders is the splitting of the speech spectrum into narrow 
frequency bands using filter banks or block transforms. These 
frequency bands are then treated separately. In this way the non-flat 
spectrvan of speech is exploited, offering three major advantages.
- Quantization noise can be contained within frequency bands to prevent 
masking of one frequency range by noise in another.
- Available bits can be distributed according to the energy 
distribution of the frequency bands.
- Overall quantization noise spectrum can be controlled during the bit 
allocation process.
To ensure that the receiver is informed about the bit allocation and to 
adapt its APCM decoder step size, band energies are also quantized and 
transmitted. Sub-band and transform coders axe capable of producing 
high quality speech at 8 kbit/s with moderate complexities.
2.2 BasebaixS Cc0er
Baseband coders can be considered as the second generation of adaptive 
prediction coders (2). Bere, a small portion of the residual signal 
(after W :  inverse filtering) is quantized and tranmaitted leather 
%rith the IfC parameter». At the receiver the remainder of the residual 
signal is regenemted from the baseband whi<* should contain t W  
fundamental frequency, or at least its two adjacent harmonics. A 
ooo^romise is made between the quantization noise due to the actual 
quantization of the bas^aand and the noise due to high frequency 
regeneration. The reported speech quality of these decoders is good at 
bit rates around 9.6 kbit/s. At Surrey we have recently introduced an 
improved baseband coder which is capable of producing high-quality 
speech at 9.6 kbit/s. Ihis cx>der uses Discrete Cosine Transforms (DOT) 
to obtain pitch harmonics. A simple pitch model is then used to 
allocate bits and to remove the peaks prior to quantization. This
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enables more accurate quantization and hence a larger Ixwadband is 
transmitted, for a given bit rate. The quantized baseband spectrum and
the rest of the spectrum are then cross-correlated to find the best
matching point for high frequency regeneration in the frequency 
domain.
2.3 Stochastic Coders
Stochastic coders aim to overcome the limitation of vocoders by 
replacing the exisiting excitation source by a sequence of pulses which 
axe optimized either one by one for MPLPC or as a block for CELP (3). 
The procedure of finding the best sequence of excitation pulses 
(replacement for residual signal) is long auid computationally very 
heavy. Therefore, although, these coders can produce high quality 
speech at rates as low as 4.8 kbit/s, it is essential to simplify them 
for real time implementation.
The reason that these coders produce relatively high quality is that 
the memory of the IIR pitch and LPC filters carried over from the 
previous blocks can produce a good estimate of the current block of 
samples when clocked through the current speech parameters. Before the 
search for an optimum excitation sequence, this estimate is subtracted 
from the original speech and the difference signal is matched with the 
signal produced by excitation sequences. This allows a coarse vector 
quantization of the residual signal.
Most of the computation is due to the convolution processes of the 
synthesis filters during the search for an optimum excitation sequence. 
Therefore, to reduce complexity search procedures for an optimum 
sequence must be simplified. Searches can be simplified if done in the 
frequency domain (4), because convolution processes can be replaced by 
multiplication. Frequency domain searches can be further simplified by 
restricting the search to a subset of frequencies. Speech synthesis
and memory subtraction should still be performed in the time domain.
Speech Coding at rates below 4.8 kbit/s
In a typic^ CELP coder 2kbit/s of the total 4.8 kbit/s capacity is used for 
the transmission of the excitation sequences, and the rest of the capacity 
IS used for the transmission of the speech model parameters and in achieving 
the optimum gain for each block. Therefore, to bring the total bit rate 
below 3 kbit/s both the capacity for excitation sequences and for speech 
parameters should be reduced. To achieve both goals and still maintain a 
reasonable quality we suggest a new approach which we denote as the CELP 
coded baseband coder (CELP-BB).
The structiuÆ of Œlf-BB (xmprises of two major processing stages. The first 
stage rénoves the short time correlation using Vector Quantized LPC 
parameters, and then produces the downsampled baseband residual. The second 
processing stage Vector Quantizes the baseband residual using an analysis by 
synthesis p rocess around a strong pitch filter. In the decoder, pitch is 
introduced into the bas^>and residual and then spectral folding is used to 
recover the output speech.
4. Discussion
FYom the discussions above it is now clear that future generation coders for 
i w  and very low bit rates will be based on the principles of the stochastic 
coder. In stochastic coders, memory response of the pitch and LPC filters
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HYBRID TRANSFORM CODER FOR LOW BIT RATE SPEECH CODING
A.Kondoz*. Prof .B.G.Evans*.
ABSTRACT
Frequency domain speech coding techniques such as sub-band coder (SBC) (ref 1) and 
adaptive transform coder (ATC) (ref 2) can produce high quality digital speech at around 
16 Kb/s. However, at bit rates below 16 Kb/s, their rapidly deteriorating speech quality 
and increasing complexity make them less competitive to the time domain coders such as 
residual excited linear prediction (RELP) (ref 3). In this study a hybrid of ideas from 
ATC, RELP, and vector quantization (VQ) are put together in order to improve the quality 
of a low bit rate transform coder. Informal listening tests have shown that the proposed 
coder out-performs the speech specific ATC (SSATC) (ref 2) at 9.6 Kb/s as well as SBC 
(ref 1) and RELP (ref 3).
INTRODUCTION
In recent years frequency domain speoîh coding has bœn shown to be efficient at bit rates 
as low as 16 Kb/s. SSATC has been proposed for lower bit rates than 16 Kb/s. Although 
SSATC can produce high quality speech at around 9.6 Kb/s, its very high complexity is a 
big disadvantage. The two main types of distortions seen in the low bit rate transform 
coders are the band-limitation effect and occasional clicks. These are simply the result of 
inefficient rep r^n ta tio n  of the residual signal. Thœe distortions are eliminated in the 
proposed coder by three improvements, e.g. reduced side information, improved 
quantization, and use of high frequency regeneration (HER). In the following sections 
these three topics will be discussed.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A block diagram of the coder under investigation is shown in figure 1. First, speech is 
analysed to measure the pitch period and to calculate 10 linear prediction coefficients 
(LPC). LPC parameters are vector quantized using a 10 bit codebook and then used to 
remove the short time correlation of speech. The remaining r^ idual signal is then 
frequency transformed by a 256 point discrete cosine transform (DCT). To remove the 
pitch harmonics of the residual spectrum, original coefficients are divided by their 
estimated values. Coefficients in the lower frequency part of the spectrum (0 ->  1.5 KHz) 
are then quantized and transmittW. Quantiœd coefficients are alæ  cross-correlated with 
the high frequency coefficients to find the best possible matching points for high frequency 
regeneration. With this information at the decoder a full-band residual spœtrum is 
obtained by shifting the received coefficients to the calculated frequency points. Full-band 
coefficients are then inverse DCT transformed and filtered through the Life synthesis filter 
to recover the output speech.
In the proposai coder most of the side information is due to transmission of the LPC 
parameters. To reduce this by about a factor of 4. a 10 bit full search codebook is used to 
vœtor quantize the LPC parameters. The distortion measure employed is a likelihood ratio 
measure, which is the gain normalhœd version of the I ta k u ra ^ ito  measuro (ref 4) and is 
defined as.
i = M
d  (1/Am :1/A ) = Rx (0)Ru (0)/Em + 2%2[R% (i )Ra (I VEm  ] -  1 (1)
i = l
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where Rx (i ) and Ra (i ) are the autocorrelation sequences of the input speech and of the 
LPC coefficients, respectively. 1/Am is the optimal filter for the current block of speech. 
Em is the minimum residual energy, M  is the order of the filter.
The usual procedure to design a codebook is to use the LEG algorithm (ref 6), where an 
initial vector is splitted into two and the resulting two vectors into four and so on until 
the overall distortion is acceptable. After each stage of splitting the resulting codebook is 
optimized by iterative centroid calculation. Therefore, LEG algorithm requires a lot of 
computations. During the splitting like a tree, sum branches may move into spaces where 
there are only a few training vectors. This is a disadvantage, because the contribution of 
those least used codebook entries to the total signal to distortion ratio will be very small. 
To both decrease the number of computations required and make sure all the va^tors in 
the codebook are usefull we started with a randomly chosen codebook. The size of the 
codebook was larger than expected final codebook. This codebook was then reduced in size 
simply by discarding the least used vectors until the distortion was bigger than desired 
limit. This final codetx)ok was then optimized by iterative centroid calculation.
In order to eliminate band limitation effects it was decided to transmit a part of the 
spectrum and use high frojuency regeneration to obtain the remainder. Although this doa: 
eliminate the band limitation effects, it also introduce high frojuency distortion which 
increases with decrease in the transmitted bandwidth. To transmit the largest possible 
bandwidth without noticable clicks or quantization noise, two quantization algorithms 
were investigated. They are scalar block quantization with dynamic bit allocation and 
vector quantization.
2.1 Scalar Block Quantization
Prior to quantization an estimate of the spectrum is used to both remove the pitch 
harmonics and allocate bits. To create a frequency domain estimate (pitch pattern) the 
model given in (ref 2) is used:
(C,(<w) == I l / ( l - - ( ; e ) l  (2)
where Cp(w) represents the m a^itude of the estimated fro^uency coefficients, p is  the 
pitch period and G is the pitch gain.
In our simulations it was found that computing G for every block was not nœ ssary . In 
fact it causes problems for extreme values of G . This was due to the estimated levels 
between the pitch harmonics being very small or very large, thus, causing the quantized 
signal to have large errors. AfWr several experiments it was found that a constant pitch 
gain of 0.65 produced the best results.
In order to maximize the signal to quantization noise ratio and hence transmit the largest 
possible bandwidth for a given bit rate, bits were a llocate  according to the variations in 
the coefficients am plitude. Using the estimated coefficients, bits were allocated in two steps 
(ref 1),
i) find the largest amplitude, allocate one bit to it and divide by 2,
ii) check if all bits are allocated, stop else go back to (i).
To avoid cases in which all bits are allocated to the pitch harmonics and no bits to the 
coefficients in between the pitch harmonios. it was found neces^ury to limit the maximum 
and minimum bits per coefficient to 4 and 2, respectively. This produced 13.87 dB signal to 
quantization noise ratio (SNR) as against 12.30 dB for the fixed bit allocation (m easure  
using voiced and unvoiœd data together). Urns enabling us to quantize a 1.5 KHz 
baseband. Although, the difference betwœn the fixed and variable bit allocation case is 
only 1.57 dB the improvement in subjective quality was much greater.
2.2 Vector Quantization
In addition to vector quantizing the LPC parameters. VQ was also used to quantize the 
residual frequency coefficients. During the VQ of residual it was assumed that the signal.
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after removal of pitch harmonics, had a Gaussian distribution. Therefore, random Gaussian 
codebooks were used for quantization. During the quantization process, 7 and 8 bit 
codebooks, with vector dimensions of 4 and 5 were tried. The distortion measure employed 
was the mean squared error. Two types of search procedures, and optimum scale 
calculations were tested as follows:
IMRJECTT EatfWOR AfmMWDBLA/TICNN (IIEBVOk Ilere the errcw lastwnxsi the nKn i^uLUaxxiinssklual
vectors and the unit variance codebook vectors was minimized, and the optimum scale 
factor was taken to be unity (at the decoder the chosen vector was scaled up by the 
residual energy),
= ‘i f u C O - Æ C O P  (3)
i =  1
where is the squarW error, x ( t )  and x(&) are the original and quantized residual
vectors, N  is the vector dimension.
ISTTNTHESBGCED ERRCMt AdlhflhlLZJnnBDrf (SOaVI): Letting JP(f) ;md :;(() 1,e the estimate*!
and the original coefficients and (i ) be the element of the unit variance vector of 
the codebook: be the optimum scale factor for the n** sequence in the codebook,
JS, == '22lkf(f) -- 4» f ( ;  )V*(;)]F (4)
By setting = 0
On
and.
i =  l
'z [^ (: )R(f )V« (f )] / 'z (f )y. (: )P
i =  1 i =  1
i = N
E, = £ s ( 0 " -
j =  l
‘2fs(O P(O V„(£)
1 = 1
i =  N
/  Z[P(£)V„(£)F
i =  l
(5)
(6)
The sequence which maximizes the second term in equation (6) is chosen as the quantized 
vector. The performance of the two types of error minimization with respect to the size of 
codebooks and vector dimensions are given in table I.
Number of bits Vector dimension DEM (dB) SEM(dB)
8 5 9.09 12.23
8 4 11.99 15.54
7 4 10.23 13.73
Table I: VQ performance for residual quantization.
Results tabulated in table I show that SEM has about 3.5 dB better performance than 
DEM, which was also true in subjective quality comparison. The reasons for this are thrœ  
fold.
First reæM)n is that the difference between the optimum scale (gain) calculation for each 
vector. For DEM, décodai vectora are scalal by the energy in the original vector, which 
means even if the noise power is bigger than the signal power we still transmit. However, 
in the SEM case, scale calculation taka; into account the exported noiæ power (see aquation 
5).
The second reason is that in DEM the error is amplified by the pitch filter. However, for 
SEM this is not so because the error is minimizal after the pitch filter response.
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Finally, in SEM the scale factor can have either negative or positive sign, which means the 
size of the codebook is virtually doubled with no extra storage or computation for search. 
In DEM scale is always positive.
3.0 HIGM
The principles of the HER used are explained in (ref 5). At the encoder, quantized 
coefficients are cross-correlated with the unquantized coefficients in the 1.5 to 3.0 KHz 
region. In the cross-correlation process three shifts on either side of the 1.5 KHz point are 
calculated. Location of the maximum in magnitude and its sign bit are transmitted. A t the 
decoder this information is used to shift the received coefficients to optimum locations. The 
region from 3.0 to 4.0 KHz is simply filled by translating the coefficients from 0.5 to 1.5 
KHz.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have described ways of improving the quality of a low bit rate transform 
coder. Ltiformal listmiing tests confirmed that the proposed coder had better quality than 
SSATC, RELP and SBC. whilst maintaining relatively lower complexity. In this paper we 
have also shown that the synthetic error minimization achieves higher SNR performance 
than the direct matching process.
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VECTOR QUANTIZED TRANSFORM CODER FOR SPEECH CODING AT 9^  KB/S 
AND BELOW
A.Kondoz*, B.G.Evans*.
ABSTRACT
The transform approach to speech coding has been established for some time and 
has been shown to be very efficient in controlling the bit allocation and the shape 
of the noise spectnxm,[l][2]. Various transform coders have been reported which 
produce high quality digital speech at around 16 Kb/s [l][2]. Although, these 
coders can maintain good quality down to about 9.6 Kb/s, they perform poorly at 
the lower bit rates. Here, we shall discuss how Vector Quantization (VQ) can be 
used to improve the quality of transform coders. We describe one specific design of 
Vector Quantized Transform Coder (VQTC) which follows on from the work 
reported in [3] and is capable of producing good quality speech at as low as 4.8 
Kb/s.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years frequency domain speech coding has been shown to be efficient at 
bit rates as low as 16 Kb/s. Hybrid Transform Coding (HTC) [3] has been 
proposed for lower bit rates than 16 Kb/s. Although HTC can produce high 
quality speech at around 9.6 Kb/s, its performance reduces rapidly at lower bit 
rates. The two main types of distortions seen in the low bit rate transform coders 
are the band-limitation effect and occasional clicks. These are simply the result of 
inefficient representation of the residual signal. These distortion are eliminated in 
the proposed coder by three Improvements, e.g. reduced side information, improved 
quantization, and use of noise shaping. In the following sections these three topics 
w ill be discussed.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A block diagram of the coder under investigation Is shown In figure 1. First, 
speech Is analysed to measure the pitch period and to calculate 10 linear prediction 
coefficients (LPC). LPC parameters are vector quantized using a 10 bit code-book 
and then used to remove the short time correlation of speech, which Is then further 
inverse filtered by a single tap pitch filter. The remaining residual signal Is then 
frequency transformed by a 32 point discrete cosine transform (DCT). Using a 
suitable filter bank (8 BANDS) the envelope of the current block of speech Is 
obtained. (This Is the Sub-Band coder approach, FFT can also be used on the 
impulse response of the LPC filter to obtain envelope estimate). Each vector of 
dimension 32 is then coded by minimizing the weighted distance from a unit 
variance Gaussian code-book. Memory response of the synthesis filters clocked
•  D e p t, of Electronic and Elwtrical Engüuæring, University of Surrey, Guildford, Sun^y, GU2 5XH
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with zero input is then subtracted from the original signal to produce the difference 
signal to be matched, as used in CELP [4]. The single vector which was selected 
earlier is then used to produce the output signal which is compared with the 
reference in order to calculate the optimum gain. The resultant decoder is fairly 
simple, chosen sequence IDCT transformed to get the time domain equivalent 
which is then scaled up and inserted into the synthesis filters to recover the output 
speech.
1.0 Quantization of LPC parameters
In the proposed coder most of the side information is due to the transmission of 
the LPC parameters. In order to reduce this by about a factor of 4, a 10 bit full 
search code-book is used to vector quantize the LPC parameters. The distortion 
measure employed is a likelihood ratio measure, which is the gain normalized 
version of the Itakura-Saito measure [5] and is defined as,
i = M
= R%(0)Ra(0)/Em + 2 %% [RxCÜRaCü/Æm] -  1 (1)
i = l
where R x iO  and Ra (j, ) are the autocorrelation values of the speech signal and filter 
parameters in the code-book, and Em is the minimum residual energy obtained 
using unquantized LPC parameters.
2.0 Vector quantization and noise shaping of the residual vectors
In recently developed coders for use at 8 Kb/s and below the residual signal is 
quantized in an analysis by synthesis procedure which is very complex [4]. The 
reason for the analysis by synthesis coding is to consider the effect of the LPC 
synthesis filter on the coded residual in terms of its filter gain and spectral shape. 
This makes it possible to compare the original speech and the coded speech rather 
than comparing the residual vectors with the code-book entries. In this way the 
effect of the synthesis filter memory is considered in the error minimization.
Here we have overcome these complexities by considering the spectral shape of the 
LPC filter whilst error minimizing and considering the memory and the gain of the 
synthesis filters whilst calculating the amplitude scale factor of the chosen vector. 
Errors are minimized between the residual vectors and code-book entries as:
)  -  V ( i  ) ]W (i )P  (2 )
i =  l
where X ( 0  and V ( 0  are the unit variance residual and code-book vectors 
respectively, and W(&) is the noise shaping vector (spectral envelope). As can be 
seen from equation (2) all convolution processes needed in the search of CELP are 
turned into multiplications. After this very much simplified search, optimum 
amplitudes are calculated as follows: First the memory of the synthesis filter is 
subtracted from the original speech, as this cannot be changed. Then the chosen
code-book sequence is used to produce the output response, which is then compared
with the memory subtracted original as,
a , = % ( i  ) f  (: )] /  'Z  [ f  (f )P (3 )
i  =  1 i =  1
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where is the amplitude scale, S (0  and P(t) are the reference vector and the 
output response vector produced by the selected unit variance sequence.
There are two other advantages of calculating the optimum scale factor as opposed 
to using the original vector energy as the scale (gain).
The first reason is that if the residual energy is taken as the optimum scale value 
and if the noise power is larger than the signal power we still transmit. However, 
in the case of optimum scalar calculation, scale calculation takes into account the 
expected noise power (see equation 3). If the two vectors do not match the 
numerator of equation (3) w ill be zero making the scale zero. Therefore no 
transmission at all is better than transmitting such a vector.
The second reason is that, in equation (3) the scale factor can have either negative 
or positive sign, which means that the size of the code-book is virtually doubled 
with no extra storage or computation for searching. When the residual energy is 
used as the scalar it is always positive which means that the sign of the vector 
elements cannot be inverted to form another vector.
One very important point which should be considered is the effect of the pitch 
filter when the pitch period is smaller than the vector dimensions chosen. When 
the pitch period is smaller than the vector size, quantization noise affects the 
prediction of the vector elements which are beyond the pitch period. This causes 
unpleasant prediction error, which can be eliminated by limiting the minimum 
pitch period to be equal to the vector size. This has been shown to have no affect 
on the pitch filter performance.
3.0 Subjective Results
The proposed coder has been tested subjectively to evaluate its performance. In the 
testing procedure the proposed coder was compared with 5 other coders all 
operating around 7.2 Kb/s. These coders were Hybrid Transform Coder (HTC) [3], 
Adaptive Transform Coder (ATC) [1], Vocoder Driven ATC (VDATC) [2], Sub­
band Coder (SBC) [6] and the proposed coder without optimum scale calculation 
(scale is taken to be the energy in the input residual vector) (VQTC2). Processed 
speech for two male and two female sentences for each of the coders were 
presented to 29 subjects. Each subject was then asked to rank the coders in a 
preference order. Results are tabulated in Table 1.
Coder type % Preference
VQTC 65
HTC 20
VDATC 7
ATC 2
SBC 6
VQTC2 0
Table 1: Subjective preference results.
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Results tabulated in Table 1, shows that VQTC outperforms all of the above listed 
low-bit rate speech coders. Its quality at around 7 Kb/s is comparable to the 
original speech quality. VQTC was also simulated at 4.8 Kb/s to compare it with 
the highly complex Code Excited Linear Prediction (CELP) [4].
4.0 Discussions
Herein we have outlined the design principles of a VQTC to produce good quality
speech below 9.6 Kb/s with implementable complexity. VQTC has very high 
quality at around 7 Kb/s and maintains its good quality at even lower bit rates. In 
order to compare the speech quality of VQTC and the highly complex CELP it was 
simulated at 4.8 Kb/s. Although, VQTC is very much simpler than CELP its 
speech quality was almost comparable to the standard fu ll search CELP. VQTC is 
flexible in terms of complexity which suits single chip applications. For example a 
reduced complexity VQTC with fixed W(i) which eliminates the need for filter 
bank or FFT calculation can still produce good quality. Complexity can be reduced 
further with a little loss in quality by eliminating the noise shaping completely. 
This results in a coder where the linear predictive residual is coded directly in the 
way described above. This solution may be used for bit rates around 9.6 Kb/s to 
enhance the quality of existing predictive coders.
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CELP Base-Band Coder (CELP-BB) For High Quality Speech Coding At
9.6 to 2.4 KBPS
AM.Kondoz B.GKvans
Dept.of Electronic and Electrical Engineering 
University of Surrey. Gulidford. Surrey, GU2 5XH
ABSTRACT
Recently CELP [l] has proved that it is poæible to use vector dimensions as large as 40 
or more samples long and still maintain high quality. This is achieved by error minimiza­
tion between the original and the synthesized vectors, rather than error minimization 
between the residual vectors and code-book entries used in earlier VQ designs. The CELP 
design however, is very complex and its quality is affect^ very much by the quantiza­
tion error of the LPC parameters [2] making it difficult to produce high quality speech at
4.8 Kb/s.
Here, we present a new vector quantized and easily implementable base-band coder 
(CELP-BB) which was originally proposed for speech coding below 4.8 Kb/s in [3]. 
B%ause most of the computation is performed on the base-band which is dœimated. and 
that during code-book search only the pitch filter réponse is considered, the complexity 
of CELP-BB is very much leas than CELP and its speech quality is not affiœted by LPC 
quantization error to such an extent as in CELP. CELP-BB can produce high quality 
speech (very similar to the original) down to 4.8 Kbps and although its s p ^ h  quality 
starts to deteriorate below 4 Kbps it is capable of producing natural and intelligible digi­
tal speech at 2.4 Kb/s.
1.0 INTRODUCTION
In order to offer the possibility of carrying digital speech over a single analogue voice 
channel, it is necessary to bring the high quality speech coding rate down to about 4.8 
Kb/s. CELP coding of s p ^ h  seemed to be producing high quality speech at bit rates as 
low as 6 Kb/s. Below 6 Kb/s however, although it produces intelligible speech the 
amount of quantization noise and roughn%s makes it unacceptable for use in any public 
telephone network. The major cauœs of this undœirable d^tortion are the spectral dis­
tortions cau^d by LPC parameter quantization and inefficient representation of the exci­
tation sequences. Accuracy of excitation sequences is reduced by the lower up date rate of 
the pitch filter parameters and larger vector dimensions. The other disadvantage of CELP 
is its high complexity. The vector Quantized Transform Coder (VQTC) [4] has similar 
performance to CELP and yet has a poœible single chip implementable œmplexity. Other 
simplified veraions of CELP have bœn reported in the literature which makes it possible 
to have single chip implementation [5][6]. Therefore, it æems that the compl^dty prob­
lem of CELP can be ælvW . However, the quality improvement at around 4.8 Kb/s 
remains to be ^IvW .
Here, we present a new CELP bas«-band coding (CELP-BB) to improve the speœh quality 
at around 4.8 Kb/s. As the name suggests. CELP coding is applied to the base-band resi­
dual to reduce the bit rate of the base-band coder down to 4.8 Kb/s and below.
In base-band coding the LPC residual is first low-pass filtered and decimated before cod­
ing. The decimation factor is chosen to transmit the largest base-band for a given overall
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bit rate. At the decoder, received base-band is up sampled by inserting zero-valued sam- 
ples after each sample and then filtered through the LPC synthesis filter. The LPC syn-
thesis filter interpolates the zero valued samples to produce continuous good quality out­
put speech. There are two major causes for speech quality degradation in base-band cod­
ing. First, the base-band quantization noise and second, the high frequency regeneration 
(HFR) noise. These base-band quantization and HFR noises are dependent on the decima- 
tion factor and hence the overall bit rate. Both the base-band quantization noise and HFR 
noise can be reduced using a pitch filter before low-pass filtering and decimation [7]. Also 
replacing the low-pass filter with a suitable smoothing filter and selecting the m a x im i im  
energy sequence in the decimation process [8] approximates the bai%-band coding to 
Multi-Pulse LPC coding [9] and eliminates the HFR noise completely.
In the following sections we discuss the coder design of CELP-BB and the results
obtained from 9.6 Kb/s to 2.4 Kb/s. In the final section we discuss the results of CELP- 
BB and compare it with CELP.
2.0 CELP-BB CODER DESCRIPTION.
A block diagram of CELP-BB is shown in Figure 1. Then estimated 10 LKZ parameters 
are scalar quantized using their log area ratios and then used to inverse filter the input 
speech in order to obtain the LPC residual signal. The LPC residual signal is than divided 
into sub-blocks, each of which is filtered by the weighting filter (smoothing filter) 
separately. F ilte r^  sub-blocks are split into a number of sequences equal to the decima­
tion factor. These sequences are compared in terms of their energies and the one with the 
highest energy is selected for transmission [8]. The position of the selected sequence in 
each sub-block is also transmitted to the decoder in order to place the sequence in the 
correct location in HFR. The selected sequences are then stored side by side in a buffer to 
form a decimated continuous signal. Here, VQ is applied to code the continuous 
decimated base-band residual. The principle of the VQ is based on CELP which works in 
the following way. The decimated signal is analysed to obtain its pitch period and pitch 
coefficient. Using th%e parameters in a pitch synthesis filter the memory réponse of the 
filter is computed and subtracted from the decimated signal to form the reference signal. 
Gaussian code-book s^uences are then searched one by one to match the output réponse 
of the pitch synthesis filter with no memory.
to the reference signal. The index of the optimum sequence, together with its scale value 
are transmitted to the deœder. At the dœoder, ælwted code-book æquenc^ are scaled 
up by their scale factora and passed through the pitch synthesis filter in order to recover 
the continuous dœimated baæ-band signal. The r^overed signal is than sub-segmented 
and shifted to the correct positions with zeros inserted in between the samples, to form 
the LPC filter excitation sequence. Using this œquence the LPC synthesis filter is excited 
to recover the output speech.
2.1 VœWr Quantization Of the Baæ-Band
In order to have an integer number of pulses in each pum ice , the LTC residual is 
divided into a number of samples, which is an integer multiple of the decimation factor. 
Weighted sub-blocks are split into a number of sequences, equal to the decimation factor 
d as.
S j O ) = W ( W + ÿ )  j = ;  = (1)
where S j i i )  is the y** sequence. W(l: ) is the weighted sub-block and N  is the number 
of samples in each sub-block. The energies of each so^uence are calculated as.
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(r j:=  (2)
i = l
The sequence with maximum a f  is selected for coding and transmission. In each frame 
all of the selected sequences are placed one after the other to form a continuous signal 
Y  (ji ), which contains d  times less samples than the original LPC residual signal X  in ). 
This means that the upper and lower limits of the expected pitch period are reduced by a 
factor of d . The continuous decimated signal is then used as the input to an analysis by 
synthesis Vector Quantizer, or CELP coder as shown in Figure 2. The input to the CELP 
coder in this case does not contain short time correlation. It does however possess much 
stronger long-term correlation. Therefore, in the CELP coder both the LPC synthesis 
filter and the noise shaping filter are excluded, leaving only the pitch synthesis filter. 
Analysis by synthesis procedure operating around the pitch synthesis filter vector quan­
tizes the decimated signal. The dimension of the code-book sequences are set to be equal 
to the number of samples in each decimated sequence. This is not of course a restriction. 
The error is minimized by maximizing the following [10]:
V ^ i O ^ M A X ------------ --------------------------  (3)
Z K C O *  /„ ( O F
i = l
and the optimum scale ot is calculated as.
NI d
Z S C O K C O *  / „ ( i ) ]
= jÿÿj (4)
i = l
where V„ (i ) is the code-book sequence. / „  (i ) is the truncated pitch filter response and ♦ 
denotes the convolution process.
Vn (i ) * f n  B ) is the response at the output of the pitch synthesis filter caused by the
n*^ vector in the code-book. When the pitch period, or the delay in the pitch filter, is
greater than N  /d  the truncated response of the pitch filter has a value of 1 in the first 
location and zeros anywhere else. This makes,
% ,( ( )=  v . B ) *  A B )  (5)
Therefore, by limiting the minimum pitch period to be equal to the vector size, the con­
volution process in equations (3) and (4) can be elim inate, which simplifies equations
(3) and (4) as follows.
N ! d
B ) = MAX [ Z 5 : B B (6)
j=i
and.
« ,  = ^"*S0)V„(O (7)
i =  l
respectively.
If the pitch filter parameters are up dated for every residual vœtor then limiting the 
minimum pitch period to the bas«-band residual vector size provides the possibility of
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considering the decoded samples in the pitch synthesis filter memory while calculating 
the pitch parameters. This increases the prediction gain and produces a stable pitch syn­
thesis filter.
The synthesized decimated signal F ( n )  is split into sequences which are then put 
together to form Y  (n ). With the help of the corresponding position index j . associated 
with each sequence, received sequences are shifted to the correct positions with necessary 
zeros inserted in between the samples to form the final excitation signal at the decoder
The overall bit rate of the CELP-BB is simply determined by the vector size of the 
decimated signal and the pitch filter parameters up date rate. By varying the vector 
dimensions it is possible to achieve a range of bit rates from 9.6 Kb/s to 2.4 Kb/s.
2.2 Results
Although. CELP-BB is a base-band coder, most of the transmission capacity is occupied 
by the CELP coder operating in the base-band. It is therefore, necessary to adjust the 
parameters of CELP to achieve a given overall bit rate. The flexibility of CELP-BB is its 
decimation factor which enables smaller residual vectors and more frequent pitch param­
eter updates. In the following sections we discuss the coder performance for various bit 
ratœ.
2.2.1 9.6 - 4.8 Kb/s CELP-BB 
A typical 9.6-4.8 Kb/s CELP-BB has the following parameters given in Table 1.
Parameters Bits 9.6-7 Kbps 4.8 Kbps
LPC 40 1641 1333.3
Pitch 10 2052 1333.3
Vector 8-9 1641 1200
Gain 6-5 1231 666.7
Position 2 410 266.7
Table 1. CELP-BB Bit Allocation For 9.6. 7 and 4.8 Kb/s.
9.6 to 7 Kb/s Coding
Using a decimation factor of 3. CELP-BB at 7 Kb/s was tested by calculating its objective 
SNRs and conducting informal listening tests. SNR for both the baæ-band quantization 
and the overall coder performance was calculated. The coder was also tested with a three 
tap pitch filter. In Table 2 SNR performances of CELP-BB with one and thrœ  tap pitch 
filters are tab u la te .
Pitch Tap 1-Tap 3-Tap
(dB) SegSNR SNR SogSNR SNR
BB quantization 13.05 12.19 14.24 12.34
BB prediction 8.40 7.67 9.77 8.07
Performance 8.46 7.88 9.06 8.32
Table 2: CELP-BB performance at 7 and 9.6 Kb/s using one 
and three tap pitch filters respectively.
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Using a 3 tap pitch filter requires an additional 8 bits per sequence hence, the overall bit 
rate of the coder is about 9.6 Kb/s. The subjective quality of CELP-BB using one and 
three tap pitch filters was comparable to the original speech quality. This was achieved 
by efficient coding of the base-band. Coding of the base-band was in both cases better
than 3 bits per sample scalar quantization which has about 13 dB SegSNR.
The overall coder SNR performance is in the region of 8«5 dB for 7 Kb/s. As CELP-BB is 
a base-band coder it would be expected to have a lower SNR value than for the full-band 
coders. Base-band coders are best tested and compared using subjective listening tests. 
Therefore, we have compared CELP-BB with CELP [l] and VQTC [4] operating at 7 Kb/s. 
Informal listening tests showed that all three coders had very similar quality which was 
comparable to the original speech.
4.8 Kb/s Coding
Here, again a decimation factor of 3 was used. With the bit allocation to the specific 
parameters given in Table 1. objective and subjective performance of CELP-BB at 4.8 
Kb/s was evaluated in exactly the same way as was done for the 7.0 Kb/s. The SNR per­
formance of CELP-BB at 4.8 and 5.8 Kb/s using one and three tap pitch filters respec­
tively is given in Table 3.
Pitch Tap 1-Tap 3-Tap
(dB) SegSNR SNR SegSNR SNR
BB quantization 8.16 7.41 8.47 7.16
BB prediction 5.42 4.67 5.64 4.38
Performance 6.11 5.78 6.36 5.62
Table 3: CELP-BB performance at 4.8 and 5.8 Kb/s using one 
and thrœ  tap pitch filters respectively.
Again using three tap pitch filter requires an additional 8 bits per sequence information 
which takes the total bit rate to 5.8 Kb/s. The difference between the 5.8 and the 4.8 
Kb/s cases is not significant since as the vector length becomes larger the performance of 
one and three tap pitch filters becomes closer.
Results of the informal listening tests showed that CELP-BB maintains its high quality 
even at 4.8 Kb/s and of course outperforms CELP and VQTC at bit rates below 6 Kb/s. 
CELP-BB at 4.8 Kb/s was also compared with CELP-BB at 7 Kb/s. It was noticed that 
although the quality at both bit rates was very close to the original quality, when com­
pared using highly sensitive ear-phones the quality at 7 Kb/s sounded more refined. In 
the proposed coder no roughness or quantization noise was noticed
2.2.2 2.4 Kb/s CELP-BB
The results discussed above encouraged us in the possibility of reducing the bit rate of 
CELP-BB below 4.8 Kb/s. Therefore it was tested at 2.4 Kb/s. Its 10 LPC parameters 
were vector quantized with a 10 bit fu ll %arch code-book and the decimation factor was 
increased to 4. The base-band quantization and prWiction performances were 3.194 dB 
and 1.497 dB respectively. The subjective quality of the coder was natural and intelligi­
ble but it œntainW sx)me quantization error and roughness. The reasons for rWuced per­
formance were those of poor pitch prediction and hence poor base-band coding, and the 
poor performance of the weighting filter and selecting the maximum energy sequence. 
When the vector si% of the baæ-band residual become larger the energy in each 
sequence tends to be ojual which does not require the transmission of the pulse location.
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Replacing the weighting filter with a low-pass filter and discarding the grid selection, ie. 
implementing an ordinary base-band coder, was tested with the parameters given in 
Table 4.
Parameters Bits Bit-Rate
LPC 10 400
Pitch 10 800
Vector 10 800
Gain 5 400
Table 4: CELP-BB Bit Allocation For 2.4 Kb/s.
Using the specifications given in Table 4, the pitch prediction and the base-band quantiza­
tion performance was increased by 0.48 dB and 0.84 dB respectively. Replacing the 
weighting filter by a low-pass filter caused slight high fr^uency  regeneration noise, how­
ever. the overall quality of the speœh was much smoother. Overall speech quality was 
natural, intelligible and smooth and it did not contain und^irable clicks or annoying 
energy level variation noite that is present in LPC-10.
3.0 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have discussed a new base-band coder and compared its subj^tive 
quality with CELP and VQTC at various bit rates from 9.6 to 4.8 Kb/s. We have also 
shown that CELP-BB is capable of producing natural, intelligible and smooth spm;h at 
2.4 Kb/s.
The code-book search in CELP-BB requires no convolution. The pitch filter memory is 
subtracted from the original base-band signal to form the reference signal which is 
directly matched by the code-book sequences. Another complexity advantage of CELP- 
BB is that, because it is a base-band coder its complexity is further dividW by its deci­
mation factor. At 7 and 4.8 Kb/s using 8 and 9 bit code-books and a decimation factor of 
3 the code-book search requires about 0.7 MIPS and 1.4 MIPS respwtively. Even if 10 bit 
code-book was used the code-book search computations would be lœs than 3 MIKI 
(using Gaussian code-books). Hence, the overall complexity of CELP-BB at 9.6 Kb/s to
4.8 Kb/s is well within the capabilities of a single AT&T DSP-32 signal processing chip.
The quality of CELP-BB codai speech at 9.6 to 7 Kb/s is comparable to CELP codai 
speœh at the same bit rates. Below 6 Kb/s however. CELP-BB outperforms CELP. 
CELP-BB coded speech at 4.8 Kb/s is much better than CELP coded speech. High speech 
quality can be maintained to bit rates as low as 4 Kb/s. In Figure 3. speech waveform 
plots for the original base-band and their 7 and 4.8 CELP-BB coded versions are shown.
Finally. CELP-BB was tested at 2.4 Kb/s. and although, at this bit rate it required vector 
quantization of the LPC parameters, its complexity was still relatively low. Speœh qual­
ity at 2.4 Kb/s was intelligible, natural and smooth which makes it attractive for both 
military and civilian u s^ .
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Figure 1: A block diagram of CELP-BB.
Figure 3: Typical waveforms of (a) original base-band and (b) 
and (c) coded base-band at 7 and 4.8 Kb/s reflectively.
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APPENDIXD
SOURCE CODE ( IN C ) OF IMPORTANT ALGORITHMS
CELP coding of SPEECH
#include <stdio.h>
#include <m ath.h>
#define index 256 /* code-book size V 
#define Ipcsize 10 /* order of LPC filter */
#define bikno 952 /♦ number of vectors to be processed V 
#define vecsize 40 /* excitation vector size */
#define register 150 /* pitch filter memory register */
int check[blkno]; /* To see which vectors in table used */
float blkener[blkno]: /* energi equalizer due extra energi from Ipc*/
float computeO. keepin[vecsize]: /♦ Size of the data re-transfer V
float inov[vecsize] J31.B2.B3:
float datares[vecsize]:
float lpcres[vecsize]: /♦ buff" for Ipc filter output ♦/
float picresEvecsize]: /*buff‘ for pitch filter output ♦/
float error[vecsize]: /* buflF to hold original-synthetic speech ♦/
short data[vecsize]: /* input data transfer buff V
short datap[vecsize]: /* input data transfer buff ♦/
float datal[vecsize]: /* input data transfer buff ♦/
float wtlpcl[lpcsize]: /* buff to keep weigted error from blk to blk ♦/
float wtlpc2[lpcsize]: /* buff to keep weigted error from blk to blk */
float weighted^vecsize]: /* weighted output error ♦/
float lpccoef[lpcsize]:
float ener[blkno]: /* block energy ♦/
float pitch[register]: /♦ buff to store pitch feedback-loop */
float pppEregister]: /♦ ppp[] and pp[] are buffs to transfer V
float ppiregister]: /* pitch FB loop contents from blk to blk V
float IpcElpcsize]: /* buff to store Ipc feedback-loop */
float lll[lpcsize]: /* 111[] and 11[] are buffs to transfer Ipc */
float ll[lpcsize]: /♦ Ipc FB loop contents from blk to blk ♦/
float wwl[lpcsize]: /♦ to transfer weighted error register contents */
float ww2[lpcsize]: /* to transfer weighted error register contents */
float wwwl[lpcsize]: /♦ from block to block ♦/
float www2[lpcsize]: /♦ from block to block */
int Pitch: /♦ pitch period */
float power[lpcsize]: /* error weight */
float Rx,RO.Rp,Snl .Sn2,Sn3.Sna,Snb.Snc,Snd,Sne,Snf :
mainO
{
int coe,q,w,we.e.r.t.offd=0,offlpc-0,offpio=0.as,loopl ,loop2,loop,cul: 
float preserror-O.O.pasterror-O.O.en-O.0:
char ♦in-"book". *fi-"input__file". *fo“ "output-file".*fing*"predicted": 
char *fl="lpccoeff40". *ff-"scalar", *rœ="s^.indexes"' 
char ♦sec="lpcresiduar: 
float delta.dell,del2.del3:
fo r(t= l:t<  13:t-t-H)
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power[t-l]=pow(0.92446525, (float) t):
t=creat(fo, 0644): 
close(t): 
t=open(fo,l): 
coe=open(sec,0) : 
cul=creat(fijig.0644) : 
close(cul): 
cul=open(fing.l):
for(q=0:q <  blkno:q++)
read(coe,datares,sizeof (datares)) : 
w=open(fi. 0): 
lseek(w,offd.O): 
readCw.datasizeof (data)) : 
close(w):
w=open(fl, 0): 
lseek(w.offlpc.O): 
read(w.lpccoef .sizeof (Ipccoef )) : 
close(w):
offlpc=offlpc+sizeof (Ipccoef ): 
offd=offd+sizeof(data):
w=open(in. 0):
preserror-0.0:
pasterror=(-1.0)*9999999.0:
r=0:
f  or(a=0 :a < register :a++) 
pitch[a]=pp[a]:
/* Compute pitch and pitch coefficients V
Rp=R%=R0=0.0:
for(loop=0:loop <register-vœsi%:loop++)
Rx=0.0:
for(loopl*=0:loopl <  vecsizedoopl ++)
Rx-Rx+(datares[loopl]*pitch[va»i^-l-loopl+loop]):
if(Ri>-Rp)
Rp-Rx:
Pitch-loop+vecsize-1 :
}
Snl*=Sn2*=Sn3»^na-‘Snb“ Sno4Snd*Sn^Snf-«0.0: 
delta—dell=del2"del3—0.0:
for(loop-0:loop < vecsize:loop++)
Snl=Snl+(pitch[Pitch-l-loop]*datare^loop]):
Sn2-Sn2+(pitch[Pitch-loop]*datares[loop]):
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Sn3=Sn3+(pitch[Pitch+l-loop]*datares[loop]):
Sna=Sna+(pitch[Pitchi-l-loop]*pitcli[Pitch-l-loop]):
Snb=Snb+(pitch[Pitch-loop]*pitcli[Pitch-loop-l]):
Snc=Snc+(pitch[Pitch-loop+l]*pitch[Pitch-loop-l]):
Snd=Snd+(pitch[Pitch-loop]*pitch[Pitch-loop]):
Sne=Sne+(pitch[Pitch-loop+l]*pitch[Pitch-loop]):
Snf=Snf+(pitch[Pitch-loop+l]*pitch[Pitch-loop+l]):
delta=(Sna*Snd*Snf) + (Snb*Sne*Snc) + (Snb*Sne*Snc): 
delta-delta - (Snc*Snd*Snc) - (Snb*Snb*Snf) - (Sne*Sne*Sna):
dell-(Snl*Snd*Snf) + (Snb*Sne*Sn3) + (Sn2*Sne*Snc): 
d ell-d ell - (Sn3*Snd*Snc) - (Sn2*Snb*Snf) - (Sne*Sne*Snl):
del2-(Sna*Sn2*Snf) + (Snl*Sne*Snc) + (Snb*Sn3*Snc): 
del2-del2 - (Snc*Sn2*Snc) - (Snb*Snl*Snf) - (Sn3*Sne*Sna);
del3.(Sna*Snd«Sn3) + (Snb*Sn2*Snc) + (Snb*Sne*Snl): 
del3-del3 -  (Snc*Snd*Snl) -  (Snb*Snb*Sn3) - (Sne*Sna*Sn2):
if(delta==0.0)
B1-B2-B3-0.0:
else
{
Bl=dell/delta:
B2-del2/delta:
B3=del3/delta:
I
quantize(Bl. B2, B3):
/* Compute filter memory and subtract from the original V  
for(a=0 :a < lpcsize:a++) 
lpc[a]=ll[a]:
pitchinsertC lO.q):
IpcinsertO:
subtractO:
write(cul.datap,sizeof(datap)):
/♦ Search the code-book ♦/
fo r(e ^ : e<  index: e++)
{
read(w.inov^izeof (inov)) :
for(a=0 :a  < register :a++) 
pitch[a]=0.0: 
for(a“0:a < lpcsize:a++) 
lpc[a]-0.0:
pitchinsert(0.q):
IpcinsertO:
/♦
Noise shaping excluded
f or(a*0 :a <  lpcsize:a++)
{
wtlpcl[a]=0.0:
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wtlpc2[a]=0.0;
}
weightO;
*/
preserror=compute(q) : 
if (preserror > pas terror)
pasterror=preserror:
r-e:
en=blkener[q]:
}
}
/* restore the synthesis filter memory V 
f or(a=0 ;a < register ;a-H-) 
pitch[a]=pp[a]: 
f  or(a=0:a < lpcsize:a-H-) 
lpc[a]=ll[a]:
check[q]=r; 
close(w): 
w=open(in. 0); 
lseek(w,(r*4*vecsize),0):
read(w.keepin.sizeof (keepin)) : 
close(w):
blkener[q]=en:
for(w=0 :w <  vecsize:w++)
inov[w]=keepin[w]*blkener[q];
pitchinsert(0,q):
IpcinsertO:
/* Keep the current filter memory V
for(a=0 :a <  register :a++) 
pp[a]=pitch[a]: 
for(a=0:a <  lpcsize%++) 
ll[a]=lpc[a]:
for(a*0:a < vecsize:a++) 
data[a]-(short)lpcres[a]:
write(t.data^i2^f(d ata)):
}
we=creat(r%, 0644): 
write(we,check.sizeof(check)):
close(we):
close(t):
t-creat(ff,0644):
writeCt.blkener^izeof(blkener)):
closeCt):
closeCcoe):
}
int pitchinsert(pe.s) 
int s.pe:
{
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int i.o,p.M:
float k.i=0.0;
M-Pitch;
if(pe=0)
for(i=0: i<vecsize: i++)
I
l-(B2*pitch[M])+(Bl*pitch[M-l])+(B3*pitch[M+l]):
picres[i]=inov[i]+l:
1 
I
else
{
for(o=register-l;o> 0 :0 —) 
pitch[o]=pitch[o-l]: 
pitch[0]= inov[i]+l:
1- 0 .0 :
for(i=0:i < vecsize:i++)
{
l-(B2ytch[M])+(Bl*pitch[M-l])+(B3*pitch[M+lD:
picres[i]=l:
f or(o=register-l :o >  0:o—)
pitch[o]=pitch[o-l]:
pitch[0]=l:
1=0 .0 :
}
return:
int IpcinsertO
int i.o,p: 
float k.l=0.0:
for(i=0:i <  vecsi2»:i++)
{
k-0.0:
for(p-0:p< lpcsize:p++) 
k=k+(lpc[p]*lpccoef[p]): 
lpcres[i]=k+picres[i]:
for(o-lpcsize-l:o >  0:o—)
lpc[o]-lpc[o-l]:
lpc[0]-picres{i]+k:
return:
}
subtractO
{
int i:
for(i=0:i <  vecsize:i++)
}— 294 —
I
data 1 [i]=( float) data[i]-lpcres[i]: 
datap[i]=(short) lpcres[i]:
return;
float compute(lk) 
int Ik:
{
int i.o.p: 
float k.l: 
k-1-0.0:
f  or(i=0:i < vecsize:i++)
{
k=k+(datal[i]*lpcres[i]): 
l=l+(lpcres[i]*lpcres[i]) :
blkener[lk]=k/l:
k=(k*k)/l:
retum(k):
int weightO
int i.o.p: 
float k.l.m=0.0: 
float sec[vecsize]:
for(i=0:i <  vecsize:i++)
{
k-0.0:
for(o=0:o < lpcsize:o++) 
k=k+( Ipccoef [o]*wtlpcl [o]) : 
sec[i]=lpcres[i]-k: 
for(o=lpcsize-l:o >  0:o—) 
wtlpcl[o]“ Wtlpcl[o-l ]: 
wtlpcl[0]-lpcres[i]:
for(i=0:i <  v%size:i++)
{
1- 0.0;
for(o-0:o <  lpcsi^:o++)
l=l+(lpccoef[o]*wtlpc2[o]*power[o]):
weighted[i]-@ec[i]+l:
f  or(o=lpcsize-l :o >  0:o—) 
wtlpc2[o]-wtlpc2[o-l ]: 
wtlpc2[0]-sec[i]:
return:
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y******************************************************
/* VQTC Coding of Speech ♦/
y***************************************************************y
#include <stdio.h>
#include <m ath.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/dir.h>
#include <sys/stat.h>
#define MAX 64 
#deflne MAX2 200 
#deflne MAX3 1024 
#deflne pi 3.141592654
int tsize. p_len. booksize. n; 
int H = 10;
float buf 1[MAX], buf2[MAX], buf3[MAX]. buf4[MAX], buf5[MAX]:
float buf7[MAX], buf8[MAX]. buf9[MAX], bufll[200], bufl3[MAX]. buf 14[200];
float buf6[200], buf 10[200], buf 15[MAX]. buf 12[MAX], buf 16[MAX], empty[MAX]:
float fmatEMAXiMAX], imat[MAX][MAX]. book[MAX3XMAX], aji[lO];
float lpc_zero[MAX], Res[MAX]:
char *f_book;
short inbuf[MAX], opbuf[MAX]:
FILE *fopen(), *error. *nor_err;
main(argc, argv) 
int argc; 
char *argv[];
I
int r, i. j. k. p. fd. pitch, offset. s_offset. no_blks. fllesize:
float sum. Rp. Ro. value. mod_sum. gain, x;
char *f__re8. *f_dct. *f_pp. *f_pit="feedbk". ♦f_in="R^3.32.m"
char *f_lpc="pitl28.10". ♦f_hel="helloop";
float DCT(). INDCTO. kemelO. VQ(). sort_book(). weightO:
int fsizeO:
int l_offset. p_ps:
float sn 1 .sn2xsn3 .sna^nb .snc.snd.sne.snf : 
float dela.dell.del2.del3: 
float B l, B2, B3;
/* check input parameters */ 
if (argc!=8)
printf("Usage: p_dct ve_size pi_len book_size Res_f DCT_f code_f OP__f 0): 
exit(-l):
}
/* assign input parameters V
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tsize = atoi(argv[l]): 
p_len = atoi(argv[2]): 
booksize = atoi(argv[3]); 
f_res = argv[4]: 
f_dct = argv[5]: 
f_book = argv[6]: 
f_pp -  argv[7]:
/* creat 0 /P  file */ 
i = creat(f_op.0644): 
closeCi):
i = creat(f_pit.0644): 
closed):
i = creat(f_in.0644): 
closed):
error = fopen("Me3.32.err"."w"): 
nor_err = fopen("Me3.32.nor","w"):
/♦ find size of residual file */
filesize = fsize(f_res): 
if (filesize < 0)
exit(O):
else
no_blks = (int)((filesize/4)/tsize):
/* initialisation of the buffers */
for (i=0: i<  tsize: i++)
{
bufl[i]=buf2[i]=buf3[i]=0.0: 
buf4[i]=buf5[i]=buf 7[i]=buf 12[i]=buf 16[i]=0.0: 
buf9[i]*buf8[i]=bufll[i]=bufl3[i]=bufl4[i]=bufl5[i]=0.0: 
}
for (i=0: i<p_len: i++) 
buf6[i]-0.0:
kemelO: /* cal. fmat and imat kernel of IXTT-IDCT ♦/
sort_book(): /♦ sort œdebook into the array "book" ♦/
s_offset = 0.0: 
offset -  0.0: 
l_joffset -  0.0: 
p_os -  0.0: 
r  — 4:
/♦ block by block p ro o fin g  V
for (n=0: n<no_blks: n++)
{
fd -  open(f_hel.O): /♦ read in block[tsize] from input original file */
2 9 7 -
IseekCf d,s_off set.O) : 
read(f d.inbuf ,(2*tsize)) : 
close(fd):
fd = open(f_res.O); /♦ read in block[tsize] from input residual file */ 
lseek(f d.offset.O): 
read(f d ,buf 1 .(4 *ts ize)) ; 
close(fd):
/♦ read in from weighting and LPC coeff. file every (length/tsize=4) loop V 
if (r — 4)
{
r -  0:
p -  open(f_dct,0): /* read in block[tsize] from the weighting file V
lseek(p.l_offset.O):
readCp.buf 10,( 16*tsize));
close(p);
weightO:
p -  open(f_lpc,0): /* read in block[order] from LPC coeff. file */
lseek(p.p_os.O):
read(p.aji.(4*H)):
close(p):
p_os = p_ps + (4*H): 
l_offset = l_offset + (16 ♦ tsize):
}
r  = r  + 1:
for (i=0: i<  tsize: i++)
bufl6[i] = (float)(inbuf[i]):
/♦ calculate pitch ♦/
gain -  0.0: 
pitch = 31:
Rp -  0.0;
value = 0.0:
mod_sum -  0.0:
for (i=0: i <  (p_len-tsize): i++)
sum -  0.0:
for (p=0: p <  tsize: p++)
sum -  sum + (buf6[p+i] ♦ bufl[tsize-l-p]): 
if (sum > -  value)
I
pitch -  tsize + i - 1:
Rp -  sum: 
value -  sum:
}
}
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/♦ calculate gain V
snl==sn2=sn3=sna=snb=snc=snd=sne=snf=0.0;
dela=dell=del2=del3=0.0:
for (p=0; p<  tsize: p++)
snl = sn l + (buf6[pitch-l-p] * bufl[p]): 
sn2 = sn2 + (buf6[pitch-p] ♦ bufl[p]): 
sn3 = sn3 + (buf6[pitch+ 1-p] ♦ bufl[p]): 
sna = sna + (buf6[pitch-l-p] * buf6[pitch -1-p]): 
snb = snb + (buf6[pitch-p] * buf6[pitch-p-l]): 
snc = snc + (buf6[pitch-p+l] * buf6[pitch-p-l]): 
snd = snd + (buf6[pitch-p] ♦ buf6[pitch-p]): 
sne = sne + (buf6[pitch-p+l] * buf6[pitch-p]): 
smf = snf + (buf6[pitch-p+l] ♦ buf6[pitch-p+l]):
dela -  (sna*snd*snf) + (snb*sne*snc) + (snb*sne*snc): 
dela -  dela -  (snc*snd*snc) -(snb*snb*snf) -  (sne*sne*sna):
dell = (snl*snd*snf) + (snb*sne*sn3) + (sn2*sne*snc): 
dell -  dell -  (sn3*snd*snc) - (sn2*snb*snf) -  (sne%ne*snl):
del2 = (sna*sn2*snf) + (snl*sne*snc) + (snb*sn3*snc): 
del2 = del2 - (snc*sn2*snc) - (snb*snl*snf) -  (sn3*sne*sna):
del3 = (sna*snd*sn3) + (snb*sn2*snc) + (snb*sne*snl): 
del3 = del3 -  (snc*snd*snl) - (snb*snb*sn3) - (sne*sna*sn2):
if (dela =  0.0)
B1-B2-B3-0.0:
else
{
Bl -  dell/dela:
B2 = del2/dela:
B3 -  del3/dela:
}
/♦ apply pitch and gain to calculate the feedback buffer V 
for (i=0: K tsræ : i++)
I
buf7[i] = (B2*buf6[pitch-i]) + (Bl*buf6[pitch-l-i]) + (B3*buf6[pitch+l-iJ):
for (i-0: i<  tsize: i++)
!
for (p-(p__len-l): p> 0 : p—)
buf6[p] -  buf6[p-l]: /♦ shift register by one place V
/♦ in v e rt LPC filtering */ 
for (i=0: i<tsi% : i++)
(
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buf 13[i] -  buf7[i]:
}
for (i=0; i<(tsizefH): i++) 
bufl4[i] = bufll[i]: 
for (k=0: k<H:  k++)
buf 14[k] = buf 14[k+tsize]:
/♦ flush out memory ♦/ 
for (k=H; k<(tsize+H): k++)
{
X = 0.0:
for (j=0: j < H: j++)
X  = X  + (aji[j] ♦ buf 14[k-l-j]):
bufl4[k] = X + bufl3[k-H]: 
buf 15[k-H] = bufl4[k]:
}
/* apply feedback buffer to input and output */
for (i=0: i<  tsize: i++)
{
buf2[i] = bufl[i] -  buf7[i]:
}
/* DCT then VQ then INDCT residual signal */ 
DCTO:
VQO:
INDCTO:
/♦ insert quantised residual into pitch buffer ♦/ 
for (i=0: i<  tsize: i++)
{
buf6[tsize-i-l] = buf5[i] + buf7[i]: 
buf9[i] = buf5[i] + buf7[i]:
}
/* synthesis LPC filtering ♦/
for (k=0: k<H:  k++)
bufll[k] -  bufllEk+tsize]:
for (k-H: k<(tsize+H): k++)
(
X -  0.0:
for (j=0: j< H : j++)
X -  X + (aji[j] * bufll[k-l-jD :
bufll[k] -  X + buf9[k-H]: 
bufl2[k-H] -  bufllEk]:
opbuf[k-H] = (shortXbuf 1 l[k]):
3 0 0 -
/* store output and other intermediate files */
fd = open(f_op.l);
lseek(fd.s_offset.O) ;
write(fd,opbuf,(2*tsize)):
close(fd);
i=open(f_pit.l):
Iseek(i.offset.O):
write(i,buf9,(4*tsize));
closed):
i = open(f__in.l):
Iseek(i.offset.O):
write(i.buf5,(4*tsize)):
close(i);
offset = offset + (4*tsize): 
s offset = s offset + (2*tsize):
}
/♦ fsize: function to determine size of file in characters */
fsize(ipname) 
char ipname[];
struct stat stbuf: 
int p:
if (stat(ipname.&stbuf) — -1)
printfCfsize: cannot find %sO. ipname):
p = -1:
retum(p):
}
else
{
p -  stbuf .st_size: 
retum(p):
/* kernel: function to calculate the transform kernel of DCT and IDCT ♦/ 
/* for a given transform size. */
float kemelO 
{
int i. p:
float X . y:
for (i-0: i<  tsize: i++)
{
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}
X = 0.0:
y = 0.0:
for (p=0: p<  tsize: p++)
y = ((2*i)+l)*p*pi: 
X = ((2*p)+l)*i*pi: 
y = y/(2*tsize):
X = x/(2* tsize): 
fmat[i][p] = cos(x): 
imat[i][p] = cos(y):
X = 0.0:
y = 0.0:
}
/♦ DCT: Discrete cosine transform function. Uses the "fmat"-matrix V 
/* of the function "kernel". */
float DCTO
{
int i. p: 
float X:
for (i-0: i<  tsize: i++)
{
X = 0.0:
for (p=0: p< tsize: p++)
X = X + (buf2[p]*fmat[i][p]):
if (i — O)
buf3[i] = (sqrt(2.0/tsize)) ♦ x ♦ (sqrt(O.SO)):
else
buf3[i] = (sqrt(2.0/tsize)) * x:
}
/* INEKJT: Inverse DCT. Uses "imat"-matrix of "kernel" V
float INDCTO
{
int i, p: 
float X:
for (i-0: K tsize: i++)
{
X -  0.0:
for (p-0: p <  tsize: p++) 
if (p=—0)
X -  X + (buf4[p] * imat[i][p] * (sqrt(0.50))):
else
 ^ X -  X + (buf4[p] * imat[i][p]): 
buf5[i] = sqrt(2.0/tsize) * x:
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/* "sort_book": function to sort the codebook file into the array ♦/
/* book[booksize][tsize]. */
float sort_book()
{
int fd. p. i. j: 
float sum.q[32768]:
fd = open(f_book.O):
Iseek(fd.O.O);
read(fd.q.sizeof(q)):
close(fd):
/* get codebook into array */
p = 0.0:
for (i-0: i<  booksize: i++)
{
for (j-0: j<  tsize: j++) 
book[i][j] = q[p]:
p -  p + 1:
)
)
/♦ normalise the codebook to unit variance V
for (i=0: i<  booksize: i++)
{
sum -  0.0:
for (j=0: j<  tsize: j++)
sum -  sum + (book[i][j] * book[i][j]):
sum -  sum/tsize: 
sum -  sqrt(sum): 
for (j-0: j<tsize: j++)
 ^ book[i][j] -  book[i][j]/sum:
}
/♦ VQ: vector quantised the residual signal */ 
float VQO
int i. j. index, k:
float opt, sign. Com_gain. x. value, sum. vec_sq. dist. G. min. max:
float opt_sign. Com_sign:
float Error. Nor_err, res_sq, ori_enr, Com_cor:
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index = 0;
d is t .  9999999999.0: 
opt = 0.0: 
max = 0.0:
Com__gain = 0.0:
sum = 0.0:
/* search for best codebook entry V 
for (i-0: i<  booksize: i++)
{
sum = 0.0: 
value = 0.0: 
vec_jsq -  0.0:
G -  0.0:
for (j-0: j < tsize: j++)
vec_sq -  vec_sq + (book[i][j] * book[i][j]): 
sum -  sum + (book[i][j] ♦ buf3[j]):
G -  sum/vec_sq:
min -  0.0:
for (j=0: j < tsize: j++)
sum = (G*book[i][j]) - buf3[j]: 
value -  (sum ♦ buf8[j]): 
min -  min + (value * value):
}
if (min < = dist)
{
index -  i: 
dist = min:
}
}
/* find gain using the index codeword */
sum -  0.0: 
vec_sq -  0.0:
/* synthesis using codeword without gain applied V 
for (i-0: i<tsize: i++)
buf4[i] -  book[index][i]:
INDCTO:
for (j-0: j<(tsizefH ): j++) 
lpc_zero[j] -  0.0:
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for (k-H: k<(tsize+H): k++)
{
X - 0.0:
for (j=0: j<H:  j++)
{
X -  X + (aji[j] * lpc_zero[k-l-j]):
lpc_zero[k] -  x + buf5[k-H]: 
empty[k-H] = lpc_zero[k]:
/* find codeword gain */
res_sq = 0.0:
ori_enr = 0.0:
for (i-0: i<  tsize: i++)
{
Res[i] = buf 16[i] - bufl5[i]: 
res_sq = res_sq + (Res[ij ♦ Res[i]): 
ori_enr = ori_enr + (buf 16[i] ♦ buf 16[i]):
}
sum = 0.0:
vec_sq = 0.0:
for (i=0: i<  tsize: i++)
{
sum -  sum + (Res[i] ♦ empty[i]): 
vec_sq -  vec_sq + (empty[i] * empty[i]):
Com_cor -  (sum=*^um)/vœ_sq:
Com__gain = sum/vec_sq:
Error -  res__pq - Com_cor:
Nor_err = Error/ori_enr:
fprintf(error. "%fO, Error): 
fprintf(nor__err. "%fO, Nor_err):
/♦ final VQ output of r^ idual V 
for (i-0: i<  tsize: i++)
buf4[i] -  Com_gain ♦ book[index][i]:
}
/♦ "weight": function to reduce the dynamics of the weighting buffer V 
float weightO 
{
int i, J: 
float sum:
for (j-0: j<  tsize: j++)
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(
i -  j * 4:
sum = 0.0;
sum -  sum + (buflO[i] * buflO[i]) + (buflO[i+l] * buflO[i+l]);
sum = sum + (bufl0[i+2] ♦ buf 10[i+2]) + (buflO[i+3] * buflO[i+3]):
sum = sum/4; 
sum = sqrt(sum); 
buf8[j] = sum:
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CELP-BB coding of SPEECH
*******************************************************y
#include <stdio.h>
#include <m ath.h>
#define index 1024 /* code-book size V
#define vecsize 27 /* decimated base-band residual vector size */ 
#define register 70 /♦ pitch filter memory register V 
#define length 108 /* LPC-residual vector size before decimation */ 
#define number 650 /* number of vectors to be p ro ceed  V 
#define deci 4 /* decimation factor V 
float computeO:
float memory[ll].weigted[length+10]: 
float trans[length]:
int check[numtær]: /* To see which vectors in table used V 
float blkener[number]: /♦ energi equalizer due extra energi from Ipc*/ 
int shift.period: 
float RO,Rp,Rx,pgain:
float keepinfvecsize]: /* Size of the data re-transfer ♦/ 
float inov[vecsize]:
float picres[vecsize]: /*buff for pitch filter output V
float error[vecsize]: /♦ buff to hold original-synthetic speech */
float data[length]: /♦ input data transfer buff V
float datal[vecsize]: /* input data transfer buff V
float data2[vecsize]: /♦ input data transfer buff */
float ener[number]: /♦ block energy V
float pitch[register]: /♦ buff to store pitch fœdback-loop */
float ppp[register]: /♦ ppp[] and pp[] are buffs to transfer ♦/
float ppEregister]: /♦ pitch FB loop contents from blk to blk */
float power[l2]: /♦ error weight */
mainO
{
int coe.q.w.we.e.r,t,offd=0.offlpc=0.offpic=0,a,s: 
float preserror-O.O.pasterror-0.0:
char *in-"code-book", *fi-"lpcresiduar, *fo="output_file":
float en=0.0:
char ♦eng-"energi":
char *ff-"scalar":
char *res-"see.vectors":
t=creat(fo. 0644):
closeCt):
t-open(fo.l):
for(q=0:q <  number :q++)
{
w-open(fi, 0): 
lseek(w,offd,0):
read(w,data.sizeof (data)) : 
close(w):
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offd=offd+sizeof(data):
/* Compute the weighted base-band */ 
weightO:
w=open(in, 0): 
preserror=0.0:
pasterror=(-1.0)*9999999.0:
r=0:
f or(a=0 :a < register :a++) 
pitch[a]=pp[a]: 
for(a=0 :a < vecsize:a++) 
data2[a]=weigted[5+shift+(a*deci)]:
/* Compute pitch and pitch coefficient */
Rp-RO-0.0:
for(a=0:a < register-vecsize:a++)
Ri-0.0:
for(coe=0:coe < vecsize:coe++) 
Rx=Rx+(data2 [coe]*pitch[vecsize-l-coe+a]) :
if(Rx>Rp)
Rp=Rx:
period-a+vecsize-1 :
}
for(a=0 :a < vecsize:a++) 
RO=RO+(pitch[period-a]*pitch[f«riod-a]):
if(R0__0.0)
pgain-0.0:
else
pgain=Rp/RO:
quantize(pgain):
pitchinsertC lO.q):
/* Subtract the pitch filter memory from the LPCr^ ♦/ 
subtractO:
for(e=0: e<  index: e++)
{
read(w,inovÆizeof (inov)) :
for(a=0 m < register :a++) 
pitch[a]=0.0:
pitchinsert(0.q): 
preserror-computeCq) : 
if (preserror >  pasterror)
pasterror-preserror:
r-e:
en-bUcener[q]:
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/* restore the pitch filter memory V
f or(a=0;a < register:a++)
pitch[a]=pp[aj:
check[q]=r;
close(w);
w=open(in. 0);
lseek( w,( r*4* vecsize) ,0) ;
readCw .keepin .sizeof (keepin)) ;
close(w):
blkener[q]=en: 
f  or(w=0;w < vecsize:w-H-) 
inov[w]=keepin[w]*blkener[q]; 
pitchinsert(0.q);
/♦ Keep the current pitch filter memory ♦/
for(a=0:a < register :a++) 
pp[a]=pitch[a]; 
for(a=0 :a < length;a++) 
trans[a]=0.0;
/* Form the upsampled LPCexcitation sequence ♦/
for(a=0 ;a < vecsize;a++) ^
trans[shift+(a*deci)]=picres[a]:
write(t.trans^izeof(trans)):
}
we=creat(res. 0644):
write(we.check.sizeof(check)):
closæ(we):
close(t):
t=creat(ff.0644):
write(t.blkenersizeof(blkener)):
close(t):
close(coe):
int pitchinsert(pes) 
int s.pe:
{
int i.o.p.M: 
float k.l=0.0:
M=period:
if(pc—0)
fo r( i^ : i<  vecsize: i++)
{
l=(pgain*pitch[M]):
picre^i]-inov[i]+l:
for(o-register-l :o >  0:o—)
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1
}
else
I
pitch[o]=pitch[o-l];
pitcli[0]=inov[i]+l:
1- 0 .0:
}
for(i=0:i < vecsize:i++)
{
l=(pgain*pitcli[M]):
picres[i]=l:
for(o=register-l:o > 0:o—) 
pitch[o]=pitch[o-1 ] : 
pitch[0]=l:
1- 0 .0:
}
}
return:
subtractO
{
}
int i:
f  o r( i^ :i < vecsize:i++)
datal[i]=(float)data2[i]-picres[i]:
return:
float compute(lk) 
int Ik:
{
int i.o.p: 
float k,l: 
k-1-0.0:
for(i=0:i < vecsize:i++)
{
k-k+(datal[i]*picres[i]):
l=l+(picr«s[i]*picres[i]):
blkener[lk]=k/l:
k=(k*k)/l:
retum(k):
weightO
int i.ps: 
float k.l: 
float filter[ll]:
fllter[0]-fllter[l0]-(-0.016356):
fllter[l]-fllter[9M -0.045650):
fllter[2]-fllter[8]-(0.0000000):
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&lter[3].fllter[7K0.2507930);
fllter[4]-fllter[6K0.7007900);
fllter[5Kl.OOOOOOO);
k=0.0;
f  or(i=0;i < length+lO.'i-H-) 
1=0 .0 ;
for(s=10s> Os—) 
memory[s]=memory[s-1]; 
if(i<  length) 
memory[0]=data[i]; 
else
meniory[0]=0.0;
f or(s=0:s < 11 :s++) 
l=l+(filter[s]*nieniory[s]) :
}
weigted[i]=l;
1=0 .0;
k-0.0:
shift=0:
for(i=0;i < dœi:i++)
{
1=0 .0 ;
for(s=0:s < vecsizes++)
l=l+(weigted[5+i+(s*deci)]*weigted[5+i+(s*dœi)]);
if(l> k )
{
k-1:
shift=i;
}
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